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Part One

General Knowledge of Language

DIVISIONS OF THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE
The scientific study of language is called
linguistics.
Linguistics as an academic subject has
burgeoned in recent years. Surveys of the whole
field are called general linguistics, while more
specialized areas have specific labels.
The practical application of linguistic studies to
other areas, especially the teaching of foreign
languages, is called applied linguistics. When
contrasted with this, general linguistics is sometimes called theoretical linguistics.
The study of language consists of the following
branches:

lexis, of a language is the object of study in
lexicology.
Lexicology deals with the word structure of a
language, the meaning of words (semantics), the
origin of words (etymology), the classification of
words (as archaisms, dialectisms, neologisms,
loanwords, etc.), and the compiling of dictionaries.

Grammar
Popularly, grammar refers to the structural rules
of a language, including those relating to syntax and
morphology, but excluding vocabulary (the semantic
system) and phonetics.
According to the object and methods of
research, grammar can be historical, comparative, or
descriptive.
Historical grammar studies the development of
a particular language (e.g., historical grammar of the
Polish language).
Comparative grammar studies the identical
processes, phenomena, and changes in the development of groups of related languages (e.g.,
comparative grammar of the Slavic, Roman, or
Turkic languages). Comparative grammar is always
historical and can have as an object of its research
only related languages.
Descriptive grammar studies the grammatical
system of a language in a certain period of its
development.
Starting in the mid-1950s and continuing to this
day, the dominant theory of grammar is known
under the blanket name generative grammar. The
underlying thesis of generative grammar is that
sentences are generated by a subconscious set of
procedures (like computer programs), which are part
of our minds or of our cognitive abilities. The goal
of generative grammar is to model these procedures.
The two main branches of grammar are
morphology and syntax.

Phonetics
The study of the acoustics and articulation of
speech is called phonetics. According to the goal of
research there are two types of phonetics: descriptive
and historical. The descriptive phonetics describes
the present sound structure of a language. The
historical phonetics describes the changes in the
sound aspect of a language during various periods of
its development.
Phonetics deals with the speech sounds as basic
elements of the language: it studies vowels and
consonants, compatibility of sounds, changes of
sounds, etc. Furthermore, phonetics deals with the
syllable, the sound structure of words and sentences,
the intonation of sentences, the word accent, the
phrase accent, the transcription and pronunciation of
foreign names, etc.
H. Sweet writes: “My own subject, phonetics,
is one which is useless by itself, while at the same
time it is the foundation of all study of language,
whether theoretical or practical.”

Lexicology
Every human language has two main
components: vocabulary and grammatical structure.
The vocabulary, or lexis, includes all the words used
in a language. They are the building material for
word collocations (phrases) and sentences. The
bigger the amount of words, the wealthier the
language. The languages of civilized nations have
hundreds of thousands of words. The vocabulary, or

Morphology
Morphology deals with the form and structure
of words, word building or formation, and
alterations of words. It studies the grammatical
meaning (gender, number, tense, modus, etc.) of the
different forms and classifies the words as nouns,
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pronouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, prepositions,
conjunctions, etc.
Traditionally morphology, concerned with the
internal rules of words, contrasts with syntax,
concerned with the rules governing the way words
are put together in sentences.
Syntax
Syntax refers to the arrangement of words in
sentences and the rules explaining this arrangement.
It deals with sentences and phrases and their
structure, studies the rules for constructing
sentences, the word order, classifies sentences, and
studies their specifics.
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Stylistics
Stylistics has a direct connection to the editor’s
and translator’s work. It describes how to use most
efficiently and expertly the means of expression in a
language.
Stylistics defines what is suitable and
appropriate for a particular speech situation and
what not, what can be of strong effect and what has
no influence on the reader, and how to achieve the
best results in presenting a particular subject.
Stylistics studies the characteristics of different
styles and recommends what should or should not be
used in particular situations. Stylistics, or else
rhetoric, can be called a science of “the verbal art
and language mastery”: the skill to choose the most
appropriate means of expression.

CULTURE OF SPEECH
• motivations: motivace—pohnutky
• residence: rezidence—sídla

Culture of speech is very closely connected
with people’s general knowledge or culture. It is the
ability to properly and accurately use the means of
expression of a language and to express oneself in a
way and form that is most suitable for a particular
situation. This ability can be cultivated by
education and training over a long enough period of
time.
Culture of speech includes three basic
components: (1) lexico-grammatical correctness;
(2) stylistic correctness (unity and appropriateness
of the means of expression); (3) aesthetical
correctness (clarity, variety, expressiveness, and
harmony according to the particular style and
genre).
Even if a text is grammatically and lexically
correct and all words are used according to their
dictionary meaning, it can still be inaccurate or
unclear, excessive, inexpressive, or containing
elements that are stylistically unfitting. According
to the Russian writer Belinsky, “Grammar can teach
us how to write properly and correctly, but it is not
meant to teach us how to write nicely.” Therefore
the question of the selection of the verbal means is
very important.
According to some linguists, the lack of
culture of speech manifests in the following ways:

POLISH:
• general: generalny—ogólny
• to present: prezentować—przedstawiać
GERMAN:
• special: speziell—besonders
• plausible: plausibel—verständlich

The inappropriate preference of foreign words
over their native equivalents is called xenomania
and is a symptom of a low culture of speech.
There can be different factors leading to this
phenomenon. Prof. Zhana Molhova points at one of
them: “Beginners in a foreign language study
usually are very eager to show off their knowledge
and tend to insert words from this language into
their speech. This is a kind of snobbery existing in
each and every language environment because of
the universal character of snobbery.”
Even more interesting is the other factor,
called “language interference.” It is very common
among people who speak more than one language
and can be the leading reason for a bad translation.
An example of xenomania in translations of
®r…la Prabhupāda’s books is the usage of direct
equivalents of English words such as
“arrangement,” “candidate,” “controller,”
“installation,” “instruct,” “intelligent,”
“intoxication,” “qualified,” “realize,” “speculate,”
etc. If one falls into the trap of using these
“international words” instead of their native
equivalents, he may fail to convey the real sense,
what to speak of style, of the original. The
translator may obscure or even distort the meaning,
making the text pretentious and difficult to read.
The reader will be forced to make his way through
piles of fuzzy words. Here are some examples of
misusage of foreign words in translation:

1. Xenomania—Unjustified Usage of
Foreign Words
The lexis of a language is never homogeneous.
Basically, there are native words and words coming
from other languages. The latest are of two types:
(1) words already fixed in the system of language
and accepted as its natural part; they are no longer
perceived as foreign words and are necessary
because they don’t have replacements (e.g.,
materialism, individual, director, all from Latin);
(2) words that do have their native equivalents. For
example:

BG 10.2
• ENGLISH: One should know, then, that scholarship is
not the qualification necessary to understand KŠa...
They can speculate to the limits of their imperfect
senses and can reach the opposite conclusion of
impersonalism, or something not manifested by the
three qualities of material nature, or they can imagine
something by mental speculation...
• CROATIAN: Tako trebamo znati da učenost nije
neophodima kvalifikacija za razumevanje KŠe.…
Oni mogu spekulisati u granicama svojih nesavršenih

BULGARIAN:
• argument: аргумент—доказателство
• reincarnation: реинкарнация—прераждане
RUSSIAN:
• to ignore: игнорировать—пренебрегать
• to demonstrate: демонстрировать—показывать
CZECH:
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čula i mogu doći do zaključka impersonalizma o
suprotnosti, zaključka o nečemu što nije
manifestacija triju odlika materijalne prirode, ili
mogu umnon spekulacijom zamisliti nešto...
SB 1.1.2
• ENGLISH: One becomes qualified to hear ®r…madBhāgavatam after many pious deeds.
• SLOVENIAN: Človek se kvalificira za poslušanje
®r…mad-Bhāgavatama po mnogih pobožnih delih.
SB 1.2.28–29
• ENGLISH: The goal of yoga is to realize Him.
• SLOVENIAN: Namen yoge je realizirati Njega.
SB 1.3.1
• ENGLISH: In the beginning of the creation, the Lord
first expanded Himself in the universal form of the
purua incarnation and manifested all the ingredients
for the material creation.
• SLOVENIAN: Na zaèetku stvarjenja se je Gospod
najprej ekspandiral v kozmièno obliko purua
inkarnacije in manifestiral vse sestavine za
materialno kreacijo.
SB 1.5.20
• ENGLISH: According to the Vedic version
• SLOVENIAN: Po vedski verziji...
SB 1.7.5
• ENGLISH: The living being thus subject to the control
of external energy is differently situated.
• SLOVENIAN: Živo bitje pod nadzorom zunanje energije
je drugače situirano.
SB 1.7.6
• ENGLISH: Miseries of material existence...
• SLOVENIAN: Nadlog materialne eksistence...
SB 7.11.7 (word by word translation)
• ENGLISH: ...the essence of all Vedic knowledge
• CZECH: ...esence všeho védského poznání

The following examples from the Czech,
Russian, and Bulgarian languages illustrate correct
and incorrect translation of some English words in
the context of ®r…la Prabhupāda’s books:
CZECH:
• characteristics—vlastnosti, not “charakteristiky”
• consult—obrátit se na, not “konzultovat”
• oriented—zaměřený, not “orientovaný”
• palanquin—královská nosítka, not “palankýn”
• tendency—sklon, not “tendence”
RUSSIAN:
• company (in the company of devotees)—в обществе,
not “в компании” преданных
• components—составляющие, not “компоненты”
• confidential—сокровенный, not
“конфиденциальный”
• congregation—община, not “конгрегация”
• (to) discriminate—различать, not “дискриминировать”
• (to) imitate—подражать, not “имитировать”
• (to) inform—сообщать, not “информировать”
• mentality—умонастроение, not “менталитет”
• realization—осознание, not “реализация”
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• secret—тайна, not alays “секрет”
• test—проверка or испытание, not “тест”
BULGARIAN:
• (to) concentrate—съсредоточавам, not
“концентрирам”
• enthusiastic—въодушевен, not “ентусиазиран”
• form—образ, облик, изображение, not “форма”
• moment—миг, not “момент”
• neophyte—начинаещ, not “неофит”
• personification—олицетворение, not
“персонификация”
• position—положение, not “позиция”
• (to) protest—възразявам, not “протестирам”
• reactions—последствия, not “реакции”
• situation—положение, not “ситуация”
• symptoms—признаци, not “симптоми”
• training—обучение, възпитание, not “тренировка”

To avoid these mistakes we have to know very
well the resources of our own language. Even
foreign words like “engage,” “resources,” or
“contact” can be perceived by cultured readers as
too “technical” and inappropriate for books like
®r…mad-Bhāgavatam.
Direct translation of international lexis has to
be especially carefully avoided in the Slavic
languages. In these languages, the words perceived
as “foreign” are primarily of Roman (Latin, French,
etc.) or Germanic (German, English, etc.) origin.
Naturally, the same words are not perceived as
foreign in the Roman or Germanic languages.
Thus for the German language it is proper to
translate the English phrase “material existence” as
“materielle Existenz.” But this is not so in the
Slavic languages. Direct translation such as
“materialna existencija” is unjustified, provided
there is already a native lexis for the same concept.
Of course, there are differences between the
Slavic languages as well. Russian is perhaps the
most conservative in terms of foreign words, while
Polish is much more receptive to the foreign lexis.
Still, words such as “realize,” “situate,” “qualified,”
“expert,” “demonstrate,” “guarantee,”
“discriminate,” “inform,” “company,” “training,”
etc., which are established as native and neutral
lexis in English, seldom tolerate a direct translation
in the Slavic languages.

2. Xenophobia
The opposite extreme is to try to eliminate all
international lexis from a text, including words
without a native equivalent. This tendency is also
known as “purism.”
In its historic development, every language
goes through a period when puristic tendencies are
very prominent. These result in futile and often
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ridiculous attempts to create a native word even
when the foreign equivalent has already been
assimilated and is well established in the language
system.

3. Foreign Way of Thinking
This phenomenon is mostly observed among
persons familiar with more than one language, and
it is especially relevant to organizations such as
ISKCON, which has developed a type of slang that
is a mixture of English, Sanskrit, and the native
language. Foreign way of thinking is to blindly
copy foreign syntax, idioms, or phraseology,
deviating from the norms of the standard literary
language.
Here are some examples of such deviations in
the language of ISKCON devotees:
RUSSIAN:
• “Cовершать оскорбления” is influenced by the
English phrase “to commit offenses,” and should be
“наносить оскорбления” instead.
• “Вкушать прасадам” is influenced by the English
“to taste prasādam.”
• “Вся слава” (“All glories”) makes sense in English
but not in Russian.
• “Мой авторитет сказал...” comes from the English
“authority,” and should be “Мой руководитель
(начальник) сказал...”
• “Нести преданное служение” comes literally from
the English “to carry out devotional service.”
• “Это не так, что...” comes literally from the English
phrase “It is not that...”
• “Этот преданный очень ментальный” comes
literally from “This devotee is very mental.”
• “Каковы его мотивы в преданном служении”
comes literally from “What are his motives
(motivation) in devotional service?”
• “Кришна дает гарантию...” comes from the English
“to guarantee,” and should be translated as
“заверяет,” “обещает,” etc.
• “Нюзлеттер Екатеринбургской конгрегации,”
“темпл-коммандер,” “бхакта-лидер,”
“санкиртан-митинг.”
• “Я не есть это тело” comes literally from the
English “I am not this body.” (There is a well-known
joke about the four regulative principles of a devotee:
Hе есть мясо, не есть рыбу, не есть яйца, не есть
это тело...) *
BULGARIAN:
• “Успешен съм” comes from the English “to be
successful,” and should be “Имам успех” (“have
success”) instead.
• “Това не прави разлика” comes literally from
“This does not make a difference.”
• “Fully freed from all material contaminations” in
*

In Russian “не есть” means “I am not,” but it also means “to
not eat.” Thus we get, “No eating of meat, no eating of fish, no
eating of eggs, no eating of this body.”
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Bulgarian should either be “fully freed from material
contaminations” or “freed from all material
contaminations.”
• Inverted constructions such as Харе Кришна
фестивал, Харе Кришна мантра, Вайкунтха
планети, etc., come literally from “Hare KŠna
festival,” “Hare KŠna mantra,” “VaikuŠ˜ha planets.”

4. Language Self-Confidence
That’s the false conviction that being a native
speaker is all it takes to translate or edit. No amount
of talent and flair for the language can substitute for
the systematic training and education necessary to
produce a good, professional-quality translation.
As flair and intuition aren’t much worth
without specialized training, so isn’t training
without talent and flair for the language. All these
components are necessary for creating a translation
that’s true to the original and affects the reader in
the same way as the original.

PHONETICS
While translating or editing, we should
consider not only the meaning but also the way our
text sounds. Plato and Aristotle have spoken about
the significance of sounds. In their opinion, “r”
expresses something quick and dynamic; “l,”
something smooth, even, and shining; “i” [the
English “e”] something narrow; “a,” something big;
“e,” something eternal, significant. Later, with the
development of psycholinguistics, a whole theory
of sound associations was established.

limit the usage of participles ending in “-вший” (in
Russian “вши” means “lice”).
In BBT’s Bulgarian translations the preferred
equivalent for “lotus feet” is “лотосови нозе ”
instead of “лотосови крака,” which sounds rather
gross.
Standards of word length also differ from
language to language. Some languages prefer
single-rooted, at the most double-rooted words,
while other allow for the usage of long, manyrooted words. In German, long words like
“Unpersönlichkeitsphilosophen” or
“Bundestagsfraktionsvorsitzender” are not
uncommon. The average English word has one to
three syllables, while the average Russian or
Bulgarian word has four to five or even six
syllables.

Harmony
Harmony, or euphony, is using melodious
speech that is pleasant to the ear. Even in prose one
can use speech that is rhythmically organized, with
inherent melody that creates a pleasant alternation
of stressed and non-stressed components, hard and
soft vowels, etc. The ability to use melodious and
rhythmical speech can be a native talent, but it can
also be cultivated or enhanced by systematic
training and practice.
Speaking of harmony we do not mean the
figures of speech used in poetry, such as alliteration
or assonance (repeating particular sounds to evoke
certain feelings and emotions). As translators, we
are rather concerned to avoid hard-to-pronounce or
unpleasant clusters of sounds.
To achieve harmony in speech, we should use
sound and word combinations that create a pleasant
impression; we should combine words in such a
way that their pronunciation is easy and rhythmical,
without unpleasant clusters or checking the flow of
speech.
Different languages have different criteria for
harmony. In this sense harmony is a relative
concept. A particular combination of sounds may
be considered unharmonious in one language while
harmonious in another. To the Polish ear the
sentence “W Szczebrzeszynie chrząszcz brzmi w
trzcinie” may sound melodious, but not to the
German ear. Similarly, the Bulgarian verse “Съмна
в сънните градини,” which is considered an
example of poetical mastery, sounds rather odd to
the Polish ear.
While translating or editing we should avoid
sound combinations that create bad associations in
our language. For example, in Russian one would

Disharmony
Disharmony can be of different types. Let us
look at some:
1) Unharmonious combination of vowels
These are clusters of same or similar vowels or
combinations of vowels occurring at the end of a
word and the beginning of the next one. The
phenomenon is also known as hiatus.
BULGARIAN:
• конференции и информации
• Само по себе си едно следствие е интересно, а ако
това следствие е изпълнено с напрежение и
емоции...
CZECH:
• ...pojídači psů, a i oni mají své dědičné zvyky.

2) Unharmonious combination of consonants
Clusters of same or similar consonants can be real
tong twisters and should normally be avoided.
BULGARIAN:
• Дори когато вечеряше с жена си, само за тази земя
и говореше.
GERMAN:
• Durch Berlins Straßen.
• Er pfiff fröhlich vor sich hin.
• Geschichtsschreiber.
LITHUANIAN:
• šešios žąsys su šešiais žąsyčiais
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3) Unharmonious combination of syllables
GERMAN:
• In seinem Kommentar zum ®r…mad-Bhāgavatam
schrieb ®r…pāda ®r…la ®r…dhara Swami...
BULGARIAN:
• Сили ли или личности не достигат?
• Кантатата така е композирана.
POLISH:
• Powinniśmy poznać potrzeby współczesnego
człowieka.
• Nārada radzi.
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4) Homoeoteleuton
Homoeoteleuton is undesirable rhyming in a
sentence. One such example:
BULGARIAN:
• Поетът разбира погрешното си обвинение и с това
стихотворение изразява своето настроение по
отношение на борбите за освобождение.

The above-listed unharmonious combinations
can be avoided by editing the sentence with the
help of synonyms, changing the word order, using
different grammatical forms, etc.

LEXICOLOGY
Lexicology, or semantics, is a branch of
linguistics dealing with the formation, meaning, and
usage of words. Lexicology studies the words as
units of language carrying specific meanings.
Words with the same semantic meaning can
undergo grammatical transformations concerning
their gender, number, person, etc. The science that
studies such changes and the rules for combining
words into sentences is known as grammar.

Formal speech—the language of legal
documents.
Standard speech—the language of literature
and mainstream media.
Informal speech—the standard language used
in a more relaxed manner.
Vulgate—vernacular not generally accepted
by literate and cultured individuals.
According to their usage, words can be
classified into several groups:

Branches of Lexicology

dialect words
colloquial words
slang words
archaic words
poetic words
technical words
formal words

Semantics studies the meaning of a word, its
structure, and how the structure is related to the
meaning.
Etymology studies the origin and
development of words.
Phraseology deals with set expressions and
idioms.
Lexicography is the science of dictionary
making.
Lexicology helps us develop a good command
of our native language, know the proper meanings
of words, and accumulate a rich vocabulary.

Foreign words usually belong to the groups of
formal and technical words.

Loanwords and Foreign Words
The exchange of words between languages is
inevitable and is due to the interaction between
nations and cultures. Some languages are more
open and receptive to new lexis; others are
extremely conservative. This often is tied to the
historical and political development of a nation. For
example, from the nineteenth century to World War
II, Czech linguists were unwilling to accept nonCzech words and tried to create new words even for
scientific terms. This purism was not accidental; it
was a reflection of the struggle for national
independence. The tendency of modern languages
is to accept and assimilate so-called international
lexis, which includes common cultural, technical,
and scientific terms (words like radio, telephone,
computer, etc.).
There are different ways of dealing with new
phenomena and concepts that require new words:
(1) To use a word of the native language and
give it a new meaning. For example, the Bulgarian
word “кола” originally meant “carriage” or “cart”;
nowadays it also means “car.” The development of
new meanings for already existing words is a
natural part of the evolution of a language. It results
in polysemy, or multiple meanings, and is common

What Is a Word?
A word is a sound or combination of sounds
that is the principal carrier of meaning and the
smallest unit of independent use. Words can denote
objects (items, persons, phenomena, characteristics,
qualities, relationships, etc.) or concepts about
objects.
Each word has a form and a meaning. The
form comprises the particular way the sounds are
arranged to construct word’s root, base, prefix,
suffix, and ending. The meaning is what is
expressed or indicated. Of the two sound
combinations, land and daln, only the first one is a
word, because it has a meaning.
The meaning of a word also includes its
expressiveness, its stylistic usage, as well as
emotional connotation. All these aspects need to be
considered in translation.

Classification of Words
A language can be divided in different layers
according to function:
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in all modern languages. Most words in modern
languages usually have more than one meaning.
(2) To create a new word using native
language material. Such words are called
neologisms. An example for this can be the word
Internet.
(3) To accept the foreign word denoting the
new phenomena, e.g. “sputnik,” “sushi,” etc.
(4) To translate the new word literally (to
introduce “calques”). Examples of calques are the
English words “masterpiece” (from the German
word “Meisterstück”), gospel (or “godspel” in Old
English, from the Greek word “euangelion,”
meaning “good news”), “marriage of convenience”
(from the French collocation “marriage de
convenance”).
The words of the above class (3) that have
already entered the language are divided into two
major groups: loanwords (words that have no native
equivalents; they are assimilated in the language
and are not perceived as foreign by the native
speaker) and foreign words (words with native
equivalents).

The False Friends
Very often a foreign word has a different
meaning than the corresponding word in the
language from which it has been borrowed. This is
due to the process of assimilation, which can be
observed on all levels (phonological,
morphological, semantic). The word changes its
pronunciation, accepts the morphological features
of the native language, and acquires new meanings.
Let us consider the French word “addresse.”
French meaning

Bulgarian meaning

1. skill
1. direction as to the intended
2. wit
recipient
3. sign or inscription
2. place where a person or
4. place of residence
organization is located
5. formal speech directed
3. formal speech on special
to a particular group
occasions

The above example is typical of semantic
assimilation. The word is accepted with its
secondary meaning, and that is usually the case
with foreign words that enter our native languages.
As most words are polysemic, the assimilated
foreign word naturally acquires more meanings, but
they are now different from the meanings of the
original word in the source language. The
assimilated foreign word acquires new synonyms,
homonyms, etc., which further influence and shift
its meaning.
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In this way the external similarity between a
foreign word in a native language and a
corresponding English word may be misleading, as
they may be of different meanings. It will be a
mistake in translation to simply substitute the
English words with corresponding foreign words
assimilated in our language. Therefore, in the
theory of translation such words are called “false
friends” of the translator. When translating the
sentence
Keava Kām…ri was a champion scholar

into a Slavic language, we will have to replace
“champion” with a different word, for instance
“unconquerable,” because in all Slavic languages
the word “champion” has been assimilated only
with its meaning related to sports. If we fail to do
so, the sentence will produce a comic effect.
Similarly, words like “outsider,” “sports,”
“intoxication,” and “installation” have been
assimilated in the Slavic languages with quite
different meaning than these words have in English.
In the sentence, “In the house of ®r…vasa
μhākura there were nocturnal k…rtanas and no
outsider could come there,” we cannot translate the
word “outsider” literally as “autsajdr” (Czech) or
“аутсайдер” (Bulgarian), because the word has
been assimilated only with a meaning related to
sports.
Similar is the case with the word
“intoxication.” The corresponding word assimilated
in the Slavic languages is a medical term meaning
“poisoning of an organism” and is not related to the
use of alcohol, drugs, tobacco, coffee, etc.
Another English word that does not match in
meaning with its direct Slavic or German counterpart is the word “installation.” In these languages,
one can install a telephone line, a heating system,
etc., but not Deities. Therefore translators should be
careful when dealing with the English phrase
“installed Deities.”
In Life Comes from Life, the book A Pilgrim’s
Progress by J. Bunyan is cited. The word
“progress” in this context does not mean
advancement but journey, so a direct translation
will likely be wrong in most languages.
When ®r…la Prabhupāda says, “I was
aggressive in coming to your country, ” or “You
should be aggressive on sa‰k…rtana,” the word
“aggressive” does not indicate (as it would in
Russian or Bulgarian) that someone is a source of
danger for the others but that he is active, energetic,
and persistent in accomplishing his goals. If we
were to translate the English word “aggressive”
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literally, we would actually change the meaning of
the original statement.

Usage of Foreign Words
There is a tendency to use foreign words
instead of their native equivalents simply because
they are foreign and new. Even though most
speakers do not understand the meaning of the
word, or cannot perceive the nuances in meaning
very clearly, they still use it because they think it
carries more meaning or is more abstract. This is
not necessarily so. Foreign words have their place
in a language, whether they have native equivalents
or not, but they ought to be used properly,
according to their meaning and stylistic coloring.
Words that are neutral in English may sound formal
and pretentious in the Slavic languages. Such words
usually belong to formal speech, and it is not
stylistically appropriate to use them in descriptions
of feelings, emotions, impressions, and human
relations. They are fit for newspaper articles or
scholarly publications, but in art and literature they
are dissonant and unpleasant to hear.
• While KŠa was traveling to Dvārakā, all the
frustrated and defeated princes encircled Him and
began to shower their arrows.

In the Slavic languages, one cannot translate
the word “frustrated” literally; one must find a
proper native adjective.
The bottom line is that a BBT translator must
have a good command of both his native language
and English. Sound knowledge of grammar and
lexis is essential. And he must consult good
dictionaries even for words he thinks he knows.
Here is a list of some English words that do
not match in meaning with their direct Slavic
counterparts (foreign words or loanwords) or which
do have native equivalents and should not be
translated literally:
academic (knowledge), administrator, arrangement,
atmosphere (material), atheist, attribute, authority,
authoritative, authorized (scripture, representative),
automatically, business, candidate, comfort, company,
(to) concentrate, conception, congregation, (to) control,
controller, cult, (to) cultivate, culture, degraded, detailed,
direct, (to) discourage, (to) discriminate, ecstatic,
ecstasy, (to) encourage, (to) engage, engaged, engineer
(of the universe), enthusiastic, essence, existence, (to)
expand, expansion, expert, experimental, false, (to) fix
(the mind), fixed-up, form, (to) frustrate, frustration,
frustrated, gentleman, identity, identical, identification,
(to) ignore, (to) imitate, indirect, (to) inform, initiation,
inspiration, installation, (to) instruct, instruction,
intelligent, intoxication, leader, line (tradition), (to)
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manifest, manifestation, meditation, mentality, motive,
neophyte, original, personification, phantasmagoria, plan
(of the Lord), platform, position, potency, principle,
problem, process, product, propaganda, (to) protect, (to)
protest, prostitute, publication, qualification, qualified,
reactions, (to) realize, realization, (to) regulate,
regulated, reservoir, secret, self-control, sentimental,
show, situation, special, sound vibration, (to) speculate,
speculation, speculator, sphere, progress, sir (O sir),
spontaneous, standard, subtle, symptom, system,
technical, test, total, (to) train, training, (to) transform,
transformation, unqualified.

Proper Choice of Words
Proper choice of words is the first prerequisite
of standard speech. Word choice depends mainly on
the meaning, therefore we should know very well
the meaning of words we are using.
An important factor in choosing words is the
stylistic shade. Most words are stylistically neutral
and can be used in any speech situation. However,
there are words that predetermine the type of
communicative situation—they assign it to a certain
functional style, or sphere of usage. There are
formal words that explicitly point to the formal
character of the situation; there is terminology, or
words typical of a very specialized field of
knowledge; there are words indicating an informal
connection between the speaker and the audience
(colloquial words); there are words that, besides
their affiliation to one style or another, express the
attitude of the speaker—expressive words (compare
the neutral word “smell” with the expressive words
“fragrance” or “stink.”)
Thus, when choosing a word, we have to
consider those three factors: (1) its meaning, (2) its
stylistic shade (the sphere of usage to which it
belongs), and (3) its expressiveness (whether or not
it expresses a certain attitude toward the statement).

Mistakes in Choosing a Word
In choosing a word we can make two types of
mistakes: (1) semantic (related to the meaning of
the word) and (2) stylistic.
Semantic mistakes are usually of two types:
1. Logic mistakes
To make a logic mistake is to confuse closely
related concepts: a cause and an effect, a whole and
a part, a general class and a particular member of
the class, etc.
For example, for the word “worship” a
translator may use an equivalent that means
“admiration,” whereas the intended meaning is
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“performing a religious ceremony.” (“Mahārāja
Pthu performed worship with different items.”)
Another logic mistake in translation is to mix
up related words, for example “animals,” “beasts,”
and “mammals,” or “civilization,” “culture,” and
“society.”
Similarly, a translator should not coordinately
connect words that are subordinately related to each
other. “People and living entities” should actually
be “people and other living entities,” “tigers and
animals” should be “tigers and other animals.” It
would also be wrong to say “the Vedas and the
Upaniads,” because the Upaniads are part of the
Vedas, or “rulers and katriyas,” because the
katriyas are rulers.
2. Linguistic mistakes
To make a linguistic mistake is to substitute
semantically related words without considering the
context.
Such words can be synonymous, e.g. “role”
and “function.” Although these two nouns are
synonyms, we use them in a different way, in
different collocations. We say “to play a role,” but
“to perform a function,” and not *“to play a
function”). Such words, although synonymous,
should not be used interchangeably without
considering the collocations they can form with
other words.
Such related words can also be paronyms, or
words derived from the same root and used in a
related meaning, e.g. the pairs “desired—desirable,”
“worshiped—worshipable.”

Redundancy
Redundancy, or pleonasm, means to use more
words than needed to express an idea. Thus the
meaning is unnecessarily repeated:
• first debut (debut is always first; there cannot be a
second debut)
• real truth (truth means real; there cannot be unreal
truth)
• moment of time (there cannot be a moment of
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anything else but time)
• plenty enough (both words mean the same)
• We are currently reviewing your application. (The
present progressive tense already indicates that the
action is current.)
• He is a man who is very ambitious. (He is very
ambitious.)
• He always used to go on a walk. (He used to go on a
walk.)

In translating the English phrase “cowherd
boy” into Russian, the word “boy” (“мальчик”)
should be omitted because the Russian word
“пастушок” explicitly means a boy.
Similarly, in translating the expression “to
raise one’s head (or hand, etc.)” into Russian, the
reflexive pronoun “one’s” (or “his,” “her,” etc.) is
usually omitted.
One should also remember that the
demonstrative pronoun “this” in phrases such as
“this material world” does not refer to a particular
material world as different from other material
worlds but is used emphatically as a synonym of
the article “the.” In translations it is best omitted.

Tautology
Tautology is repetition not only of the
meaning but of the actual roots of words as well.
Here are some examples of tautology from past or
current translations of ®r…la Prabhupāda’s books.
POLISH:
• duchowa dusza (spirit soul)
CROATIAN:
• duhovna duša (spirit soul)
SLOVENIAN:
• duhovna duša (spirit soul)
RUSSIAN:
• духовная душа (spirit soul)
BULGARIAN:
• духовна душа (spirit soul)
• ясно обяснен (clearly explained, or clearly clarified)
• високо извисен (highly elevated)
• Продължителността на живота продължава 100
години. (The duration of life continues for 100 years.)

SYNONYMY
What Is a Synonym?

which refers to the upbringing by parents, and
sometimes as “Bildung,” which refers to the education
obtained at school. There isn’t a German word that
includes both meanings, so often “education” needs to
be translated as “Erziehung und Bildung.” (Similarly
in Bulgarian, “възпитание и образование.”)
• application—Fleiß und Hingabe (diligence and
dedication)

Let us take the verb “eat,” denoting the act of
eating. According to the communicative situation
and our attitude toward it, we may actually use
different words designating the same act.
If our attitude is neutral, we will say, “The
man is eating.” But if we want to express ourselves
in a more elevated or refined way, we may say,
“The man is taking his meal (is at the table, etc.).”
And if we want to express a negative attitude
toward the act, we may say, “The man is stuffing
his face (pigging out, devouring, tucking in,
gulping down, wolfing, gobbling up, scarfing
down, garbaging down, etc.).”
All these verbs and phrases are synonymous—
they have similar meaning and form a “group of
synonyms.”

RUSSIAN:
• similarly—точно так же; подобно этому (in the
same way)
• meaningless—лишенный смысла (devoid of sense)
• self-realization—осознание своей духовной
природы (realizing of one’s spiritual nature)
• envy—often translated as “envy and hate”

Phraseological synonyms
These are synonymous expressions—idioms,
phrases, and set expressions. For example, “to be
able to do something blindfolded” and “to be able
to do something standing on one’s head”; “to hit the
nail on the head,” “to hit the mark,” and “to hit the
target.”

Types of Synonyms
There are several types of synonyms: lexical
(synonymous words), phraseological (synonymous
expressions—idioms, phrases, and set expressions),
syntactic (synonymous syntactic constructions), and
punctuation (synonymous punctuation marks).

Syntactic synonyms
Syntactic synonyms are syntactic
constructions that express the same meaning. For
example:
After coming back, he changed his address.
After he came back, he changed his address.

Lexical synonyms
Examples of lexical synonyms are given
below:

The poem written by him is very nice.
The poem he wrote is very nice.
His poem is very nice.
He wrote a poem that is very nice.

• cry—weep—moan
• speculate—deliberate—contemplate—ponder
• speed—rush—run like a scared rabbit—tear up the
road

Punctuation synonyms
Punctuation synonyms are punctuation marks
that express the same meaning. Here are some
examples of synonymous punctuation marks:

As shown above, the synonym can be one
word or a phrase of several words. In translation
sometimes it is not possible to find a proper oneword synonym. In those cases we use expressions
or descriptive constructions that, as a whole, are
synonymous to the source word:

• semicolon [;] and period [.]
It is half past five; we cannot reach town before dark.
It is half past five. We cannot reach town before dark.

• comma [,] and parentheses [( )]

BULGARIAN:
• automatically—без нарочни усилия (without separate
endeavor)
• self-satisfied—който черпи удовлетворение вътре в
себе си (deriving satisfaction from within himself)
• experimental—основан на опит (based on
experience)

The Lord sends an avatāra, or incarnation. The Lord
sends an avatāra (incarnation).

• italics and quotation marks
In this sentence the word blessed...
In this sentence the word “blessed”...

GERMAN:
• education—sometimes translated as “Erziehung,”
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Why Is Synonymy Important?
Discrimination of synonyms is an essential
part of the process of translation and editing. An
editor must have an excellent command of his
native tongue. He should know all the subtleties of
this language: the semantics of words, their
grammatical meaning, the effect of syntactic
changes on the meaning of the whole, etc. An editor
should wield the resources of his language and be
skillful at expressing an idea in many different of
ways. He should never rely on his intuition only,
but should have factual knowledge and be able to
give a valid explanation for each and every change
he makes. Reasoning such as “Because it sounds
better” is not valid; it simply shows lack of
knowledge and qualification.
Synonymy is crucial for achieving fidelity,
clarity, and variety as well as for avoiding
redundancy and mixing of different styles.
1. Fidelity
Fidelity to the original does not mean counting
whether the number of words in the original text
and the translation is the same. What is fidelity?
“Above all, the translation should faithfully
convey what the English original means. The
translation should also be faithful to the original in
force, tone, and level of language. Where the
language is simple, do not add flowers. Where it is
scholarly, do not reduce it to babytalk.” (The BBT
Handbook, p. 137)
2. Clarity
“Being clear does not mean adding your own
explanations. It means striving for language that is
direct, straightforward, and lucid.” (The BBT
Handbook, p. 137)
Bad translators fail because, due to poor
vocabulary, they are unable to choose the word best
fitting the particular context. A translator with a
rich vocabulary is able to choose the exact words,
not just approximate ones that only give a vague
idea of what is being said.
A rich vocabulary helps avoid the verbatim,
word-for-word translation.
“Some languages have many more words than
English to describe something, while other
languages are case-specific and require one to know
exactly the gender, or other aspects of the time,
place, or circumstances to properly translate a word.
Native English speakers can become frustrated
when faced with languages that demand so much
knowledge of words which in English are
comparatively vague.” (The BBT Handbook, p. 70)
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“English is by its very nature vague in many
respects. We do not pin down the meanings of our
words as tightly as in German, for example. One
can say exact things in English as well, but he will
require many more words to do so as the concept
becomes more and more clear sentence after
sentence. But there are many assumptions made in
English, and a translator may not pick up all the
subtleties. This can cause sometimes even gross
errors in the translations. Therefore only the most
qualified devotees should translate.” (The BBT
Handbook, p. 70)
While in English we use “vague words” like
“activity,” “angry,” “attract,” “auspicious/
inauspicious,” “beautiful,” “embarrassed,”
“lamentation,” “position,” “situation,” “to say,”
“wonderful,” etc. without any restriction or
difficulty, when translating such words we often
have to select different equivalents for each context,
because we express much more concrete, specific
meaning.
For example, “intelligent” will sometimes be
translated as “wise,” other times as “clever” or
“smart,” “sharp” or “quick,” “perceptive,”
“talented,” “learned” or “educated,” “reasonable,”
“logical,” “capable,” etc.
Depending on the context, “civilization” may
be translated as “society,” “culture,” “tradition,”
“humanity,” “education,” “development,”
“advancement,” or “cultivation.”
“Worship” may be translated as (1) adoration,
veneration, reverence, homage; praise, glorification;
respect, admiration; (2) religious ceremony, church
service. Or when used as a verb it may be translated
as (1) to praise, to glorify; (2) to do service; (3) to
bow down before; (4) to visit a temple, to attend
services, etc.
Depending on the collocation and the broader
context, the word “gross” may also be translated
differently:
• gross body / senses: gross physical, gross material
body / senses
• gross miscreant: outright, notorious, inveterate, arrant,
avowed miscreant (sinner)
• gross materialist: vulgar, sworn, inveterate, primitive
materialist
• gross ignorance: deep ignorance
• grossly foolish: hopelessly, desperately foolish

And the word “principle” may be translated as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

basis, foundation (of religion) (BULGARIAN: устои)
norms, standards, rules (BULGARIAN: норми)
commandments, orders (BULGARIAN: заповеди)
rudiments (BULGARIAN: начало)
element (BULGARIAN: елемент)
substance (BULGARIAN: субстанция)

Synonymy

• laws (BULGARIAN: закони)

Here are some English words for which a
direct translation into German usually fails or
simply does not exist, and therefore they are
translated according to the context:
attached, to attract, to control, to enter, to generate,
member, person, situated, society, understanding, work

Polysemy and Contextual Meaning
Most words have several or multiple
meanings. This is called polysemy. In a particular
context only one meaning becomes realized, and
the other meanings remain as potential meanings.
From the context the translator understands which
meaning of the word has become its “realized
meaning.” He then expresses this meaning instead
of any of the potential meanings of the word. One
should consider the context in which the word is
used instead of translating it the same way each
time.
To do this, we have to use dictionaries,
because we usually remember a word with only one
or two of its potential meanings, while it may five
or six or even more meanings. After we have found
out the exact meaning of the word in its context, we
then may have to use a synonym dictionary of our
own language to find out the best synonym
expressing this meaning. This synonym may not
always be found in the bilingual dictionary.
For example, in SB 5.1.37 we read:
Alas, how condemned I have become because of my
sense gratification! ... Just see how I have become like a
dancing monkey in the hands of my wife. Because of
this, I am condemned.
Purport: How condemned is the advancement of
material knowledge can be understood from the behavior
of Mahārāja Priyavrata.

In the Bulgarian translation the word
“condemned” is rendered as “wretched, low,
contemptible, pitiful, degraded”—meanings we will
not find in the bilingual English-Bulgarian
dictionary. This is because the surrounding words
(the context) affect the word by transferring onto it
part of their own meaning. The word then accepts a
new meaning, called “contextual meaning.”
A translator will sometimes have to use not
even synonyms but related words. For instance, one
may use a more specific word for a general term:
“culture” for “civilization” (this act is called
concretization), or a general term for a specific
word (which is called generalization). Thus the
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word “lust” may be rendered as “zest,” “zeal,”
“gusto,” “thirst,” “greed,” or any other word
denoting strong desire, not just sexual desire.
3. Variety
Again, English allows the use of very general
phrases or expressions, whereas other languages
may demand concretization, which naturally leads
to variety.
Thus, instead of translating the phrase
“described as” directly, a translator often may use
synonyms such as “is called,” “is characterized as,”
“is qualified as,” etc.
Or for the verb “describe” he may use a
synonymous verb such as “narrate,” “relate,”
“express,” “characterize,” “explain,” “define,”
“represent,” “specify,” “depict,” “portray,”
“picture,” “illustrate,” “draw,” “paint,” etc.
Other examples:
• to say—to declare, confirm, inform, warn, exclaim,
(pro)claim, announce, state, etc. – practically any verb
that can introduce a statement
• (in SB) it is said—(in SB) we (will) find the following
verses, words, statement, description, etc.; (in SB) we
read (the following); (in SB) it is written, etc.
• to explain—to point out, comment, indicate, delineate,
clarify, reveal, illustrate, teach, show, etc.

Here is an example showing how one word,
“abominable,” is translated into Bulgarian
differently in different contexts. The Sanskrit
synonyms for this word are: jugupsitam, garhyam,
asammate, avadyam, vigarhitam, ocyan, asattama.
• disgraceful, despicable, ignominious, infamous, faulty
(for a katriya to be defeated)—SB 1.14.42
(task)—SB 4.11.12
• reprehensible and unpardonable
(mistake)—SB 1.14.43
• mean
(action)—SB 3.1.15
• vicious, obscene
(activities)—SB 3.12.26
(act)—SB 4.24.5
• faulty, infamous, despicable, ignominious
(disobedience to the father)—SB 3.13.10
• repulsive, repellent, odious, abhorrent, deplorable,
unpleasant
(Siva’s characteristics)—SB 3.14.27
(situation in this age)—SB 3.24.35
(standard of living)—SB 3.30.5
(activities of the materialist)—SB 3.32.19
(body)—SB 4.27.29
(activities, existence)—SB 4.29.4
(sex indulgence)—SB 4.29.14
(nothing ~ can affect the Lord)—SB 5.1.11
• sinful
(sexual intercourse)—SB 3.14.33
• contemptible, despicable, execrable, noisome, low,
unpleasant
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(animals—pig and boar)—SB 3.19.31
• disgusting, loathsome, heinous, repugnant, repulsive,
rank
(sex life)—SB 3.28.32
(life)—SB 3.30.4
(living
conditions and eatables)—SB 4.18.21
• horrible, miserable, wretched, appalling, abhorrent
(condition of hellish life)—SB 3.31.29
(body)—SB 4.27.29
• mean, base, vile, low, paltry, despicable, ignoble,
reprehensible
(action)—SB 4.2.19
• fallen, deplorable, ignominious, despicable
(condition of life)—SB 4.7.5
• nasty, unsavory, repulsive, repugnant, obnoxious,
odious, disgusting
(foodstuffs)—SB 4.7.24
• meaningless, empty, superficial, vacant, aimless,
useless
(married life without a son)—SB 4.13.31
• contemptible, despicable, wretched, miserable,
execrable, reprehensive, deplorable
(person)—SB 4.15.23, SB 4.21.30
(character)—SB 4.21.30
• bad, faulty, ill, evil, infamous, reprehensible
(actions)—SB 4.15.25, SB 4.24.5
• reprehensible, condemnable, blameworthy,
objectionable
(acts)—SB 4.24.5
• loathsome, repulsive, disgusting, revolting, sickening
(eatables)—SB 4.25.11
• indecent, disgraceful, unseemly, improper and pitiful,
pitiable, piteous, sorry, wretched, miserable,
lamentable, deplorable
(family life for the purpose of sex life)—SB 4.27.1
• pitiful, pitiable, piteous, sorry, wretched, miserable,
lamentable, deplorable
(afterlife)—SB 4.27.18
(future life)—SB 4.29.66
• loathsome, vile
(association)—SB 4.29.55
• unenviable, unsavory
(future life)—SB 4.29.66

4. Unnecessary repetition
In many languages, avoiding unnecessary
repetition of words, phrases, and syntactic
constructions is an essential element of good style.
While in English it may not be considered
inappropriate to use a word several times in a
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sentence or in a series of sentences, in other
languages this may be unacceptable. Thus when the
English original repeatedly states “the King,” or
“the Lord,” or “he/He,” in translation we may have
to use synonyms to avoid the repetition.
The same principle applies to repetition of
larger fragments of speech, such as phrases or
syntactic constructions. For example, in ®r…madBhāgavatam there are narrations in which the
expression “In the womb of ... he begot ...
sons/daughters/children” is repeated again and
again. We may have to come up with synonymous
expressions to avoid the repetition, if the norms of
our language demand this.
5. Avoid mixing different styles
If one is not skillful in the synonymous wealth
of one’s language, when translating he may put
together words that belong to different layers and
do not fit together stylistically. In the Slavic
languages we cannot address sages as “sir” or call
them “gentlemen.” Neither can we address a
superior by calling him “dear,” because this is a
very intimate, informal way of addressing a person.
Similarly, it would be wrong to literally translate
the word “separatist” used by ®r…la Prabhupāda for
a devotee who has interests separate from the
interests of the Lord. In the Slavic languages, it is
appropriate to use the word “individualist.”
* * *
The usage of synonyms does not apply to
terminology.
“One important thing is to use consistent
translations for terms in Prabhupāda’s books. Just
as one will find hundreds of instances of “subtle
body” in Prabhupāda ‘s books but not one “tenuous
body” or “ethereal body” though the meaning may
be the same, in the Croatian books, for example,
one should find “xyz” for “subtle body” and not
“grs.” This will help the reader in any language get
a handle on unfamiliar terms and concepts.” (Letter
by Dravia Prabhu)

CLICHÉ
What Is a Cliché?

cut them out or they felt that preserving them would
help preserve the qualities, the ‘feel,’ of ®r…la
Prabhu-pāda’s speech. In either case, in your
language these extra words will serve no purpose.
So when you find words that clearly do nothing for
the meaning and nothing for the grammar, we
recommend that you skip them.
“This recommendation applies, however, only
to repeatedly recurring words and phrases that are
unmistakably needless. It should by no means serve
as a license for speculative omissions, careless
paraphrases, or other such unwanted changes.” (The
BBT Handbook, p. 150)

A cliché is a trite expression or idea, which,
though once fresh and forceful, has become
hackneyed and weak through much repetition.
Because of high frequency of usage, a word or
phrase can lose its meaning and effect. Such
hackneyed words and expressions should be
avoided.
K. Chukovsky writes: “In bad translations the
ladies are always ‘beautiful’—not ‘attractive,’ not
‘comely,’ not ‘sightly,’ neither ‘charming,’
‘captivating,’ ‘enchanting,’ ‘fascinating,’ ‘alluring,’
‘winsome,’ ‘winning,’ ‘bewitching,’ etc.”
To de-cliché a phrase, we can either use
synonyms of this phrase or emphasizers such as
“indeed,” “really,” “actually,” etc.

Phrases that can be omitted:
• “it is to be understood”
When offenseless hearing and chanting are undertaken,
it is to be understood that Lord KŠa is present there in
the form of transcendental sound. (SB 1.2.17)

Types of Cliché

In this sentence the construction “it is to be
understood” can be safely omitted.

1. Lexical cliché
Examples of lexical clichés are bankrupt
adjectives like “beautiful,” “wonderful,” “great,”
“meaningful,” etc.

• “it is not that”
Lord KŠa is the source of all other incarnations. It is
not that KŠa has any other source of incarnation. (SB
1.3.28)

The King was very anxious to understand the meaningful
discussion that took place between the two great souls.
Devak… is compared to the meaningful Vedas and the
Lord to their purpose personified.

The second sentence can be transformed as
following: “KŠa is not an incarnation that has a
source other than Him.”

The meaningful appearance of the Lord is always
distinct from ordinary birth.

• “similarly”

The Supreme Personality of Godhead amply appreciated
the meaningful prayers of Mahārāja Pthu.

As the moon in the water appears to move, similarly the
soul appears to change.

When we qualify the word “great” as a cliché,
we do not mean to say that in Prabhupāda’s books
the great sages should be called something
different. This should not be changed, because it is
a “fixed epithet.” Rather, we should be careful
when we translate the adjective “great” in nonfixed,
casual collocations, such as “great difficulty,”
“great knowledge,” “great mission,” “great
mistake,” “great movement,” “great offense,” “great
pleasure.”

“Constructions like this are improper. The
word “similarly” need not and should not appear. ”
(The BBT Handbook, p. 151)
• “filled with”
The lake was filled with lotuses.

•
•
•
•
•

“began to say”—should be simply “said”
“continued to say”—simply “said”
“engaged in speaking”—better “spoke”
“in order to”—just “to”
“in terms of”—a piece of padding usually best
omitted
The following examples show how the
translators of the Bulgarian ®r…mad-Bhāgavatam

2. Phraseological cliché
“In ®r…la Prabhupāda’s English books you
will find some unnecessary words. They appear
because the editors either were not sharp enough to
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Cliché

have dealt with the phrase “in terms of.”
SB 3.3.27
• ENGLISH: As described in Bhagavad-g…tā, the caste
system is the creation of the Lord and is arranged
according to the quality of work rendered to society
and not in terms of birthright, as falsely claimed in the
present degraded society.
• BULGARIAN: As it is said in Bhagavad-g…tā, the caste
system is a creation of the Lord, and despite the false
claims rife in the present degraded society, one’s place
in this system is determined by the quality of work he
is doing, and not by his birth.
SB 3.4.11
• ENGLISH: ... but the Superconsciousness reminds him
how to act in terms of his past cultivation of
knowledge.
• BULGARIAN: ... but the Superconsciousness reminds
him how to act on the basis of his knowledge
accumulated in the past.
SB 3.5.4
• ENGLISH: Therefore, O great sage, please give me
instruction on the transcendental devotional service of
the Lord, so that He who is situated in the heart of
everyone can be pleased to impart, from within,
knowledge of the Absolute Truth in terms of the
ancient Vedic principles delivered only to those who
are purified by the process of devotional service.
• BULGARIAN: Therefore I pray to you, great sage, teach
me how to render transcendental devotional service to
the Lord, so that He who is situated in the heart of
everyone can be pleased and impart, from within, the
knowledge of the Absolute Truth. This knowledge is
encoded in the ancient Vedic principles, and they are
accessible only for those who have purified
themselves in the process of devotional service.
SB 3.5.26
• ENGLISH: We should not understand the process of
impregnation by the Personality of Godhead in terms
of our conception of sex.
• BULGARIAN: We should not imagine the process of
impregnation by the Personality of Godhead to be
something similar to the sexual intercourse of man.
SB 3.5.47
• ENGLISH: In terms of a labor of love and its returns,
the bhaktas, or devotees of the Lord, always have
priority over persons who are addicted to the
association of jnān…s, or impersonalists, and yog…s, or
mystics.
• BULGARIAN: The bhaktas, the devotees of the Lord,
are given well-deserved reward, for their activities are
selfless and dictated by love. That is why they are
always in a better position than people who are
addicted to association with jnān…s (impersonalists)
and yog…s (mystics).
SB 3.5.51
• ENGLISH: The spiritual master is the manifested
representative of the Lord, and anyone who puts
himself under the guidance of a spiritual master and
acts accordingly is said to be acting in terms of
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buddhi-yoga, as explained in Bhagavad-g…tā (2.41)...
• BULGARIAN: The spiritual master is an embodied
representative of the Lord, and anyone who accepts
his guidance and follows his instructions is acting in
accordance with the principles of buddhi-yoga, as
explained in Bhagavad-g…tā (2.41)...
SB 3.6.28
• ENGLISH: The planetary systems are calculated as
upper and lower in terms of the classes of living
entities who live there.
• BULGARIAN: The planetary systems are divided into
higher and lower according to what kind of living
entities live there.
SB 3.7.38
• ENGLISH: To disseminate transcendental knowledge
one must retire from mundane activities on the
strength of enlightenment in knowledge in terms of
Vedic wisdom.
• BULGARIAN: To be able to disseminate transcendental
knowledge one must become enlightened by the
wisdom of the Vedas and cease his mundane activities.
SB 3.8.9
• ENGLISH: I shall also describe this before you, my dear
son, in terms of my hearing, because you are always
my faithful follower.
• BULGARIAN: And now, dear son, what I have heard I
will describe before you, because you have always
been my faithful follower.
SB 4.13.46
• ENGLISH: The King began to think in terms of
attachment and detachment from one’s material home.
• BULGARIAN: The King began to think of man’s
attachment to the home and how to overcome it.

• “respective,” “respectively”—best omitted
• People can hold meetings to glorify the Lord in their
respective languages.
• Similarly, bliss and knowledge are conducted by the
hlādhin… and saˆvit potencies respectively.
• The Supreme Absolute Personality of Godhead, from
whom all living entities have emanated, must be
worshiped by all their respective engagements.
• Less intelligent students of either of the above schools
sometimes argue in favor of their own respective
realization.

• “namely”—best omitted
• Devotional service is conducted under two categories,
namely primary practice and spontaneous emotion.
• The Lord’s early life was recorded by one of His chief
devotees and contemporaries, namely ®r…la Murār…
Gupta, a medical practitioner of that time.
• The Lord excavated from South India two very
important old literatures, namely the Brahma-saˆhitā
and KŠa-karŠāmta.
• There are three classes of devotees, namely first,
second, and third class.
• There are two types of Bhāgavatas, namely the book
Bhāgavata and the devotee Bhāgavata.

Cliché

• Primarily this mahat-tattva is divided into sixteen
parts, namely the five gross material elements and the
eleven working instruments or senses.
• The intelligent class of men (namely the sages and the
brāhmaŠas) not only prayed for the Lord to come
down, but also dethroned the previous king.

Other unnecessary words that are to be
omitted:
• “immediately”—it is used even if the action is
not immediate
• “indeed”
• “actually”
• “therefore”
• “otherwise”
• “headed by”
3. Grammatical cliché
A typical example of grammatical cliché are
the “quasi-pronouns” as well as, in the Slavic
languages, the verbal nouns, which typically belong
to the administrative style.
• “the latter”—an administrative quasi-pronoun
• The Vedic mantra maintains that the Absolute Truth
has no legs and no hands and yet goes faster than all
and accepts everything that is offered to Him in
devotion. The latter statements definitely suggest the
personal features of the Lord...
• He told the Lord that when he uttered the Lord’s name
before the sannyās… Prakāānanda, the latter strongly
criticized the Lord...
• It was brought by Nārada Muni from the spiritual
world and given to his disciple ®r… Vyāsadeva. The
latter in turn delivered the message to his son ®r…la
®ukadeva Gosvām….
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• He was angry at Bh…masena when the latter struck
Duryodhana on the thigh or below the belt...
• She was envious of Kunt… when the latter gave birth to
a male child.

4. Syntactic cliché
A syntactic cliché is the uniform, monotonous
structure of sentences, for example the repetition of
Subject-Verb-Object or any other type of uniform
structure:
• A devotee of the Lord is no one’s enemy, although
there may be many enemies of a devotee. A devotee
of the Lord does not like to associate with
nondevotees, although he has no enmity with them.
• Sometimes the living entities are also mentioned as
puruas, although they are essentially purua-akti
(parā akti or parā prakti), the superior energy of the
purua. Illusioned by the external potency of the
purua (the Lord), the living entities falsely think of
themselves as the purua although they actually have
no qualifications.
• Thus the demigods prayed to the Supreme Lord that
although His activities are very difficult to understand,
they can still be understood to some extent by those
who sincerely engage in the transcendental loving
service of the Lord. The demigods admitted that
although the Lord is apart from the material influence
or creation, He nevertheless creates, maintains and
annihilates the complete cosmic manifestation by the
agency of the demigods.
• Although he always associates with Māyā, Durgā, he
is above the reactionary stage of the three modes of
material nature, and although he is in charge of
devilish characters in the mode of ignorance, he is not
affected by such association.

SYNTAX
Analytic and Synthetic Languages

GERMAN

Analytic languages are those without, or with
a few, inflections. In these languages the
relationships between the words in a sentence are
expressed with prepositions. Examples of such
languages are English and Bulgarian.
In an analytic language, word order plays an
important role in establishing meaning. Analytic
languages contrast with synthetic languages, which
rely heavily on changing the form of words.
Synthetic languages are those in which the
relationships between the words in a sentence are
expressed with inflections, i.e. languages with
cases. Such languages are German and all Slavic
languages except Bulgarian.
In the analytic languages, whether a word is a
subject or an object can be determined only by its
position in the sentence.

Rainer öffnet den Brief. — Den Brief öffnet Rainer.
|
|
|
|
subject
object
object
subject

The reader will never think that Rainer is
being opened rather than the letter, although in the
right-hand version the object (the letter) is in first
position.
If a translator does not consider the specifics
of analytic languages in terms of word order, he
could make serious mistakes.
Here is an example, a headline from a
Bulgarian newspaper:
Вълк уби ловец. Чака награда.
(A wolf killed a hunter. Awaiting a reward.)

Sure, it was the hunter who killed the wolf but,
with a wrong word order, the title informs of just
the opposite.

Tom is beating Dick. — Dick is beating Tom.
|
|
|
|
subject
object
subject
object

Types of Word Order

The word in the first position is always a
subject, while in the synthetic languages one can
say:

1. Grammatical word order
This is the standard, unmarked word order in a
separate sentence, out of context. The basic
grammatical word order in most languages NE BBT
is working with is SVO (Subject—Verb—Object).

RUSSIAN: (Петр and Иван)
Петр бьет Ивана. — Ивана бьет Петр.
|
|
|
|
subject
object
object
subject

ENGLISH: Tom is beating Dick.
POLISH: Lolek bije Bolka.
SLOVENIAN: Milan tepe Dragana.
RUSSIAN: Петр бьет Ивана.

POLISH: (Lolek and Bolek)

2. Communicative (stylistic) word order
In the process of communication the standard
model SVO may change. Depending on the
situation, the speaker may want to emphasize
different aspects of a statement. For instance, he
may want to emphasize a part that according to
grammar is not main but subordinate part of the
sentence.

Bolek bije Lolka. — Lolka bije Bolek.
|
|
|
|
subject
object
object
subject

HUNGARIAN: (Jóska and Géza)
Jóska üti Gézát. — Gézát üti Jóska.
|
|
|
|
subject object
object subject

The reader has no difficulty understanding
who performs and who receives the action even
when the subject and the object switch their
positions. Whether a word is a subject or an object
does not depend on its place in the sentence but on
its inflection (whether it is nominative or accusative
case).

Standard grammatical model:
Петр

|

бьет

Ивана.

|

Subject
Object
(Old, known info) (New, unknown info)
Topic, or theme
Comment, or rheme
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Communicative model:
Ивана

|

бьет

Петр.

|

Object
Subject
(Old, known info) (New, unknown info)
Topic, or theme
Comment, or rheme

While in the first example the speaker informs
that Peter is beating Ivan, in the second example he
emphasizes that it is Peter who is doing it. Such
word order, dictated by the communicative
intentions of the speaker, is called communicative
word order.
In analytic languages, where we cannot simply
switch the positions of the subject and the object (or
the performer of the action will become its
receiver), there are other means to attain the same
effect. In English, for example, we can achieve this
by changing the voice.
• ENGLISH: Tom is beating Dick. — Dick is being
beaten by Tom.
• BULGARIAN: Иван бие Петър. — Петър го бие Иван.

In both versions above Tom/Иван are the
performers of the action, while Dick/Петър are its
receivers, but in the left-hand version we emphasize
who is the receiver, while in the right-hand version
we emphasize who is the performer of the action.
We can observe that logically each sentence is
divided into two parts: the old, known information
(called topic, or theme) and the new, unknown
information (called comment, or rheme). The goal
of communication is to deliver new information.
Therefore the comment, or rheme, is the main
logical part of a sentence, and it is because of that
part that the sentence is actually being constructed.
The basis, or the theme, is known both to the
speaker and the listener, and it is meant to prepare
the listener to accept the new information.
The rule is that in a stylistically neutral
sentence the old, known information (topic, or
theme) is placed first, while the new, unknown
information (comment, or rheme), is placed
second. This is a well-known principle of cognition,
according to which new knowledge is discovered
with the help of the known, already accumulated
knowledge.
That is why the authors of The Elements of
Style recommend: “Place the emphatic words of a
sentence at the end.
The proper place in the sentence for the word
or group of words that the writer desires to make
most prominent is usually the end.
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• This steel is used for making razors because of its
hardness.
• Because of its hardness, this steel is used for making
razors.
• Humanity has hardly advanced in fortitude since that
time, though it has advanced in many other ways.
• Since that time, humanity has advanced in many ways,
but it has hardly advanced in fortitude.

“The word or group of words entitled to this
position of prominence is usually the logical
predicate—that is, the new element in the sentence,
as it is in the second example.
“The principle that the proper place for what is
to be made most prominent is the end applies
equally to the words of a sentence, to the sentences
of a paragraph, and to the paragraphs of a
composition.” (The Elements of Style, pp. 32–33)
Compare:
• According to the modes of material nature we acquire,
the material nature gives us facility for material
enjoyment.
• The material nature gives us facility for material
enjoyment according to the modes of material nature
we acquire.
• In due course of time, however, his consciousness for
serving KŠa reawakened by the grace of his spiritual
master, Nārada.
• In due course of time, however, by the grace of his
spiritual master, Nārada, his consciousness for serving
KŠa reawakened.
• If one falls down, his progress might be checked for a
certain time, but it will again become manifest at an
opportune moment.
• If one falls down, for a certain time his progress might
be checked, but it will again become manifest at an
opportune moment.
• ... it will again become manifest at an opportune
moment.
• ... at an opportune moment it will again become
manifest.

Whether a part will be subordinate or main
logical part (theme or rheme) in a sentence, depends
on the intentions of the speaker and the goals he
wants to achieve with his statement (what he wants
to emphasize). Thus the main grammatical part can
become a subordinate logical part, and the
subordinate grammatical part a main logical part.
For instance, the subject is considered to be
the main grammatical part of the sentence, because,
from the grammatical point of view, it constitutes
the foundation of the sentence.
But from the communicative point of view, the
subject is most often a theme (old information,
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subordinate logical part), and not a rheme (new
information, main logical part). That is why in the
Slavic languages the subject often remains
unexpressed in the structure of the sentence.
BULGARIAN:
• Станали сме рано. Потегляме. Вдишваме студения
въздух.
RUSSIAN:
• Встали рано. Идем. Дышим холодным воздухом.
POLISH:
• Wstaliœmy rano. Idziemy. Wci¹gamy g³êboko w p³uca
swie¿e powietrze.

Compare with English:
• We got up early. Off we go. We breathe in the fresh
air.

In the Slavic languages the subject is
expressed only when the subject matter changes:
BULGARIAN:
• Станали сме рано. Потегляме. Вдишваме студения
въздух. Тoй рязва гърдите ни.
RUSSIAN:
• Встали рано. Идем. Дышим холодным воздухом.
Он пронизывает нас насквозь.
POLISH:
• Wstaliśmy rano. Idziemy. Wciągamy głęboko w płuca
świeże powietrze. Tutaj jest ono krystalicznie czyste.
• (We) got up early. Off (we) go. (We) breathe in the
fresh air. It is crystal-clear here.

When translating from English into a Slavic
language, we should be careful not to fill the
translation with unnecessary personal pronouns. In
English the same verb form is used for all persons
(except for third person singular). However, in the
Slavic languages, verbs have conjugation (different
forms for different persons), so it is not needed to
use personal pronouns every time. The unnecessary
appearance of a personal pronoun that is a theme
(old, unessential information) is redundant and
wrong in the Slavic languages.
BG, Introduction, p. 9:
We, the living entities, being part and parcel of the
supreme controller, …vara, or Bhagavān, Lord ®r… KŠa,
have all the qualities of the Supreme Lord in minute
quantity because we are minute …varas, subordinate
…varas. We are trying to control nature, as presently we
are trying to control space or planets, and this tendency
to control is there because it is in KŠa. But although we
have a tendency to lord it over material nature, we
should know that we are not the supreme controller.
We are suffering or enjoying the results of our activities
from time immemorial, but we can change the results of
our karma, or our activity, and this change depends on
the perfection of our knowledge. We are engaged in
various activities. Undoubtedly we do not know what
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sort of activities we should adopt to gain relief from the
actions and reactions of all these activities.

In the Slavic languages we would make a
mistake if we translated all the “we”s. If personal
pronoun, the subject should be expressed only when
it is a rheme:
RUSSIAN:
• Сегодня я готовлю, a не ты. (Today I am cooking,
not you.)

3. Emphatic (emotional) word order
The main function of speech is to deliver
information. But sometimes we can add our
personal attitude toward a stated fact. When this
additional information is conveyed by the word
order, we speak about emphatic (emotional) word
order.
In an informative, stylistically neutral
sentence, first comes the theme (the old, known
information) then the rheme (new, unknown
information). In an emphatical word order first
comes the rheme, then the theme.
• We got up early. Off we go. We breathe in the fresh
air. The whole mountain we breathe in.

(Compare with the neutral, “We breathe in the
whole mountain,” which would immediately
destroy the emotional emphasis.)
That is why in The Elements of Style (p. 33)
we read:
“The other prominent position in the sentence
is the beginning. Any element in the sentence other
than the subject becomes emphatic when placed
first:
• “Deceit or treachery he could never forgive.

“A subject coming first in its sentence may be
emphatic, but hardly by its position alone. To receive special emphasis, the subject of a sentence
must take the position of the predicate:
• “Through the middle of the valley flowed a winding
stream.”

4. Contextual word order
The word order in a sentence does not depend
just on the grammatical connections between the
words or on the meaning of the sentence. It also
depends on the “superstructure,” that is, on the
paragraph or the text as a whole. Sometimes the
development of an idea expressed in a paragraph or
in the whole text may require deviation from the
standard grammatical word order. We then speak of
contextual word order.
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While editing, we should consider not just
separate sentences and collocations, but should
keep in mind the paragraph/text as a whole.
There are three types of connections between
sentences:
• Chain connection
Most sentences are connected with each other
in such a way that the meaning of each sentence
depends on the meaning of the previous one
(reflected in the theme), and at the same time it
becomes a basis (reflected in the rheme) for the
meaning of the next sentence.
In other words, there is a progressive
development of thought, which is moving from the
known information to the new information. Such
movement is not completed within one sentence.
The part of the previous sentence that has been
“new” becomes “old” in the next sentence. Thus the
thought is developing gradually and smoothly:
SB 5.1.31
• Above the Bhuloka planetary system [old] is
Bhuvarloka [new], and above that [old] is
Svargaloka, the heavenly planetary system [new].
All these planetary systems [old] are controlled by
Savita, the sun-god [new]. The sun-god [old] is
worshiped when one chants the Gayatr… mantra just
after rising early in the morning [new].

On the level of syntax this is expressed in the
fact that a part of the previous sentence — for
example the object — becomes the subject of the
new sentence. The most prominent chain
connections are object-subject (One should worship
KŠa. He is the Supreme Personality of
Godhead.), adverb-subject (He serves KŠa with
love and devotion. This way of serving will bring
him back to Godhead.), subject-object (KŠa is the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. One should serve
Him with love and devotion.), subject-subject (The
yog…s worship the Supersoul. They are meditating
on Him within their hearts.), etc.
The connection between sentences is
expressed by lexical repetitions (repetition of the
same word: “All these planetary systems are
controlled by Savita, the sun-god. The sun-god is
worshiped...”), personal pronouns (The Supersoul is
worshiped by the yog…s. They meditate on him...) or
synonyms.
Sentences with chain connection comprise 80
to 85% of the speech in any style. This is the most
prominent type of connection, the basis of each
text.
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• Parallel connection
• Incorporative connection
Besides the chain connection, there are parallel
and incorporative connections. These two types are
found mainly in fiction and, since they are not very
important for the practical work of the BBT
translator, we will not discuss them here.

Mistakes in the Text Structure
1. Missing logical connections between sentences.
Lack of causal connections.
Here is an example of disturbed logical
connection between sentences:
• The seven oceans respectively contain salty water,
liquor, [etc....] All the islands are completely
surrounded by these oceans, and each ocean is equal
in breadth to the island it surrounds.
• The seven oceans respectively contain salty water,
liquor, [etc....] These oceans completely surround all
the islands, and each ocean is equal in breadth to the
island it surrounds.

In the second sentence, “these oceans” is old
information carried over from the previous sentence
as shown by the demonstrative pronoun “these.” It
is known information and should therefore stay in
the beginning of the sentence.
2. Wrong division of paragraphs
In the NTC’s Handbook for Writers we read:
“PARAGRAPH AND PARAGRAPHING: A paragraph is a body of text designated by an indention.
One function of any paragraph is visual or
aesthetic: to make a page more attractive by
breaking it up. But readers expect paragraphs to do
more than that: they expect a paragraph to have a
cognitive function as well, to signal some sort of
turn or change in the discourse. If a paper is more
than just a few paragraphs long, it generally
contains four different sorts of paragraphs: an
introductory paragraph, several development
paragraphs, one or two transitional paragraphs and
a concluding paragraph. The introductory
paragraph, usually short, does something to interest
readers in the paper and gives them some idea of
what it is about. Developmental paragraphs are the
heart of the paper: they develop the information or
arguments that are the reason for the paper to be
written. Transitional paragraphs, always short, carry
readers from a group of developmental paragraphs
treating one aspect of the subject, to a group
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treating a different aspect (“Turning, now, from the
evidence for x to the evidence against it...”). A
concluding paragraph is usually a brief summary of
the developmental paragraphs.”
As a rule, the paragraph should end where the
thought is completed.
Amphiboly (ambiguity) because of wrong word
order
According to Webster’s Dictionary,
amphiboly is (1) double or doubtful meaning;
ambiguity, especially from uncertain grammatical
connections. (2) an ambiguous phrase, proposal,
etc.
There are many reasons that may lead to
ambiguity. At this point we are interested in
ambiguity caused by wrong word order.
In The Elements of Style (pp. 28–29) we read:
“The position of the words in a sentence is the
principal means of showing their relationship.
Confusion and ambiguity result when words are
badly placed. The writer must, therefore, bring
together words and groups of words that are related
in thought and keep apart those that are not so
related.
• He noticed a large stain in the rug that was right in the
center.
• He noticed a large stain right in the center of the rug.
• You can call your mother and tell her all about
George’s taking you out to dinner for just sixty cents.
• For just sixty cents you can call your mother and tell
her about George’s taking you out to dinner.
• New York’s first commercial human-sperm bank
opened Friday with semen samples from 18 men
frozen in a stainless steel tank.
• New York’s first commercial human-sperm bank
opened Friday when semen samples were taken from
18 men. The samples were then frozen and stored in a
stainless steel tank.

“In the first version of the first example, the
reader has no way of knowing whether the stain
was in the center of the rug or the rug was in the
center of the room. In the first version of the second
example, the reader may well wonder which cost
sixty cents—the phone call or the dinner. In the first
version of the third example, the reader’s heart goes
out to those 18 poor fellows frozen in a steel tank.”
The subject of a sentence and the principal
verb should not, as a rule, be separated by a phrase
or clause that can be transferred to the beginning:
• ®r…la Prabhupāda, in the Fifth Canto of ®r…madBhāgavatam, gives a detailed description of the
universe.
• In the Fifth Canto of ®r…mad-Bhāgavatam, ®r…la
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Prabhupāda gives a detailed description of the
universe.

The relative pronoun should come, in most
instances, immediately after its antecedent.
• ®r…la Prabhupāda was motivated by a sense of
urgency, because he could see that the world needed
the great spiritual culture of India, which was rapidly
disappearing.
• ®r…la Prabhupāda was motivated by a sense of
urgency, because he could see that the world needed
India’s great spiritual culture, which was rapidly
disappearing.
• ®r…mad-Bhāgavatam was spoken by ®ukadeva
Gosvām…, the son of ®r…la Vyāsadeva, who met
Mahārāja Par…kit on the bank of Ganges.
• ®r…mad-Bhāgavatam was spoken by the son of ®r…la
Vyāsadeva, ®ukadeva Gosvām…, who met Mahārāja
Par…kit on the bank of Ganges.

Modifiers should come next to the word they
modify. If several expressions modify the same
word, they should be so arranged that no wrong
relation is suggested:
• All the members were not present. — Not all the
members were present.
• He only found two mistakes. — He found only two
mistakes.

Hanging Participles
The Oxford Dictionary of English Grammar
gives the following definition of a hanging
participle:
“A participle that is not related grammatically
to an intended noun phrase of which it would be the
modifier; also called dangling, misrelated,
unattached or unrelated participle, or dangling
modifier.
“A participle clause usually contains no
subject, but grammatically, if it is placed near the
subject of the main clause, it is ‘understood’ to refer
to this. Failure to observe this ‘rule’ results in a
hanging participle, or often, more accurately, a
misrelated participle. In this, the participle is
grammatically attached to the subject, though
according to the intended meaning, it has a different
referent (which may not actually be mentioned in
the main clause).
“For example:
• Speaking to her on the phone the other day, her praise
for her colleagues was unstinting. (Daily Telegraph, 9
June, 1989)

“The meaning may be clear enough; equally
clear is that neither the lady herself nor her praise
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for her colleagues was speaking to her on the
phone.
• Shrouded by leaves in summer, the coming of winter
for a deciduous tree reveals the true shape of its
woody skeleton. (G. Durrell, The Amateur Naturalist,
1982, p. 105)

“What is shrouded?
“The same rule (that the participle refers to the
subject) can also apply when the participle clause is
introduced by a conjunction or preposition:
• When buying statuary, old or new, its impact on the
garden will be strong. (Weekend Telegraph, 9 June,
1990)
• Every afternoon, instead of dozing listlessly in their
beds, or staring vacantly out of a window, there is
organized entertainment. (Daily Telegraph, 3 May,
1986)
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“The hanging participle is generally
condemned as ungrammatical, rather than as a mere
error of style.” (p. 182)
Other examples of hanging participles:
ENGLISH:
• Walking along the street, my hat fell down.
POLISH:
• Idąc ulicą, spadł mi kapelusz z głowy.
BULGARIAN:
• Вървейки по улицата, шапката ми падна от
главата.
RUSSIAN:
• Идя по улице, с моей головы упала шляпа.

One may wonder who is walking along
the street—the author of the statement or his
hat.

STYLISTICS
Historical Overview

expression in a language.

The word “style” comes from the old Greek
word “stylos” through the Latin word “stilus”—a
stick for writing on wooden plates (tiles) smeared
with wax. One end of the stick was sharp, for
writing, and the other end was flat, for smoothing
over the mistakes. “Turn the style more often” used
to mean to smooth out or polish the expression, to
correct the text.
The literary science of ancient Greece was
known as rhetoric and poetics and was based
mainly on the Poetics of Aristotle. Rhetoric was a
science of the art of speech, and poetics was a
science of creating written poetical texts.
Later, in the 19th century, many branches of
different sciences developed. Then, besides rhetoric
and poetics, another, third division was established,
called stylistics.

1. Individual styles
Individual style sums all the specifics in the
creative work of a writer. As Bufon said, “The
style—this is the man.” Right now, however, we
will not interest ourselves with this approach to
style. For our practical work, more important is to
understand the collective, or functional, styles.
2. Collective styles
The styles of a national language can be
classified in two ways:
• Logical vs. figurative style
Logical style reflects reality in a rational way
and uses means of expression that affect mainly the
intellect and give direct knowledge. This style is
found in scholarly works, legal papers, etc., and to
some extent in the media.
Figurative style is found in fiction and to some
extent in the media.

Stylistics as a Linguistic Science

• Functional classification
This approach classifies styles according to
their usage in different spheres of life: colloquial,
technical, administrative, journalistic, and fictional
style.
These styles do not include slang and dialects.
They are styles of standard literary speech. For
example, colloquial style is not a deviation from
standard literary language. All these five styles are
built up from the same verbal material, but each
style is characterized by a type of lexis used mainly,
though not exclusively, therein.

As mentioned earlier, stylistics describes how
to use the means of expression of a language most
efficiently and most expertly.
It defines what is proper, suitable, and
appropriate for a particular situation and what is
not, what can be of strong effect and what is dry
and has no influence on the reader, and how to
achieve the best results in presenting a particular
subject.
Stylistics studies the features of different
functional and individual styles. It can be called the
science of “verbal art and language mastery”—the
skill to choose the most appropriate means of
expression for each situation.
There are two types of stylistics: stylistics of a
language and stylistics of fiction. Stylistics of
fiction studies with the style of a particular writer,
literature school, or period in the literary
development.
We will mainly be interested in the first type
of stylistics, which studies the specifics of an entire
language.

Colloquial Style
Colloquial style is used in everyday life when
ordinary topics are being discussed or special topics
are presented in simple language.
The usage of traditional means of expression
is typical of this style. Specialized subjects are
described in a more general and simplified way,
without special terminology or lingo. For example,
if we speak about the “alteration of consonants due
to palatalization,” in colloquial style we will just
use “replacement of certain consonants” to avoid
terms such as “palatalization.” In formal and
political language we use expressions such as “to

Style
Style is a specific way of using the means of
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render assistance to someone,” while in colloquial
language we say, “to help someone.” In colloquial
style we do not use foreign words that can be
substituted with simple native equivalents, e.g.
instead of “toxins” we say “poisons.”
Colloquial style is not a type of negligent or
low-class speech; it is a variety of standard literary
language and differs from other styles mainly by its
preference for the traditional means of expression
instead of terminology and foreign lexis. This style
is widely used in BBT’s translations, for example,
when complex philosophical points and conclusions
are presented in simple, understandable language.
Colloquial style is to a certain extent
conservative. It excludes specialist and new words.
Using colloquial or informal style, we can present
complex concepts in a form understandable to
persons who are laymen in this particular field.
Thus informal style functions as a link between
different technical styles as well as between the
vernacular and technical styles.
Mastering the colloquial means of expression
is essential for developing a good culture of speech.
Colloquial style makes possible communication
between people of all walks of life.
In spoken colloquial language, more rarely in
the written one, words with emotional shade that
express the attitude of the speaker are used, for
instance diminutive forms, vulgarisms, etc.
Colloquial style prefers expressive synonyms
(positive or negative) rather than neutral words, for
example “fragrance” or “stink” instead of the
neutral “smell.”
Typical for colloquial style are idioms,
sayings, proverbs, and set expressions.
To further describe the specifics of collective
styles, we will introduce a term known in
linguistics as “verb temperature.” Verb temperature
is the number of verbs in a text of 100 words. In
Bulgarian, the verb temperature cannot be outside
the range of 11 to 35. The higher the verb
temperature, the more understandable the text is.
Therefore it is recommended that we try to use as
many verbs as possible rather than participles,
verbal nouns, and other such constructions.
Colloquial style has the highest verb
temperature. This is one of the reasons why texts
belonging to colloquial style are most easy to read.
When a lot of verbs are used, the message becomes
very clear and potent.

Technical Style
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This style is used by specialists in relating
scientific or scholarly topics. It is characterized by a
special category of words called terms. Terms are
words that indicate concepts related to various
sciences, e.g. “adverb” and “preposition” in
grammar. Their meaning is accurate and
established.
To be able to function properly, a term must
have only one meaning. Ordinary words that are
accepted as terms are used with only one specific
meaning in a particular context. Many technical
terms were borrowed directly from other languages
and did not have any prior usage. It is preferable to
use terms from foreign languages because of their
fixed meaning.
In technical style, verb temperature is rather
low: we are using more verbal nouns, participles,
and constructions with nouns than in colloquial
style or fiction. This is explained by the abstract
nature of the presentation.
The usage of expressive or emotional words in
technical style is very low.
Technical style is characterized by neutral
grammatical word order in which first comes the
theme (the old information) and then the rheme (the
new information). It is also characterized by a chain
connection between the sentences—a typical
connection for texts based on logic and reason.
Thus in technical style, adverbs expressing causal
relationships, reasoning, or introducing conclusions
are typical: “therefore,” “thus,” “on one hand,” “on
the other hand,” “consequently,” etc.

Fictional Style
Fictional style is used for vivid and
picturesque descriptions of characters and events.
Its main characteristic is the figurative usage of
words and the use of words in new, individual
figurative meanings. In other words, we do not find
special lexis, but a special usage of standard lexis.
Fictional style also uses certain poetic and
exotic lexis that is not used in colloquial style.
Good fiction has a high verb temperature.
In fiction there is often an emphatic word
order with inverted theme and rheme—first comes
the rheme, and then the theme. The sentences use
chain, parallel, and incorporative connections.

Stylistics
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Journalistic Style

The Style of Srila Prabhupada

Journalistic style is used in social life, politics,
and media and includes specific terminology related
to social life. Journalistic style can be businesslike,
but it can be emotional as well. It contains more
reasoning and less description; therefore the verb
temperature is rather low.

The style of ®r…la Prabhupāda’s books is not
homogeneous. Not only does one book differ from
another in terms of style (if we take for example
KŠa book and The Science of Self-Realization—
two extreme antipodes), but even in the same book
one has to deal with texts that belong to different
stylistic levels.
For instance, in ®r…mad-Bhāgavatam there are
prayers by devotees, descriptions of nature and
characters, conversations between sages and other
personages, and also ®r…la Prabhupāda’s purports.
In translation, we cannot make the sages speak like
our contemporaries. Their speech should always
sound somewhat archaic and elevated. Neither can
we make the Supreme Lord speak in a
contemporary style. We will choose lexis that
corresponds to the particular situation, i.e., lexis
that is rather archaic, and elevated.
But we will commit a mistake if we translate
®r…la Prabhupāda’s commentaries in the same
manner. In most cases the language of the purports
is straightforward and simple and should be
translated accordingly.
In the case of Bhāgavatam verses, we will
have to use some of the means applied when
translating fiction, whereas most of ®r…la
Prabhupāda’s purports fall into the category of
philosophical or popular scholastic literature, and
we will use mainly journalistic, colloquial, and
technical styles.
In ®r…la Prabhupāda’s purports we will find
elements of different functional styles: journalistic
lexis and syntactic construction when there is social
analysis or direct, strong preaching; elements of
colloquial style when philosophical points are
presented in a simple and understandable manner;
elements of technical style with a lot of special
terminology and Sanskrit words; elements of
fictional style when ®r…la Prabhupāda is using
poetic expressions or metaphoric language, etc.

Administrative Style
This style is used in government offices and is
characterized by the usage of set terms and
expressions (clichés). There are no emotional and
expressive words, and the verb temperature is very
low.

Stylistically Neutral and Marked
Means of Expression
Most of the means of expression in a language
are neutral and can be used in all styles. Words and
constructions that are typical for a specific style and
are used exclusively in that style are called
stylistically marked. In some dictionaries they have
a special marking—informal, poetic, archaic, etc.
This does not mean that colloquial style, for
example, is built up only of lexis marked in the
dictionary as “informal.” It includes all neutral lexis
as well, but the words marked as “informal” are
used exclusively in this style.
According to linguists, languages differ in
their understanding of neutrality of style.
Differences are caused mainly by cultural and
ethnological, social, and psychological factors.
For example, in Russian the usage of
colloquial words, forms, and constructions is more
prominent than in Bulgarian. In Russian this is
accepted as the norm for “neutral.” If we want to
adequately translate a text from Russian into
Bulgarian (which means not just external, formal
accuracy but real pragmatic adequacy, so that the
text sounds “neutral” to the Bulgarian reader as
well), we will have to reduce the stylistic marking
of the original text and diminish its expressive
intensity. In other words, we will use fewer
colloquial words and phrases and less expressive
elements. Linguists say that if there are four or five
such elements in the original, we will have to use
only two or three, and much softer ones.

Stylistic Mistakes
1. Grammatical stylistic mistakes
These are any deviations from the norms of
language: wrong choice of words, wrong
agreement, wrong sentence structure, ambiguity,
etc.
• Ambiguity because of homonyms

Stylistics

Homonyms are words that have the same
pronunciation but are etymologically unrelated.
SB 1, Introduction:
• The Lord was then married with great pomp and
gaiety and at this time He began to preach the
congregational chanting of the holy name of the Lord.

The old Polish translation goes as follows:
• Następnie Pan ożenił się z wielką pompą, i od tego
czasu zaczął On nauczać zbiorowego intonowania
świętego imienia Pana.

Translated back to English, this may mean:
“Then the Lord married a huge pump and since
that time He began...” The English expression “to
marry somebody” in Polish is “to marry with
somebody” (“ożenić się z kim”). And in Polish the
words “pomp” and “pump” are homographs—they
are both pronounced and spelled in the same way.
So if we translate, “Następnie Pan ożenił się z
wielką pompą...,” we convey an ambiguous
meaning.
To avoid this, we can instead translate: “Jakiś
czas potem Pan się ożenił. Wesele było huczne.”
(“Then the Lord got married. The wedding
ceremony was gorgeous.”)
• Ambiguity because of pronouns
• personal pronouns
®r…la Prabhupāda clearly says that foolish
persons worship the demigods. They are less
intelligent and should not be followed.
Who is less intelligent: the worshipers of the
demigods or the demigods themselves?
• relative pronouns
The world needs the culture of India, which is rapidly
disappearing.

What is rapidly disappearing: the culture or
India?
• Ambiguity because of wrong word order
• All the members were not present.

Not all the members were present or no
members were present?
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• One should worship the Supersoul in his heart.

Should the worship be in the heart, or is the
Supersoul in the heart?
• I know that you do not like the melting of the snow
and the sun.

Is it that he does not like the sun and the
melting snow or that he does not like the melting of
both the snow and the sun?
• Ambiguity because of commas (redundant or
missing)
• This chapter describes the battle between the Kauravas
led by Duryodhana and the PāŠavas.
• The crown of a king is simply a big load if the king//,\\
or head of the state//,\\ does not actually bear the dust
of the lotus feet of brāhmaŠas and VaiŠavas.

• Hyperbat
Hyperbat means separating words which are
syntactically connected and dependent: “an
unknown man” — “an unknown to all the
assembled VaiŠavas man.” As a result, the reader
has difficulty understanding the phrase:
• The very title of the poetry book reminds us of this
increasingly powerful and resounding like the voice of
an enchanting bird song.
• We hope that our first encounter with Albert Camus
will not be the last one and we shall again come in
contact with his complex but humane, inspiring with
valor and intolerance of obscurantism and the evil
writings.

2. Real stylistic mistakes
Real stylistic mistakes are the improper choice
of means of expression, mixing of elements of
different styles, uniform syntactic structures, etc.
3. Lexico-stylistic mistakes
Pleonasm (see p. 15)
Cliché (see pp. 20–22)
Foreign words (see pp. 7–8, 12–14)
Tautology (see p. 15)
Repetition (see p. 19)

Part Two

Translating, Editing, and Proofreading

THE CRITERIA OF ADEQUACY
IN TRANSLATION
The material that will be presented here is
based on the theory of translation, a rather new
branch of linguistics. It started to develop in the
twentieth century as a result of increased contacts
between countries.

purports belong mainly to the category of
nonfiction.

Translation Principles
These are the most important principles that
determine the translator’s strategy:
(1) The translator can translate only what he
has understood.
(2) The translator should translate “not the
letter but the sense of the original.” This implies
that blind, word-for-word copying of the original is
unacceptable. A translator should understand the
meaning of words and phrases in their particular
context. In other words, he should not be satisfied
with the apparent, seeming sense derived from the
most frequent meaning of the words used.
The following quote explains very clearly the
essence of the above two principles and may help
us find the proper approach to translation.
From a lecture by ®r…la Harikea Swami, given
on April 19, 1992 in Almviks Gard, Sweden:
“So, this is dāsyam. You are given an order:
‘Produce all the books in all the languages of the
world.’ And to this end you have to use your
intelligence to translate. And that’s very active
work. You have to make sure that what ®r…la
Prabhupāda has just said is what you are saying in
your native language. And it’s not a dull work. You
don’t just translate word by word, like a dictionary.
Nowadays they have machines. You just punch in a
word and out comes the word in the foreign
language. But to just take one word and put in
another word that is exactly the same is not
translation. Then the sense is finished. It doesn’t
make any sense whatsoever. You have to take the
meaning of the sentence, understand it in depth, and
then put it in your own language. That is not easy.
That is very difficult. You have to be very
intelligent. Not just anybody can translate these
books. One has to be very smart to translate these
books, because he has to understand what it means.
If you don’t understand what it means, you cannot
translate it.”
Translator’s main goal is to convey the
meaning of the original text in a clear and natural

What Is a Translation?
To translate is to convey the sense and style of
an utterance (segment of speech) from one language
to another.
The criteria of adequacy in translation differ
according to the genre of translated literature. In
translation of fiction the main criterion for
adequacy is to reflect the creative, artistic
individuality of the author and the uniqueness of his
style. If one wants to come closer to the original,
one has to ignore the verbal covering and translate
the essence. As a result, the translation should
produce the same impression on the reader as the
original. The translator of fiction is like an actor—
he should be able to completely “transfer” and
absorb himself into the atmosphere created by the
author, and reproduce it in his own language. As
the topmost achievement in acting is to become one
with the will of the dramatist, similarly the art of
translating is to become one with the will of the
author.
A BBT translator doesn’t have to deal much
with fiction, although some elements of it are there,
especially in the verses of ®r…mad-Bhāgavatam.
They belong to the genre of epic narration:
characters are acting, relationships between them
are described, devotional feelings or other emotions
are expressed, picturesque descriptions are given,
etc. To translate fiction requires skills, and a
translator should know the appropriate standards.
On the other hand, the most important
requirement and main criterion of adequacy in
translation of nonfiction, which is mainly
informative, is fidelity (accuracy in conveying the
meaning) and clarity of style, so that the reader
experiences no difficulty in perceiving the text. If
the style or language is not clear, the meaning can
be obscured or even distorted. ®r…la Prabhupāda’s
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form, according to the rules of his native language.
His task is not to try to represent the irregularities
of ®r…la Prabhupāda’s usage of words or grammar.
Sometimes ®r…la Prabhupāda is using a word
in what appears to be irregular way. It is regular
English according to the Indian usage of that time,
but according to modern lexis and grammar it is
irregular. If the author is able to express himself
only this way, and for him that is the norm, our task
as translators is to express the same in a regular
form and not try to convey the irregularities,
because this was not the intention of the author.
Other difficulties may arise from the fact that
®r…la Prabhupāda’s books themselves are
translations, even in the purports. As Dravia
Prabhu says, “The terms ‘lust,’ ‘sense
gratification,’ and ‘Supreme Personality of
Godhead’ are ®r…la Prabhupāda’s renderings of
kāma, indriya pr…ti or viaya, and bhagavān.”
(3) In the original text a translator
distinguishes relatively more important and less
important elements of the meaning. He is trying to
convey as fully as possible the whole contents of
the original, and whenever possible he is translating
directly, using parallel syntactic structures and
closest lexical equivalents. But this does not mean
that everything in the original context has the same
value. A translator is able to differentiate the parts
of meaning according to their significance, and if
necessary he can sacrifice a less important element
to render the meaning of a more important element.
The ability to define what is most important for a
specific context is a sign of professionalism in
translation.
(4) The meaning of the whole is more
important than the meaning of its parts; therefore
one can sacrifice certain details in the name of
rendering of the whole.
The sentence is the smallest translation unit a
translator deals with. When we evaluate whether a
sentence is translated well or not, we analyze it as a
whole. The translated sentence should be faithful to
the original sentence as a whole. However, the
elements the sentence consists of may or may not
be the same in the source and in the target language.
The most recognized method of translation
nowadays is the full identity of the whole, with
differences between some of its elements.
(5) The translation should be in full
accordance with the norms of the target language,
and the translator should make sure that his
language is natural and idiomatic. He should avoid
the “translationese” ( “translation language”),
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which is unnatural, unidiomatic language
influenced by the norms of the source language.
The translation should sound as if written by the
author in the target language.

Inaccurate Accuracy
What is good in French may be exactly repelling in Russian.
Sumarokov
A word-for-word translation can never be faithful.
Pushkin

Every language has its own syntax or way of
constructing sentences. The syntax determines the
word order in a sentence and cannot be blindly
copied or transferred from one language to another.
The syntax of the source language should not
overpower the translator. A good translator, even
while looking at the original, thinks in his own
language, without being influenced by the foreign
grammatical constructions that are untypical for his
language. He translates each phrase according to
the logic and aesthetics of his own language.
In Russian, for example, in imperative
sentences expressing an order, the form of address
must be in the beginning of the phrase: “O Arjuna,
get up and fight!” If in the source language the form
of address is at the end of the sentence (“Get up and
fight, O Arjuna!”), and the translator just copies the
foreign syntax, the order will turn into a request,
according to the rules of Russian language.
The same principle applies to all other levels
of language. Blind, automatic copying of each and
every word does not represent the original
correctly.
Let’s take as an example the purport to BG
12.3-4: “In order to perceive the Supersoul within
the individual soul, one has to cease the sensual
activities...”
In Russian, “to see somebody within oneself”
is a set expression meaning that one sees himself as
that somebody. So a literal translation would mean,
“In order to perceive himself as the Supersoul, one
has to …” To avoid this distortion of meaning, we
should choose an alternative phrase, such as “to
perceive the Supersoul in his heart.” Although
externally we are changing something, we are
actually preserving the real meaning of the
sentence. In the theory of translation this
phenomenon is known as “inaccurate accuracy.”
Each language has its own hierarchy of words.
Even in similar languages, words that are seemingly
the same may belong to different styles. In Czech,
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“znáš” is a standard literary form, but in Russian
the same word (знаш) is dialectical. In Russian,
“днесь” is archaic, but in Bulgarian “днес” is a
word of everyday usage.
The same applies to nonrelated languages. In
Russian as well as many other languages the word
“parrot” is used with a tinge of disdain. We say that
a person talks like a parrot or imitates something
like a parrot. But in Uzbekh poetry, the word
“parrot” is a classical form of address to a beloved
girl: “You are my adorable parrot” or “I am ready
to die for your single glance, O my cruel parrot.”
The verbatim translation here would be incorrect,
because whereas in one language this word invokes
sweet sentiments, in another language it produces
comical effect.
In English the word “aunt” is neutral, but in
Russian it belongs to the group of comic words:
“тетя.” It cannot be used in the translation of a
sentence that says that Queen Kunti was KŠa’s
aunt. We would rather say that she was a sister of
His father, because there is no other, direct way to
express this idea. In other words, not only the
meaning should be preserved, but the translation
should be perceived by the reader in the same way
as the original.
Not only the stylistic shade but even the
meanings of same words may be different in
different languages. They never coincide fully. This
is shown in the following diagram:

A

B
fig. 1

A
fig. 2

A B
fig. 3

B

B

A

fig. 4

Here, A represents a word in the source
language, and B is its direct equivalent in the target
language.
In figure 1 the two words are partially overlapping in meaning. In figure 2 there is no
overlapping at all. In figure 3, B includes the
meaning of A, but it has other meanings as well. In
figure 4, B has only some of the meanings of A.
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It is rare that two counterpart words of two
languages completely match in their meanings and
usage. Thus the word “man” is apparently
equivalent to the Russian “человек” (a person). But
one cannot translate the Russian sentence “Эта
женщина—хороший человек” (“This woman is a
good person”) using the word “man” (“This woman
is a good man”) as equivalent to the Russian
“человек.”
If we simply copy the source text without
considering the differences between languages and
the rules of our own language, our translation will
be illiterate. And because the reader of the
translated text psychologically connects it not with
the translator but directly with the author, we will
present our author as an illiterate man.
Another trouble with the verbatim translation
is that instead of making the matter clear, it is
usually so odd that it startles the reader and
obscures or often distorts the meaning. The
translator fails to meet the requirements of clarity
and fidelity, and his translation cannot be
considered adequate.

The Verbatim Translation
There are two types of verbatim translation.
The first one, which can be called etymological
verbatim translation, is typical for beginners. It
occurs because of the external similarity (graphic
and phonetic) between some words in the source
and target language. External similarity of two
words does not automatically mean they are
identical or even close in meaning. Such words are
called false friends of the translator.
Many international words fall in this category.
For example, in Russian translations the English
word “practically” should generally be rendered as
“почти” (“almost,” which is the fourth meaning of
the English word “practically”), because the similar
Russian word “практически” has a completely
different meaning (“connected with practice”).
Another example is the word “aggressive.” In
Russian there is a similar adjective, “агресивный.”
But while in English one can describe a football
player as “young and aggressive,” the direct
Russian equivalent has only one meaning, “eager to
fight,” which would characterize the player
negatively. As K. Chukovsky says, the motives of
those who adhere to mechanical copying of the
original are sincere, but the end result is sad.
Here are a few more examples of “false
friends”:
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CZECH:
• outsider—autsajdr (refers only to a weak sport team or
player)
• water sports (of ducks)—vodní sporty (in Czech refers
only to swimming, diving, etc., therefore it should be
translated as water plays (vodní hry).
RUSSIAN:
• artist—артист (means actor)
GERMAN:

The second type of verbatim translation is
more complex and dangerous than the first one and
can be called semantic. It occurs when a translator
uses the most common meaning of the word instead
of its contextual meaning, or when he translates
idioms word for word.
For example, the English “Hear! Hear!” does
not mean “Listen!” but is an expression of ardent
approval and should be translated into Russian as
“Правильно! Правильно!”
Both types of verbatim translation equally
twist the meaning of the utterance.

Dictionary Mistakes
Some mistakes in translation are caused by
poor knowledge of the source language. These are
called dictionary mistakes.
Thus in the Bulgarian translation of BG 3.10
we read that, “In the beginning of creation, the Lord
of all creatures sent four generations of men and
demigods [instead of “sent forth generations of
men and demigods”], along with sacrifices for
ViŠu.”
And in the old Polish translation of SB
1.13.47, instead of “Those who are devoid of hands
are prey for those who have hands; those devoid of
legs are prey for the four-legged, etc.,” we read
that the living entities devoid of hands are praying
to those who have hands; and those devoid of legs
are praying to the four-legged. (“Ci, którzy są
pozbawieni rąk, modlą się do tych, którzy mają
ręce; ci, którzy są pozbawieni nóg, modlą się do
czteronogich.”) This mistake comes from the
similarity of “prey” and “pray.”
Another mistake owing to poor knowledge of
English is the literal translation of the phrase “my
own self” into Russian as “mое собственное я”
(“My own I”)—instead of “I myself, I personally.”

The Art of Words
Very often the dictionary meaning of a word is
changed due to its being used in a particular
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context, and we will not be able to find a proper
equivalent by just using a dictionary.
For example, in SB 5.1.6, Prince Priyavrata is
asked to take up the responsibility of ruling over the
world, but he is so devotionally inclined that he
does not want to do this. Still, because this is an
order of his father and Lord Brahmā,, he cannot
reject it and is perplexed. In the English translation
we read, “Therefore, although the order of his
father could not be rejected, the Prince did not
welcome it. Thus he very conscientiously raised
the question of whether he might be diverted from
devotional service by accepting the responsibility of
ruling over the world.” If we look up the word
“conscientious” in the English-Russian dictionary,
we will find that the only Russian equivalent refers
to a person who performs his duty very diligently,
accurately, and without cheating. Obviously this
cannot refer to raising questions. But if we examine
the meanings of the English word “conscience,” we
will find an expression marked as “outdated,”
which can help us find a proper equivalent in our
context. The expression is “to speak one’s
conscience,” or “to speak frankly.” And this is
something we can connect with the given situation:
the Prince straightforwardly, or frankly, raised the
question whether he might not be diverted from
devotional service by accepting the responsibility of
ruling over the world. This is an example of how
the word can change its meanings according to the
context.

But Not by Whimsical Choice
“To convey the meaning of the original in the
form most suitable for one’s own language” does
not mean by whimsical choice. It means that it has
to be done according to the rules of the target
language.
Thus a translator has no right to change the
style of the original. We cannot, for example,
embellish our translations by filling them with
archaic or poetic words to make them resemble the
mundane translations of Indian epics. The reason is
that ®r…la Prabhupāda wrote his books in a simple
language to make them accessible to the masses,
and the translator must follow the author’s purpose
by not making the text excessively complex or
stylistically elevated.
On the other hand, we cannot lower the style
and make it too informal either. For example, in
Russian nonfiction there are certain restrictions
regarding the usage of set expressions or idioms.

The Criteria of Adequacy in Translation

These are used rather moderately to help break the
excessive formality and create a relationship of trust
between the author and the reader. But if we
overload the texts with idioms, we will create
undesirable familiarity and the whole presentation
will sound cheap.
A translator has only limited freedom in
dealing with the text, and it’s mainly the freedom of
choosing the most suitable linguistic means to
convey the meaning without obscuring or distorting
it. But he has no right to make whimsical changes.
All changes he makes have to be justified, and they
should not affect the meaning.
As ®r…la Prabhupāda wrote to Brahmānanda
dāsa in a letter dated December 12, 1967:
“...If there is good English, it is welcome but
we should not edit as Hayagriva has, replacing
‘devotional service’ with ‘knowledge of the self.’
Knowledge of the self is not complete until one is
actually engaged in devotional service...”
And to Hayagr…va dāsa ®r…la Prabhupāda wrote
as follows:
“...I am glad that you are not omitting anything, but just
making grammatical correction, and phrasing for force
and clarity, and adding Pradyumna’s transliteration; that
is very nice...” (Letter to Hayagr…va, November 18,
1968)
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And one more quote from a letter to KŠa
dāsa, February 13, 1969:
“...they must translate as it is, they must not deviate.
Anyway, our motto should be to somehow or other
express the objectives of Krsna consciousness to the
German speaking people...”

A translator must always study to be able to
improve his skills and the quality of his work. The
latter is especially important. ®r…la Prabhupāda
writes:
“It is not our philosophy to print errors. Of course, our
spiritual subject matter is transcendental and therefore it
remains potent despite mistakes in grammar, spelling,
etc. But this type of translation may only be allowed if
there is no other way to correct it, then it is all right. But
if you know the correct order, then you must make it
perfect. That is our philosophy: everything perfect for
Krsna.
“So far your telling me that some devotees consider that
because there may be some grammatical discrepancies in
my Srimad-Bhagavatam, first canto, then they may also
be allowed to translate with errors accepted, that is just
like imitating Raslila. When you do all other things like
Krsna, then you can do Raslila.”

TRANSLATION TECHNIQUES
The main principles of translation are
supplemented by usage of certain techniques, which
break the formal similarity between the translation
and the original but guarantee a higher level of
adequacy. The most widely used techniques are the
transposition, addition, and omission of lexical
units.

positions of the elements of this collocation,
making the modifier modified.
Sometimes the translator moves some words
from one sentence to another:
• ENGLISH: I put on this hat that I’d bought in New York
that morning. It was this red hunting hat, with one of
those very long peaks.
• RUSSIAN: Я надел красную шапку, которую утром
купил в Нью-Йорке. Это была охотничья шапка с
очень длинным козырьком. (I put on the red hat I’d
bought in New York that morning. It was a hunting
hat with a very long peak.)

Transposition of Lexical Units
This technique allows us to use the closest
equivalent of the original word in another place in
the utterance when it cannot be used in the same
place as in the original.

Lexical Additions
Widely used is the method of lexical additions.
In the original, many elements of the sense remain
unexpressed, implicit, but in translation they may
have to be expressed by additional lexical units. For
example:

• Having corrupt alliance with the employers, the AFL
leaders sabotaged all efforts to organize the workers of
other industries.

The Russian equivalent of the English word
“corrupt” is “продажный.” But in Russian
“продажный” can only refer to a person, not to a
union or alliance. Therefore the literal translation of
the collocation “corrupt alliance” is impossible. The
translator can replace one or both components of
this collocation, for instance “преступный сговор”
(criminal alliance). But then the meaning
“продажный” (corrupt) is not conveyed. With the
method of transposing, the adjective “продажный”
can be applied to the subject of the sentence, i.e. to
the word “leaders”:

RUSSIAN:
• gun license—удостоверение на право ношения
оружия (a license that gives one the right to carry
guns)
• oil countries—страны-производительницы нефти
(countries producers of oil)
• the President’s energy message—послание
президента о проблеме нехватки энергоресурсов в
США (the Presidents message about the problem of
shortage of energy resources in USA)
• the Watergate special prosecutor—специальный
прокурор, назначенный для расследования
уотергейтского дела (a special prosecutor appointed
to investigate the Watergate affair)
• overwhelming Labour Party conference decision—
решение, принятое подавляющим большинством
голосов на конференции лейбористкой партии
(decision adopted by majority of votes at the Labour
Party conference)
• The new American Secretary of State has proposed a
world conference on food supplies (In Russian: The
new American Secretary of State has proposed to call
a world conference...”)

• Вступив в преступный сговор (criminal alliance) с
предпринимателями, продажные лидеры (the
corrupt leaders) АФТ саботировали все попытки
организовать в профсоюз рабочих других отраслей
промышленности.

The process of transposing is often
accompanied by different types of grammatical
alterations:
• ENGLISH: Even today, after twenty centuries of
Christian enlightenment, half of a man’s family goes
hungry.
• RUSSIAN: Даже сегодня, после двадцати столетий
просвещенного христианства (enlightened
Christianity), половина рода человеческого
голодает.

Lexical additions can result from the necessity
to convey meanings that in the original are
expressed by grammatical means.
• ENGLISH: No one would think now that Millicent had
been the prettier of the two.
• RUSSIAN: Никто бы теперь не поверил, что из двух
сестер более хорошенькой всегда была
Миллисент.

Being unsatisfied with the collocation
“христианское просвещение” (or
“просвещенность”), the translator switched the
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The added “всегда” (“always”) conveys the
meaning expressed by the English past perfect
tense, which does not exist in Russian.
Such additions are often used in rendering the
plural forms of English nouns that do nоt have
plural forms in Russian:
• workers of all industries—рабочие всех отраслей
промышленности (workers of all branches of
industry)
• defenses—оборонительные сооружения (devices of
defense)

Lexical Omissions
The method of omission means to desist from
translating semantically redundant words whose
meaning is irrelevant or easily reconstructed from
the context. An example of such redundancy in
English is the usage of pairs of words with similar
meaning. As this is not typical in Russian as well as
other languages, in translation one of the synonyms
is usually omitted:
• just and equitable (treatment)—справедливое
(отношение)
• The treaty was pronounced null and void—Договор
был объявлен недействительным.
• The proposal was rejected and repudiated—
Предложение было отвергнуто.
• The government resorted to force and violence—
Правительство прибегло к насилию.

Other examples:
• regular and normal
• usual and seasonal
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• usual and ordinary
• happily and fortunately

Redundancy is not limited only to pairs of
words. Other elements can be omitted as well:
• ENGLISH: So I paid my check and all. Then I left the
bar and went out where the telephones were.
• RUSSIAN: Я расплатился и пошел к автоматам. (I
paid my check and went out to the telephones.)

“I left the bar” factually includes the meaning
of the words “went out” and is thus redundant.
That’s why in the Russian translation it is omitted
and the sentences are combined.
Another reason why omissions are made is to
compress the volume of the translated text, since in
the process of translation the additions,
descriptions, and explanations can considerably
increase the volume of the translated text in
comparison with the original. To counteract this,
the translator tries to shorten the volume of the
translated text by skipping redundant elements
whenever possible.

The Literal Translation
The literal translation can serve as an
intermediate stage in the process of searching for
the optimal translation. The translator translates the
utterance literally and uses this rough version as a
basis for finding more appropriate means of
expression. In this way the literal translation is used
as a part of translator’s strategy in searching for
translation variants.

THE CHOICE OF WORDS IN TRANSLATION
We already showed that translation is not a
mere substitution of words or a word-by-word
rendering. Even when a word in the source
language seemingly has one meaning, its translation
can still create a few problems.
The reason is that even corresponding words
in two languages have different semantic structures.
Furthermore, words are never independent—each
word has its place in the lexis of a language, and
this place may not coincide with the place of its
equivalent in the other language.
Corresponding words almost never fully
coincide. Polysemy is common in all languages and
as such corresponding words can have from one to
few common meanings. This explains why different
meanings of a word in the original are translated by
different words. For example, the English word
“master” has several meanings, and we translate
them by several different words, although in
English the word is one: “master.” Thus the word
“master” can be translated as “owner,” “teacher,”
“master of sports,” “a great, famous artist,” or “a
captain of a ship.”
Besides, each meaning of the original word
can have two or three equivalents in the target
language, and these equivalents are usually given in
the bilingual dictionaries.
For example, the English word “principle” has
several meanings, and the English-Russian
dictionary gives several Russian equivalents for
each of these meanings. Here are a few of them: 1.
principle, basis, law; 2. norm, main rule, principle;
3. source, original cause, basis.

suitable lexical equivalent on his own. Let’s
consider the following English sentence:
• The United States worked out a formula, which later
came to be known as dollar diplomacy.

The English-Russian dictionary offers four
equivalents for the word “formula”: “formula,”
“prescription,” “dogma,” and “model”; none of
them can be directly used in the translation of this
sentence. Still, the translator may use the dictionary
equivalents in the following manner: (1) to find out
the general meaning of the word: “formula,
prescription, etc.—direction for action”; (2) to
transfer this meaning to the specific situation (the
sphere of political life). “Direction for action” in
political terms is “program, platform, doctrine.”
Thus we come to the final version in Russian:
• The USA worked out a political program, which later
came to be called dollar diplomacy.

The translator is especially careful when the
dictionary gives only one equivalent for a word. He
knows well that this does not necessarily mean that
the word has only one equivalent or does not have
other meanings. In this case the dictionary serves
only as a basis for further research in translating
this word in the specific context:
• The Tory leaders, skillful opportunists that they are,
immediately changed the tune and began to pose as
great champions of peace.

The English-Russian dictionary gives only one
equivalent for the word “opportunist,” which
obviously does not explain properly the attempts of
the Tory leaders to pose themselves as “champions
of peace.” In English the word “opportunism”
denotes not only the ideological and political
stream in the camp of the social democrats but
every unscrupulousness, adjustment, and
compromise in the name of one’s own interest.
Therefore the proper translation goes as follows:

Working with Dictionaries
A translator always consults a dictionary for
the meaning of the lexical units of the source
language, and at the same time he is checking if the
dictionary explanations suit his purpose. The art of
using dictionaries is very important for the
translation work. Sometimes a translator uses
several of the dictionary equivalents for a specific
word in the original text. The question then is how
to determine the proper equivalent. Other times he
does not find in the dictionary a suitable equivalent
for the specific context. In this case he must find a

• Лидеры консерваторов, эти опытные
политические приспособленцы, быстро сменили
пластинку и начали выдавать себя за поборников
мира.
• (The leaders of the conservatives, these experienced
political time-servers, quickly changed the tune and
began to pose themselves as champions of peace.)
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When to Consult a Dictionary
Consulting a dictionary is necessary when:
(1) A translator does not know the word in the
original or has never seen it used in that particular
meaning.
In this case he consults a bilingual dictionary
or a semantic dictionary of the source language.
(2) A translator understands the meaning of
the word but cannot find a proper equivalent in his
own language.
(3) A translator is not satisfied with the
equivalent found without a dictionary and wants to
find a more precise word.
In all three cases, besides the bilingual
dictionary and the semantic dictionary of the source
language the translator is advised to use a
dictionary of synonyms, both in the source and
target languages. If a good synonym dictionary of
the target language is not available, he can try a
semantic dictionary in which the words are
explained through synonyms and examples.
(4) A translator wants to make sure that the
equivalent he found is correct.
In bilingual dictionaries we cannot find a wide
range of equivalents. There a noun is most often
translated with a noun, a verb with a verb. Besides,
bilingual dictionaries are mainly dictionaries of
words, not word combinations. They do not give a
full picture of the word combinations or sufficient
examples of word usage. Bilingual dictionaries
usually contain information of the standard
language, but other fields of the lexis, like the
vulgate, are not included.
For this reason a translator does not limit
himself to the equivalents given in bilingual
dictionaries, but uses them as a starting point for
further research. For example, dictionaries do not
give the contextual meanings of words. However,
the definitions they give can be the basis for finding
out the necessary contextual meaning.

The Context
When we speak about word choice, we should
first of all consider the dependence of translation on
the context. A translator is not just required to know
a lot of words; he should also be able to define their
meaning according to the specific context.
The context is a fragment of speech necessary
and sufficient for understanding the lexical meaning
of a word and choosing its equivalent.
Technically speaking, there are two types of
context: linguistic and extralinguistic.
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The linguistic context is further divided into
two:
1. Narrow context
This refers to a simple word combination that
is enough to define the meaning of a word. Let us
take as an example the word “clear.” In the
bilingual dictionary it has several meanings, and in
each particular situation we have to choose in
which meaning this word is used. Often one word
combination (collocation) is enough to make the
meaning understandable: “clear sky,” “clear water,”
“clear voice,” “clear conclusion.” In all these cases
we will use different Russian words to translate the
English word “clear”: “clear sky”—“чистое небо,”
“clear water”—“прозрачная вода,” “clear
voice”—“звонкий голос,” “clear conclusion”—
“ясный вывод.”
English lexis is difficult because the words
have many meanings and theie collocations are
different from the ones we are used to in our native
languages. For instance, the English verb “to have”
can be combined with many nouns (to have
breakfast, to have fun, to have a car accident, to
have knowledge, to have a respect for, etc.).
However, these collocations are translated into
Slavic languages each with a different single verb.
Or another example: in English, the verb “to be”
can be combined with adjectives (to be merciful, to
be offended, to be addicted to, to be inimical, to be
glad), but it has to be translated into Slavic
languages either with single verbs or with verbs
other than “to be.”
While trying to find an equivalent, a translator
always considers the context. As an example, let us
take a word that is used very often in ®r…la
Prabhupāda’s books, the word “unwanted.”
Webster’s Dictionary gives no information about
this word. But in an English synonym dictionary we
can find two synonym groups: “unwelcome,
undesired, unthought, unwished” and
“objectionable, exceptionable, inadmissible,
unacceptable, undesirable, unwelcome.” This word
is always difficult to translate: “unwanted
population,” “unwanted children,” “unwanted
desires,” etc. Obviously, we have to translate this
word, especially as it is used by Prabhupāda,
according to the context. Its first meaning may be
sometimes used in the collocation “unwanted
children” or “unwanted population,” and its second
meaning, in the collocation “unwanted desires.” But
there are collocations like “unwanted religion.”
This we may translate as “pseudo religion.” Or
“unwanted food”: according to the context it is
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obviously “unclean food.” Or “unwanted habits”—
“bad habits.” Thus we must translate the word
“unwanted” according to the context. The only
requirement is that we understand very well what is
implied. And if we are not sure, we should ask.
2. Broad context
The broad context includes part of a sentence
or the whole sentence. It has to be considered when
one word combination is not enough to determine
the particular meaning of a word.
Let’s take as an example BG 3.2:
• In the previous chapter, as a prelude to the Bhagavadg…tā, many different paths were explained, such as
sa‰khya-yoga, buddhi-yoga, control of the senses by
intelligence, work without fruitive desire and the
position of the neophyte.

If we take the word “path” in its immediate
context only (“different paths” or “many different
paths”), we cannot determine the meaning of the
word. But if we read further, we see that the word
“paths” refers to methods or processes of selfrealization.
Sometimes the broad context further expands
up to a paragraph, to the whole chapter, or even the
whole book. Most often this occurs when dealing
with titles. For example, we cannot translate the
title of the foreword in Bhagavad-g…tā, , “Setting
the Scene,” word by word, without considering the
entire content of the foreword. In Russian, for
example, such expression does not exist and a
literal translation would make no sense. The first
version of the Russian translation used to be “The
history of Bhagavad-g…tā.” But this is not correct
because the foreword is not a history of the book
itself, or how the book was written, rather it
describes the events preceding the battle of
Kuruketra. Therefore the translators decided to use
“Пролог,” a standard way of naming a book’s
introductory part that describes events preceding
the events in the book.
In the same way, often we cannot properly
translate the chapter or canto titles of ®r…madBhāgavatam unless we are familiar with the
contents of the whole chapter or the whole canto.
For example, the First Canto is called “Creation.”
In Russian and Bulgarian there are two different
words for “creation”—one for the process of
creation and one for the creation as a result of this
process. To decide which word to use, we have to
be familiar with the contents of the whole book.
3. Extralinguistic context
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In some cases, to understand and translate a
word we have to consider not only the information
given in the text itself but the information beyond it
as well, the “extralinguistic” factors: the time of
action, the place of action, the story line, etc.
A mistake in defining the meaning of a word
can change the meaning of the whole sentence. For
example, in BG 1.20 it is said: “... the sons of
Dhtarā˜ra were more or less disheartened by the
unexpected arrangement of military force by the
PāŠavas.” In Russian, originally this was
translated “by the unexpected military preparations”
(“arrangement” = “preparation”). This is not
correct, because when the sons of Dhtarā˜ra saw
the army of the PāŠavas, the PāŠavas were
already prepared; they were not preparing
themselves at that moment. Therefore we have to
translate “unexpected arrangement of military
force” as “unexpected military array.”
The ability to choose the most suitable word
for a particular context is one of the skills of a
qualified translator. For achieving this goal he not
only has to know both the source and target
languages and consult dictionaries, but he has to
have a flair for language and a rich vocabulary.
While choosing a word, a translator considers
its meaning as well as its stylistic features. He
should not translate stylistically neutral words with
stylistically colored words, and vice versa. If the
original text says “valiant grandsire,” he should use
similar elevated language in his translation and not
turn the expression into “brave forefather” or
“brave grandfather.”
A translator also has to consider the emotional
connotations of words. For instance, in Russian
there is a problem with the translation of phrases in
which KŠa is called a “killer”: “the killer of the
demon Madhu,” “the killer of Kei,” etc. If we use a
direct equivalent, it will sound as if KŠa is a
murderer. The word carries a very negative
connotation, like a label, and cannot possibly be
used in relation to KŠa.

The Contextual Meaning of Words
So far we have discussed the context as a basis
for choosing the proper meaning of a word that has
many dictionary meanings. However, besides these
dictionary meanings, there are also “contextual
meanings”—meanings not reflected in the
dictionary but a result of the author’s individual
usage of words.

The Choice of Words in Translation

An example for this is the word “infallible,”
which ®r…la Prabhupāda uses in a very specific way.
Dravia Prabhu writes: “One note about acyuta as
‘infallible.’ In almost every other instance,
Prabhupāda translates acyuta literally as infallible,
i.e., ‘unable to fall down, mostly under the
influence of māyā.’ KŠa is acyuta = He never
falls = He’s infallible. Of course, in strict English
there is no such definition. But this is a
Prabhupādaism that has been defined in his books
and has become ISKCON lingo. Think of it this
way: falling is failing; KŠa never falls or fails;
He’s doubly infallible.” Of course, in such situation
it is difficult for the translator to find a proper
equivalent, and he will need to do some extra
research work.
From many words that can be used in a
particular context, a translator always tries to
choose the most suitable one, the word containing
all the specific features of the word used in the
original. While dealing with synonyms, he focuses
his attention on the differences between them rather
than on their common features. The ability to feel
the differences between synonyms is very important
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in translation, because most often we are dealing
with partial synonyms, words that are not identical
but close in meaning and can be different not only
stylistically but also semantically.

Collocations
Very often the choice of a word in translation
depends on its collocations. Collocation is the
ability of a word to combine only with a restricted
number of words (we say “beautiful” about women,
but “handsome” about men). For example, some
words can only be used in combination with
animate objects, others only in combination with
inanimate objects; some words refer only to
animals, others can be used only for human beings,
etc. If we have to translate the word “charming”
into Russian, we will say “обаятельный” for
persons and “очаровательный” for animals and
inanimate objects. Or let us take the word “old.” Its
German equivalent “bejahrt” can only refer to
persons, not inanimate objects, and its equivalent
“alt” can refer both to persons and inanimate
objects.

DICTIONARIES AND OTHER
REFERENCE BOOKS
Books of the Target Language

For instance, if the English text speaks about
analogy, allegory, or comparison, it is not necessary
that these will be called the same in your language
as well—you will have to check it out. First you
have to understand what Prabhupāda means, and
then find out the corresponding word in your
language.
Example: In the Fourth Canto the word
“figurative” is used at least a dozen times. It is a
literary term, and in Bulgarian it will be translated
in different ways according to which noun it
modifies: we will say “преносно значение,
преносна употреба” (figurative meaning,
figurative usage), but not “преносен стил”
(figurative style). When referring to style, we will
say “метaфоричен/ символичен/ образен стил”
(metaphorical, symbolical style). And if
“figurative” is used in relation to the fine arts and
sculpture, the standard term will be
“изобразителен, пластичен.”

1. Semantic dictionary
A good dictionary has the following features:
• standard spelling of the word (including
hyphenation and variants of spelling)
• pronunciation with stress marks
• gender
• word classification (noun, adjective, adverb, etc.)
• label
• subject label (med., geogr.)
• status label (colloquial, informal,
nonstandard, obscene, vulgar, slang, etc.)
• inflected forms (declination / conjugation, plural,
comparative forms)
• etymology and word history
• exact meanings of the word (by definition),
including its phrasal usages and idioms
• synonyms / antonyms with cross-references
• examples of usage

9. A style manual
With the help of a style manual, establish a
style sheet of standard spelling (in case of
alternatives), punctuation, capitalization,
italicization, abbreviations, etc., which everyone in
the production line should follow. The style sheet
should also include information of which
expressions remain untranslated. In German, for
example, book titles (unless well known and
translated into German), street names, names of
institutions, etc., generally remain untranslated. The
style sheet should also resolve other similar matters:
which kinds of dashes, hyphens, and quotation
marks to use, which paragraphs to indent, the look
of footnotes, etc. The idea is to set a standard and
use it consistently.

2. Synonym dictionary
At least one such dictionary is required,
preferably with examples of usage.
3. Spelling dictionary
4. Dictionary of foreign words
5. Philosophical dictionary
6. Etymological dictionary
7. Phraseological dictionary
8. Dictionary of literary terms
Such dictionary contains explanations of the
basic terms used in the literary science (like
analogy, comparison, style, verse, aphorism,
expression, epithet, etc.). It is useful in several
ways: you can learn what these terms mean and
enrich both your understanding of literature as a
science and art as well as your vocabulary. You can
also learn the standard literary terms in your
language, and when you come across such a term in
®r…la Prabhupāda’s books you will understand it
and will know how to translate it.

10. Books teaching proper usage
Good stylistic guides can help us enormously
in our translation work. It is also advisable to read
other books in our native language, or we may lose
the feeling for the language.
11. Books teaching translation, especially from
English
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Dictionaries and Other Reference Books

There are books with theoretical advices as
well as books with exercises. Exercises are usually
time-consuming and may not very practical for our
purposes.

Books in English
1. A good semantic dictionary
The BBT Handbook suggests the MerriamWebster’s desk dictionaries, or the American
Heritage dictionary. Sometimes it is necessary to
have access to an unabridged dictionary. The
Webster’s International Dictionary is recommended
by the BBT Handbook.
2. Synonym dictionary
3. Further English books
Dictionaries of phrasal verbs, idioms, slang,
etc., grammar, and style manuals.

Bilingual Dictionaries
1. A dictionary of English–your language
These kinds of dictionaries should be as
voluminous as possible, because they are invariably
short of good synonyms in the target language.
2. A dictionary of your language–English
3. A Sanskrit-English, Sanskrit-German, or
Sanskrit-Russian dictionary
Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-English
Dictionary
Prof. Apte’s Sanskrit-English Dictionary
Böhtlingk und Roth, Sanskrit-Wörterbuch
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В.А. Кочергина, Санскритско-русский
словарь
4. A Bengali-English dictionary
Samsad Bengali-English Dictionary

Other Aids
1. A Sanskrit grammar
Arthur Macdonell (English)
Stenzler (German)
2. Non-ISKCON translations of the original
works (Bhagavad-g…tā, ®r…mad-Bhāgavatam)
These books can be helpful to get ideas for
translating certain terms.
3. Encyclopedia to find out more about specific
subject matters
4. ®r…la Prabhupāda Folio database
The Folio can help you quickly find words,
phrases, and expressions in all BBT’s publications.
It is also helpful for verifying the proper spelling of
Sanskrit words. There is also a collection of all
word-by-word translations, sorted alphabetically,
available from the BBT.
5. Translation Questions conferences on COM.
6. Ask any learned devotee directly over COM.
7. Build up your own dictionary of synonyms.
8. The Supersoul. He knows it all.

GET YOUR KEY TERMS RIGHT
“®r…la Prabhupāda uses certain key terms again
and again and again. Work hard, right at the start, to
give these terms translations that fit.” (The BBT
Handbook, p. 138)
“To translate your key terms, here are some
steps to follow:
“First, make sure you understand the word
thoroughly. Consult a good English dictionary (or
more than one) to find out standard meanings,
connotations, uses, derivations and so on. Then
make sure you understand what ®r…la Prabhupāda
means by the word. Use the Folio database.
“You may also consult a Sanskrit dictionary.
When ®r…la Prabhupāda uses an English term to
translate a Sanskrit counterpart, the Sanskrit
dictionary may aid you in your translation.
“Now, check to see if a word in your language
is already used or accepted. If it fits, use it. Check
in yoga books, philosophy books, religious texts,
and so on. But be careful to get the word we want,
avoiding words tinged by unwanted associations
with impersonalism, mundane piety, and so on.
“If you do not find an already existing word,
consider inventing your own term. Put existing
words together in a new combination. Or coin a
new word entirely. Or redefine an existing word.
Philosophers do it all the time. So do all sorts of
other people.
“Consider terms in psychiatry, like ego,
superego, transference, reality testing; in computer
science: bug, file, instruction, operating system,
modem, program, shell; in astronomy and physics:
spin, strangeness, black hole, quasar, lightyear;
and miscellaneous: anchorman, animal rights, cold
war, health food, hovercraft, iron curtain, machinegun, moped, third world, video disc. Be fearless.
“If all else fails, use the Sanskrit term as it is.
But beware of overburdening your pages with
Sanskrit.
“Finally, try out your terms on well-educated
devotees and others who speak your language. (But
weigh carefully what devotees tell you. Sometimes
they are accustomed to third-rate words that sound
right only to them.)
“Remember: These words we will want to use
continually, in our books and in our speech. And

we want them to last. So choose them well.” (The
BBT Handbook, pp. 140–141)

Auspicious / Inauspicious
“Sometimes ®r…la Prabhupāda uses
‘auspicious’ to translate the Sanskrit word ubha.
®r…la Prabhupāda also often spoke of ‘auspicity’ and
‘inauspicity.’ Because ‘auspicity’ is not a dictionary
word, the editors often render it as ‘good fortune.’”
(The BBT Handbook, p. 139)

Austerities and Penances
Aleksandar Uskokov: In Macedonian there is only
one proper synonym for both austerity and penance.
Can I translate them with one word when
Prabhupāda is using them together?
Vaidyanātha dāsa: This is a common phenomenon
in English. Similar examples are the famous
expressions “parts and parcels,” “rules and
regulations,” etc. Two words are used to express
one meaning, so there should not be a problem to
translate it by one word only. Moreover, I would
say it is more proper unless a similar expression is
also there in your language.
Bhakta Roland: This “common phenomenon” is
called hendiadys. It is an old artistry used to stress
that one word by making two out of it. Translation
teachers give examples how to deal with such a
thing. I know it for German language and probably
it’s also applicable for other languages. Of course
you always have to decide what to do in a specific
case. Examples:
•
•
•
•

fog and mist—heavy fog
care and attention—careful attention
aches and pains—heavy pains
exact and scientific—scientific precision

Gop…parāŠadhana dāsa: I would say you can
safely do this in many instances, but sometimes you
may have to deal with special complications in ®r…la
Prabhupāda’s use of these two words.
“Austerities and penances” is actually a fixed
phrase ®r…la Prabhupāda liked to use, not really two
different things, even though ®r…la Prabhupāda
sometimes used both words separately (but even
when he did so they usually meant pretty much the
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same thing). And there is only one word in Sanskrit
for both of them, tapas. It literally means “heat,” or
more appropriately in the sense we are interested in,
“intense endeavor.” It’s an activity that is
troublesome and accepted voluntarily for a higher
purpose.

Austerity vs. Renunciation
Janaka Gaurā‰ga dāsa: Some time ago I spoke
with Gop…parāŠadhana Prabhu about translating the
word “austerity.” Until that time it was translated in
Czech as “odrikani,” which means “renunciation.”
Gop…parāŠadhana Prabhu explained that
renunciation is a different thing, and we cannot use
it as a substitute for austerity just because a
translator does not like the word austerity
(“askeze”); austerity is a term also rarely used in the
West, but this does not mean that we should not use
it. Since then we translate is as “askeze” and
sometimes tapasya. It is also possible to use—
according to the context—“big endeavor for the
achievement of a higher goal,” “practical endeavor
for achieving perfection [this is also the Christian
definition],” “endeavor for self-realization.”
Later Gop…parāŠadhana Prabhu further
explained:
“...In Sanskrit “renunciation” is vairagya; it is
first of all an attitude, namely one of not being
attached (raga—attraction), and then only
secondarily does it refer to a kind of behavior.”

Conjugal Love
VarŠādi dāsa: ®r…la Prabhupāda made new usage
of the word “conjugal.” Taken literally (love within
marriage), it can refer to the relation between KŠa
and His queens in Dvārakā, but not to the relation
between KŠa and the gop…s. According to
Gop…parāŠadhana dāsa, one should find a
translation that fits both cases (the love between
husband and wife, and the love between lovers).
Suhotra Swami explained once that ®r…la
Prabhupāda derived this term from the Sanskrit
word yugala-pr…ti. He gave the synonym “amorous
love.”

Constitutional Position
Govinda Mādhava dāsa: Some of our
translators say “original position,” or “natural
position.” Here the word “innate position” comes
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most close, according to Gop…parāŠadhana and
Dravia Prabhus.

Deity
“®r…la Prabhupāda usually uses this word to
mean ‘the m™rti in the temple.’ Sometimes he uses
‘Deity’ in the sense of ‘form of God’ (e.g., ‘Lord
Rāmacandra is the worshipable Deity of
Hanumān’). He sometimes uses ‘deities’ to refer to
the demigods or the three guŠa-avatāras.” (The
BBT Handbook, p. 139)

Detachment
In Webster’s we find: 3. indifference to
worldly concerns; absence of emotional bias;
neutrality of feeling: unworldliness (saintly
detachment).
There are many synonyms in Sanskrit which
®r…la Prabhupāda translates as detachment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

dvea—hate
vairāgya—indifference, aversion
asa‰ga — without intercourse
nivttiƒ—having turned away from
virakti—indifference
vitŠa—desirelessness
uparatiƒ — ceasing (death)
virāgaƒ—aversion
nirveda—indifference, disgust
nirapeka—carelessness, independence, indifference

We can see that both on the English side as
well as on the Sanskrit side there are a lot of
negative expressions. What we need is one
expression that includes all these emotional
feelings. The word “detachment” indicates a
positive result of these feelings. So what we need is
probably a negative word with a positive meaning,
because vairāgya is seen as a positive quality of a
saint. “Carelessness” or simple “neutrality” or even
“indifference” is not enough. Somehow our word
must express the quality of being aloof or
transcendental, and it must combine with “from:”
“detachment from home, wife, etc.” are standard
constructions. If you have a word for the quality of
an ascetic or a holy person in your own language, it
will probably come close. German translators use
“Loslösung.” Similar words are “Abkehr” or
“Lossagung.” Sometimes, however, we have to
translate in a more specific way, like in the purport
of BG 2.64. There it is said that a devotee is
transcendental to all attachment and detachment.
Here, “Loslösung” does not work, because that is
indeed a transcendental quality of a devotee, so
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how could he be transcendental to it? In the next
sentence we find a clue: “If KŠa wants, the
devotee can do anything which is ordinarily
undesirable [...and vice versa].” In the verse
translation ®r…la Prabhupāda uses the pair
“attachment and aversion.” The Sanskrit is rāgadvea. Dvea means “hate,” “aversion,” etc., and
aversion (Abneigung) is the word we need here.
The same is the case in the end of the purport to SB
3.32.25. The verse translation of SB 4.22.21 says
that “the ultimate goal is detachment from the
bodily concept of life.” Here one could translate the
word “detachment” as “Freiheit” (freedom).

Expansion
Govinda Mādhava dāsa: This word exists in most
languages, but generally it means expansion in the
sense of something increasing in size. Can we still
use it, assuming that people will catch up after
some time? Some translators want to say
“incarnation” or “emanation” instead, but I am not
sure about this.
Gop…parāŠadhana dāsa: If “extension” indicates
something being added onto something, then it is
the wrong word. When God expands, He is neither
increased nor diminished. The word for
“emanation” or “radiation” might be better.

Fruitive Activity
“The word ‘fruitive’ comes from the Latin root
frui, meaning ‘to enjoy’ (from which ‘fruit’ and
‘fruition’ also derive). According to the Oxford
English Dictionary, ‘fruitive’ means ‘consisting of,
arising from, or producing fruition or enjoyment;
having the faculty or function of enjoyment.’
Fruitive activity, therefore, is activity aimed at
enjoyment.” (The BBT Handbook, p. 139)

Life Air
“A technical term. The Sanskrit is prāŠa.”
(The BBT Handbook, p. 139)
Avanti BrāhmaŠa dāsa: I would like to know how
prāŠa, “life air,” is translated into other languages.
DhyānakuŠa-dev… dās…: The air of life (powietrze
życia).
Varnāi dāsa: Life air (levenslucht).
PuŠya Pālaka dāsa: Life’s air (životní vzduch).
Bhakta Roland: Life breath (Lebensatem).
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Lord
Govinda Mādhava dāsa: In many languages the
word “Lord” is difficult to translate. In German, for
example, we have the word “Herr,” but if one
combines this with any name, like Herr KŠa, or
Herr Brahmā, then it would just mean Mister KŠa,
etc. Therefore in the case of KŠa we use ®r…
instead, to have some more respectful form of
address, or we just skipped it in the case of
demigods.
In the Yugoslavian language, the word
Gospodin is used for God. Our translators did not
want to combine this with a demigod name, though,
because this word is only used for God, and there is
no concept of demigods in Yugoslavia. If one
would, however, use a small “g” (gospodin), then it
would just mean Mister Brahmā, etc. But there are
some doubts now whether this decision was correct,
since in the English original the word “Lord” is also
used with a capital L. Is this unusual for an English
reader, too? As it is now, they say “Gospodin
KŠa,” and just plain Brahmā, ®iva, etc. Is that
okay?
In the Estonian language they have the word
“Issand,” but they think that this word gives too
much analogy with Christianity. So they ask if they
can always say ®r… instead.
šdi Purua dāsa: In the Mongolian language one
can translate “Lord” either as “Saint” or as “God”
(“Saint Caitanya” or “God Caitanya”). What should
be chosen?
Jayādvaita Swami: Yes, the word “Lord” is a
problem in many languages. In English it is
standard to speak of “the Lord God,” “the Lord
Jehovah,” or “the Lord Jesus Christ.” But Western
culture today has no demigods to whom the word
“Lord” might be attached. The word is also
standard, of course, for English nobility: Lord
Mountbatten and so on. When I first heard the
devotees speak about Lord Caitanya, I envisioned a
British nobleman with a sword and tall riding boots.
Anyway: If you have a good word that works
properly for “Lord,” use it. If the word works only
for God, not the demigods, then the Yugoslavian
solution sounds right: use the word for God and
leave the demigods plain. If you don’t have such a
word, then what can you do? 1. Use “®r…” instead.
“®r…” has its problems. Among them: ®r…la
Prabhupāda uses “®r…” even for non-Gods and nondemigods, like ®r… ®ukadeva Gosvām… and ®r…
Uddhava. One might also argue that, anyway,
people don’t know what “®r…” means. But still it
would be an acceptable solution. 2. Just drop the
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word “Lord.” You lose something this way. But it’s
neat and clean, and if your language doesn’t have
an equivalent of “Lord,” what can you do? So this
also would be acceptable. 3. Some languages offer
other ways of indicating respect. In Hindi, for
example, one can use the suffix “j….” So “Brahmāj…”
indicates “the respected Brahmā.” If your language
offers such an option, you can consider using that.
In Estonian, is the word “Issand” too Christian? I
have no way to know. The Estonian translators will
have to decide. Sharing a word with the Christians
may be quite all right, and ®r…la Prabhupāda does it
often (for example, when he refers to prayacitta as
“atonement” or mantras as “hymns”).
Bhakta Roland: Lord KŠa. There seems to be no
possibility to translate this into German. Now we
write ®r… KŠa, which sounds just like a forename,
so it’s possible. Can we also simply write KŠa, or
is this not the right standard?
Jayādvaita Swami: ®r… KŠa is one solution. Just
like we say “Queen Elizabeth.” If we say Elizabeth,
that’s not very good.
Bhakta Roland: Sometimes Prabhupāda simply
says KŠa.
Jayādvaita Swami: Yes, but when he is saying
“the Lord,” you want to try to preserve that, so you
have to find some solution. I hope you have some
alternative.
Bhakta Roland: Well, we can put it behind, like:
KŠa, the Lord. But you can do that only once or
twice on a page.
Jayādvaita Swami: No, but that’s not very elegant.

Manifest
Bhakta Roland: To manifest. Can we say “to attain
form”?
Jayādvaita Swami: No, the form was there before.
It’s just like when someone passes by in front of the
window. This person existed before and will exist
afterwards.
Bhakta Roland: In the German language we don’t
have a word which is really adequate to the
meaning of the word “manifest,” the way you
explained it after your lecture this morning. But
isn’t it that the word “manifest” does not give the
whole meaning either?
Jayādvaita Swami: Yes, that’s right. The word
“manifest” also does not give the whole meaning.

Mellow (Rasa)
Govinda Mādhava dāsa: Often this term creates
difficulties for translators. In Perfect Questions,
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Perfect Answers, page 4–5, there is the following
interesting explanation:
Bob: What does “mellow” mean?
®r…la Prabhupāda (to ®yāmasundara): How do they
define “mellow?”
®yāmasundara: “Taste,” “pleasure.”
Bob: OK.
®r…la Prabhupāda: “Pleasing taste.” So the Vedas say,
raso vai saƒ. The exact translation of mellow is rasa...

VarŠādi dāsa: The translation “taste” is not
enough. Rasa is not something material, and
therefore no material specification of taste will be
sufficient to give the right idea. Gop…parāŠadhana’s
advice was to use the term “transcendental taste.”

Mind, Intelligence, False Ego
These are translations of the Sanskrit terms
manaƒ, buddhiƒ and aha‰kara.
Although the English terms are not really
equivalents, they are the closest terms and have to
be used. From the Sanskrit-German dictionary we
get the following meanings:
• Manas—soul, mind, intellect, thought,
desire, plan, etc.
• Buddhi—reason, intelligence, opinion,
perception.
• Aha‰kara—I-consciousness, selfishness.
In German we have:
• Vernunft—reason, understanding, intellect
• Verstand—reason, mind
• Intelligenz—intelligence
• Intellekt—intellect
• Ichbewußtsein, falsches Ego—false ego
• Geist—mind, soul, ghost

Modes of Material Nature
“Modes (qualities) of nature—For ‘modes’ the
OED gives, ‘Philos. 1. a manner or state of being of
a thing; a thing considered as possessing certain
attributes that do not belong to its essence, and may
be changed without destroying its identity; 2. an
attribute or quality of a substance.’” (The BBT
Handbook, p. 139)
Avadh™ta dāsa: Is it OK to translate “mode of
material nature” with the Slovene word “svojstvo,”
which means “ability” or “characteristic”?
Gop…parāŠadhana dāsa: I don’t like the choice.
The modes of nature are more passive and
mechanical than that. They are more like the
various modes of operation of some machine.
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VarŠādi dāsa: The word “mode” does not mean
“quality” in the sense of “this fruit is of nice
quality” and also not in the sense of “he possesses
many good qualities.” A “mode” cannot be seen as
a quality of the material nature because the material
nature is not limited to having only three qualities.
Both the material nature and the modes posses
many qualities of their own, though. If possible in
your language, you can use the Latin word
“modus.” The German term “Erscheinungsweise”
(“way of appearing/manifesting”) is also okay.
Aleksandar Uskokov: I’m struggling to find a
proper translation for the word “mode”. Till now,
we used the Sanskrit word guŠa (accepted from the
Serbo-Croatian standard), but I’m sure you all agree
that it is much better to use a word from one’s
native language. Can you tell me how you translate
“the modes” in your languages?
VarŠādi dāsa: In Dutch we use “hoedanigheid,”
meaning “quality” in the broadest sense of the word
(“nature,” “capacity,” “function,” “characteristic
property;” all simultaneously). The idea brought
about by this word is “appearing or manifesting as
such.”
DhyānakuŠa-dev… dās…: In Polish we also use the
word guŠa. We haven’t found anything that would
translate “mode” well. We considered “quality,” but
it’s too passive. Modes are the way material nature
works. Another possibility we have discussed is
“force,” but “forces of the material nature” suggests
that there is nature, and then there are its forces
(while actually there is nothing in the material
nature that is not the modes).
Govinda Mādhava dāsa: GuŠa is one of those
words that are normally left untranslated in books
about Vedic literature. If you find some expression
which gives the idea of guŠa it would be nice. In
German we literally say “ways of appearance,”
which gives the idea that nature appears in three
different ways.
DhyānakuŠa-dev… dās…: But that will only work
in contexts where the guŠas are the topic under
discussion. In phrases like “the living entity is
entangled in the modes,” or “worship in the mode
of goodness,” you have to write “guŠa” anyway,
isn’t it?
Govinda Mādhava dāsa: No, in German it
becomes one word and it works always. But of
course I cannot say how it will be in other
languages.

Occupational Duty
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In order to find out the proper term in our
language, we will first look at some English
dictionary definitions:
Webster’s Third International:
occupational—of or relating to occupation or
an occupation.
occupation—from Latin occupare: to take
possession of, occupy, employ.
1a. an activity in which one engages; way of
passing the time.
1b: the principal business of one’s life, means
of earning a living; employment, job
This indicates the direction we should go, but
the field of meaning is still wide. By consulting the
®r…la Prabhupāda Folio, we will find out that
“occupational duty” is ®r…la Prabhupāda’s rendition
of several Sanskrit terms: vttiƒ—maintenance,
livelihood, work; karma, sva-karma — work (see
BG 18.47); dharma, sva-dharma—duty (see SB
1.2.13).
Thus we have to find a term applicable to the
profession one performs in society (any society,
Vedic or non-Vedic). The term also refers to the
four duties within the four varŠas and āramas.
Plus it has to fit for one’s eternal duty, the
sanātana-dharma, or devotional service to the
Supreme Lord.
In the German language, earlier the term
“beschäftigungsgemäße Pflicht” was used. This is
an invention introduced in order to have one term
fit everywhere. It is very general, but unfortunately
it does not give a clear understanding of what we
want to say. There is another term, “berufliche
Pflicht” (“professional duty”). This term is
interesting because in the Deutsches Wörterbuch
the word “beruflich” has as its first meaning
“Berufung,” which refers to the (divine) call. Luther
used the term “Beruf” in connection with a
mundane duty performed in the service of God.
That would be something similar to what we need
when ®r…la Prabhupāda speaks about varŠārama.
Unfortunately this meaning of the term has
been steadily fading away in the last two hundred
years. We tried it out in different situations and
concluded that we could use the term “berufliche
Pflicht” only in connection with the work or job
one performs to maintain oneself. So the brave
attempt to always render the English expression by
the same expression in German is bound to fail.
Therefore, as in many other instances, we have to
translate the term according to circumstances.
In German there are basically three choices:
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(1) berufliche Pflicht
• Nowadays everyone has so many occupational duties
to perform in order to maintain his family, but these
occupational duties do not lead one to the goal of
life.

(2) “standesgemäße Pflicht” (duty befitting
one’s social position)
• In Vedic society there are eight divisions of varŠa and
ārama, and everyone has to perform different
occupational duties.

(3) Sometimes the word “occupational” is
redundant and can be omitted in translation.
• In Vedic society it is the King’s occupational duty to
take care of all the citizens.
• The eternal occupational duty of the living entity is
to render devotional service unto the Personality of
Godhead.

Opulences
Webster’s defines the word “opulence” as: 1.
wealth, riches, affluence; 2. plenty, profusion,
amplitude.
The corresponding Sanskrit word is vibh™ti.
In many languages there may be good
equivalents of “opulence” which do not have a
plural. Because the word needs to be used in plural
(“six opulences”), you’ll either have to search until
you find one or you can say “kinds of opulence.”

Part and Parcel
“According to the Oxford English Dictionary,
this phrase indicates ‘an integral or essential
portion; something essentially belonging to a larger
whole; a constituent, element.’” (The BBT
Handbook, p. 139)
VarŠādi dāsa: “Part and parcel” is an idiom. It
means “essential part” or “a part that essentially
belongs to the whole.” “Inseparable part” seems to
come closest to this.
Gop…parāŠadhana dāsa: “Part and parcel” is an
old-fashioned English idiom. “Inseparable part” is
its best literal translation, as long as this doesn’t
sound pedantic or clumsy in Chinese. “Individual”
is a separate idea when conjoined with “part and
parcel.”
Govinda Mādhava dāsa: In a lecture on SB
3.25.18, given on November 18, 1975, in Bombay,
®r…la Prabhupāda explains:
“This is self-realization. Therefore, part and
parcel. Mamaivaˆo j…va-bh™ta. All living entities,
KŠa says, they are My part and parcel. Part and
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parcel, that I have several times explained. Just like
in my body there are different parts; but the
business of the parts is to satisfy the central point
stomach. The leg is working, the hand is working,
the eyes, the ears, everyone is working. Why
working? To satisfy the stomach. So similarly we
should work for KŠa. Because we are part and
parcel of KŠa, therefore we should work for
KŠa. I can repeat the same story again. The
indriyas, the different parts of the body, because
they are working hard, and the stomach within that
body, he is simply eating. So they went on strike—
we shall no more work. This part is only simply,
this man is simply eating. So they stopped working,
the indriyas they stopped working. Gradually they
became weak. So at the next meeting they saw that
we have become weak. So therefore they decided:
‘Let us supply food to the stomach.’”
In many languages, “part and parcels” is
translated as “inseparable parts,” or “integral parts.”
In some languages this is rather difficult. Can we
say instead “subordinate parts,” based on this
lecture?
Dravia dāsa: “Subordinate parts” sounds good to
me.
Jayādvaita Swami: Part and parcel means integral
part.
Bhakta Roland: It does not mean a very small
part?
Jayādvaita Swami: No, it doesn’t.
Bhakta Roland: I looked it up in the dictionary,
and there it says essential part. Is this okay?
Jayādvaita Swami: Integral it is.
Bhakta Roland: So it’s a part of the body, which
cannot be taken off. Does this mean integral?
Jayādvaita Swami: Yes.
Bhakta Roland: So it isn’t just a part and a very
small part.
Jayādvaita Swami: No. (Looks it up in the
dictionary.) “Integral. Belonging to, as an essential
part of the whole; necessary to completeness.
Constituent.”

Penances
Gop…parāŠadhana dāsa: When ®r…la Prabhupāda
uses this word, he does not mean to indicate
remorse and atonement; so he is using the word
with a different connotation than it usually has in
English.

Phenomenal World
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Bhakta Roland: Is “phenomenal world” something
like world of appearances?
Jayādvaita Swami: I want to look in the
dictionary... Yes, “world of appearances.” Yes, it
means appearances, but it can also be the world that
you see. The world of immediate experience. The
world that you see is not exactly what you think it
is.
Bhakta Roland: And what is this phenomenal
representation (SB 2.1.24)? Is this also what you
are talking about, the world of immediate
experience?
Jayādvaita Swami: Yes, the world that we’re in.
The material world, the world of which we have
experience.

Jayādvaita Swami: Yes, that’s what it is.
Regulative principle. But it’s a principle. People
have lived by principles.
Bhakta Roland: In which way is it a principle...?
Jayādvaita Swami: People have principles. Just
like I don’t take tobacco, as a matter of principle.
To me it’s personal standards. Or standards of a
community. We have our principles.

Plenary Portion

Religionists

Govinda Mādhava dāsa: We asked Dravia and
Gop…parāŠadhana Prabhus about several key terms.
For this one Dravia Prabhu suggests “complete
expansion,” or “completely empowered expansion.”
“The OED defines ‘plenary’ as ‘complete,
entire, perfect, not deficient in any element or
respect = full.’” (The BBT Handbook, p. 139)

Avadh™ta dāsa: Does it refer to theologians or
something else?
Gop…parāŠadhana dāsa: Rather than for
professional theologians, ®r…la Prabhupāda uses the
word “religionists” mainly for the idea of people
who follow Vedic rituals or some other ritualistic
process of religion. He also sometimes means it to
indicate religious ministers (priests).

Purport
“OED: That which is conveyed or expressed,
esp. by a formal document; ...meaning, substance,
sense. (From the Latin word proportare, ‘to carry or
bear forth.’)” (The BBT Handbook, p. 139)

Regulative Principle
Bhakta Roland: “Regulative principle.” Can you
say something like “commandment,” like the ten
commandments in the Bible?
Jayādvaita Swami: No, that’s too majestic. You
know, someone who is there on top of the
mountain, commanding. It’s a regulating principle.
Bhakta Roland: This means, if you want to live in
a regulated way, you have to follow this principle?
Jayādvaita Swami: Yes... it’s just like there is
speed limit, speed limit, that’s a regulative
principle. It’s necessary to make traffic possible and
to make it proper. You wouldn’t call it
commandment.
Bhakta Roland: You might call it a law.
Jayādvaita Swami: Yes, we might call it a law.
But in this case we don’t call it a law. A principle.
Bhakta Roland: A rule to follow.

Govinda Mādhava dāsa: If you have ever
wondered what a regulative principle is, I found an
interesting explanation in Webster’s Third
International Dictionary: “a rule of procedure to
which there is no alternative if the desired end is to
be secured although it cannot itself assure
attainment.”

Revealed Scriptures
Vaidyanātha dāsa: What is the exact meaning of
this term? I have heard two different explanations,
which imply different translations. The first is that
it refers to the process of revelation by which these
scriptures were received (by Lord Brahmā, etc.).
The other one is that it refers to the particular
portion of the Vedic scriptures that is revealed here
and now.
Jayādvaita Swami: What makes scriptures
“revealed” is that they are given by God. The
knowledge in scriptures is not “figured out” by men
but handed down by God through disciplic
succession.

Self-interest
Bhakta Roland: BG 1.30, purport: “One’s real
self-interest lies in ViŠu...” Can we say something
like: “one renders the best service to one’s own
interest by serving ViŠu, or by worshiping ViŠu?”
Jayādvaita Swami: Yes, that’s the idea. In English
there is this term “self-interest.”
Bhakta Roland: So this means, by serving ViŠu,
my interests are served in the best way.
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Jayādvaita Swami: Yes, there is this discrete noun
in English, “self-interest.”

Supreme Personality of Godhead
“This is a special term that ®r…la Prabhupāda
invests with a meaning all its own. Our Dutch
translators bravely render this as “de Allerhoogste
Godsperson,” literally ‘the Supreme God-Person.’
This Dutch term, uniquely ours, sounds splendid
and gets across the right idea. The French have
settled for the ordinary phrase Dieu, la Personne
Supreme.” (The BBT Handbook, p. 140)
Tattvadar… dāsa: In some languages one has to
specify the gender of verbs. So when we translate
“The Supreme Personality of Godhead said,” it
actually says: “The Supreme Personality of
Godhead (She) said,” and then the text will
continue with “Her form, Her qualities, etc.” and
when it changes into Supreme Lord one has to
change it to “His,” and this is a little confusing. In
this case grammar goes against philosophy, since
the Supreme Personality of Godhead is purua, the
supreme male, and the word “personality” in Czech
has feminine gender. My question is if there is any
harm to insert “Supreme Lord” or “KŠa”? For
example: “The Supreme Lord, the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, (He) said” or “KŠa, the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, (He) said” and
with “His form, His abode, etc.” Is it possible to
insert these words, or is it better to translate as is
but in feminine gender (She, Her, etc.)?
Vaidyanātha dāsa: We have exactly the same
problem in Russian. In our G…tā it is translated as
“the Supreme Personality of Godhead (He) said,”
which is against the rules of grammar and sounds
really weird, but it is even worse if it is feminine.
We had the same idea: “the Supreme Lord, the
Supreme Personality of Godhead.” There must be
the same problem in Serbo-Croatian.
Govinda Mādhava dāsa: Although in German the
gender is not reflected in the verb ending, we are
not entirely spared from the problem. We used to
sometimes insert “the Lord,” for example: “The
Lord, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, is not
different from His name...” in order to avoid
feminine gender. To break the grammatical rules
and anyway use masculine even if it should be
feminine is, I think, not advisable. It would be
really practical to have a masculine term for the
Supreme Personality of Godhead from the
beginning.
Govindānandin…-dev… dās…: We had the same
problem in Polish. It would be really nice to have
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some final solution to this problem. After many
discussions and disagreements we translated, “the
Supreme Personality of Godhead (He) said,” etc. It
sounds strange. Now we do some more books.
Should we change the standard now? And what
should we write instead?
Jayādvaita Swami: In a conversation with
Yogevara dāsa about French translation (tape
760805RC.PAR), ®r…la Prabhupāda talks about
what he means by “Godhead.”
®r…la Prabhupāda: There is a little difference
between God and Godhead... Ÿvaraƒ paramaƒ
kŠaƒ. Ÿvaraƒ paramaƒ. Ÿvaraƒ, more or less
everyone, but …varaƒ paramaƒ—that is Godhead.
The Māyāvād…s, they do not distinguish between
one …vara to another …vara... but there is parama
…vara.
Yogevara: One possibility would be to say “God
the Supreme Person...”
®r…la Prabhupāda: God means Supreme Person.
But these advaitavād…, Māyāvād…s, they have made
God everyone. God means Supreme Person, that is
the dictionary word. “Supreme Being.”... God does
not mean ordinary, but they have made ordinary,
anyone God. “I am God, you are God, he is God.”
Then what is meaning of God?
Yogevara: Therefore we say Godhead.
®r…la Prabhupāda: Yes. Head man. There are
many men; He is the head man. Godhead word is
also there in the dictionary. You find out.
Yogevara: “Godhead—being God or a god, divine
nature, Deity, the Godhead, God.” The word is
there, but the definition they’ve given is not very...
®r…la Prabhupāda: They do not know. They do not
know what is God, what is Godhead. They think all
these are fictitious. Throughout the whole world
they do not know what is God. Simply they know
the word, that’s all. What it means they do not
know. That we are giving. Here is God. Godhead.
Govinda Mādhava dāsa: ®r…la Prabhupāda uses
this expression also for Balarāma, Nsiˆhadeva,
NārāyaŠa, the Supersoul, etc. So it seems to not
always refer to the supreme amongst all
personalities of Godhead, ®r… KŠa.
Harikea Swami: Well, it could be said that these
other forms are also Supreme. I think that I said
what I could have said in that discussion [taped
discussion with Russian translators]. We just have
to go with it as it is. After all, I doubt that there is
anyone who really knows the meaning of the words
in English since there is no Sanskrit equivalent.
This was a creation of ®r…la Prabhupāda so that we
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could understand better the meaning of KŠa’s
position.
Govinda Mādhava dāsa: In many languages this
expression is translated as “The Supreme Person of
God.” I have a recorded conversation between ®r…la
Harikea Swami and some Russian BBT devotees
where he says that the word “person” is not good
because God is one person with different
personalities. So we should say “personality”
instead. Now the problem is that in some languages
this word personality does not exist, or it bears a
slightly different meaning. In the Polish language,
for example, the word for personality means more
or less character, or, in the words of Webster’s
Third New International Dictionary, “the complex
of characteristics that distinguishes a particular
individual or characterizes him in his relationship
with others,” or “the totality of an individual’s
emergent tendencies to act or behave esp. selfconsciously or to act on, interact with, perceive,
react to, or otherwise meaningfully influence or
experience his environment.” So in such a case
would it be better to say “person?” Further, is there
a significant difference between “God” and
“Godhead?” In most languages we are saying
“God,” not “Godhead.” Sorry to bother you with
this, but I have been told to check certain key terms
for all our languages. But that means, of course,
that I have to understand them myself in English.
So, please kindly shed some light on the meaning of
“Supreme Personality of Godhead.”
Dravia dāsa: “The Supreme Personality of
Godhead” is Prabhupāda’s phrase that translates the
word bhagavān. Just to say that KŠa is God
doesn’t say enough, but to say He’s the Supreme
Personality of Godhead says “of all manifestations
of God He’s the supreme, and He’s an infinitely
exalted person.” Of course, the phrase “Supreme
Personality of Godhead,” in devotees’ minds,
ordinarily simply means “the Supreme Lord.” And
in common parlance, it just means “God.” But this
is not to say we can boil “Supreme Personality of
Godhead” down to “God.” But to try to find
equivalent phrases in foreign languages is
extremely difficult, as you’re finding.
Since we’re referring to the same dictionary,
on p. 973 for “Godhead,” I think the closest
meaning would be just “God,” as you have pointed
out, but somehow just the word “God” loses some
of the resonance and majesty of “the Godhead.”
The origin of the word “Godhead” is really
“Godhood.” Another meaning is “the nature of God
when regarded as a triune Deity, i.e. the Trinity.”
And this raises an interesting point, because we find
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under “personality,” under 1.b “the distinctive
quality or state of a spiritual entity, i.e., the three
“personalities of the Trinity.” Of course, more
likely is definition 3, “a personal being, a single
individual.” Or even more likely def. 6.b, “a person
of importance, renown, etc.” Unfortunately,
Webster’s Third is not the universal dictionary for
the whole world. So where does that leave us?
One thing is sure and certain: “Supreme
Person of God” doesn’t work. Here are some
suggestions. In languages with no equivalent for
“personality” or “Godhead” in the proper sense,
how about “God, the Supreme Person?” For
example, “KŠa is the Supreme Personality of
Godhead” would become “KŠa is God, the
Supreme Person.” All the ideas are there, but
you’ve avoided the contortions of trying to translate
the untranslatable “personality” and “Godhead.”
Unfortunately, it adds awkwardness with the
comma. A second choice would be “the Supreme
Divinity” instead of Supreme Personality of
Godhead. That gives more weight to the word God
than just “God,” and avoids the perhaps
untranslatable “Godhead.” Unfortunately, it leaves
out “personality” altogether. How about “Supreme
Divine Person?” Sorry I couldn’t be of more help
on this one. Some things are just lost in translation.
VarŠādi dāsa: Gop…parāŠadhana Prabhu made a
remark about this in regards to the translation
“Supreme Godperson.” According to him this term
has the suggestion in it that it refers to a “godly
person.” It could also suggest that there are many
Gods.
Mukhya-dev… dās…: I remember I read a long
discussion on how to properly translate this most
important key term. Here are two excerpts from
letters written by Prabhupāda to one French
translator and a Chinese translator:
“So far your question is concerned there are
two possibilities. You may say that Krishna is God
the Supreme Personality and God the Supreme
Person...” (Letter to Jyotirmayi, 72-05-28)
“Regarding your question, you can always use
some equivalent to the words ‘Supreme Personality
of Godhead.’ That will save the situation. The
real thing is that you are trying to serve Krishna, He
will give you all intelligence.” (Letter to
Yaomat…suta)
There are also very nice instructions on
translation written by ®r…la Prabhupāda to the
German translators. One can find them in the Folio,
in the letters to Mandali Bhadra das.
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Spirit Soul
VarŠādi dāsa: If there are difficulties
translating this expression, one can leave out
“spirit.” Gop…parāŠadhana Prabhu said that ®r…la
Prabhupāda uses the expression poetically and that
it makes no difference in the meaning if “spirit” is
left out. It simply means “soul.”
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Touchstone
VarŠādi dāsa: What exactly did ®r…la Prabhupāda
mean with this expression? Normally a touchstone
is used to test gold and silver, and that is also the
meaning of the Dutch translation, making it a little
confusing. Didn’t ®r…la Prabhupāda mean a stone
that turns the material that it touches into gold?
Dravia dāsa: Yes, Prabhupāda almost always
meant “philosopher’s stone” when he said
“touchstone.” You can substitute that for
touchstone in the foreign languages. But in two
instances he used touchstone to mean touchstone:
Once in SB 5.19.3 purport, and again in a room
conversation on 6 July 1973, when he said that
meat eating is the touchstone upon which he would
test a Jesuit!

PRABHUPADAISMS
Anthropology

of KŠa, she attained salvation because she gave her
milk to Him to drink.

This word often refers to the theory of
evolution.

KB, ch. 16
• Kāliya said, “My dear Lord, I have been born in such
a specie that by nature I am angry and envious, being
in the darkest region of the mode of ignorance.”
Anyone who hears the narration of the Kāliya serpent
and his punishment will need fear no more the envious
activities of snakes.

Conjugal Love
®r…la Prabhupāda made new usage of the word
“conjugal.” Taken literally (“love within
marriage”), it can refer to the relation between
KŠa and His queens in Dvārakā, but not to the
relation between KŠa and the gop…s. According to
Gop…parāŠadhana dāsa, one should find a
translation that fits both cases (the love between
husband and wife, and the love between lovers).
Suhotra Swami once explained that ®r…la
Prabhupāda derived this term from the Sanskrit
word yugala-pr…ti. He gave the synonym “amorous
love.”

KB, ch. 27
• Because of KŠa’s presence, all these things
happened very nicely, and the lower animals, who
were generally envious, were envious no longer. Even
the lower animals forget their envious nature and
become elevated to the qualities of the demigods.
KB, ch. 33
• A snake is considered to be the most cruel and
envious living entity, but those who are human beings
and are envious of others are considered to be even
more vicious than snakes. The snake can be subdued
or controlled by charming mantras and herbs, but a
person who is envious cannot be controlled by
anyone.

Duck / Heron
Dravia dāsa: Yes, baka should be translated as
“heron.” One interesting note: The MonierWilliams Sanskrit-English Dictionary confirms that
a baka is a crane and also says it symbolizes a
hypocrite, cheat, rogue, etc. This is of interest, since
it is confirmed that the demons KŠa slew all
represent demonic tendencies that can be eradicated
by hearing His pastimes. So it is important that it is
clear in the books that He slew a crane and not a
duck.

KB, ch. 53
• The whole catastrophe of the defeat was due to the
envious nature of RukmiŠ…’s elder brother Rukm….
KB, ch. 74
• Duryodhana was decorated with a helmet, and he
carried a sword in his hand. He was always in an
envious and angry mood, and therefore, on a slight
provocation, he spoke sharply with the doorkeepers
and became angry. He was irritated because he had
failed to distinguish between water and land.
KB, ch. 83
• By worshiping all the elements and their
predominating deities, one can become free from the
influence of envy, but all the sins of an envious
person can be nullified immediately simply by serving
a great soul.

Envy, Envious
“Envious” often means “malicious,” as when
Prabhupāda says a devotee is not envious toward
any living entity. Examples of these usages in
KŠa book follow:

KB, ch. 87
• Lord ®iva finally entered ®vetādv…pa VaikuŠ˜ha. In
®vetādv…pa there are great saintly persons who are
completely freed from the envious nature of the
material world.

KB, ch. 1
• Vasudeva thus requested Kaˆsa not to be envious of
his newly married sister. One should not be envious of
anyone, because envy is the cause of fear both in this
world and in the next when one is before Yamarāja
(the lord of punishment after death).

KB, ch. 88
• “The present king, Ugrasena, is envious of the
brāhmaŠas!” The exact word used in this connection
is brahma-dviaƒ. One who is envious of the Vedas,
of a qualified brāhmaŠa or of the brāhmaŠa caste is

KB, ch. 6
• [P™tana’s] only business was to kill small children; she
was only fond of blood. But in spite of being envious
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called brahma-dvit. [Monier-Williams: dvea = to
hate, be hostile or unfriendly toward]

Flavor / Fragrance
Dravia dāsa: Prabhupāda almost always used
“flavor” to mean “fragrance,” and I think it should
be translated as such in foreign languages.
KB, ch. 6
• When all the inhabitants of Vndāvana smelled the
good aroma from the smoke of the burning P™tanā,
they inquired from each other, “Where is this good
flavor coming from?”
KB, ch. 13
• You can see how the lotus flowers in the water are
beautifully blown and how they distribute their flavor
all around.
KB, ch. 15
• Sweet-flavored breezes blew always, refreshing the
mind and body.
KB, ch. 53
• The whole city was flavored by the burning of fine
incense, and at night there was illumination from
thousands of lamps, decorating every building.
KB, ch. 59
• Under the circumstances, what woman who has once
heard of Your glories from authoritative sources and
has somehow or other tasted the nectarean flavor of
Your lotus feet...
KB, ch. 59
• A foolish woman accepts such a dead body as her
husband and, in sheer misunderstanding, loves him as
her dear companion. This is possible only because
such a woman has never tasted the ever-blissful flavor
of Your lotus feet.
KB, ch. 59
• Everywhere was the flavor of sandalwood.
KB, ch. 68
• There was so much incense and flavored gum burning
that the scented fumes were coming out of the
windows.
KB, ch. 84
• ...which is manifested as very powerful, as well as the
gravity of the mountains, the energy of the earth and
the quality of its flavor...

Inebriety
Dravia dāsa: Yes, “inebrieties” [it’s almost never
used singularly] always means “faults,” never
“intoxication.”

Infallible
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Dravia dāsa: Here’s what I get for “infallible.”
1. absolutely trustworthy or sure: an infallible
rule. 2. unfailing in effectiveness or operation;
certain: an infallible remedy.
It seems like definition 2 is right on the
money. 1 is nice too.
But one note about acyuta as “infallible.” In
almost every other instance, Prabhupāda translates
acyuta literally as un-fall-able, i.e., unable to fall
down, mostly under the influence of māyā. KŠa is
acyuta = He never falls = He’s infallible. Of course,
in strict English there is no such definition. But this
is a Prabhupādaism that has been defined in his
books and has become ISKCON lingo. Think of it
this way: falling is failing; KŠa never falls or
fails; He’s doubly infallible.

Lust, Lusty
Aˆu dāsa: What did Prabhupāda actually mean
by this word? Is it lustful? I looked through
different dictionaries, but the meaning given there
was something else, that we can see from the
context.
Dravia dāsa: To figure out what Prabhupāda
meant when he used “lusty” or even “lust,” I think
we have to go back to the original Sanskrit word,
kāma. We know from the Cc. that kāma means any
desire for pleasing one’s own senses, or even subtle
desires for liberation or yoga-siddhis (bhukti-muktisiddhi-kām…). Now, as in the Sanskrit kāma can also
mean sex desire, so “lusty desires” or plain “lust”
can mean passionate sex desire or the whole array
of selfish desires exclusive of the desire to please
KŠa. Again, context will determine how it’s
translated. One thing’s sure: “lusty” never has the
primary dictionary meaning of “vigorous; robust;”
but it can have the secondary meaning of “lustful,”
i.e., excited by lust, or sex desire.

Misgivings
Govinda Mādhava dāsa: ®r…la Prabhupāda
sometimes uses this word in the sense of
“misunderstanding,” which is irregular according to
any dictionary. In Conversations With ®r…la
Prabhupāda, Volume 2, page 28, ®r…la Prabhupāda
explains the word “misgiving” as
misunderstanding.
Dravia dāsa: Prabhupāda could very well use
‘misgivings’ to mean ‘misunderstandings.’ If
you’ve got a reference from the Conversations
books, that pretty well clinches it. I think context is
paramount on these ‘word’ questions. It would be
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invaluable to compile a Prabhupuda-ese glossary
containing the words we’ve discussed so far and
any others that arise. This would greatly help future
editors and translators.

Rascal
Obsolete meanings include “persons of the
lowest class,” “rubbish, refuse,” and “one belonging
to the rabble or common herd; a man of low birth or
station.” ®r…la Prabhupāda’s intended meaning
seems to be “a mean, unprincipled, or dishonest
fellow.” In its usual current sense, the word is “used
without serious implication of bad qualities, or as a
mild term of reproof,” as in “You are a lucky rascal,
and I wish... I were in your shoes.” (1899) But this
is not how ®r…la Prabhupāda uses it. In India, from
what we’re told, the word “rascal” is still insulting,
not jocular, and inflicts a serious sting.
“Rascaldom,” by the way, is a legitimate word.
(The OED quotes its use by Thackery in 1862) (The
BBT Handbook, p. 139)
Vaidyanātha dāsa: Does it mean that the word
“rascal” in ®r…la Prabhupāda’s dictionary is as
strong and heavy as “miscreant”? It seems that
sometimes he uses it more as a synonym of
“swindler” or “cheater.” Would it be right to
translate it in some cases like this?
Jayādvaita Swami: Yes, I’d say a “rascal” is as
bad as a “miscreant.” No, I wouldn’t say that
“rascal” is synonymous with “cheater” or
“swindler.” Cheaters and swindlers are thieves, and
that’s only one kind of rascaldom. Of course,
rascals usually are cheaters, swindlers, etc., but still
I wouldn’t say they’re synonymous.
Good synonyms in English are “scoundrel”
and “rogue,” though they too are now often used in
an affectionate or jocular sense. Another good
synonym (now archaic in English) is “knave.” Thus
we have (all from Shakespeare): “a rascally
yeaforsooth knave,” “a foul-mouthed and
calumnious knave,” “a poor, decayed, ingenious,
foolish, rascally knave,” “an arrant, rascally,
beggarly, lousy knave,” “a knave; a rascal; an eater
of broken meats; a base, proud, shallow, beggarly,
three-suited, hundred-pound, filthy, worstedstocking knave”!!!!
Hare KŠa.
Jayādvaita Swami: Well, we’re getting into highly
technical terminology here, aren’t we?
“Miscreants,” “unwanted miscreants,”
“rascals,” “foolish rascals,” and so on generally
seem to apply to the same species. So you have to
figure out what words to use in your language.
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If the words occur in translations to verses,
you may get some idea by considering the original
Sanskrit. (For example, in BG ®r…la Prabhupāda
uses “miscreant” for duktinaƒ.)
Note that in English nowadays the word
“rascal” is generally used jokingly or affectionately.
This is not the way ®r…la Prabhupāda used it.

Sequence
This word sometimes means objective laws.

Stalwart
“Stalwart” often means prominent,
outstanding, famous, renowned, distinguished,
noted, celebrated.

Vegetables
“Vegetables” often means foliage or plants in
general, except for trees. But of course, it also often
indicates cauliflower, zucchini, etc., as we know it.

Supposed
Govinda Mādhava dāsa: This is an excerpt
from a letter I recently received from Dravia
Prabhu about “supposed vs. said.”
[The first example is from KŠa book.]
• “My dear Lord, all living entities, including different
grades of demigods, and different grades of overlords,
kings and other living entities, are ‘supposed’ [said]
to be resting in You, as parts and parcels of the big
unit.”

Note this “supposed” for all translations. In
English “supposed” often conveys the idea that
some kind of opposite is at work: “KŠa dāsa is
supposed to be a devotee, but . . .” As soon as you
hear “supposed,” you know that KŠa dāsa did
something not so devotional. This usage has been
preserved in almost all cases in the KŠa book, but
not in all (I hope we caught them). But in other
books “supposed” has slipped in some places where
it should be “said.” For example, the following
from šdi 9.13–15:
• Bhārat…-saˆpradāya. According to some authoritative
opinions, although Keava Bhārat… belonged to the
®a‰kara-saˆpradāya, he was formerly initiated by a
VaiŠava. He is supposed [said] to have been a
VaiŠava on account of having been initiated by
Madhāvendra Pur…, for some say that he took sannyasa
from Madhāvendra Pur….

Moral: Watch out for “supposed”!

TRANSFORMATIONS IN TRANSLATION
While making the transition from an utterance
in the source language to an utterance in the target
language, a translator must use certain
transformations. These linguistic devices are
helpful when no dictionary equivalents for certain
words and expressions are available or, if available,
they cannot be used in the particular context.
The differences in formal and semantic
structures of languages lead to the necessity of
transformations in translation. One of the most
prominent Russian scholars in the field of
translation, L. S. Barhudarov, writes: “To achieve
adequacy in translation, one must first of all be able
to make numerous and qualitatively different
alterations or transformations, so that the translated
text contains the maximum information from the
foreign text and strictly adheres to the norms of
one’s native language.”
Linguistic transformations are divided into
two categories: lexical and grammatical. There are
also combined, lexicogrammatical transformations,
which deal with changes in the lexical and
grammatical units of the original and make possible
the transition between lexical and grammatical
units.
The main types of lexical transformations
include transcription and transliteration, loan
(calque) translation, and semantic substitution
(concretization, generalization, and modulation).
Among the grammatical transformations, we should
mention syntactic assimilation (literal translation),
dividing sentences, combining sentences, and
grammatical substitution (changing the form of a
word, substituting parts of speech, etc.). Combined
lexicogrammatical transformations include
antonymous translation, descriptive translation, and
compensation.

languages have different phonetic and graphic
systems, so perfect transcription is rarely possible.

Loan or Calque Translation
Loan or calque translation is to translate a
lexical unit by substituting its components
(morphemes or, in the case of set expressions,
words) with their lexical equivalents in the target
language. As a result, a new word or expression is
created, which has the same structure as the original
unit. This method of translation has been used in
rendering the following English words into
Russian:
mass culture—массовая культура
green revolution—зеленая революция
transnational—транснациональный

The method of calque translation is widely
used in translations of ®r…la Prabhupāda’s books,
especially in translations of some key terms, e.g.,
Supersoul—Свръхдуша (BU), demigod—полубог
(BU), devotional service—предано служене (BU).
Semantic substitution involves using lexical
units that differ in meaning from the units in the
original. The main types of substitution are
concretization, generalization, and modulation.

Concretization
Concretization means translating words or
collocations with a broader meaning by using
lexical units with a narrower meaning (e.g., fruit—
grapes). The source unit consists of a generic term,
and the target unit consists of a specific term that is
included in the generic one.
• ENGLISH: Dinny waited in a corridor which smelled of
disinfectant.
• RUSSIAN: Динни ждала в коридоре, пропахшем
карболкой (carbolic).

Transcription and Transliteration
Transcription and transliteration are means to
translate a lexical unit by reproducing it with the
alphabet of the target language. Transcription
means to reproduce the sounds of the foreign
language, and transliteration, to reproduce the
graphical form (the letters). The main principle in
modern translation is to use transcription and
preserve some elements of transliteration. Different

• ENGLISH: He was at the ceremony.
• RUSSIAN: Он присутствовал (was present) на
церемонии.

Concretization is used when the target
language does not have a word with such a broad
meaning as the source language. For example, the
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English noun “thing” has a very abstract meaning
(an entity of any kind), and in Russian it is always
translated with the help of concretization: “вещь,
предмет, дело, факт, случай, существо,” etc.
The method of concretization is also used
when the generic term in the target language has a
more specific stylistic coloring. For example, the
English word “meal” is used in all styles of
language, whereas its Russian equivalent “прием
пищи” is a specialist lexis used only in technical
style. Therefore in translation “meal” is usually
substituted by more concrete words: “завтрак”
(breakfast), “обед” (lunch), “ужин” (dinner), etc.
Sometimes in the source language there are
words, most often verbs, with broad semantics that
have no direct equivalent in the target language.
Because they have many meanings, they can form
various collocations and be combined with many
different words. In English such verbs are “to take,”
“to get,” “to do,” etc. In the dictionary their
meanings are listed over several pages, and many
different word combinations with these verbs are
given. The corresponding verb in the target
language may not always form the same
combinations as the English one. In such cases we
apply the method of concretization.
SB 8.20, Introduction
• Bali Mahārāja could see Lord Vāmanadeva as the
supreme ViŠu, wearing a helmet, yellow garments,
the mark of ®r…vatsa, the Kaustubha jewel, a flower
garland, and ornaments decorating His entire body.

Whereas in English it is possible to combine
all the nouns describing the decorations on the body
of ViŠu with the verb “to wear,” in Russian we
cannot do so because each of these nouns requires a
different verb. Similarly, in English we can say,
“She wore her hair, her clothes, and her lipstick in
such a way...” In Russian it is not possible to
connect all these nouns with the verb “to wear.” We
can say “to wear clothes,” but we cannot say “to
wear lipstick” or “to wear one’s hair.”
In the above example from the Eighth Canto,
the original has only one sentence in which all
nouns are combined with the verb “to wear.”
Applying the method of concretization, in
translation we divide the single sentence into two or
more sentences. The Russian translation goes as
follows:
• Lord Vāmanadeva appeared before Bali Mahārāja as
the supreme ViŠu, dressed in yellow garments, with
a crown on His head. On the chest of the Lord, Bali
Mahārāja saw the mark of ®r…vatsa, the Kaustubha
jewel and a flower garland. There were many other
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ornaments on His body as well.

The method of concretization is also used
when translating English verbs for speaking—“to
say,” “to tell,” etc. In Bulgarian, for example, such
verbs can be translated not only directly (“говоря”
and “казвам”) but also with the more concrete
verbs “промълвявам” (to utter), “повтарям” (to
repeat), “отбелязвам” (to note, to remark),
“утвърждавам” (to confirm), “съобщавам” (to
announce), “моля” (to ask), “възразявам” (to
object), “заповядвам” (to order), etc.
Here are a few examples from Russian:
• ENGLISH: “So what?” I said.
• RUSSIAN: —Ну и что? — спросил я (I asked).
• ENGLISH: He told me I should always obey my father.
• RUSSSIAN: От посоветовал (advised) мне всегда
слушаться моего отца.
• ENGLISH: The boss told me to come at once.
• RUSSIAN: Хозяин велел (ordered) мне прийти
сейчас же.

We deal with the same phenomenon when
translating constructions such as “there is” and
“there are.” There are no such constructions in
Russian, so instead of that we use concrete verbs.
SB 4.6.11
• ENGLISH: There are many waterfalls and in the
mountains there are many beautiful caves in which
the very beautiful wives of the mystics are found.
• RUSSIAN: From the mountain slopes many waterfalls
flow and in the picturesque caves live the beautiful
wives of the mystics.

Concretization is closely connected with the
usage of synonyms, when a translator is looking for
the most accurate equivalent of a foreign word in a
particular context. This requires great concentration
and creative endeavor, because the equivalents that
are readily available are usually the most general
and vague ones. They certainly can be used, but in
abundance they make the translation vague and
colorless. One of the criteria for a translator’s
qualification and expertise is his ability to find the
most precise word, and this word is usually more
concrete than the word in the original text.

Generalization
Generalization is to use a lexical unit with a
broader meaning for a source unit with a narrower
meaning; in other words, to use a word with a
general meaning instead of a word with a concrete
one. The equivalent in the target language is a
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generic term, which includes the specific meaning
of the source lexical unit:
• ENGLISH: He visits me practically every weekend.
• RUSSIAN: Он ездит ко мне почти каждую неделю
(almost every week.)

The Russian language doesn’t have a word for
“weekend.” Using a word with a more general
meaning (“week”), the translator avoids specifying
whether the author meant Saturday or Sunday when
he wrote “weekend.”
At other times the concrete name of some item
does not say much to the reader in the target
language or is irrelevant in the context:
• ENGLISH: He showed us his old beat-up Navajo
blanket.
• RUSSIAN: Он нам показал свое потрепанное
индейское одеяло (Indian blanket).

Generalization can be used due to stylistic
considerations as well.
An example of generalization in ®r…la
Prabhupāda’s books is the word “lotus.” There are
many Sanskrit words for “lotus” because there are
many different kinds of lotuses, but all these words
are translated into English simply as “lotus”
because the English language doesn’t have specific
words for all the different kinds of lotuses.
There are many Sanskrit words for
“renunciation” and “detachment,” but only two
such words in English. This is another example of
generalization.
In the language of the Eskimos in North
America there are about thirty words for different
kinds of snow. In no other language will we find so
many words for snow. When translating such
words, we will simply say “snow,” or we may
describe the particular kind of snow, if necessary.

Modulation
Modulation (also called logical development
of meaning) is to use lexical units in the target
language whose meaning can be derived logically
from the units in the source language.
For example, a process can be substituted by
its cause or effect, a cause can be substituted by the
effect, the effect by the cause, etc.
• I don’t blame them. — Я их понимаю. (I understand
them.)

In the above example the cause is replaced by
the result: I don’t blame them because I understand
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them.

Syntactic Assimilation
Syntactic assimilation (literal or verbatim
translation) is the direct replication of a syntactic
structure from the source text. This minimal, or
zero, transformation is used when the two
languages share parallel syntactic structures.
• I always remember his words. — Я всегда помню его
слова.

As a rule, however, some components are
changed or omitted (articles, auxiliaries,
prepositions, morphological forms, etc.).

Dividing Sentences
To divide a sentence means to transform the
syntactic structure of the source sentence into two
or more predicative structures in the target
language. With this transformation we can make a
simple sentence complex or make two sentences out
of one simple or complex sentence. The purpose is
to make the meaning of the sentence clearer:
• ENGLISH: The annual surveys of the Labour
Government were not discussed with the workers at
any stage, but only with employers.
• RUSSIAN: Ежегодные обзоры лейбористского
правительства не обсуждались с рабочими ни на
каком этапе. Они обсуждались только с
предпринимателями. (The annual surveys of the
Labour Government were not discussed with the
workers at any stage. They were discussed only with
employers.)

Combining Sentences
Combining is the opposite transformation:
from two simple sentences in the source language,
one complex sentence is formed.
• ENGLISH: This was a long time ago. It seemed like
fifty years ago.
• RUSSIAN: Это было давно—казалось, что прошло
лет пятьдесят. (This was a long time ago—it seemed
like fifty years ago.)

Sometimes, when combining sentences, we
have to divide the second sentence and combine its
first part with the first sentence. In this way we use
the method of division as well.
• ENGLISH: But occasionally an indiscretion takes place,
such as that of Mr. Woodrow Wyatt, Labour MP,
when Financial Secretary to the War Office. He
boasted of the prowess of British spies in obtaining
information regarding armed forces of the USSR.
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• RUSSIAN: Однако по временам допускается
нескромность. Так, например, лейборист, член
парламента Вудро Уайтт в бытность свою
финансовым секретарем военного министерства
хвастался ловкостью, проявленной английскими
шпионами в деле получения сведений о
вооруженных силах СССР. (But occasionally an
indiscretion takes place. For example, Mr. Woodrow
Wyatt, Labour MP, when Financial Secretary to the
War Office, boasted of the prowess of British spies in
obtaining information regarding armed forces of the
USSR.)

Grammatical Substitution
Grammatical substitution replaces a
grammatical unit with a unit that has a different
grammatical meaning. All grammatical units can be
replaced: morphemes, parts of speech, sentences,
etc. An example of such grammatical substitution is
to translate a plural form with a singular form, and
vice versa.
• ENGLISH: We are searching for talent everywhere.
• RUSSIAN: Мы повсюду ищем таланты (talents).
• ENGLISH: The invaders resorted to violence and
atrocity to crush the resistance of the native
population.
• RUSSIAN: Захватчики прибегли к насилию и
зверствам (atrocities), чтобы подавить
сопротивление коренного населения.
• ENGLISH: They left the room with their heads held
high.
• RUSSIAN: Они вышли из комнаты с высоко
поднятой головой (head).

The most common type of substitution is to
replace parts of speech—nouns with verbs,
adjectives with nouns, and so on.
• ENGLISH: He is a poor swimmer.
• RUSSIAN: Он плохо плавает. (He swims badly.)
• ENGLISH: She is no good as a letter-writer.
• RUSSIAN: Она не умеет писать письма. (She cannot
write letters.)
• ENGLISH: It is our hope that an agreement will be
reached by Friday.
• RUSSIAN: Мы надеемся, что к пятнице будет
достигнуто соглашение. (We hope that an agreement
will be reached by Friday.)
• ENGLISH: Australian prosperity was followed by a
slump.
• RUSSIAN: За экономическим процветанием
Австралии последовал кризис. (Economical
prosperity of Australia was followed up by a slump.)
• British Government—правительство
Великобритании (the government of Great Britain)
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• the American decision—решение США (the
decision of the USA)
• the Swedish Embassy—посольство Швеции (the
Embassy of Sweden)

Substituting parts of the sentence means to
rearrange its syntactical structure, e.g. to replace the
subject with an object, adverb, etc.
• ENGLISH: The crash killed 20 people.
• RUSSIAN: В результате катастрофы погибло 20
человек. (As a result of the crash 20 people died.)

Substituting sentences means changing the
type of sentence using techniques similar to
dividing or combining. A complex sentence can be
translated as a simple one.
• ENGLISH: It was so dark that I could not see her.
• RUSSIAN: Я ее не мог видеть в такой темноте. (I
could not see her in such darkness.)

A main clause can be replaced with a
subordinate one, and vice versa.
• ENGLISH: While I was eating my lunch, these two nuns
with suitcases came in.
• RUSSIAN: Я обедал, когда вошли эти две монахини
с чемоданами. (I was eating my lunch when these two
nuns with suitcases came in.)

While working on a text, the translator must
constantly compare the grammatical structures of
the two languages he is dealing with. The
translation of grammatical forms is sometimes
impossible because certain grammatical equivalents
are absent in the target language. He then uses
transformations called lexicogrammatical, whose
purpose is to convey the meaning of certain
grammatical forms by using lexical units.
For example, the Russian language has no
articles. Still, in translation we have to convey the
meaning of the English articles. This can be done
by different lexical or grammatical means or a
combination of both. To convey the meaning
expressed by the definite article we can use
pronouns such as “this,” “that,” “his,” “her,” etc.
Instead of indefinite article we can use the pronouns
“some,” “one of,” etc.
For example, when the English original says
“in a previous verse,” we should not translate it into
Russian literally, “в предыдущем стихе,” because
that will mean “in the previous verse.” We should
rather say “в одном из предыдущих стихов,”
which means “in one of the previous verses.”
We can also use the nouns in grammatical
cases that express the meaning of articles. Or we
can render this meaning by syntactic means, e.g.
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changing the word order. When the subject is in the
beginning of the sentence, the performer of the
action is known (this corresponds to the English
article “the”), and when the subject is at the end of
the sentence, the performer of the action is
unknown (this corresponds to the indefinite article
“a”).
A translator makes most transformations
intuitively. Still, it is useful to learn about them so
we have an idea how to solve particular problems
encountered in translation. Even if we are able to
find solutions simply by intuition, theoretic
knowledge will relieve us from worries whether the
changes we make in translation are allowed or not.
Or when faced with a difficult case, we can try to
find a solution by applying some of these methods.

Conversion
An example of conversion is transforming the
passive voice into active and vice versa.
• He is afraid of death. — Death frightens him.
• KŠa is the creator of this material world. — This
material world is a creation of KŠa.

Although there is some difference between the
above sentences, the method of conversion is still
used by translators when the target language does
not give them much choice. Strictly speaking, such
constructions are not completely synonymous, but
the paraphrase is semantically adequate.
The need of conversion arises due to the
differences between languages in traditional word
usage, grammar, and combination of lexical units.
SB 5.1.33
• ENGLISH: The seven oceans respectively contain salt
water, sugarcane juice, liquor..., and sweet drinking
water. All the islands are completely surrounded by
these oceans, and each ocean is equal in breadth to the
island it surrounds...
• BULGARIAN: These oceans surround the islands from
all sides and each of them is as broad as the island it
surrounds.

Antonymous Translation
Antonymous translation is to translate a
positive construction or statement with a negative
one, and vice versa.
• ENGLISH: Nothing changed in my home town.
• RUSSIAN: Все осталось прежним в моем родном
городе. (Everything remained the same in my home
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town.)

In linguistics the term antonym is used in
regard to words in a language. In the theory of
translation it is used to express a relation between
words of different languages with opposite
meaning: not far—near; not difficult—easy; He
remained silent—He did not say a word.
In English-Russian translations this
transformation is especially often used when the
original uses a negative construction together with a
word that has a negative prefix:
• ENGLISH: She is not unworthy of your attention.
• RUSSIAN: Она вполне заслуживает вашего
внимания. (She is fully worthy of your attention.)

Antonymous translation is also applied to a
negative construction that uses the negative
conjunctions “until” and “unless.”
• ENGLISH: The United States did not enter the war
until April 1917.
• RUSSIAN: Соединенные Штаты вступили в войну
только в апреле 1917 г. (The United States entered
the war only in April 1917.)
• ENGLISH: Additional expenditures shall not be made
unless authorized.
• RUSSIAN: Дополнительные расходы должны
производиться лишь с особого разрешения.
(Additional expenditures shall be made only with a
special authorization.)

The negation can be expressed by other means
as well, for example with the conjunction
“without”:

• ENGLISH: He never came home without bringing
something for the kids.
• RUSSIAN: Приходя домой, он всегда приносил чтонибудь детям. (Coming home, he would always bring
something for the kids.)

Antonymous translation is often combined
with other lexical or grammatical transformations:
• ENGLISH: The people are not slow in learning the
truth.
• RUSSIAN: Люди быстро узнают правду. (The people
quickly learn the truth.)

This does not mean that every positive
sentence should be turned into negative or every
negative sentence into positive. This method is used
to avoid complications and its application should
always be justified: if we can translate the sentence
directly, we should certainly do so. But if a direct
equivalent is not possible (does not exist or violates
the norms of our language), we can resort to the
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method of antonymous transformation. Here are a
few examples from the Teachings of Lord Kapila:
• ENGLISH: If he is not killed, he might commit more
and more murders.
• RUSSIAN: Убийца оставленный в живых может...
(A murderer left alive might commit more and more
murders.)
• ENGLISH: Without surrendering to the spiritual
master, one cannot attain KŠa consciousness.
• RUSSIAN: Only by surrendering to the spiritual
master one can attain KŠa consciousness,” or “Only
one who surrenders to the spiritual master can attain
KŠa consciousness.
• ENGLISH: Where repeated birth and death take place.
• RUSSIAN: Where the chain of birth and death does not
stop.

If we take these sentences out of context, we
will see that the emphasis has slightly shifted; yet
every sentence is understood in a context, so even if
the emphasis has shifted we can make adjustments
in the context (in the previous or the next
sentences) to preserve the emphasis as intended.

Descriptive Translation
Rendering of a lexical unit by a phrase that
explains or defines its meaning is called descriptive
translation. Words that have no equivalents in the
target language can be translated with the help of
this method. Its downside is that the target lexical
unit becomes verbose and clumsy. This method is
most successful when the explanation is short:
• ENGLISH: Car owners from the midway towns ran a
shuttle service for parents visiting the children injured
in the accident.
• RUSSIAN: Владельцы автомашин из городов,
лежащих между этими двумя пунктами (towns
situated between these two points), непрерывно
привозили и отвозили (were continuously driving
back and forth) родителей, которые навещали
своих детей, пострадавших во время крушения.

Compensation
Compensation means to substitute one element
of the original text, which cannot be translated
directly, by another element in another part of the
text. This method is used when elements of the
meaning are lost in translation and have to be
rendered in some other way so the lost meaning is
compensated for and preserved.
The method of compensation is used mainly in
translation of fiction. We speak of stylistic
compensation—for example, if a character has
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irregular speech, most often it is impossible to make
the corresponding target word irregular too, but we
can compensate by introducing other speech
irregularities or by changing the sentence structure
in a way that shows irregularity.
An example of compensation from the
translations of ®r…la Prabhupāda’s books is the
following sentence:
SB 8.20.2
• Bali Mahārāja said: As you have already stated, the
principle of religion that does not hinder one’s
economic development, sense gratification, fame and
means of livelihood is the real occupational duty of
the house-holder. I also think that this religious
principle is correct.

In Russian we cannot say “the principle… is
the duty.” We can say “to follow the principle… is
the duty,” “the protection is the duty,” or “the duty
of the katriya is the protection of the citizens,” etc.
Therefore in the Russian translation, the following
transformations were made:
• Bali Mahārāja said: According to your words a
householder must follow those religious principles
which do not threaten his well-being and good name,
do not prevent him to get the means of existence and
to gratify his senses. I also think that this is the real
dharma of the householder.

In the second sentence the translator has
compensated that which he had to omit in the first
sentence. In the word-by-word translation, “real
dharma” is used for “occupational duty.”
The method of compensation can also be used
when in English there is a cluster of adjectives that
cannot be retained as a group in the target language.
In this case one or two of them can be omitted and
then inserted in the next sentence if the same noun
is used again.

Transformation of the Whole:
Translation of Idioms and Set
Expressions
Idioms and set expressions are translated as a
whole, without considering the meaning of their
elements. The individual elements may be different,
but the phrase as a whole conveys the same. For
example:
• ENGLISH: Face is the index of the mind.
• BULGARIAN: The face is a mirror of the soul.

One cannot translate an idiom literally, word
for word. By definition, an idiom is a set
expression, usually stylistically marked or colored,
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whose meaning is not derived from the meaning of
its elements. The idiom functions as a semantic
whole. For that reason there are certain
transformations, or methods, which are used when
translating idioms.
1. Equivalent
An expression in the target language may fully
coincide with the original expression both in
meaning and imagery, e.g., English “As cold as ice”
vs. Russian “холодный как лед.” Here everything
is the same: structure, meaning, and imagery. Other
such phrases are “the salt of the earth” (in Russian
“соль земли”) and “to swallow the pill” (in Russian
“проглотить пилюлю”). For these English idioms,
the Russian language has absolute equivalents.
Unfortunately, it is quite rare to find absolute
equivalents. In case of their absence we have to use
other methods of translating idioms.
2. Analogue
Analogue is a set expression in the target
language that is equivalent to the original
expression in meaning but differs partially or
completely in imagery. For example, the English
expression “birds of the same feather” can be
translated into Russian by such expressions as
“birds of the same flight,” or “berries from the same
field,” “made of the same dough,” or “two shoes a
pair.” The choice of idiom will depend on the
context. The rule is that expressions that are
stylistically neutral in English should remain such
in the target language.
3. Descriptive translation
Descriptive translation conveys the meaning
of the original expression with a free word
combination. It is used when no equivalent or
analogue is available in the target language. For
example, the English idiom “to cross the floor of
the house” is a parliamentary expression that means
“to leave one party and join another.” When
translating this idiom into Russian, we will use a
descriptive translation, simply saying “to leave one
party and join another.”
4. Antonymous translation
Antonymous translation is to convey the
meaning of a negative construction by means of a
positive construction, or vice versa. This method is
used in translation of idioms when another
translation is not possible. For example, the English
expression “Let sleeping dogs lie” will be translated
into Russian by using a negation and changing the
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imagery. It is similar to the English expression
“Don’t trouble trouble until trouble troubles you.”
5. Calque, or loan translation
The method of calque, or loan translation, is
used when a translator wishes to stress the imagery
of the original expression or when the expression
cannot be rendered in another way, e.g.
“Cleanliness is next to godliness.”

Situational Translation
An important factor in choosing proper words
is the traditional usage of speech patterns in
standard situations. These are mainly phrases from
speech etiquette: “How do you do?”, “How are
you?”, “What’s the matter?”, etc. Or in one of the
chapters of the šdirāja Cookbook: “But wait a
minute! Don’t we need animal protein?” Such
phrases usually have corresponding phrases in the
target language and are substituted as a whole. A
translator’s only consideration is the situation. He
should ask himself: “What do Russians (or
Germans, etc.) say in such situation?” This method
of translation is called situational translation.

Translation of Units That Do Not
Have Equivalent
In the theory of translation linguists speak of
three types of semantic relationships between the
lexical elements of different languages: (1) full
coincidence, (2) partial coincidence, and (3) lack of
equivalent.
The last group includes words without an
equivalent in the target language: words denoting
specific phenomena and national realia, names,
forms of address, interjections, onomatopoeia,
abbreviations, etc.
The word “realia” is used in two meanings: 1.
phenomena and objects in the history, geography,
and culture of one nation to the exclusion of others;
2. words used to denote such phenomena.
Realia words can be divided in the following
groups:
• geographic and ethnographic (jungle, taiga,
tundra; plants and birds; names and mock names
of different nationalities)
• folkloric and mythological (saga; elf)
• social and historical (names of professions and
ranks, forms of address, military terms, etc.)
• cultural—words referring to national dishes,
customs, etc. (pakorā, kachori, halavā), national
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clothes and decorations (sari, cādara, dhot…,
kurtā), houses and things of everyday usage (lo˜ā,
kamaŠalu), transportation means (rika, ratha),
musical instruments, dances and games (mda‰ga,
karatālas, bhajana), measurements (yojana, lakh),
money (cent, dollar, rupee).
Words without equivalents can be translated
by creating occasional equivalents by the following
methods:
1. Transcription and transliteration
A translator introduces a new word by the
graphic means of his language. Widely spread
words are simply transcribed/transliterated, while
the less- known ones are explained in footnotes.
This method is used when the words lacking
equivalents need to be emphasized or the translator
wants to convey exotic national color.
In many cases such occasional equivalents
become fixed in the language in due course of time,
and can be used regularly in translation of the
corresponding original words: e.g. pop art
(English)—поп-арт (Bulgarian); beatnik
(English)—битник (Russian); yoga (Sanskrit)—
yoga (English), sari (Sanskrit, Hindi)—sari
(English), etc.
The overuse of such words makes the text
perception difficult and slows down the reader,
while footnotes and other explanations distract the
reader. Transcription should be avoided whenever
possible.
2. Analogue
Analogues are created by finding a native
word closest in meaning to the foreign word:
drugstore—аптека; afternoon—вечер. However,
such translation greatly depends on the context
because the equivalents are only partial.
For example, in those places called in Russian
“аптека” one can buy only medicines, while in
American drugstores one can also buy newspapers
and magazines, drinks, coffee, ice cream, snacks,
etc. For this reason, when translating the English
sentence “Food is awful in drugstores” we cannot
use the Russian word “аптека.”
3. Calque: translation of the elements of a word
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Calques reproduce the morpheme structure of
a word, or the parts of a set expression or phrase.
Here are a few examples from Russian:
•
•
•
•

brain drain—утечка мозгов
people of good will—люди доброй воли
devotee—преданный
Supreme Personality of Godhead—Верховная
Личность Бога

4. Creation of new words and word
combinations
BULGARIAN:
• преданоотдаден—devotedly surrendered
• мантрувам—to chant (literally, “to repeat mantras”)

5. Descriptive translation
If none of the above methods can be applied,
we can give a descriptive translation, which
explains the meaning of the English word:
• landslide—победа на выборах подавляющим
большинством голосов
• coroner—следователь, проводящий дознание в
случае насильственной или скоропостижной
смерти

In descriptive translation we don’t have to
express the meaning of a word by only one word.
We must convey the meaning as precisely as
possible to also reflect the function of the realia.
For example, samosās—Russian: pirozhki with
vegetable or fruit filling.
Sometimes transcription or calque is given
together with describing the word’s meaning in a
footnote. Once the meaning is thus explained, a
translator can use the calque or transcription further
in the text without additional explanation.
By using these means of translation, we can
render the meaning of nonequivalent words in
particular contexts as successfully as the meaning
of those words that do have regular equivalents.
Usually nonequivalent words referring to
measurements are substituted by words for
measurements in the target language, as they are not
realia reflecting national color or flavor. For the
author they are the usual way of indicating a
quantity. The reader should be able to grasp the
quantity at once, without unnecessarily focusing his
attention on it. That is why we usually translate
miles into kilometers, pounds into grams or
kilograms, etc.

THE PROCESS OF EDITING
Stylistic Devices

3. Transposing

In the process of editing, the phrase being
edited is called the “original synonym.” The phrase
that is a result of the editing is called the “editorial
synonym.” There can be several editorial
synonyms, because the process of editing may have
several stages: thus we may have first, second,
third, etc., editorial synonyms.

• According to the modes of material nature we acquire,
the material nature gives us facility for material
enjoyment.
• The material nature gives us facility for material
enjoyment according to the modes of material nature
we acquire.

4. Replacing
The phrase “it is to be understood” is sometimes replaced with “this means”; the word
“anthropology” with “the theory of evolution”;
“first-class yog…s” with “the most elevated of all”;
“experimental knowledge” with “knowledge based
on experience”; and so on.

1. Curtailing
An example of curtailing in the process of
editing is the transformation of the phrase “human
society” into “society.”
SB, Preface:
• We must know the present need of human society.
And what is that need? Human society is no longer
bounded by geographical limits to particular countries
or communities. Human society is broader than in the
Middle Ages, and the world tendency is toward one
state or one human society. The ideals of spiritual
communism, according to ®r…mad-Bhāgavatam, are
based more or less on the oneness of the entire human
society, of the entire energy of living beings. The need
is felt by great thinkers to make this a successful
ideology. ®r…mad-Bhāgavatam will fill this need in
human society.

• To anyone who has full faith in the Supreme
Personality of Godhead and the spiritual master, all
the import of the Vedic literatures is revealed.
• To one who has full faith in the Supreme Personality
of Godhead and the spiritual master, the meaning of
the Vedic scriptures is fully revealed.

An example of complex editing (simultaneous
application of all four devices):
SB 3.25.43
• ENGLISH: One who actually wants to be liberated from
the entanglement of this material world and go back
home, back to Godhead, is actually a mystic yog…. The
words explicitly used here are yuktena bhakti-yogena.
Those yog…s, or mystics, who engage in devotional
service are the first-class yog…s. The first-class yog…s,
as described in Bhagavad-g…tā, are those who are
constantly thinking of the Lord, the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, KŠa. These yog…s are not
without knowledge and renunciation. To become a
bhakti-yog… means to automatically attain knowledge
and renunciation. That is the consequent result of
bhakti-yoga. In the Bhāgavatam, First Canto, Second
Chapter, it is also confirmed that one who engages in
the devotional service of Vāsudeva, KŠa, has
complete transcendental knowledge and renunciation,
and there is no explanation for these attainments.
Ahaituki—without reason, they come. Even if a person
is completely illiterate, the transcendental knowledge
of the scriptures is revealed unto him simply because
of his engagement in devotional service. That is also
stated in the Vedic literature. To anyone who has full
faith in the Supreme Personality of Godhead and the
spiritual master, all the import of the Vedic literatures
is revealed. He does not have to seek separately; the
yog…s who engage in devotional service are full in
knowledge and renunciation. If there is a lack of
knowledge and renunciation, it is to be understood that

Similarly, we may transform “time factor” into
“time,” “in order to” into “to,” or to cut out words
like “namely,” “respectively,” “actually,” “indeed,”
“similarly,” “immediately,” etc.
2. Adding
• Knowledge and renunciation are the consequent result
of bhakti-yoga.
• Knowledge and renunciation are the consequent result
of the process of bhakti-yoga.
• One who engages in the devotional service of Vāsudeva, KŠa, has complete transcendental knowledge
and renunciation, and there is no explanation for these
attainments. Ahaituki—without reason, they come.
• One who engages in the devotional service of
Vāsudeva, KŠa, has complete transcendental
knowledge and renunciation. There is no logical
explanation for these attainments of the devotee.
They are ahaituki—they come on their own, without
apparent reason.
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one is not in full devotional service. The conclusion is
that one cannot be sure of entrance into the spiritual
realm—in either the impersonal brahmajyoti
effulgence of the Lord or the VaikuŠ˜ha planets within
that Brahman effulgence—unless he is surrendered
unto the lotus feet of the Supreme Lord. The
surrendered souls are called akuto-bhaya. They are
doubtless and fearless, and their entrance into the
spiritual kingdom is guaranteed.
• BULGARIAN: One who actually wants to get liberated
from the captivity of the material world and go back
home, to Godhead, is a real yog…-mystic. Here it is
clearly said: yuktena bhakti-yogena. Those yog…s, or
mystics, who engage in devotional service are the
most elevated of all yog…s. In Bhagavad-g…tā it is also
said that the best yog…s are those who are constantly
thinking of the Lord, the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, KŠa. They are not deprived of knowledge
and renunciation. Knowledge and renunciation come
on their own to one who is engaged in bhakti-yoga.
They are a consequent result of the process of bhaktiyoga. In the Second Chapter of the First Canto of the
Bhāgavatam it is also confirmed that one who renders
devotional service of Vāsudeva, KŠa, attains perfect
knowledge and renunciation. For these attainments of
the devotee there is no logical explanation. They are
ahaituki—they come to him on their own, without
apparent reason. Even if a person is completely
illiterate, the transcendental knowledge of the
scriptures is revealed unto him simply because he
serves the Lord with devotion. The same is stated in
the Vedas as well. To one who has full faith in the
Supreme Personality of Godhead and the spiritual
master, the most confidential meaning of the Vedic
scriptures is revealed. He does not have to make
separate endeavors to achieve this knowledge. The
yog…s who render devotional service possess
knowledge and renunciation to the fullest degree. If
knowledge and renunciation are lacking, this means
that one does not render perfect devotional service.
The conclusion is that unless one surrenders unto the
lotus feet of the Supreme Lord one cannot expect to
attain the spiritual kingdom—either the brahmajyoti,
the impersonal effulgence of the Lord, or the
VaikuŠ˜ha planets which are within that Brahman
effulgence. The souls surrendered unto the Lord are
called akuto-bhaya. They are freed from doubts and
fears, and the doors of the spiritual kingdom open
before them.

Methods of Editing
1. Logical and semantic analysis of the text
A good editor has mastered the linguistic
means of conveying logical and semantic
connections between thoughts and statements.
He knows the meaning of conjunctions and
conjunction phrases such as “therefore,” “because,”
“although,” “thus,” “in this way,” “in other words,”
“and,” “but,” “consequently,” “on one hand—on
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the other hand,” etc., and is able to use them
expertly.
In English the conjunction “and” may also be
antithetic. In languages where it does not have such
meaning, it should be replaced with an antithetic
conjunction (“but”). Another possibility is to divide
a complex sentence into two simple sentences:
• One who engages in the devotional service of
Vāsudeva, KŠa, has complete transcendental
knowledge and renunciation, and there is no
explanation for these attainments.
• One who renders devotional service to Vāsudeva,
KŠa, attains perfect knowledge and renunciation. For
these attainments of the devotee there is no logical
explanation.
KB, ch.7
• ENGLISH: The pastimes and activities of the Lord are
not material; they are beyond the material conception.
But the conditioned soul can benefit by hearing such
uncommon activities.
• POLISH: The pastimes and activities of the Lord are not
material; they are beyond all material conceptions,
and the conditioned soul can be greatly benefited by
hearing about such uncommon activities.

Sometimes, while editing, we may have to add
a logically emphatic word, such as “namely,”
“only,” “mainly,” “even,” “not only... but,”
“especially,” etc.
Punctuation marks also have their logical
meaning. The comma indicates semantic identity or
similarity of two connected parts; the colon, either
explanatory or causal connection; the dash, a
resultant connection; and parentheses show that the
information enclosed in them has a secondary,
explanatory meaning.
2. Ways of finding logical connections
First we have to find the simple sentences
within a complex sentence. Then we have to
mentally connect the similar parts of a sentence
with the word to which they are subordinate, and
compare them.
SB 6.12, Introduction
• ENGLISH: When one understands, however, that the
real controller is the Supreme Personality of Godhead,
he is freed from the relativities of the world, such as
distress, happiness, fear and impurity.
• BULGARIAN: (wrong translation) When one
understands, however, that the real controller is the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, he overcomes the
relative phenomena of the material world, such as
distress, happiness, fear and impurity.

Distress and happiness are not phenomena;
they are emotional states, and there is no need to
change the original text. It should have been
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translated as is: “relativities,” not “relative
phenomena.”
While editing we also have to make sure that
any emphatic words (“namely,” “only,” “mainly,”
“even,” “not only... but,” “especially,” etc) go
together with the word they refer to (see pp. 27, 32:
Ambiguity because of wrong word order).
3. Sequence of editing
The main unit is the paragraph. The first step
in the process of editing is to examine the text and
divide it into paragraphs by identifying the themes.
After that we should check if the internal structure
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of each paragraph is correct and the development of
thought from one paragraph to the next is smooth.
Then we can start with the logical and
semantic analysis. While analyzing, we should
move from the bigger syntactic units to the smaller
ones.
First we must correct mistakes in the
“superstructure,” then grammatical and stylistic
mistakes (first the complex sentences, then the
simple sentences, then in the word collocations, and
finally in particular words). This makes the work
most effective and excludes the possibility of
“double work.”
At the end, we work on the title.

PROOFREADING
Proofreading is the last part of book
production, but nonetheless a very important one.
As the BBT Handbook says, “The proofreader must
be a real hawk-eye.”
Usually there are (or should be) two
proofreaders and they have to find all mistakes left
in the text.
The untrained eye often does not notice
mistakes, because one does not expect them,
especially not in printed books. Regular folks will
not even see small proofreading mistakes.
However, a proofreader’s goal is to catch every
single error.
One cannot see everything by just reading the
text once. There are different steps in proofreading.
The working direction is from the general to the
specific, from the more important to the detail. The
following is a list of things a proofreader

2. Entering editing corrections
The proofreader enters the latest editing
corrections, unless the editor has done this himself.

3. Hyphenation and paginated printout
The proofreader hyphenates the text and
gets a paginated printout from typesetting.
4. Comparing the new printout with the old one
He compares the corrections with the previous
printout. This is essential because most mistakes
left in a book have slipped through or have been
introduced during entering corrections.

5. Comparing with the English tape
The proofreader makes sure that everything
from the original text is in the translation. This is
usually done with the help of an English tape. The
proofreader compares the English text with the
translated text to see whether any text is missing
(unless this has already been done by the editor).
Even if the editor has compared the translation with
the English book, he may have missed something.
The chance of this happening is significantly
smaller if using a tape.

normally does:

• Am I working with the right file?
• Entering editing corrections
• Hyphenation for paginated printout
• Comparing the new printout with the old one
• Comparing with the English tape
• Checking the technical aspects of the paginated
printout
• A complete reading of the text
• Consulting the editor or the translator
• Entering all proofreading corrections (in
rehyphenation mode)
• Comparing the new printout with the old one
• Another complete proofreading (the final one)
• Checking small printouts
• Checking typeset rolls
• Checking films before they are sent out
• Checking blueprints coming from the printer
• Checking advance sheets
• Checking printed samples of bound books

6. Checking the technical aspects of the
paginated printout
The proofreader checks all technical aspects of
the paginated printout.
a) Titles, subtitles
• Page height
If the chapter number or chapter title tags are
not properly defined, the first page of a chapter will
be too long or too short. In general, the whole first
page (from the top of the chapter number or chapter
title to the base line of the bottom text line, not
considering the page number on the bottom) should
not exceed the type area of the second page. The
type area is the whole text block on a page,
including the running heads and footnotes. It is also
not good if the first page is too short compared to
the second page.

1. Am I working with the right file?
Before starting his work, the proofreader must
make sure that he has the right files to work on. For
this purpose, all directories must be properly
labeled and organized. Often that is proofreader’s
responsibility. A rule that must be observed at all
times is that two persons should never work on the
same file simultaneously.

• Compare chapter titles with running heads
The chapter title and the running head should
be the same. Only in cases when the chapter title is
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too long the running head can be shortened. The
title at the end of the chapter (Thus end the
Bhaktivedanta purports...) and in the table of
contents should also be compared to the actual
chapter title.
• Chapter numbers
Are the chapters properly numbered? It is not
enough to compare the numbers with the English
book. For example, the chapters in one book may
be spelled in different ways: CHAPTER ONE,
Chapter Two, Chapter 3, FOURTH CHAPTER,
Fifth Chapter, 6th Chapter, 7 Chapter, etc. One may
not notice such differences unless one
systematically goes through all the chapters to
compare them.
• Line spacing
The line space within the chapter title tag
should normally follow the same ratio of type size /
line space as the body text in the book.
• Spacing above and below
The spaces under each chapter title could be
different if the next paragraph is sometimes tagged
“purp para” and sometimes “purport.” That can
only be seen if one systematically compares all the
chapter beginnings.
• Centering
Are the titles and subtitles properly centered?
A single space before a line break will put that line
off center.
• Line splitting and indenting
We should not hyphenate a chapter title or
even a subtitle. The chapter title should be optically
pleasing. One should not split, for example:
Description by Lord Kapila
of Adverse
Fruitive Activities

It is not advisable to create straight blocks,
triangles, or other similar shapes:
Как Брахма откраднал
момчетата и теленцата
A
Description
by Lord Kapila of
Adverse Fruitive Activities
Description by Lord
Kapila of
Adverse Fruitive Activities
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The line splitting in the chapter titles must also
make sense. One would not split a chapter title in
the following way:
Description by Lord
Kapila of Adverse
Fruitive Activities

Here are some examples of optically pleasing
chapter titles:
Description by Lord Kapila
of Adverse Fruitive Activities
Description
by Lord Kapila of Adverse
Frutive Activities

The chapter title should be indented from left
and right; in other words, it should not cover the
complete line length. This spacing should be
defined in the format file.
• Kerning and word spacing
Is the word spacing okay? Is manual kerning
needed? Some fonts, especially when all capped,
need manual kerning. This is best done by
extracting all chapter titles and printing them out
separately until they look perfect, and then inserting
them back in the files.

• Spelling
According to The BBT Handbook, the chapter
title must be proofread at least three times.
b) Verse numbers, running heads, page counts
Don’t take it for granted that the verse
numbers on the page and the verse numbers in the
running head are automatically correct. They have
all been either manually typed into the file, or they
come from the shells, which were also manually
typed in at one point. Are the running heads
properly spelled? Check the page consequence from
chapter to chapter. Make yourself a list of chapters
with starting and ending page numbers.
c) Other technical aspects
• Tags, inter-paragraph spaces
While going through the pages, one should
check that all tags are correct. For example, often
there is no extra line space after a verse in purport,
or there is too much space, or a space that should
not be there at all, in between two paragraphs. Tags
are sometimes not properly defined. Some of them
need “keep with next” in the tag definition––e.g.,
subtitles or index letters cannot stand alone on the
bottom of a page. They should have at least two
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lines of text following them on the same page or
column.

d) Check the spelling with dictionaries if there is
a slight doubt.

• Indents
Are all the indents there? Are the indents too
big or too small? These mistakes are easier to find
when checked separately.

e) Check the punctuation with your reference
books.

• Devanagari spaces
Are the spaces for the Devanagari verses the
correct size? (Do not trust the shells blindly!)
• Page breaks, widows and orphans
Normally in BBT books we do not allow
widows (single lines of text at the end of a
paragraph which are carried over to the next page or
column), but we do allow orphans (first line of a
paragraph at the bottom of a page), unless they
come after a subtitle or verse in purp. Another
typical mistake is if a verse in purp is split after one
or three lines. That is also a question of tag
definition. These rules may be different in books or
chapters with interviews or conversations, because
there it may not be possible to avoid widows.
• Kerning
Is kerning needed? (Typical problem cases are
Yo, Ve, Wo, etc.)
7. A complete reading of the text
If possible, the work is divided as such: The
first proofreader would read the text with the
purpose of still finding grammatical mistakes, or
even translation problems. In other words, he is still
concerned with the understanding and meaning of
the text. After checking the technical aspects, as
described above, he will read the text.
a) Sanskrit verses and terms
Check the spelling of the Sanskrit verse with
the English book. If it is different, do not blindly
correct. It could be that it has been changes because
a mistake has been reported to the Errors in English
Books conference. Check the spelling of Sanskrit
terms with the English book. Of course, sometimes
the spelling in the English book may also be
incorrect.
b) References and quotes
Check the spelling of Sanskrit verses with the
latest English edition of the book from which the
verse is quoted. Even the numbers of the quoted
verses may sometimes be wrong.
c) If you are in doubt, always consult your style
sheet.

f) Do not read too fast, otherwise you will not
catch some mistakes.
g) Facts
For example, in the English L…lāmta,, under a
photograph of ®r…la Prabhupāda, there is a caption
that reads: ®r…la Prabhupāda in the East Village
Other newspaper (June 1965). One should not
accept blindly all facts in the English original––
®r…la Prabhupāda came to America only in
September 1965. Figures such as years,
temperature, distances, etc., should also be checked
as far as possible.
h) Check the hyphenation
In every language the rules for hyphenation
are different, but some rules are there in every
language. According to the rules for English BBT
books:
• Try to split the words in a natural way. While
creating your hyphenation dictionary, try to avoid
entering hyphens that look odd although they may
be correct according to the dictionary. Examples:
• Bad: Ap- felker- ne
• Good: Apfel- kerne
• Bad: Ar- beitslo- senzif- fer
• Good: Arbeits- losen- ziffer

• The new line should not start with a singlecharacter syllable: mon- ument.
• No more than two hyphens in a row are allowed.
• It is not allowed to hyphenate words that already
have a hyphen. For example, you cannot
hyphenate: ®r…mad-Bhāga- vatam.
• It is not allowed to hyphenate a word in such a
way that ambiguity is created at a first reading. If
the first part of a hyphenated word is a word on its
own, that would be misleading. For example:
Mate- rial. This rule does not apply to the second
part after the hyphenation, for example: Illumination is okay.
• Sanskrit words cannot be hyphenated between a
consonant and its aspirate: Rād-hārāŠ…, or Gadādhara. “Dh,” “bh,” “ch,” “th,” “ph,” “kh,” and “gh”
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are considered single letters in the Sanskrit
alphabet.
• Try to avoid hyphenating names, especially holy
names like KŠa, Caitanya etc. (Dravia Prabhu:
“You can hyphenate demons if you must.”). If
you have to hyphenate a name, it should be done
according to logic:
Not: Ba- larāma
But: Bala- rāma
Not: Annap™r- Šā
But: Anna- p™rŠā
Not: Ve- davyāsa
But: Veda- vyāsa

Also, other Sanskrit terms should be
hyphenated logically. Try to avoid dubious
hyphenations like:
sa‰- khya, vai- ya, vii- yate, asak- nuvaˆs, etc.

• The last part of the word you hyphenate must
have at least three characters. Ma-nu, miser-ly,
deposito-ry etc., are not allowed. The last part of a
word which is the last word in a paragraph should
have at least four characters. Even a single word
must have at least four characters (punctuation
marks not counted) if it is the last word in a
paragraph and stands alone on a line.
• A dash cannot be at the beginning of a line, except
for the long dash in the word-by-word section.
• It is not allowed to hyphenate a word over a page
break from right page to left page; the other way
around is okay.
i) Check the font changes
After a word in italics, the comma, colon, and
semicolon should remain in italics, whereas
question mark, parentheses, and exclamation mark
should remain regular. These punctuation marks are
only italicized in paragraphs where the main font is
italics. Bold italics is not used in BBT books. When
an italic word or quote is enclosed by regular
parentheses, insert a micro space between the
parentheses and the italic word at both ends).
j) Micro spaces
There should be a fixed amount of micro
spaces before and after different kinds of dashes,
footnotes, and other characters such as the
copyright symbol. The amount of micro spaces may
differ from language to language. After the
copyright symbol, there should be two micro
spaces. Between single and double quotation marks
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two micros should be inserted. When the hyphen or
en-dash meets with figures, there is often a need of
micro spaces.

8) Consulting the editor or the translator
The proofreader may sometimes find
translation or editing mistakes, but he is not
allowed to perform editing changes on his own. He
has to get his proposed changes confirmed by the
editor. If there are too many mistakes of this nature
in the text, the proofreader may return the text to
the editor for further editing.

9) Entering all proofreading corrections
The entering of corrections is made in
rehyphenation mode.
10) Comparing the new printout with the old one
If there aren’t many mistakes after the first
proofreading, the second proofreader can read the
same printout. In this case he should use a different
color pen or pencil for marking his changes.
11) Another complete proofreading (the final
one)
The second proofreader must be even better
than the first one. Since it is more difficult to find
punctuation and spelling mistakes when one is still
thinking of the meaning, he tries to focus mainly on
spelling, punctuation, typos, and technicalities. That
requires discipline and can be accomplished by
various techniques, for example reading syllable by
syllable. One should especially watch out for words
that have many narrow letters in a row, like:
Meditaion – Meditiation – Mediation

Watch out for missing words or repeated
words. They are easier to overlook than one thinks.
Only once in day of Brahmā does Caitanya Mahāprabhu
Mahāprabhu appear on this this earth.

A split second of inattention, and you will
miss the above mistakes.

12) Checking small printouts
13) Checking typeset rolls
14) Checking blueprints, advance sheets, etc.
These are important steps. The blueprints are
not meant for another proofreading. Only in
exceptional cases we can make further corrections
at this stage. In the blueprints the proofreader has to
make sure that all pages are there in a correct
sequence. The placement and alignment of pages
has to be checked as well. It is also advisable to
check the text continuity from one page to the next.
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Special attention must be given to the front and end
matter, especially the title page, copyright page,
addresses, etc. The blueprints for covers and picture
sections must be checked as well. This is the last
chance to catch errors.
Lastly, some advice from the BBT Handbook:
“Proofread carefully.
“Proofreading hot spots:
“1. Check all chapter titles at least three times.
“2. Check all running heads and page numbers
at least four times.
“3. Check picture captions and their
correspondence to the pictures at least seven times.
“4. Check the covers, spines, and jackets at
least ten times.
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“5. Check the title page, copyright page, table
of contents, and all other such pages in the front
matter at least fifteen times each. Don’t argue and
don’t just smile. Do it.”

Proofreading Marks
All proofreaders should use standard
proofreading marks. Please do not write your
corrections between the lines; put them in the
margin. Use a red pen, or if more than one
proofreader is reading the same printout, use two
pens of different colors. Please refer to the
following sheet, which explains some standard
proofreading marks.
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on the margin

in the text

after correction

explanation

beelow

below

delete and close up

dogg

dog

delete

Balrama

Balarama

insert

of all ages

of all ages

leave as printed

many vaiyas

many vaiyas

italic type

London Times

LONDON TIMES

small capitals

London Times

LONDON TIMES

capital letters

London Times

LONDON TIMES

use capital letters
for initial letters
and small capitals
for rest of words

Bob: What do you...

Bob: What do you...

boldface

Explanations

Explanations

boldface italic

The King has many

The king has many

lower case

This is not

This is not

roman type
(regular)

his latest work

his latest work 2

superscript

it is not possible

it is not possible

underline

girl friend

girlfriend

close up entirely,
no space

waterlevel

water level

insert space

This was the best year
of book sales

less leading

mokayiyāmi mā
“Give up all kinds of

mokayiyāmi mā

insert lead

he saw his car

he saw his car

reduce space
between words

HARE RAMA

HARE RAMA

add space between
letters

a house big

a big house

let us consider this
case now

now let us consider
this case

transpose words or
letters indicated

heer

here

Pleasing the Lord

Pleasing the Lord

place in center of
line

It him only can be

It can only be him

change word order

It is foolish. There-

It is foolish.

Fore

Therefore

take over letter, or
word or line to the
next line, column

This was the best year
of book sales

“Give up all kinds of
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or page
It is foolish.

It is foolish. There-

Therefore

fore

take back letter,
word or line to the
previous line,
column or page

in 1926. In the
following

in 1926.

start new paragraph

a man of great
renown.

a man or great
renown. He was

no new paragraph
here

3 years

three years

The BBT

The Bhaktivedanta

spell out the
abbreviation or
figure in full

In the following

He was

Book Trust
books etc.

books, etc.

substitute or insert
comma

round brackets

(round) brackets

insert parentheses
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GLOSSARY OF LINGUISTIC TERMS
peppers.

ACTIVE

(n. & adj.) (Designating) the VOICE that
attributes the action of a verb to the person or thing
from which it logically proceeds. As an adjective,
often applied to clauses and sentences containing a
verb in the active voice, and even to the verb itself.
The verbs in

AMBIGUITY

ADJECTIVE

Multiplicity of meaning; ability to be
understood in two or more ways; a word or phrase
that can be so understood.
(a) Lexical ambiguity. Some ambiguity is due
to a word or phrase having more than one meaning;
e.g., I don’t seem to have a chair (was the lecturer
complaining that she had nothing to sit on, or that
there was nobody to introduce her?).
(b) Grammatical ambiguity (or structural
ambiguity) has a variety of causes, including
ellipsis (or uncertainty whether there is ellipsis)
within a noun phrase; e.g.

A word typically used to modify a noun (blue
sky, good friend).

He was wearing new red socks and boots... (were the
boots new and red too?).

The sun rises in the east.
The early bird caught the worm.

are in the active voice, in contrast to the
voice. Many verbs, e.g. intransitive verbs,
can occur only in the active.
PASSIVE

They are advertising for teachers of French, German, and
Russian (separate teachers of these languages, or people
capable of teaching all three?).

ADVERB

A word typically used to modify a verb, an
adjective or another adverb.
(to run fast, too beautiful, to sing very nicely)
|
|
|
verb
adjective
adverb

As prepositional phrases can not only appear
in noun phrases but also function adverbially in
clause structure, there is often considerable doubt as
to what they refer to:

ADVERB CLAUSE

These claims have been dismissed as mere bravado by
the police (the context might make it clear that the meaning is
“dismissed by the police,” but it sounds rather like “bravado by
the police”).

A subordinate clause used as an adverb,
responding to the questions how, when, where, why
to what extent, or under what condition?

Similarly, to-infinitive clauses, which also
have a multiplicity of functions, may be ambiguous:

He played as though he were a professional (how?).
He plays as often as he can (to what extent?).
AFFIX

Railmen defy union order to stop coal shipments
(probably the railmen are carrying on working, but they could
have decided to stop shipments in defiance of union orders).

One or more letters occurring as a bound form
attached to the beginning or end of a word (as in
development) or inflectional form (jumped).

Ellipted clauses of comparison are another
frequent cause of ambiguity:

AGREE

Be in concord; take the same number, gender,
person, etc. (as another element in the clause or
sentence). See AGREEMENT.

I had better taste in films than girls (was the writer’s
taste in films better than his taste in girls, or did he have better
taste in films than girls had?).

In complex sentences, ambiguity can arise
when not just a phrase but a whole finite clause is
open to more than one interpretation. (Intonation
may disambiguate if the sentences are spoken.)

AGREEMENT

The agreeing of two (or more) elements in a
clause or sentence; the taking of the same grammatical person, number, or gender; concord.

I didn’t go because it was my birthday (did the speaker
not go at all, or go for some other reason?).
He said he wouldn’t lend me the money and I couldn’t
go (did he say that I couldn’t go, or could I not go as a

ALLITERATION

Repetition of an initial sound in successive
words: Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled
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consequence of not being lent the money?).
I’ll tell you when they arrive (is it that I will inform you
of their arrival, or that when they arrive I will tell you
something?).

(c) A further type of ambiguity is caused by
the fact that many English words can be interpreted
as more than one part of speech; head-line English
is a rich source of such ambiguity:
• Fine old houses are demanding mistresses (are they
crying out for capable chatelaines, or are they proving
themselves to be hard-to-please, bossy rulers?).
• Peking bars escape from “terror” purge (was the
Chinese government taking measures to prevent
dissidents from escaping, or had the city’s drinking
venues escaped some harsh new decree?).
• He gave her dog biscuits.
ANALOGIES

An analogy is a figure of speech in which two
unlike things are compared to one another. For
example: “A meeting of a committee of the United
States Senate is like a circus: the senators are like
clowns....”
ANALYSIS

The process of breaking up sentences, phrases,
and words into their constituent parts.
ANALYTIC

Morphology. Designating a language without
(or with few) inflections. Also called ISOLATING.
In an analytic language, word order plays an
important role in establishing meaning. In
extremely analytic languages most words consist of
single morphemes. Analytic languages contrast
with synthetic languages, which rely heavily on
changing the form of words, and agglutinative
languages, in which words are built up from smaller
words or units, each contributing a bit of
grammatical meaning.
ANAPHORA

Either the repetition of a word or words at the
beginning of two or more clauses or sentences (We
cannot dedicate, we cannot consecrate, we cannot
hallow this ground) or the use of a word as a
substitute for another one (Joe plays better than Al
does; Bob hates himself).
ANTONYM

Semantics. A word opposite in meaning to
another.
For example, good, thick, few and life are
antonyms of bad, thin, many and death. More
accurately we should talk of a word that is opposite
in some of its meanings to other words. For
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example, the antonym of some meanings of old is
young, and of others is new.
Some linguists distinguish various types of
opposite meaning and reserve the term antonym for
gradable opposites (e.g. good / bad), excluding both
complementary terms (e.g. life / death) and
relational converses (e.g. buy / sell, teach / learn,
husband / wife).
Compare HYPONYM, SYNONYM.
ARCHAISM

(1) The use of words or grammar characteristic
of an earlier period of the language. (2) An instance
of such usage.
Some archaisms survive in special registers,
such as legal or religious language, or they are
familiar from literature, proverbs, and so on.
Archaisms include individual words, verbal
inflections and some grammatical structures.
ARTICLE

Any of a small set of words (as a, an and the)
used with nouns to limit or give definiteness to the
application.
ATTITUDINAL

Semantics. Relating to attitude or conveying
an attitude.
A category of meaning (contrasted with
cognitive or referential meaning). Comparable
terms sometimes used are affective or emotive.
A speaker or writer’s choice of words may be
affected by his or her attitude to the listeners or
readers addressed. Thus attitudinal varieties of
language (e.g. formal, informal, neutral, casual,
slangy) contrast with regional or social varieties
(determined largely by the speaker’s origins), and
with varieties affected by the “field of discourse”
(such as the journalistic, the literary, and so on).
Attitudinal meaning is also conveyed by intonation
in spoken English.
Many individual words are neutral as regards
attitudinal meaning, but some are not. Compare
offspring, child, kiddy or terrorist, insurgent,
guerilla, freedom fighter.
BILINGUAL

(adj.) (1) Able to speak two languages
fluently. (2) Spoken or written in two languages
(e.g. a bilingual dictionary).
BORROW

Morphology. Take (and often adapt) (a word)
from another language.
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BORROWING

Morphology. The taking over of a word from a
foreign language; a word so borrowed (also called a
LOANWORD).
The term is somewhat misleading, since
“borrowed” words usually become a permanent, not
a temporary, part of the borrowing language. Many
borrowings are modified to bring them into line
with the phonological rules of their new language.
As has often been remarked, the richness of
the English vocabulary is in large part due to
borrowing from many other languages of the world,
sometimes in such a way as to allow fine
denotative, connotative, or stylistic distinctions
between semantically related or nearly synonymous
words to grow up.
Loanwords attain different degrees of
assimilation into the language. Some are totally
assimilated to the native word-stock and are
phonetically and orthographically integrated (e.g.
butter, fail, gas, umbrella). Others are fully part of
the English vocabulary, but retain traces of their
foreign origin in their pronunciation, spelling, or
inflection (e.g. addendum, phenomenon, genre, faux
pas). A third group may be well assimilated in their
form, but remain semantically tied to a foreign
context (e.g. matador, rajah, sampan, samurai,
tundra). Finally, there is a category (into which all
loanwords must initially fall) of words which have
not yet achieved general currency but occur in very
limited contexts, such as during an Englishspeaker’s stay in a foreign country, in news and
current affairs, or in travel writing, books on
foreign cuisine, anthropological works, etc.
Examples would vary from one person’s
vocabulary to another’s, but might include
desaparecido, intifada, peshmerga, tiramisu, and
Waldsterben.
CALQUE

Morphology.
(n.) The same as LOAN TRANSLATION.
(v.) Form (a word or expression) as a loan
translation (on a foreign word or expression).
CLARITY

Your writing is clear—achieves clarity—only
if it converts to your intended readers the meaning
you have in mind and intend to convey.
Unlike spelling correctly and putting an
apostrophe in the proper place, achieving clarity is
much more than a minor virtue cherished by
teachers of composition and editors. As the
philosopher Karl R. Popper observes:
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...the search for truth is only possible if we speak clearly
and simply and avoid unnecessary technicalities. In my view,
aiming at simplicity and lucidity is a moral duty of all
intellectuals; lack of clarity is a sin and pretentiousness is a
crime.

Your sole problem in writing clearly is to
choose the right words and put them into the right
orders. But what words and orders are right?
To decide, you must first keep an eye on your
intended readers. The success of your writing
depends more upon them than upon all other factors
put together. You can write a paper without
considering your readers, but not an effective paper.
The more you know about them, the better.
You need to know at least three things about
your intended readers:
(1) What is their knowledge of the subject?
Writing about nuclear physics to physicists should
be very different from writing about it to the
general public, say, in a popular magazine. Writing
about Greek drama to professors of classics should
be very different from writing about it to professors
of animal husbandry.
(2) What is their vocabulary and their reading
proficiency? Writing about a crisis in the Middle
East for adults won’t do for second-graders.
(3) What Is Their Nationality or Ethnicity? A
paper about a regional conflict between the Tories
and the Labour Party in Britain might be ideal for
the readers of the London Times but puzzle readers
of a newspaper in Mexico City.
Entrepreneurs who hope to reach the top of the ladder of
success, in terms of consumer demand, must sponsor
merchandise or services that have a positive image and fill a
long-recognized gap.

It is not easy to say just what this sentence
means, but perhaps this is a fair translation:
To succeed, sellers must offer goods or services that
consumers like and need.

For some obstacles to clarity, see AMBIGUITY;
CLICHÉS; CONCISION (for wordiness); EUPHEMISM;
JARGON (2); PRETENTIOUS WORDS; VAGUENESS;
and VOICE (for inappropriate use of the passive
voice).
CLICHÉS

A cliché is a trite, stereotyped expression—an
expression endlessly repeated, an expression with
no originality: bottom line, cruel hoax, make a long
story short, nip in the bud, slick as a whistle. But it
takes more than repetition to make an expression a
cliché. Though such expressions as the girl, of
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course, and I’m fine have been repeated millions of
times, and therefore can’t be original, they are not
clichés. In addition to being trite or stereotyped, a
cliché calls attention to itself—usually by being a
figure of speech (jump the gun), often by being
pretentious verbiage (in any manner, shape or
form), sometimes by being an euphemism (generate
income for make money), always by somehow
pretending to have the originality it lacks.
Because no expression can become a cliché
without much repetition, every cliché was once
fresh and original. Many enduring clichés have
their source in Shakespeare, Milton, and other
famous writers. How many things have been said
“more in sorrow than in anger” (Hamlet)? How
many females have been invited to “trip ... the light
fantastic” (“L’Allegro”)? How often has “all hell
broke loose” (Paradise Lost) when something
“rotten” was discovered “in the state of Denmark”
(Hamlet)?
The leftovers of discourse—stale and
unappetizing but ready to use—clichés are hard to
avoid. Conversation, of course, is full of them, and
excusably. Speakers rarely have time to coin fresh
and original phrases. But writers have time for
second thoughts, and considering them is well
worth the effort. Clichés are seldom forceful.
Besides, readers may take stereotyped expressions
as evidence of stereotyped ideas.
COLLOCABLE

Of a word or phrase: typically able to collocate
with another word or phrase.
COLLOCATION

The habitual juxtaposition of a particular word
with other particular words; an instance of such a
juxtaposition.
Collocation is a type of syntagmatic
relationship between words. Two kinds should be
distinguished:
(1) Grammatical Collocation: a type of
construction where a verb, adjective, etc. must be
followed by a particular preposition, or a noun must
be followed by a particular form of the verb (e.g.
account for, afraid of; the foresight to do it (not *of
doing it).
(2) Lexical Collocation: a type of construction
where particular nouns, adjectives, verbs or adverbs
form predictable connections with each other; e.g.
cancel a (luncheon) engagement or break off an
engagement (to be married), not normally
*withdraw, *revoke, or *discontinue an
engagement; compare also such collocations as take
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advantage of.
Special cases of collocation (e.g. come a
cropper, kith and kin), in which one of the elements
is predictable from another, merge into IDIOM or
CLICHÉ.
COLLOCATIONAL

Relating to collocations.
E.g. collocational differences (between
American and British English); collocational
possibilities, collocational range, collocational
restrictions.
COLLOQUIAL

Belonging or proper to ordinary conversation;
not formal or literary. In ordinary everyday
language, especially between speakers who know
each other well, a casual style of speech is both
frequent and appropriate. Are you doing anything
tomorrow evening? as a preliminary to an invitation
is probably more suitable than Have you an
engagement for tomorrow evening? Colloquial
speech is not substandard, nor is it the same as
SLANG.
Colloquialism: a colloquial word or phrase;
the use of such words or phrases. Colloquially: in
the language of ordinary conversation.
CONCISION

To write concisely is to express meaning in as
few words as possible: the fewer words, the greater
concision. Concise writing, of course, is not
necessarily effective. Effectiveness sometimes
requires more words than concision permits—for
emphasis, say, as in Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address
(We cannot dedicate, we cannot consecrate, we
cannot hollow this ground). On the whole,
however, clear writing is concise; and unclear
writing is often wordy, hiding meaning rather than
expressing it. There are six good ways of being
concise.
(1) Using the shortest synonym. When two or
more expressions have the same meaning (are
synonymous) but differ in number of words, use the
shortest:
WORDY: Reagan was the most effective president in
terms of rhetoric.
CONCISE: Reagan was the most effective president
rhetorically.
WORDY: Commissioner Schweik expressed himself to the
effect that he believed that cooperation is essential.
CONCISE: Commissioner Schweik said that cooperation is
essential.
WORDY:

There is literally a shortage of enough money.
There is not enough money.

CONCISE:
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•
WORDY:

CONCISE:

at all times
at no time
at some point in time
at the present time
at the same time as
comes to the conclusion
due to the fact that
has the ability to
has the belief
in the highest income
is an authorization for
is an exaggeration of
prior to
the present writer

always
never
some time
now
while
concludes
because
can
believes
rich
authorizes
exaggerates
before
I / me

(2) Avoiding ineffective word repetition.
•

WORDY: The intelligence that has this profound effect
on politics is not political intelligence, but scientific
intelligence and technical intelligence.
CONCISE: “The intelligence that has this profound
effect on politics is not political, but scientific and
technical.”—Bertrand Russell

•

WORDY: At the last auction, a plaster bust of Henry
Kissinger brought $205, a Russian tea set brought
$2,300, and a soiled Gucci handbag brought $175.
CONCISE: At the last auction, a plaster bust of Henry
Kissinger brought $205, a Russian tea set, $2,300,
and a soiled Gucci handbag, $175.

Caution: In avoiding ineffective repetition, do
not use equally ineffective elegant variation: At the
last auction, a plaster bust of Henry Kissinger
brought $205, a Russian silver tea set was sold for
$2,300, and a soiled Gucchi handbag fetched $175.
(3) Avoiding ineffective repetition of meaning.
One kind of repetition of meaning occurs when two
expressions in a sentence are synonyms and serve
the same purpose. In the following example, once a
year and annual are synonyms and serve the same
purpose (to indicate that the festival is yearly):
•

WORDY:

Once a year they have an annual festival.
They have an annual festival.

CONCISE:

The other, more common kind of repetition of
meaning occurs when the meaning of a modifier is
part of the meaning of the expression it modifies. In
the following example, the meaning of the modifier
in advance is part of the meaning of predict, the
word it modifies (predict means “declare in
advance”):

WORDY: Meteorologists predicted the cyclone in
advance.
CONCISE: Meteorologists predicted the cyclone.

More examples of both kinds of repetition of
meaning:
WORDY:

CONCISE:

accidental slip
advance forward
advance reservations
assorted varieties
basic fundamentals
binary in nature
combined into one
commissioned in advance
contemporary world of
today
cooperate together
false illusion
few in number
field of chemistry
finish completely
flaming inferno
forecast in advance
free gift
large in size
lucrative profits
mutual cooperation
mysterious puzzle
natural instinct
new innovation
old poems of long ago
ongoing process
past history
personal belongings
personal friend
plans for the future
preprepared
qualified expert
rational reason
return back
sad tragedy
warn beforehand

slip
forward
reservations
varieties
fundamentals
binary
combined
commissioned
contemporary
world
cooperate
illusion
few
chemistry
finish
inferno
forecast
gift
large
profits
cooperation
puzzle
instinct
innovation
old poems
process
history
belongings
friend
plans
prepared
expert
reason
return
tragedy
warn

(4) Eliminate nearly meaningless expressions.
Eliminate any expressions with too little meaning to
justify the space it takes:
•

WORDY: “When a great number of people cannot find
work, unemployment results.”—attributed to President
Coolidge (Hardly news to readers who know what the
word unemployment means, this statement is at best a
roundabout definition of that word.)
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WORDY:

CONNOTATION

All things considered
for all intends and purposes
in any manner, shape, or form
in the last analysis
so far as I’m concerned
when all is said and done

Semantics. An additional meaning that a word
(or other linguistic unit) has by virtue of personal or
cultural associations; in contrast to its DENOTATION.
What a word or phrase suggests, as contrasted with
what it means. The word nurse, for instance, means
“one who cares for the ill.” But its connotations
include such things as white uniforms and devotion
to duty.
Connotation is peripheral compared with
“dictionary meaning” and is considerably
dependent on subjective judgment. For example,
the connotations of police for some people may be
“reliable,” “helpful,” “protectors of law and order,”
“the front line against crime,” etc., but for others,
the connotations may be “harassment,”
“breathalysers,” “arrests,” “water cannons,” etc.
Connotational, connotative: pertaining to or
involving connotation.

(5) Avoiding wordy jargon. Jargon need not be
wordy. (See JARGON (1) and (2).) Indeed, one
reason to use jargon is to be concise. But another
reason is to impress and exclude outsiders. And this
is often wordy. Unfortunately, outsiders often
imitate it.
•

WORDY: Your child manifests difficulty in
distinguishing between imaginary and factual material
and needs guidance in learning to adhere to rules and
standards of equitable social relationships.
CONCISE: Your child lies and cheats.

(6) Combining sentences. A good way to avoid
some kinds of wordiness is to combine sentences:
•

Heresy was not a social act. It was not a
biological condition. It was a state of mind. Therefore,
the crime of witchcraft could never have been
established if recognized judicial procedures had been
followed.
CONCISE: “Since heresy was neither a social act nor a
biological condition but a state of mind, the crime of
witchcraft could never have been established if
recognized judicial procedures had been followed.”—
Thomas Szasz (The concise version is easier to read
not only because it is more concise, but also because it
better expresses the relationship among the writer’s
ideas—making clearer, for example, the structure of
his argument.)

•

WORDY: Almora took the town by storm. He installed
a mayor. The mayor was a journalist.
CONCISE: Almora took the town by storm and installed
a journalist as mayor.

WORDY:

CONJUNCTION

a word that joins together sentences, clauses,
phrases or words.
CONJUNCTIVE ADVERBS

Words that modify verbs and that relate
sentences or independent clauses to one another: for
example, furthermore, however, moreover,
nevertheless: Smith denies the charge. The facts,
however, are clear. Or this: Smith denies the
charge; the facts, however, are clear. SAWE
generally embeds them into sentences as in these
examples.
•

NOT THIS:
BUT THIS:

However, the facts are clear.
The facts, however, are clear.

CONTEXT

(1) The words or sentences surrounding any
piece of written (or spoken) text.
(2) Context of situation (or extralinguistic
context): the whole situation in which an utterance
is made, i.e., who is addressing whom, whether
formally or informally, why, for what purpose,
when, where, etc.
The context of situation can be an important
factor in interpreting MEANING. Although some
“texts” are complete in themselves, others rely
heavily on the extralinguistic situation for the
interpretation of pronouns, adverbials (e.g. here,
there, now, then, yesterday) and tenses. Context of
situation was first used widely in English by the
social anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski—
compare TEXTUAL.
COORDINATING CONJUNCTION

A conjunction that connects words, phrases or
clauses of equal grammatical rank (as and, but, or,
for, nor, so).
COORDINATION AND SUBORDINATION

Words and phrases are coordinated if they are
(or grammatically can be) connected by and, or, or
neither...nor: apples, [and] bananas and pears; an
apple, [or] a banana or a pear; neither fish nor
fowl; of the people, by the people and for the
people. Clauses are coordinated if they are (or
grammatically can be) connected by and, but, for,
or or: he was old but [he was] fit; John was
nervous, for he trembled. Any modifier—an article,
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an adjective, an adverb, a prepositional phrase, or a
clause—is subordinate to whatever it modifies: a
boy, the boy; white houses; he ran fast; the dog in
the window; by dawn, he was on the road; when
I was in Florida, I met Dan.
CORRELATIVE CONJUNCTION

A conjunction consisting of paired elements
(as either ... or, both ... and, either ... neither, and
not only ... but also) used to connect words, phrases
or clauses.
DELETION OF WORDS

Deletion of unnecessary words makes a
sentence more concise.
NOT THIS: Alfonso is Spanish, Olaf is Norwegian, and
Patrick is Irish.
BUT THIS: Alfonso is Spanish; Olaf, Norwegian; and
Patrick, Irish.

The two deletions of is (together with some
changes in punctuation) make the sentence both
more concise and more forceful.
DENOTATION

Semantics.1. Relationship between a word (or
other linguistic unit) and its referent. 2. The primary
(often literal) meaning of a word, in contrast to its
CONNOTATION.
Denotation relates to the naming function of
words, and so to their generally definable
“dictionary” meanings. Thus the denotation of (the)
police is “the civil force of a State, responsible for
maintaining public order.”
DESCRIPTIVE

Describing the structure of a language at a
given time, avoiding comparisons with other
languages or other historical phases, and free from
social valuations. Contrasted with PRESCRIPTIVE.
Descriptive linguistics: describing the
structure of a particular language at a particular
time, in contrast with historical or comparative
linguistics. Also called synchronic linguistics. See
LINGUISTICS.
DESCRIPTIVE AND EVALUATIVE WORDS

A descriptive word—often an adjective or an
adverb—gives readers information about something: tall, short; soft, hard; red, black; fragrant,
odoriferous; salty, sweet; smooth, rough. An
evaluative word gives readers information about
how the speaker or writer evaluates or feels about
something: good, bad; beautiful, ugly; superb,
despicable. What’s more, an evaluative word,
especially when evidence or a good argument
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supports it, can affect the readers in the way the
person or thing affects the writer. There can be a
chain of cause and effect:
person or thing ⇒ writer ⇒ evaluative word ⇒ readers
DIMINUTIVE

(adj.) Of a derivative word: denoting
something small (literally or metaphorically) of the
class which the base word denotes. Of a suffix:
forming diminutive words.
(n.) A diminutive word or suffix.
Some diminutives are objective (e.g. manikin,
piglet), but many are used as a mark of informality
(e.g. bunny, comfy, sweetie), or to show affection
(e.g. auntie), or to belittle (e.g. starlet). Proper
names often have diminutive forms: Teddy
(Edward), Jimmy (James), Lizzie, Bessie, Betsy,
Betty (Elizabeth).
EMPHASIS

Special importance or prominence attached to
a certain part of a sentence.
The term is used in its general sense. Emphasis
is often achieved by marked focus; by unusual
stress (for example, on an auxiliary verb); or by
grammatical devices such as cleft or pseudo-cleft
sentences, the use of do in declaratives (e.g. I do
apologize) or in imperatives (Do be sensible).
EMPHASIZER

(1) An adverb that adds to the force of the
clause or part of the clause to which it applies.
e.g. really in
I really think you might have telephoned.

Also called emphasizing adverb.
(2) In some grammatical models, a sub-species
of intensifying adjective that has a heightening,
reinforcing effect (generally only in attributive use):
pure nonsense, a real idiot.

Also called emphasizing adjective.
EMPHATIC

Imparting or expressing emphasis.
Emphatic pronoun: a reflexive pronoun when
used for emphasis.
e.g. himself in
He admitted himself that the whole thing had been a
mistake.
EPITHET

An adjective that indicates a quality of the
noun it refers to. Contrasted with classifier.
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Epithets can include objective adjectives (e.g.
green, rectangular) and subjective adjectives
(amazing, stupid) though clearly some adjectives
can be either (old, expensive). This is not a very
general classification for adjectives and seems to be
the same as qualitative in other models.
ETYMOLOGY

(1) The historically verifiable sources of the
formation of a word and the development of its
meaning; an account of these.
(2) The branch of linguistic science concerned
with etymologies (in sense 1).
EUPHEMISM

(1) A mild or vague expression substituted for
one thought to be crude or unpleasant (e.g. facilities
for “bathroom or shower-room plus lavatory,” pass
away for “die,” dehire for “dismiss.”)
(2) The avoidance of unpleasant words by
means of such expressions.
An euphemism is a substitute for a taboo word
or phrase—an expression designating so disagreeable or so humble that use of the expression is
discouraged or even forbidden. By replacing the
taboo word, a euphemism tries to make that
disagreeable or humble reality sound or look good
(Greek euphemos, “sounding good”). The Pentagon
won the 1977 Doublespeak Award of the National
Council of Teachers of English by replacing
neutron bomb with radiation enhancement weapon.
What’s to be said for euphemisms? They are
sometimes kind—passed away for died, for
instance, in a letter of condolence. And few people
can bring themselves to call a paraplegic a cripple.
On the whole, however, the purpose of euphemisms
is to conceal, not to reveal, meaning. In pretending
that something is more agreeable or exalted than it
is, they are pretentious. They succeed only so long
as they conceal this disagreeable or humble reality.
As soon as they cease to conceal it, they become
taboo and are replaced by new euphemisms. There
are no immortal euphemisms.
express a concern
family-life courses
golden age
inaccurate claim
nonreader

complain
sex education
old age
lie
illiterate

EUPHONY

A tendency to make a phonetic change for
ease of pronunciation. The usual term now is
assimilation.
EXTRACT
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a long quotation that is set off from the text
and set in type that is slightly smaller than that of
the text.—called also block quotation.
EXTRALINGUISTIC

Referring to anything in the world outside
language, but which is relevant to the utterance.
The term is applied to the situation (sometimes
called the situational context) against which
language operates. Extralinguistic features of an
utterance often include shared knowledge, without
which the language might make little sense. For
example, the meaning of pronouns often depends
on the situation: Did he take them? Are they there
yet? Isn’t that lovely? Extralinguistic features can
also include body language, tone of voice, etc.,
which are called paralinguistic features in other
analyses.
FALSE FRIEND

A word that has the same or a similar form in
two (or more) languages but different meanings in
each.
This term is used in contrastive analysis and
foreign language teaching. For example, the French
adjective sympathique (like Italian simpatico) often
means “nice,” “pleasant,” or “likeable” and is
therefore a false friend to English sympathetic. In
the same way French actuel means “present,” not
“actual.”
Sometimes also called false cognate and faux
ami.
FIGURES OF SPEECH

The traditional definition of figures of speech
is rather vague: “unusual or nonstandard or ornamental uses of language.”
Two sorts of figures are often distinguished:
schemes and tropes. In schemes, what is unusual is
the sound of the figure or its appearance on a page.
Examples are alliteration and rhyme (see
ALLITERATION). In tropes, what is unusual is the
meaning of the figure. Hereafter in this entry,
figures of speech refers to tropes.
Perhaps the best way to describe a figure of
speech (or trope) is to say that it is a way of saying
what you mean by not meaning what you say. (To
say what you mean by meaning what you say is to
speak or write literally.) (See also particular figures
of speech: ANALOGIES; HYPERBOLE; METAPHORS
AND SIMILES; METONYMY.
FIXED

Not subject to variation.
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Fixed phrase: a phrase of which few if any
variants are acceptable (also called set expression).
In some phrases no change either of an
individual word or of the word order is likely.
Fixed stress: (Phonology) the regular
occurrence of stress on the same syllable in each
word of a language; contrasted with FREE stress.
English is not a fixed-stress language, and in
this it contrasts with some languages where the
stress is fairly predictable. For example, in Polish,
polysyllabic words are usually stressed on the
penultimate syllable. However, the stress in
individual words in English is largely fixed, so that
deviant stressing can lead to misunderstanding or
incomprehension. Contrast im’portant and
‘impotent, or the ‘Aldwych (Theatre) with the Old
‘Vic.
Fixed word order: a characteristic of some
languages, whereby a change in the word order can
change the meaning of (a part of) a sentence.
English is, relatively speaking, a fixed word
order language, since Subject-Verb-Object is
normal and a change can significantly affect the
meaning. Putting the cart before the horse is quite
different from putting the horse before the cart!
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GENERIC TERM

a name common to a whole group or class (as
lake,river, avenue, bridge).
GERMANIC

(n. & adj.) (Designating) a family of related
Indo-European languages that includes Danish,
Dutch, English, German, Icelandic, Norwegian and
Swedish, or their presumed ancestor (Common
Germanic).
GRAMMAR

FIXED).

(1) The entire system of a language, including
its syntax, morphology, semantics and phonology.
(2) Popularly, the structural rules of a
language, including those relating to syntax and
possibly morphology, but excluding vocabulary
(the semantic system) and phonology.
(3) A book containing rules and examples of
grammar, particularly in sense (2)
(4) An individual’s application of the rules, as
in This novel is full of bad grammar.
Several adjectives are attached to the word
grammar.
Traditional grammar can cover many periods.
It is often used to mean the grammar of the
eighteenth, nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
which was often based on, or in the tradition of,
Latin grammar. It is contrasted with the
grammatical analysis that began in the nineteenth
century but came to fruition in the twentieth, which
depends on linguistic research into actual usage.
Pedagogical grammar (or teaching grammar)
is variously used to mean grammar or a grammar
for teachers or for learners.
Reference grammar may be restricted to
meaning “a large comprehensive work of
grammar,” but can be extended to include smaller
books intended solely for reference purposes.
Theoretical grammar is concerned with
language in general, rather than with an individual
language.

FREQUENCY

GRAMMATICAL

FORMULA

An instance of stereotyped language that
usually allows few or no changes in form and may
not conform to current grammatical usage.
Common formulae include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thank you!
How do you do?
See you!
No way!
You don’t say!
Many happy returns!
Please God...
Yours sincerely

This category overlaps with fixed phrase (see

Linguistics. The rate at which a particular
word in the language is used. How commonly or
rarely words occur is of special practical interest to
lexicographers and educationists. With modern
technology it is possible to obtain word frequencies
from vast collections of texts and to confirm or
disprove estimates of high frequency and low
frequency words. The word of highest frequency in
English, according to several different corpora, is
the.

(1) Relating to grammar, determined by
grammar.
In this sense, grammatical is a formal term,
relating to form rather than meaning, as in
grammatical category, grammatical collocation or
grammatical hierarchy. Grammatical concord
contrasts with notional concord; grammatical
gender with natural gender; grammatical subject
with logical or psychological subject; grammatical
(or grammar) words (also called form words) with
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content words; grammatical meaning with lexical
meaning, and grammatical morpheme with lexical
morpheme. Grammatical competence means an
ability to manipulate the syntactic rules and
contrasts with communicative competence.
(2) Conforming to the rules, particularly the
syntactic rules; in contrast to ungrammatical.
(a) Popularly, sentences and other utterances
are grammatical if they obey the rules of the
standard language or, more narrowly, the
PRESCRIPTIVE rules of usage books, and
ungrammatical if they do not. Hence I never said
nothing to nobody or He were right angry, though
acceptable in some dialects, might be judged
ungrammatical by some speakers of the standard
dialect. But then so might It’s me, or It is essential
that he checks in at Terminal 2, which others would
find acceptable.
(b) Grammatical is not synonymous with
meaningful; a sentence may be grammatical even
though it is nonsensical (e.g. Twas brillig, and the
slithy toves Did gyre and gimble in the wabe).
Conversely, a sentence may be meaningful but
ungrammatical (e.g. Broked he the window?). A
sentence may also be grammatical despite being
“unacceptable” because it is (say) too long to be
comprehensible. Grammatical in this sense does not
entail any of the social value judgments of (a).
HANGING PARTICIPLE

A participle that is not related grammatically
to an intended noun phrase of which it would be the
modifier; also called dangling, misrelated,
unattached or unrelated participle, or dangling
modifier.
A participle clause usually contains no subject,
but grammatically, if it is placed near the subject of
the main clause, it is “understood” to refer to this.
Failure to observe this “rule” results in a hanging
participle, or often, more accurately, a misrelated
participle. In this, the participle is grammatically
attached to the subject, though according to the
intended meaning, it has a different referent (which
may not actually be mentioned in the main clause).
For example:
Speaking to her on the phone the other day, her praise
for her colleagues was unstinting. (Daily Telegraph 9 June
1989)

The meaning may be clear enough; equally
clear is that neither the lady herself nor her praise
for her colleagues was speaking to her on the
phone.
Shrouded by leaves in summer, the coming of winter for
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a deciduous tree reveals the true shape of its woody skeleton.
(G. Durrell The Amateur Naturalist (1982), p. 105).

What is shrouded?
The same rule (that the participle refers to the
subject) can also apply when the participle clause is
introduced by a conjunction or preposition:
When buying statuary, old or new, its impact on the
garden will be strong. (Weekend Telegraph 9 June 1990)
Every afternoon, instead of dozing listlessly in their
beds, or staring vacantly out of a window, there is organized
entertainment. (Daily Telegraph 13 May 1986)
Compare MISRELATED.
HOMOGRAPH

A word that is spelt the same (Greek homos =
“same”) as another but has a different meaning.
If such a word has only the same spelling as
another word, but differs both in meaning and
pronunciation, then such a word is a partial
HOMONYM, and homograph is the more precise
term. Another term, emphasizing the different
pronunciation (rather than the identical spelling) is
heterophone.
Examples are:
• lead (cause to go): lead (metal)
• routed (defeated): routed (sent by a route)
• row (as noun, line; as verb, propel boat): row (quarrel,
noun and verb)
• slaver (slave-trader): slaver (dribbling saliva)
• slough (swamp): slough (cast off skin)
• sow (bury seed): sow (female pig)
• wound (injury): wound (past of wind)
• If in fact a pair of homographs are also pronounced
the same, the more usual term is HOMONYM.
HOMOMORPH

A word that is identical to another in (written
and spoken) form and shares the same meaning, but
belongs to different word class.
1958 R. QUIRK et al. There is no standard term for words
which also share the same morphological form (eg: red as a
noun and red as an adjective, meeting as a noun and meeting as
a verb), but it seems appropriate to adopt the term homomorph
for this purpose.

Compare HOMONYM.
HOMONYM

A word that has both the same pronunciation
and the same spelling as another, but is
etymologically unrelated to it.
Examples are:
• bill (statement of charges): bill (beak)
• fair (just): fair (sale, entertainment)
• pole (long slender rounded piece of wood or metal):
pole (each of the two points in the celestial sphere
about which the stars appear to revolve)
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• pulse (throbbing): pulse (edible seeds)
• row (noun, a line): row (verb, propel boat)
• soil (earth): soil (make dirty)

Traditionally, homonyms of this type are
treated as separate words and given distinct
dictionary entries (e.g. “pole 1” and “pole 2”)
whereas more closely related meanings are treated
as offshoots of the same word, which historically
speaking they are (so “Each of the two terminals of
an electric cell or battery etc.” comes under
“pole 2.”)
Popularly, homonyms may or may not include
pairs whose two words have the same meaning but
do not belong to the same grammatical category
(e.g. red, noun and adjective). See HOMOMORPH.
Loosely, homonym is sometimes used for a
word that has either the same sound or the same
spelling as another (but not both).
Compare ANTONYM, SYNONYM.
HOMOPHONE

A word that is pronounced the same as
another. The term is usually used of partial
HOMONYMS, which are distinguished by both
meaning and spelling. Another term, emphasizing
the difference of spelling, is heterograph.
Examples are:
•
•
•
•

feat: feet
no: know
none: nun
stare: stair

Some English pairs are homophones in some
accents but not in others, for example: saw: sore,
pore: pour, wine: whine
If in fact the two words in a pair are both
pronounced and spelt the same, the usual term is
HOMONYM.
HYPERBOLE

A figure of speech making an exaggerated
statement: I had a million telephone calls this
morning. See FIGURES OF SPEECH.
HYPERNYM

Semantics. The superordinate term in a set of
related words; contrasted with HYPONYM.
Animal is a hypernym of tiger and kangaroo.
HYPONYM

Semantics. A word with a more specific
meaning than, and therefore implying or able to be
replaced by, another (more general or superordinate
term, called the HYPERNYM).
Tiger and kangaroo are both hyponyms of
animal; knives and forks of cutlery; diamond and
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ruby of gemstone. Words that are hyponyms of the
same superordinate term are co-hyponyms.
Compare ANTONYM, SYNONYM.
IDIOM

(1) A group of (more or less) fixed words
having a meaning not deducible from
those of the individual words. e.g.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

over the moon
under the weather
by the skin of one’s teeth
up to one’s eyes in work
for crying out loud
kick the bucket
paint the town red
throw a wobbly
give in
take up
fish out of water
had better
might as well
how goes it?

An idiom is a phrase—such as by and large,
give up, or run short of—whose meaning is not the
sum of the meanings of its parts. The meaning of by
and large, for example, is not the sum of the
meaning of by plus the meaning of and plus the
meaning of large. It is as though by and large were
one word (byandlarge) meaning “generally.” Some
idioms began as figures of speech: blaze a trail, for
instance (“innovate,” “pioneer”).
(2) A phrase that is fairly fixed (not
necessarily with opaque meaning) but which shows
or appears to show some grammatical irregularity.
e.g.
• these sort of people
• come to think of it

It is not unusual to find phrases such as by car,
on foot, in prison (i.e. consisting of a preposition +
a normally countable noun, but without an article)
described as idioms, though this use of the base
form where number is irrelevant is a regular feature
of English (compare bookcase, street guide: not
*bookscase, *streets guide).
In some cases there is no very clear distinction
between idiom, COLLOCATION, and FIXED PHRASE.
ILLOGICAL COMPARISON

An illogical comparison is illogical because it
compares something belonging to one category
with something belonging to another:
The average Bennington teacher makes about $30,000,
twenty percent less than other small, prestigious liberal arts
colleges. (Teachers and colleges belong to different categories.
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Write, “...twenty percent less than teachers at other small,
prestigious arts colleges.”)

Though illogical comparisons rarely, if ever,
mislead readers, they do constitute sloppy writing.
INFINITIVE

a verb form often used with to that serves as a
noun or as a modifier and at the same time may take
objects and have adverbial modifiers. In the
sentence “We have nothing to do,” to do is an
infinitive.
INFLECTED FORM

a variant of a word that indicates a distinction
in its meaning or use. Inflection in English indicates
such things as number (goose or geese), case (as we
or us), tense (as drive or drove and driving or
driven) and comparison (as happier and happiest).
INFORMATION STRUCTURE

The way in which the words of a clause or
sentence are arranged so that a particular part of the
“message” receives greatest attention.
The term is a general one, concerned with such
contrasts as given and new, THEME and RHEME,
TOPIC and comment.
INTERJECTION

A short utterance usually lacking grammatical
connection and expressing an emotion.
INTERPOLATION

a word or words inserted into a text or a
quotation and enclosed in square brackets.
INVERSION

The reversal of the usual word order. The term
is particularly used in relation to subjects and verbs.
The unmarked word order subject + (auxiliary) +
verb, e.g.
S

(Aux)

is changed to auxiliary (or single-word
primary) + subject (+ verb); and if necessary DO is
added, e.g.

•
•
•
•

Are you
Have you
Do you
Does he

(V)
listening?
have
understand?

for direct questions.
Similar inversion occurs if a negative or nearnegative adjunct is fronted:
Never have I seen such a ghastly sight.
Only then did I realize how lucky I was.

Inversion of subject and main verb, with no
additional auxiliary, occurs in certain structures
involving fronting and the placing of a subject in
end position, e.g.
• Here comes the bride.
• Just as surprising was their refusal to help.
INVERTED SENTENCES

The normal order (or syntax) of the major
elements of an English sentence is either subject +
verb (Susan sings), subject + verb + direct object
(Susan loves Harry), or subject + verb + predicate
complement (Susan is a nurse.). (See SYNTAX.) An
inverted sentence is any deviation from this normal
order—notable, direct object + subject + verb
(Asparagus Susan detests.) The effect of an
inversion is to highlight or emphasize the displaced
element (asparagus, for instance).
JARGON

(1) The technical terminology used by the
members of a clique, gang, occupation, profession,
trade, or other special group. For example, the
language of physicians: bronchogenetic carcinoma
(“lung cancer”), hyperingestion of ethanol
(“alcoholism”), pneumoectomy (“removal of a
lung”). The language of criminals: buttlegging
(“cigarette smuggling”), pigeon (“easily duped
person”), skin trade (“prostitution” or
“pornography”).
(2) Confusing, hard-to-understand, or
pretentious language. An example: Computerwise,
the bottom line in terms of utility is software.
LANGUAGE

V

• I
am
listening
• I
havea complaint
• He
understands

Aux S
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any complaints?
any complaints?

(1) (In the most general sense.) The method of
human communication, consisting of words, either
spoken or written.
(2) The variety of this used by a particular
community or nation, e.g. the English language, the
languages of the British Isles, Indo-European
languages, Romance languages.
More specifically called a natural language in
contrast to an ARTIFICIAL LANGUAGE or a computer
language.
First language: the earliest language that an
individual learns to speak (also called mother
tongue), and of which he or she is a native speaker.
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(3) The style of an utterance or text. e.g. bad
language, graphic language, literary language,
poetic language.
(4) The variety of language used in a particular
profession or specialized context. e.g. legal,
religious, scientific language; the language of the
law, the language of advertising.

e.g. linguistic complexity, linguistic
phenomena, linguistic properties, linguistic rules,
linguistic unit; linguistic knowledge is a speaker’s
knowledge of language (e.g. of the mother tongue),
contrasted with non-linguistic knowledge (e.g.
about the properties of fire).

LEVEL

The scientific study of language.
Linguistics as an academic subject has
burgeoned in recent years, so that surveys of the
whole field are sometimes called general
linguistics, while more specialized areas have
specific labels.
Applied linguistics: the practical application of
linguistic studies to other areas, especially the
teaching of foreign languages.
When contrasted with this, general linguistics
is sometimes called theoretical linguistics.
Computational linguistics: linguistics that uses
computers in the gathering, analysis, and
manipulation of linguistic data (including speech
synthesis, machine translation and aspects of
artificial intelligence).
Structural linguistics, structuralist linguistics:
the study of language structure, particularly as
practiced by the structuralists in the 1940s and
1950s.
Taxonomic linguistics: language study
concerned particularly with classification; often
used as a prejorative synonym for structural
linguistics.

(n.) Linguistics. Each of the areas into which a
language can be analyzed, characterized by the
distinct property (e.g. sound, meaning, function,
etc.) which is the object of analysis.
A very general term for the different areas of
language analysis, some of which are also described
under such terms as hierarchy or rank. At least
three levels are generally recognized—grammar,
phonology, and semantics—but some models of
grammar recognize more. Different grammatical
models relate the levels to each other in different
ways. In Structural Linguistics, analysis proceeds
from the lowest level, phonetics and phonology, to
progressively higher levels dealing with
morphemes, words and syntax. In other analyses,
the different levels are not considered to be so
clearly separable.
LEXICOGRAPHY

The art and practice of dictionary making.
LEXICOLOGY

The study of the lexis.
LEXICON

LINGUISTICS

The complete set of vocabulary items in a
language, especially considered as part of a
theoretical description of the language.
In Generative Grammar, the lexicon is a
theoretical component consisting of lexical entries
which contain not only semantic information about
each item, but also much more complete
phonological and syntactical information than an
ordinary dictionary would.

A change in the meaning of a word resulting
from the influence of a corresponding word in a
foreign language.
Examples are arrive, which has borrowed the
sense “achieve success” from French arriver and
suspicion, which has similarly borrowed the
meaning “slight trace or suggestion (of)” from
French soupçon.

LEXIS

LOAN TRANSLATION

The stock of words in a language; the level of
language consisting of vocabulary. Contrasted with
GRAMMAR (or SYNTAX).
LINGUIST

A student of or expert in linguistics.
LINGUISTIC

(1) Relating to LINGUISTICS.
e.g. linguistic analysis, linguistic theories.
2. Relating to language.

LOAN-SHIFT

An expression adopted by one language from
another in a more or less literally translated form; a
CALQUE.
One of the earliest is gospel, OE godspell,
from god “good” + spell “news,” translating Greek
euaggelion. The expression lose face is a loan
translation of Chinese tiu lien.
LOANWORD

A word adopted or borrowed, usually with
little modification, from another language.
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Loanword is itself a loan translation of
German Lehnwort.
See BORROWING.
MARKED

Of a linguistic feature: distinguished in some
way from the unmarked, more basic or central form
to which it is related.
MEANING

What is meant by a word, phrase, clause, or
longer text.
Many different types of meaning are
distinguished, and different classifications are
made:
Objective, factual, verifiable meaning is
considered as DENOTATION or as cognitive,
descriptive, ideational, propositional, or referential
meaning.
Subjective, emotional, personal meaning is
labeled CONNOTATION or affective, ATTITUDINAL,
emotive, or expressive meaning.
Meaning as particularly involving social
interaction is variously labeled interpersonal,
situational, or social meaning.
Meaning as derived from the context of the
surrounding text is sometimes called textual
meaning.
The meaning of words as given in the
dictionary is called lexical meaning (sometimes
also dictionary meaning or central meaning).
The meaning inherent in the grammar (for
example, the meaning of tenses, the relationship of
subject and object, and the difference between
declarative and interrogative) is called grammatical
meaning or structural meaning.
METAPHORS AND SIMILES
A metaphor is a FIGURE OF SPEECH

in which
one thing—person, place, object, action, event,
idea—is, directly or indirectly, said to be another to
suggest a resemblance between the two:
• Ronald is a sponge.
• The New World Order is a chameleon.

A simile is a metaphor containing as, as
though, or like:
• Ronald is like a sponge.
• The New World Order is like a chameleon.
METONYMY

Metonymy is a figure of speech (see FIGURES
OF SPEECH) referring to one thing by naming
another, closely associated thing: The White House
[ = someone at the White House] said...; The nation
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[ = people in the nation] is grateful; The state [ =
the state legislature] raised taxes; Here comes the
law [ = a police officer].
Often metonymy is implicit in a phrase:
ailing health [ = a person], cold temperatures
[ = weather], expensive prices [ = goods or
services]. A famous example appears in Hamlet:
incestuous sheets. It is not, of course, the sheets that
are incestuous; it is the activity going on between
them.
Metonymy is often just as clear as its literal
alternative and much more effective. In many
instances who knows or cares who at the White
House was the spokesperson? And does not
incestuous sheets conjure up a visual image that
incestuous activity or even incest does not?
MISRELATED

Not attached grammatically to the word or
phrase intended by the meaning; either joined to the
wrong word or phrase, or completely unattached.
Although terms such as misrelated, dangling,
hanging, unattached, etc. are most commonly
applied to participles, verbless phrases can also be
misrelated:
A rock-climber of some note, there is a story,
never denied, of how he tackled the treacherous
Aonach Eagach ridge in Glencoe by moonlight,
dressed in a dinner jacket.
Here the first noun phrase semantically refers
back to someone mentioned in the previous
sentence and forward to the he of this one, but
grammatically it is entirely unconnected to anything
in the sentence.
Now nine years old, one day out walking,...
the question of her parentage arose.
Here the adjective phrase refers back to
someone previously mentioned, the person whose
parentage is mentioned in this sentence. But
grammatically the phrase is misrelated to the
question. The sentence also contains an unattached
participle (walking).
Compare HANGING PARTICIPLE.
MORPHOLOGY

The study of word formation.
Traditionally morphology (concerned with the
internal rules of words) contrasts with SYNTAX
(concerned with the rules governing the way words
are put together in sentences). Morphology itself
covers two main types of word formation:
inflection, concerned with changes to an individual
lexeme (which remains “the same word”) for
grammatical reasons (e.g. showing number or tense)
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and derivation, which is concerned with the
formation of one word from another (e.g. by the
addition of an affix).
NEOLOGISM

(The coining or use of) a new word or
expression. Neologisms have various sources. They
may be the result of
ABBREVIATION

(e.g. HIV) back-formation (e.g. ovate

from ovation)
(e.g. camcorder from camera + recorder)
(e.g. karaoke from Japanese)
CLIPPING (e.g. cred from credibility)
COMPOUNDING (e.g. power dressing)
CONVERSION (e.g. to doorstep, verb from noun)
DERIVATION (e.g. fattism from fat + -ism)
BLENDING

BORROWING

The term is also sometimes extended to
include old words given new meanings e.g. wicked
“marvelous”).
Every language constantly changes, and the
creation of neologisms is one of the chief agents of
change. Writers and speakers create neologisms
either because they are dissatisfied with an existing
word or because they need to name a new thing or
idea. Unfortunately, a neologism created because of
dissatisfaction with an existing word is likely to be
a euphemism (e. g., replacement of disabled with
differently abled or of prostitute with sex worker),
and euphemisms are best avoided. (See
EUPHEMISMS.) But to discuss inventions or
innovations requires, of course, that they be named.
A new device for eliminating computer viruses, for
instance, requires creation of a neologism—
compviruscide, say.
NORMATIVE

Prescriptive.
Normative grammars or normative rules
prescribe what is correct, rather than describing
language as it is used. The term has largely been
replaced by PRESCRIPTIVE as a pejorative applied to
outdated or misconceived rules.
NOUNS VS. VERBS

Wherever you can, prefer verbs to nouns.
Doing so will make your writing much clearer.
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cuckoo, cock-a-doodle-do, neigh, miaow.
ORTOGRAPHY

(The study or science of) how words are spelt.
PARAGRAPH AND PARAGRAPHING

A paragraph is a distinct section of a piece of
writing, beginning on a new, and often indented,
line. One function of any paragraph is visual or
aesthetic: to make a page more attractive by
breaking it up. But readers expect paragraphs to do
more than that: they expect a paragraph to have a
cognitive function as well, to signal some sort of
turn or change in the discourse. If a paper is more
than just a few paragraphs long, it generally
contains four different sorts of paragraphs: an
introductory paragraph, several development
paragraphs, one or two transitional paragraphs, and
a concluding paragraph. An introductory paragraph,
usually short, does something to interest readers in
the paper and gives them some idea of what it is
about. Developmental paragraphs are the heart of
the paper: they develop the information or
arguments that are the reason for the paper to be
written. Transitional paragraphs, always short, carry
readers from a group of developmental paragraphs
treating one aspect of the subject to a group treating
different aspect (“Turning, now, from the evidence
for x to the evidence against it...”). A concluding
paragraph is usually a brief summary of the
developmental paragraphs.
PARAPHRASE

(n.) A piece of text (especially a sentence) that
expresses the “same” meaning as another piece of
text in a different way.
(v.) Make or constitute a paraphrase of (a
piece of text).
PARONYM

A word derived from the same base as another,
and used in a related meaning; a word formed from
a foreign word with only a slight change of form
(especially one used as a translation equivalent of
the foreign word).
PARTICIPLE

For maximization of contamination reduction,
the installation of a water-filtration device is a priority.
BUT THIS: To reduce contamination best, filter the water.

an inflected form of a verb (as woven or
steaming) having the characteristic of both verb and
adjective.

ONOMATOPOEIA

PARTICLE

The formation of a word with sounds imitative
of the thing which they refer to; the use of such a
word. e.g.

(1) a unit of speech expressing some general
aspect of meaning or some connective or limiting
relation and including the articles, most

NOT THIS:
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prepositions and conjunctions, and some
interjections and adverbs.
(2) an element (as a prefix or suffix) that
resembles a word but that is used only in
composition (as un- in unfair and -ward in
backward).

The science or study of speech sounds.
Three areas of study are common — acoustic,
articulatory, and auditory phonetics.
phonetician: a specialist working in (one of)
these fields.

PASSIVE

PHRASE

(adj.) Designating the VOICE of the verb
whereby the grammatical subject “suffers,”
“experiences,” or “receives” the action of the verb;
also, (of a verb) in the passive voice; (of a
construction) involving a passive verb. Contrasted
with ACTIVE.
(n.) The passive voice; a passive verb. In
formal terms, a passive tense is formed with
(minimally) a form of the verb be and a past
participle, as in
• Dinner is served
• Trespassers will be prosecuted
• Mistakes cannot afterwards be rectified

Contrast (with the active voice)
• Someone is/We are serving dinner
• We will prosecute trespassers
• We cannot rectify mistakes afterwards
PHILOLOGY

The science of language. This is a traditional
term, used particularly for the study of historical
linguistic change and comparison between
languages. Terms favoured today include
comparative and contrastive linguistics. In the
wider sense it has been superseded by LINGUISTICS.
PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE, LINGUISTICS, AND
RHETORIC

The philosophy of language makes the most
fundamental distinctions about language.
Linguistics formulates (but does not create) the
grammatical rules of languages: the rules of syntax,
or word order; the rules of morphology, or word
formation; the rules of phonology, or the sound
system; the rules of semantics or word and sentence
meaning; the rules of orthography, or spelling and
pronunciation; and the rules of pragmatics, or the
uses of a language. Rhetoric is the study of the
effective (and the ineffective) use of language.
PHONEME

one of the set of the smallest units of speech
that serve to distinguish one utterance from another.
They are often set off by virgules. For example, the
p of pat and the f of fat are two different phonemes
in English.

PHONETICS

a group of two or more grammatically related
words that form a sense unit.
PLEONASM

The use of more words than are needed to give
the sense.
e.g.
see with one’s eyes, at this moment in time.
POLYSEME

Semantics. A word having several or multiple
meanings.
Many English words have multiple meanings,
which are all uses of the same word that have
grown apart over time (e.g. draw “cause to move in
a certain direction,” “produce a picture,” “finish a
game with an equal score”; flat “apartment,” “note
lowered by a semitone,” “piece of stage scenery”;
plain “unmistakable,” “unsophisticated,” “not
good-looking”). Theoretically, a polyseme, with
meanings which are all ultimately related, is
distinguished from a set of homonyms, which are
different words (with different meanings) which
have all come to have the same form (e.g. pile (i)
“heap,” (ii) “beam driven into ground,” (iii) “soft
surface of fabric”). In practice it is very difficult for
a person who is not a historical linguist to tell
whether a word with several meanings is a case of
polysemy or homonymy or a mixture of both; and
in some cases evidence is lacking by which even
the scholar could decide.
polysemantic, polysemic, polysemous:
having several or multiple meanings.
POLYSEMY (also POLYSEMIA.)

The fact of having several meanings; the
possession of multiple meaning.
1972 M. L. SAMUELS The effect of polysemy is in
principle the same as that of homonymy — the representation
of two or more meanings by a single form.
PREFIX

an affix occurring at the beginning of a word.
PREPOSITION

a word that combines with a noun or pronoun
to form a phrase.
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PRETENTIOUS WORDS

Pretentious words try to give ordinary matters
an air of grandeur. They may impress your readers,
but probably in the wrong way: unfavorably.
Worse, pretentious words may conceal your
meaning in a verbal fog.
PROOFREADING

Either
(1) comparing your final draft of an article or
essay with a print (or proof) from, say, a typewriter,
computer printer, or printing service or company, or
(2) carefully reading and correcting the final
draft itself for what it says as a whole and for such
things as spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
PSYCHOLINGUISTICS

The study of the psychological aspects of
language and language learning.
psycholinguist, psycholinguistic.
READABILITY

The quality of being easy to read. The
readability of a given text is, of course, relative,
varying with the age, the intelligence, and the
education of the reader and with his or her
knowledge of the subject. In general, a highly
readable text has familiar words and uncomplicated
syntax (see SYNTAX).
REDUNDANCY

Use of more means than necessary to achieve
an end; in language, of more sounds or marks on
paper than necessary to represent a given meaning.
James is stingy in nature, for example, is redundant
because, without in nature, the sentence has the
same meaning. (See CONCISION.)
RHEME

Linguistics. The second part of clause
structure, in which information is given about the
THEME.
The linguistic use of theme and rheme comes
from the Prague School of linguists. Rheme,
however, was previously used in Logic.
1959 J. FIRBAS Those sentence elements which convey
something that is known, or may be inferred, from the verbal or
from the situational context .. are to be regarded as the
communicative basis, as the theme of the sentence. On the
other hand, those sentence elements which convey the new
piece of information are to be regarded as the communicative
nucleus, as the rheme of the sentence.
1975 M. A. K. HALLIDAY As a message structure .. a
clause consists of a Theme accompanied by a Rheme; and the
structure is expressed by the order — whatever is chosen as the
Theme is put first.

It should be noted that in the first definition of
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theme (“something that is known or may be
inferred”) the theme can communicatively be rather
unimportant, corresponding to what is “given” (in a
given and new analysis). The second definition is
somewhat different: the theme is important, and is
put first to attract the reader or listener’s attention,
although even here the rheme is more important.
This is more like the TOPIC and COMMENT analysis,
with the topic being what the sentence is about.
Some grammarians use the term focus rather
than rheme, and so contrast theme and focus.
Theme and rheme (and some of these other terms)
may coincide with the traditional syntactical binary
division into subject and predicate, but they are
concerned with information structure rather than
syntax.
rhematic: of or pertaining to a rheme.
RHETORIC

(1) Rhetoric is either the art or the study of the
art of speaking or writing well. Most of the advice
in this book is rhetorical.
(2) The word rhetoric, however, is often used
to mean “pompous or bombastic language”: mere
rhetoric.
RHYTHM

Phonetics. The characteristic movement or
“timing” of connected speech. The fundamental
speech rhythms of languages are usually classified
as either STRESS-TIMED or SYLLABLE-TIMED.
SEMANTIC

Relating to meaning.
SEMANTIC FEATURE

One of a set of meanings into which a word
can be analyzed.
SEMANTICS

(The study or analysis of) the relationships
between linguistic forms and meaning.
1912 E. WEEKLEY The convenient name semantics has
been applied of late to the science of meanings, as
distinguished from phonetics, the science of sound.
SEMANTIC SHIFT

A change in the meaning of a word taking
place over time. (Also called semantic change.)
There is a general tendency for words to
develop new meanings and to relinquish other
meanings over time. Much of this change occurs
not in isolation but in relation to other words whose
meanings are changing in other ways. Meat once
meant “food in general” while flesh had a wider
coverage than at present, taking in both living flesh
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and dead flesh as food. Individually considered,
each word has contracted its field of reference, but
taking them together it becomes clear that a certain
reclassification has taken place.
SENSE

Semantics. Meaning.
The word sense is used in a wide variety of
ways, just as meaning and reference are. In
semantic theory it is used to describe verbal
(lexical) meaning, derived partly from the meaning
of other words (sense relations), in contrast to the
relationship of a word to the outside world, which is
REFERENCE.
SENTENCE

The largest unit of language structure treated
in traditional grammar; usually having a subject and
predicate, and (when written) beginning with a
capital letter and ending with a full stop.
(a) Traditional definitions of the sentence are
often in notional terms, e.g. “a set of words
expressing a complete thought,” but this is too
vague to be useful. However, attempts at rigorous
structural definitions (as above) are not entirely
satisfactory either.
(b) Not all sentences have a subject and
predicate (e.g. imperatives usually lack an
expressed subject). At the same time more than one
“grammatically complete sentence” can be run
together in writing with only one full stop, so that
grammatical and orthographic sentences may not
correspond (e.g. I came, I saw, I conquered). As for
spoken language, it is often impossible to say where
one sentence ends and another begins.
(c)Another problem affects the definition of a
sentence as “the largest unit of language structure,”
since pro-forms, connectors, and other cohesive
devices straddle sentence boundaries, even if this is
largely ignored in traditional grammar. We also
have to recognize the theoretical possibility of a
sentence of infinite length containing an infinite
number of clauses. For this reason modern
grammarians often prefer to analyze syntactic
structure in terms of the clause, even though
reference and substitution often operate over
stretches of discourse larger than the sentence.
(d) Sentences are categorized in modern
grammar, as in traditional grammar, into simple,
compound, and complex sentences on the basis of
the number and type of clauses they contain.
SITUATION

The extralinguistic context of language. See
also CONTEXT of situation.
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SITUATIONAL

Relating to or determined by the situation.
situational context: see EXTRALINGUISTIC.
SLANG

Informal language often highly figurative or
consisting of neologisms (see NEOLOGISMS), rarely
written and, when written, not SAWE; for example,
sauce to mean “liquor;” often restricted to special
contexts or peculiar to a specified profession, class,
etc. (e.g. racing slang, schoolboy slang).
SPECIFICITY

A word or phrase is specific or general only in
comparison with another. Stroll, for example, is
more specific than walk, walk more than move.
Meadowlark is more specific than lark, lark more
than bird, and bird more than animal. All
meadowlarks are larks, but not all larks are
meadowlarks. And so with larks and birds and with
birds and animals. “Be specific” is often a good
advice.
STRUCTURE

The mutual relation of the constituent parts or
elements of a language as they determine its
character; organization, framework.
The term is used in a very general way
(though often more formally than construction).
The analysis of clause structure (or sentence
structure) is essential to any grammar.
It is equally possible to talk of morphological
structure (in word formation); phonological
structure (the system of phonemes and their
interrelationships etc.); syllable structure (what
combinations of consonants and vowels are
possible); semantic structure (lexical fields etc.),
and information structure (the arrangement of
“given” and “new” information, etc.).
STYLE

A style is a way of doing something: walking,
dressing, furnishing a room, making pizza, playing
soccer, painting landscapes. A style of writing,
then, is a way of writing. Style in writing can focus
on two quite different concerns. One concern
includes such things as punctuation, italics,
capitalization, and the form of a piece of writing (in
a letter, for example, the inside address, salutation,
and complimentary close). This concern is the
subject of such guides as the Chicago Manual of
Style. The other concern includes uses of words and
sentence patterns. In this second sense, a style is
often named for the writer who created it or uses it:
the style of John Stuart Mill, of Jane Austen, of
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Henry James, of Elizabeth Bowen, of James
Baldwin, of Gore Vidal, of Joan Didion. Or a style
can be named for the sort of person who uses it: the
bureaucratic style, the official style, the Internal
Revenue style, the philosophical style. Or by the
purposes to which it is put: the formal (or high)
style (for sermons, charters, dedications,
manifestos, inaugurations); the informal (or low)
style (for recipes, letters to friends). Or by
characteristics of the choice of words or sentence
structure: the simple (or plain) style, a poetic style.
One of the two chief ways to describe a style is by
its preference for words of a certain kind: familiar
(woman, chair, house) or unfamiliar
(concatenation, quantitation); monosyllabic (soon,
try) or polysyllabic (kaleidoscope, reunification);
Native American (tepee, from Dakota), AngloSaxon or Scandinavian (bag), Greek (sponge),
Latin (opus) and so on.
The other chief way of describing a style is by
its preference for certain sentence patterns or
structures. At one extreme is the simple style of
such writers as Ernest Hemingway: short sentences;
few inversions; few dependent clauses, very few of
them embedded within other dependent clauses;
few parenthetical clauses—
“There was nothing to be gained by leaving them alone”
(For Whom the Bell Tolls).

At the other extreme is the complicated style
of Henry James —
If the skin on Moddle’s face had to Maisie the air of
being unduly, almost painfully, stretched, it never presented
that appearance so much as when she uttered, as she often had
the occasion to utter, such words. (What Maisie Knew)
SUBJECT

1. That part of the sentence that usually comes
first and of which the rest of the sentence is
predicated.
The division of a sentence (or clause) into two
parts, subject and PREDICATE, is a long established
one, derived originally from Logic and Philosophy
(Latin subjectum translatinig Aristotle’s to
hupokeimenon, which primarily means “the
material of which things are made,” hence “the
subject of an attribute or of a predicate”).
2. (In modern analysis.) One of the five
possible major formal constituents of clause
structure, abbreviated S, (the predicate being
analyzed in detail into Verb, Object, Complement,
and Adverbial); normally, in a declarative sentence,
preceding and “governing” the verb (which must
agree with it in number and person).
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A subject is normally essential in English
sentence structure — so much so that a dummy
subject must sometimes be introduced (e.g. It is
raining). Subjects are, however, usually missing
from imperative sentences (e.g. Listen!) and may be
ellipted in an informal context (e.g. See you soon).
Although the grammatical subject is typically
a noun phrase, it can also be realized by a clause or
even a prepositional phrase, e.g.
• That you could do such a thing really shocks me
• After nine o’clock would be more convenient

In traditional grammar the subject (in senses 1
and 2) was often defined as the “doer” of the verbal
action, but this definition often fails to reflect the
real meaning, e.g.
• It is raining (dummy subject)
• The match has been cancelled (a subject which does
nothing!)

Hence the more syntactic way of defining the
term is now general.
3. An element which is not grammatically the
subject but may be regarded as the “real” subject
from some other point of view.
To overcome the ambiguity of the word
subject, traditional grammar sometimes qualified
the word. Thus in addition to a grammatical subject
there might be a logical subject, particularly with a
passive verb. Thus in
The building was designed by my favorite architect

the grammatical subject is The building, but
the logical subject (the “doer,” or in present-day
terminology the AGENT) is my favorite architect.
SUBORDINATING CONJUNCTION

a conjunction which begins an adverb clause is
called a subordinating conjunction. It joins the
clause to the rest of the sentence (after, before,
unless, although, if, until, as, as if, as long as, as
though, when, whenever, where, wherever, while,
though, because, when, so that, since, in order
that).
SUFFIX

an affix occurring at the end of a word.
SUPERLATIVES

A superlative is an evaluative word (see
intended to
express high approval: colossal, fabulous, fantastic,
great, incredible, terrific. But many superlatives are
used so much that they have lost their force.
Perhaps the best way to express high approval is to

DESCRIPTIVE AND EVALUATIVE WORDS)
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prefer a modest evaluative word like good or
admirable accompanied by descriptive words
accounting for your approval.
NOT THIS:

Cresswell is a terrific person.
Cresswell is an admirable person, generous
and considerate.
BUT THIS:

SYNONYM

A word or phrase that means the same or
almost the same as another in the same language.
synonymous: in a relationship of synonymy
with another word. synonymy: the fact of having
(almost) the same meaning.
Strictly speaking there are few, if any, “true”
synonyms, that is, words that are completely and
always interchangeable. But pairs of words such as
close and shut are sufficiently alike to rank as
synonyms, even though one cannot be substituted
for the other in, for example, I’m going to close my
bank account, The meeting closed with a vote of
thanks, or The water supply was shut off. In
discussion of the semantics of a linguistic unit
longer than the word, synonymy tends to refer to the
identity of denotational or referential meaning, even
though the emphasis or affective meaning may be
different.
Compare ANTONYM.
SYNTACTIC VARIATION

(1) Given a certain message or meaning, and
given also a certain set of words to express it, the
grammatical rules permit a considerable variety of
synonymous sentences:
• To Harriet, the consequences of their action were, it
seemed, predictable.
• It seemed to Harriet the consequences of their action
were predictable.
• The consequences of their action were, it seemed to
Harriet, predictable.
• The consequences of their action, it seemed to Harriet,
were predictable.
• The consequences of their action were predictable it
seemed to Harriet.

(2) That these five sentences are synonymous
guarantees nothing else about them. One sentence
may be easier to read than another, say, or more
effective in some other way.
(3) Though the grammatical rules permit a
considerable variety of synonymous sentences
using a certain set of words, they forbid many
sentences—for example:
Harriet to, consequences the their of action seemed were
it predictable.
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SYNTAX

The arrangement of words in sentences, and
the codified rules explaining this system.
Traditionally syntax (the structure of
sentences) is one of the two main branches of
language study, alongside MORPHOLOGY (the
structure of words). The extension of linguistic
studies to cover phonetics, phonology, semantics,
discourse, etc., and the recognition of the
complexity of the relationship between syntax and
morphology, might make this twofold division
appear oversimple. Nevertheless, syntax is still
basic to language study.
The syntax of a sentence is the order of its
words. For example, subject + verb + direct object
(Stanley despises spinach); direct object + subject +
verb (Spinach Stanley despises). As a linguistic
discipline, syntax is the study of word order.
SYNTHETIC

Designating a language in which a word
usually contains more than one morpheme.
Contrasted with ANALYTIC.
TAUTOLOGY

The saying of the same thing over again in
different words (particularly as a fault in style).
Language necessarily contains some
REDUNDANCY, and many speakers and writers
repeat themselves for emphasis. Tautology, by
contrast, is usually an unnecessary, and probably
unconscious, repetition, as in an unmarried young
bachelor, one after the other in succession, or They
shut and closed the door.
TEXT

A piece of written or spoken language. Text is
intended to be a neutral term for any stretch of
language, including transcribed spoken language,
viewed not so much as a grammatical unit but as in
some way a semantic or pragmatic unit.
Compare UTTERANCE.
THEME

That part of clause structure which establishes
the subject-matter or viewpoint of the clause, about
which more important information (the RHEME) will
be stated.
thematization. thematize: convert (an
element) into the theme of the clause or sentence.
The THEME and RHEME analysis is a way of
looking at information structure, not at functional
grammatical elements. The theme always comes at
the beginning of a clause or sentence. Various
grammatical devices are available in English to
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thematize different elements if the grammatical
subject is not theme. One is the use of the passive to
thematize an object:
• Trespassers will be prosecuted
• Mistakes cannot afterwards be rectified

Compare also:
1985 R. QUIRK et al. -ing clauses with thematization:
He’s worth listening to. where the object of a preposition (It’s
not worth listening to him) has been turned into the theme.

Thematizing is also called fronting or
TOPICALIZATION. See TOPIC.
TONE

Anything about a written or spoken
utterance—words, word order, capitalization, voice
quality—that reveals, but does not actually
describe, the writer or speaker’s beliefs or feelings
either about readers or listeners, about his or her
subject, or about himself or herself. The tone of
most utterances is, of course, relatively neutral: the
utterances reveal little or nothing about anything
they don’t actually describe. But the tone of some
utterances is unmistakably friendly (Like our other
friends and patrons, you...), or obsequious (I
hesitate to offer my opinion to an expert, but...), or
condescending (As every schoolchild knows, you
ought to...), or contemptuous (“No compromises,”
Mr. Herkimer piously intoned), or ironic (On the
sumptuous buffet were shards of cheese, an elderly
smoked sturgeon, a despondent chicken salad, and
a decanter of anonymous fluid). Often the tone of
your utterances is at least as important as their
content.
TOPIC

The part of a sentence about which something
is said. Contrasted with COMMENT. The topic and
comment distinction, like THEME and RHEME or
GIVEN and NEW, is a way of analyzing the
information structure of a sentence.
1958. C.F. HOCKETT The speaker announces a topic and
then says something about it ...In English and the familiar
languages of Europe, topics are usually also subjects and
comments are predicates.

However, although the topic frequently
coincides with the subject and the comment with
the predicate, as in
The land / lies in the Green Belt

the topic can be some other grammatical
element, e.g.
• At Layhams Farm, it is now proposed to construct a
double artificial ski slope (place adverbial as topic)
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• Recreational it may be, but no development could be
more inappropriate (adjective complement as topic)
• More building we do not want (object as topic)

The topic and comment distinction is very
similar to the theme and rheme distinction, so that
putting the topic (or theme) at the front is variously
described as TOPICALIZATION, THEMATIZATION,
and FRONTING.
TOPICALIZATION

The making of an element into the topic of a
sentence.
topicalize.
TRANSITIONS

Transitions are like signposts. They are words,
phrases, or sentences that point back to where
readers have been and point forward to where they
are going. Coming at or near the start of a new
sentence or paragraph, a transition tells readers how
what lies ahead will relate to what has gone before.
Here are some relationships that transitions can
express.
Addition: and, also, or; besides, furthermore,
likewise, moreover, similarly; for another thing, in
addition, what’s more
Cause or logical connection: because, for,
since; consequently, hence, so, therefore; as a
result, for this reason, in conclusion, it follows that
Chronology: first, second, finally; before,
earlier, hitherto, previously; after, afterwards,
later, next, soon, then, thereupon; meanwhile,
simultaneously, while; at once, at the same time, on
another occasion
Contrast: but, despite, however, instead,
nevertheless, nonetheless, rather, though, yet; at the
same time, by contrast, in fact, on the contrary, on
the other hand
Exemplification: as, like, say; for example,
for instance, such as
Explanation: paraphrase, restatement, or
summary: namely, in a word, in other words, in
short, in sum; put differently, that is, that is to say,
to make the same point in another way; to
summarize
UTTERANCE

An uninterrupted sequence of spoken
language.
Utterance is intended to be a more neutral
term than the grammatically defined terms clause
and sentence. Utterance is sometimes contrasted
with TEXT, and sometimes included in it.
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VAGUENESS

Indeterminacy of meaning.
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WORD

of, relating to, or being a word or word group
that denotes the person or entity being addressed, as
in “Waiter, we’re ready to order.”

A meaningful unit of speech which is
normally uninterruptable, and which when written
or printed has spaces on either side (the
orthographic word).
Native speakers intuitively recognize the word
as a distinct meaningful grammatical unit of
language. It is words whose meanings and very
existence are catalogued in dictionaries, and which
combine to form larger units such as phrases,
clauses, and sentences.

VOICE

WORD ORDER

VERB

a word that is characteristically the
grammatical center of a predicate and expresses an
act, occurrence or mode of being.
VOCATIVE

(n.)
1. A grammatical category which in English
provides two different ways (ACTIVE and PASSIVE)
of viewing the action of the verb.
Voice is applicable to verbs, verb phrases, and
entire clauses or sentences. The names active and
passive are linked to meaning in that the subject of
an active verb is often the actor, or “doer” of the
verbal action, as in
The early bird caught the worm

while the subject of the passive counterpart is
often shown as being “passively” acted upon, as in
The worm was caught by the early bird

Some languages (e.g. Greek) also have a
middle voice, which includes verbs of REFLEXIVE
MEANING.

The order in which words come in clauses and
sentences.
In inflected languages such as Latin, word
order may be comparatively free because a word’s
function is often indicated by its ending. English,
having few inflections, has a much more fixed word
order. The basic unmarked word order is SVO
(Subject Verb Object). See ELEMENT.
ZERO

An abstraction, often symbolized by 0,
representing the absence of any realization, where
there could theoretically be, or in comparable
grammatical contexts there is, a morphological or
syntactical realization.
The concept of zero is used as a way of
making rules more comprehensive and consistent
than they would otherwise be.

GLOSSARY OF PREPRESS
AND PRINTING TERMS
ARABIC NUMERAL
One of the number symbols 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9. Compare ROMAN NUMERAL.

BODY

The vertical space that is occupied by a line of
type in a given font. The body of a given font is
measured from the top of the tallest ascender to the
bottom of the deepest descender; however, a line of
type can be set on a body that is larger than that
actually occupied by the font in order to give the
effect of leading between successive lines of type.

ARTWORK

Material (as a drawing or photograph)
prepared for reproduction in printed matter.
ASCENDER HEIGHT

The height of the highest ascender in a typeface.

BODY COPY

The text of a page as opposed to the headings.

ASCENDER

(1) The part of a lowercase letter (as d, f and
k) that rises above the x height of the letter. (2) A
lowercase character that has an ascender. Compare
DESCENDER.

BOLDFACE

(1) A heavy-faced type. (2) Printing in
boldface. Compare LIGHTFACE.
CAMERA-READY

Ready to be photographed for platemaking.

BACK MATTER

Matter (as a bibliography or index) that
follows the main text of a book.

CAP

A capital letter.

BAD BREAK

CAP HEIGHT

(1) The dividing of a word at the end of a line
at an incorrect place within the word. (2) The
dividing of text between pages in a way that leaves
a widow at the top of one page or not enough copy
at the bottom of another.

The height of a capital letter in a typeface.
CAPITALS AND SMALL CAPITALS

Two sizes of capital letters used together. The
larger capital letters are the capital letters ordinarily
used with the font; the smaller capital letters replace
ordinarily lowercase letters and are usually the
height of or slightly taller than the x height of the
font.

BASE LINE

An imaginary line on which the body of a
typeset letter rests.
BINARY NUMBER

CAPTION

A number in a system of numbers having 2 as
its base and consisting of the digits 0 and 1.

(1) The heading especially of an article or
document. (2) The identification or explanatory
comment accompanying a pictorial illustration.

BLANKET

A rubber sheet in an offset press that receives
the inked impression from the printing plate and
transfers it to the surface being printed.

CARET

A wedge-shaped mark made on written or
printed matter to indicate the place where
something is to be inserted.

BLANKET CYLINDER

The cylinder of an offset press that carries the
rubber blanket.

CASE

A book cover that is made complete before it
is affixed to a book.

BOARD

The stiff foundation piece for the side of a
book cover.
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CASE BINDING

Binding in which sewn signatures with end
sheets glued on are fastened to a cover with gauze
and glue.
CASTOFF

(1) The process of calculating the number of
characters in a given manuscript in order to
determine the number of pages it will require when
printed. (2) The result of making a castoff.
CATALYST

A substance (as an enzyme) that initiates a
chemical reaction and enables it to proceed under
different conditions than otherwise possible.
CHARACTER

A letter, symbol, numeral or mark of
punctuation. For some purposes, the spaces
between words are also considered characters.
CODE

A combination of letters, numbers and
symbols used as instructions for a typesetting
system.
COM
A digital bulletin board created by the NE
BBT connecting devotees all over the world. One
can either write personal letters or write to
conferences where all the members of that
conference can read the incoming texts. For
membership in COM, one has to contact the
SYSOP, and for membership in a private
conference, the organizer of that conference.
COMPOSE

To produce by composition.
COMPOSITION

The production of type or typographic
characters arranged for printing.
COMPOSITOR

A persons who sets type.
COMPUTER LANGUAGE

A system of signs and symbols for
programming and interacting with a computer.
CONDENSED

(of a typeface) Having letters that are narrower
than those of a typeface not so characterized.
CONFIGURATION FILE

A file that defines (1) which character on the
font corresponds to which key on the screen and (2)
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which character on the screen corresponds to which
key on the keyboard.
CONTINUOUS TONE

(of a piece of artwork) Having gradations of
tone from dark to light.
COPY

Matter that is to be set or photographed for
printing.
COPYRIGHT PAGE

A page of a book bearing the copyright notice,
including the proprietor's name and the date of
copyright.
COUNTER

An area within a letter that is wholly or partly
enclosed by strokes.
CREDIT LINE

A line, note or name that acknowledges the
source of an item (as an illustration).
CROMALIN

A very common color proofing. A specially
prepared photograph which utilizes the separations
(see definition) which are to be printed and allows
one to see pretty exactly what his separation will
look like when printed. It is very useful in the
design of covers.
CROPPING

The cutting away of unwanted background
detail in a photograph to give new focus to the
picture.
CROSS-REFERENCE

A notation or direction at one place (as in a
book, glossary or filing system) to pertinent
information at another place.
CYAN

A greenish blue color, used in photography
and color printing as one of the primary colors.
DARK ROOM

A room with the facility to shut off all light for
photographic purposes. To work in the dark room,
either red or blue light is used.
DASH

Use a dash: (1) to set off, more emphatically
that commas would, a nonrestrictive modifier
(appositive, phrase, relative clause) from the rest of
the sentence: The criminals ⎯ who were well
known to the police ⎯ were not apprehended for
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months.(2) To set off a phrase or a clause that
breaks the continuity of a sentence: The cabinet ⎯
the prime minister gave it no leadership ⎯ was in
disarray. (3) To introduce a summary following a
series of words or phrases: The president, the
secretary, and the treasurer ⎯ these constitute the
executive committee. In our BBT fonts, the shorter
dash has the position <196>, and the longer dash,
<197>.
DATA SHEET

The first page of a PP printout which includes
all kinds of information about the printed file and a
check list for the proofreader. Data sheets must be
signed by the proofreader and by the production
manager.
ED
A BBT-made word processing program meant
to handle most of the NE BBT’s languages.
FLOWCHART

A diagram that shows step-by-step progression
through a procedure or system.
FLUSH LEFT

(of a column or page of type) aligned
vertically along the left margin.
FLUSH RIGHT

(of a column or page of type) Aligned
vertically along the right margin.
FOLIO

A page number.
FONT

An assortment or set of type all of one style.
FOOT MARGIN

The bottom margin of a page.
FOOTNOTE

A note of reference, explanation or comment
usually placed below the text on a printed page.
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A white space formed by the adjoining inside
margins of two facing pages.
HALFTONE

An image that represents continuous-tone
artwork (as a photograph) through the use of a
pattern of dots of varying size.
HANGING INDENT

An indent which appears starting from the
second line of a paragraph to the end of the
paragraph, whereas the first line of that paragraph
does not have an indent; often used in glossaries.
HEADING

A word or series of words often in larger
letters placed at the beginning of a passage or at the
top of a page or column in order to introduce or
categorize. Called also head.
HEADLINE

(1) A head of a newspaper story or article
usually printed in large type and giving the gist of
the story or article. (2) Words set at the head of a
passage or page to introduce or categorize.
HEAD MARGIN

The top margin of a page.
HYPHENATE

(1) To connect (as two words) with a hyphen.
(2) To divide (as a word at the end of a line of
print) with a hyphen.
IMPOSE

To arrange (as pages) in the proper order or
orientation for printing.
IMPOSITION

The order or arrangement of imposed pages.
INDEX

List of items (as topics or names) treated in a
printed work that gives for each item the page
number where it may be found.

A proof of typeset material especially before
being made into pages.

ISBN
International Standard Book Number. Each
book printed has a code distributed by an ISBN
office. This code consists of the country code (two
digits), followed by a dash and the code for the
printing house, then another dash and the book
code, then another dash and the control number. If
large parts of the text of a previously printed title
have been revised or the cover design or the layout
of the book has changed, a new ISBN should be
given.

GUTTER

ITALIC

FRONT MARGIN

The outside margin of a page.
FRONT MATTER

Matter (as an introduction or preface) that
precedes the main text of a book.
GALLEY
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Of, relating to or being a type style with
characters that slant upward to the right, as in
“these words are in italic.” Compare ROMAN.
JUSTIFY

To space a line of type so that it comes out
flush right and left.
KERNING

The automatic or manual adjustment of space
between two specific characters in a font. Usually
every font has an exception table for kerning pairs.
LAYOUT

The final arrangement of matter to be
reproduced especially by printing.
LEADERS

Dots or sometimes hyphens (as in a table or
index) used to lead the eye horizontally across a
space to the right word or number.
LEADING

Extra space inserted between lines of type.
LEGEND

(1) An explanatory list of symbols used on a
map or chart or in an illustration. (2) Explanatory
remarks that accompany an illustration.
LETTERPRESS

The process of printing from an inked, raised
surface, especially when the paper is impressed
directly upon the surface.
LETTERSPACING

Insertion of space between the letters of a
word.
LIGATURE

A printed character (as fi) consisting of two or
more letters or characters joined together.
LIGHTFACE

(1) A typeface having comparatively light thin
lines. (2) Printing in lightface. Compare BOLDFACE.
LINE DRAWING

A drawing made with a pen or other pointed
instrument in solid lines or solid masses.
LINE GRAPH

A graph in which points representing values of
a variable for values of an independent variable are
connected by a line.
LOOSE-LEAF BINDING

A style of binding in which pages are trimmed
and then have holes punched or drilled through
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them. The pages are held together by a metal or
plastic spiral or by plastic fasteners.
LOWERCASE

Small-letter type used in printing. Compare
UPPERCASE.
MAGENTA

A deep purplish red, used in photography and
color printing of one of the primary colors.
MAKEUP

The arranging of typeset matter, including
running heads and illustrations, into pages.
MARGIN

The unprinted area of a page.
MASTHEAD

(1) The printed matter in a newspaper or
periodical that gives the title and pertinent details of
ownership, advertising rates and subscription rates.
(2) The name of a publication displayed at the top
of the first page.
MECHANICAL

A board on which a page is formatted with all
the type and artwork from proofs carefully pasted in
place. It is from a mechanical that the film (positive
or negative) is made.
MICROFICHE

A sheet of microfilm containing rows of micro
images of pages of printed matter.
MICROFILM

A film bearing a photographic record on a
reduced scale.
MICROSPACE

the smallest space used in the typesetting, for
example after long dashes or between font changes
where kerning does not work. In our character map
the microspace has the position <127>.
NETWORK

A network of computers connected to a server
where many users can access the same files and
programs.
OFFSET PRINTING

A printing process in which an inked
impression from a plate is first made on a rubberblanketed cylinder and then transferred to paper.
OPAQUE

To paint over any translucent areas on a
negative that are not wanted on the printing plate.
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PAGE HEIGHT

RAGGED LEFT

The height of one page in a book, measured
from the top of the running head to the base of the
bottom text line. The page height is measured in
points and is defined in the format file.

A column or page of type set with the left side
unjustified.

PAGE PROOF

A proof of typeset material that has been made
up into a page.
PERFECT BINDING

A binding process in which collated signatures
are trimmed at the back and a glue applied to the
cut and roughened edges.
PHOTOCOMPOSITION

The setting of type directly on film or
photosensitive paper for reproduction.
PHOTOCOPY

A photographic reproduction of graphic
matter.
PIE CHART

A circular chart cut by radii into segments
illustrating relative magnitudes or frequencies.
Called also circle graph.
PLATEMAKING

The making of printing plates for offset
printing.
POINT

A unit of typographical measurement that is
1/12 of a pica (about 1/72 of an inch) and that is
used especially in measuring the vertical size of
type or the amount of space between lines of type.
PRINTOUT

A paper copy of a file, usually done on a laser
printer.
PRODUCTION

The processes by which a publication is
produced. These extend from the completion of the
manuscript to the making of the plates from which
the pages will be printed.
PROOFPRINTING

A process by which one prints a sample of
some color work on a proofing press before the
actual print run to determine if the color scheme is
what one wanted or if the separations were properly
made.
PROOFREADER

A person who reads and marks corrections in
typeset material and checks corrected proofs to
ensure that all corrections have been made.

RAGGED RIGHT

A column or page of type set with the right
side unjustified.
REFERENCE MARK

A conventional symbol (as an asterisk or a
dagger) or a superior number or letter placed in a
text for directing attention to a footnote.
REPRO

The photographic reproduction of text and/or
pictures for printing purpose; also the place where
this work is done. During the repro process, light
tables and grids are used to combine different parts
of texts and pictures.
RIGHT-READING

Having the correct right-to-left orientation.
Compare WRONG-READING.
RIVER

An irregular streak running through several
lines of close-set printed matter and caused by a
series of wide spaces that appear to form a
continuous line.
ROMAN NUMERAL

A numeral (as I, V, X, C, M) in a system of
notation that is based on the ancient Roman system
and used in certain formal contents (as in
numbering acts and scenes in a play). Compare
ARABIC NUMERAL.
ROMAN

Of or relating to a type style with upright
characters. Compare ITALIC.
RUNAROUND

Type set in lines shorter than full measure in
order to fit around an illustration.
RUN BACK

To transfer text from the beginning of one line
to the end of the preceding line.
RUN DOWN

To transfer text from the end of one line to the
beginning of the following line.
RUN IN

To make (typeset matter) continuous without a
paragraph or other break.
RUNNING HEAD

A headline repeated on consecutive pages.
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A process whereby the chromatic values of
transparencies or reflection originals are extracted
by a digital color analyzer and reproduced on four
separate films (called separations, see definition)
later to be used for printing purposes. Scanners can
also be used to send text from one telephone to
another (a telefax is a primitive scanner) and also to
reproduce black and white photographs with laser
printers. Scanners also enable one to digitize text
and pictures and send them over phone lines.

form a pattern over the whole area of the separation
which has a basic unit pattern of a diamond with
four dots which will later contain some amount of
ink according to the colors desired to be printed.
When printed, the colors will be placed next to each
other in this diamond shape, but because the eye
cannot see such small dots, the mind mixes these
colors into the composite color and thus the effect
of printed colors is created. If these dots are not
properly aligned, the colors will be muddy, or
worse, out of register (see definition). Separations
are generally scratched and cut by printers, so send
them copies of originals, never originals. If they
copy them they still scratch your originals and
besides, it is too expensive to let them do any work
other than the actual printing. Separations tend to
melt together in the heat, so if you store them for
any length of time, put a sheet of paper between
each sheet of film. Separations are made by a
process known as scanning (see definition). They
are usually expensive to make. They cannot be
nicely shrunk or expanded in size, so make them
the right size to begin with.

SCREENS

SERIF

RUNOVER

Typeset material that exceeds the space
estimated or allotted.
SADDLE-WIRED
Secured by a stitch made by driving wire
staples through the center fold and clinching them
on the inside. This kind of binding is also referred
to as being saddle-stitched, especially when thread
is substituted for the staples.
SANS SERIF

A letter or typeface without serifs. See SERIF
SCANNING

Screens are prepared on glass, film or foil, and
are basically a set of lines of a certain specified
density. If colors are to be created on a SEPARATION
but were not SCANNED, probably because they are
not to be the product of a photographic
reproduction of a color but a specially designed
color such as one would see in an advertisement or
the color of a book cover, then screens would be
utilized in the repro process to create screen tints
which would replace a separation. For example, if
one were to want a special shade of green for the
border of his cover, he would first require to
analyze exactly what density each of the four
printing colors must be to derive the exact shade of
green. Once this is done the screens are utilized to
emulate that exact percentage for each color.
Remember that on a separation all the individual
films of each of the four colors are simply either
black, to some density or other, and clear. It is the
ink which is applied to the plate at the time of
printing which factually determines the color which
will ultimately appear. The screen helps in creating
the shading effect during the repro process.
SEPARATIONS

A set of four equally calibrated films each
with a unique color ⎯ yellow, magenta, cyan and
black ⎯ which when superimposed over one
another and adjusted under a loop (see definition)

Any of the short lines stemming from and at
an angle to the upper and lower ends of the strokes
of a letter.
SHEET-FED PRESS

A press that prints individual sheets of paper.
Compare WEB PRESS.
SHELL

A text file which contains Sanskrit text and tag
names. By using the shell, one can avoid having to
retype all the Sanskrit verses and the Sanskrit parts
of the wbw translations. There are also index shells
with verse references, so that the translator only has
to type over the original text. All shells are fallible.
Mistakes found in shells should be reported to the
Errors in Shells conference in COM, or to the BBT
production manager.
SLASH

A diagonal line, either from down left to up
right (forward slash) or from up left to down right
(back slash).
SPANNER HEAD

A head which is set on top and spans the width
of two or more subordinate column heads.
SPINE

The back of a bound book that connects the
front and back covers. Called also backbone.
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SPIRAL BINDING

Binding in which a continuous spiral wire or
plastic strip is passed through holes at the gutter
margin.
STET

An editorial mark, meaning “let it stand,” that
is used to indicate that words crossed out in copy or
proof are to be restored. This is written in the
margin and heavy dots are placed under the affected
words.
STRIP

To arrange (as negatives) in proper position on
a flat.
STROKE

One of the lines of a letter of the alphabet.

only the title is mentioned. That page is called half
title page.
TRACKING

The automatic adjustment of space between a
row of characters within a defined block of text.
TRANSLATION QUESTIONS

A conference in COM where translators can
ask for help on specific questions arising during the
translation. Here, experienced devotees like
Dravia and Gop…parānadhana Prabhus are
answering the questions. There is also another
conference called BBT Editing where similar
questions are posed, with less prominent devotees
to answer the questions.

STUB

TRANSPOSITION SIGN

A vertical column at the left edge of a table
usually containing items of subject matter that are
treated in vertical columns to its right.

A proofreader’s mark that is a line curving
over one element and under another to indicate
trans-position of characters, words, phrases or
sentences.

STUBHEAD

A heading over the stub of a table.
STYLE SHEET

A compilation of detailed style rules (as in
regard to punctuation, hyphenation and
abbreviations) to be followed consistently
throughout a manuscript.
SUBDIRECTORY

A subdivision of a directory. A subdirectory
can have further subdirectories, according to the
tree principle.
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TRIM MARKS

Marks placed on a page proof or page negative
to show where the edge of the page will be after the
printed signatures have been trimmed to their final
size.
TRIM SIZE

The actual size (as of a book page) after access
material required in production has been cut off.
TYPE AREA

The area where text appears on a printed page.

SUBHEADING

TYPESETTER

A heading of a subdivision (as in an outline or
index).

(1) A person who sets type. (2) A device that
produces the type from keyboard instructions.

SUBSCRIPT

TYPESETTING

A distinguishing symbol (as a letter or
number) written immediately below or below and to
the right or left of another character. Compare
SUPERSCRIPT.

The final output of text on photo paper or film
for further reproduction or printing purpose.

SUPERSCRIPT

A distinguishing symbol (as a letter or
number) written immediately above or above and to
the right or left of another character. Compare
SUBSCRIPT.
TITLE PAGE

Usually the first page in a book where the title,
the author and the publishing house are mentioned.
There is also a page preceding the title page where

TYPESETTING LIST

An A4 list which shows all the chapter names
and their corresponding page counts within one
book.
TYPOGRAPHY

The style, arrangement and appearance of
typeset matter.
UNDERSCORE

A line drawn under a word or line especially
for emphasis or to indicate intent to italicize.
UPPERCASE
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Capital-letter type used in printing. Compare
LOWERCASE.
WEB ADDRESS

An address with which one can reach
ISKCON temples on the Internet, usually given on
the copyright page.
WEB PRESS

A press that prints a continuous roll of paper.
Compare SHEET-FED PRESS.
WIDOW

A single short last line (as of a paragraph)
separated from its related text and appearing on the
top of a printed page or column.
WORD PROCESSING

The production of typewritten documents (as
business letters) with automated and usually
computerized typing and text-editing equipment.
WORD PROCESSOR

A keyboard-operated terminal usually with a
video display and a magnetic storage device for use
in word processing.
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WORK-AND-TURN PRINTING

Printing one side of a sheet, turning it over and
printing the other side. Two copies of the pages are
produced when the sheet is cut in half.
WRONG-READING

Having a reversed right-to-left orientation.
Compare RIGHT-READING.
X HEIGHT

The height of a lowercase x used to represent
the height of the main body of a lowercase letter.
XFER
A directory on a server computer meant to
transfer files from one user to another. One should
not store a lot of files on an XFER directory,
otherwise the server will soon run out of disk space.

FREQUENTLY USED TERMS IN BBT BOOKS
RU: Russian; BU: Bulgarian; CR: Croatian; CZ: Czech; PL: Polish; DE: German; NL: Dutch; FR: French
English
abode

Absolute Truth

(to) absorb (oneself)

accompanied (by)

age of quarrel

Your language

Literal translation back to English

RU: обитель, жилище, царство

RU: abode, dwelling place, kingdom

BU: обител, владение, царство; жилище

BU: abode, realm, kingdom; residence

CR: prebivalište

CR: abode

CZ: sídlo

CZ: residence

PL: siedziba; królestwo

PL: abode; kingdom

DE: Reich; Wohnsitz, Residenz

DE: kingdom; dwelling place, residence

NL: woonplaats, woning; verblijf, verblijfplaats

NL: place of residence, dwelling, house; residence,
abode

FR: demeure, refuge, royaume, sanctuaire

FR: home, shelter, kingdom, sanctuary

RU: Абсолютная Истина

RU: Absolute Truth

BU: Абсолютна Истина

BU: Absolute Truth

CR: Apsolutna Istina

CR: Absolute Truth

CZ: Absolutní Pravda

CZ: Absolute Truth

PL: Prawda Absolutna, Absolut

PL: Absolute Truth, Absolute

DE: Absolute Wahrheit

DE: Absolute Truth

NL: Absolute Waarheid

NL: Absolute Truth

FR: la Vérité Absolue

FR: Absolute Truth

RU: углубиться; погрузиться

RU: (to) absorb oneself, (to) immerse

BU: потъвам, задълбочавам се, вдълбочавам
се, вглъбявам се, вдавам се, увличам се,
унасям се, съсредоточавам се,
концентрирам се, отдавам се, посвещавам
се, предавам се

BU: (to) absorb oneself, (to) become engrossed (preoccupied), (to) immerse oneself in, (to) be lost in
thought, (to) sink into, (to) plunge in thought, (to)
indulge in, (to) give oneself up to, (to) become
deeply absorbed in, (to) concentrate on

CR: obuzet, zaokupljen

CR: (to be) engrossed, (to be) absorbed

CZ: pohroužit se, ponořit se, zabrat se

CZ: (to) become absorbed, engrossed

PL: zaabsorbować (się); pochłaniać (czyjś umysł);
pogrążyć się (w czymś)

PL: (to) absorb oneself; (to) preocuppy one’s mind;
(to) plunge into something

DE: (sich) vertiefen, versenken; seine ganze /
ungeteilte Aufmerksamkeit schenken; (to be
absorbed) verankert sein

DE: (to) become absorbed / engrossed; (to) immerse
oneself in; (to) pay one’s undivided attention; (to
be) fixed

NL: opgaan in, zich verdiepen in

NL: (to) absorb oneself in; (to) lose oneself in

FR: absorbé, animé de, plongé dans

FR: (to) absorb oneself; (to be) prompted by, (to) dive
into

RU: в сопровождении, вместе с

RU: accompanied (by), together with

BU: придружен, придружаван, съпроводен,
съпровождан, съпътстван, заедно с

BU: accompanied (by), having associates or
attendants with, together with

CR: pokraj (mene); koga prate, praćen

CR: besides, close to (me); who is followed, followed

CZ: doprovázený, v doprovodu

CZ: accompanied (by), in the suite of

PL: (być) otoczonym przez; w czyimś
towarzystwie; razem z

PL: in the midst of somebody, surrounded by somebody; accompanied by somebody; along with

DE: in Begleitung von, begleitet von

DE: in the company of, accompanied (by)

NL: vergezeld van

NL: accompanied (by)

RU: век раздоров / вражды

RU: age of quarrel / enmity / hostility

BU: епоха на конфликти / противоречия /
разногласия / стълкновения / антагонизъм /
раздор / кавги

BU: age of quarrel / dissension / bickering / conflicts /
strife / contradictions / antagonism / clashes
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all-attractive

all glories to

all-pervading

aloof (to remain, the
Lord is)

CR: doba svađe

CR: age of quarrel

CZ: věk hádky

CZ: age of quarrel

PL: wiek kłótni

PL: age of quarrel

DE: Zeitalter des Streites

DE: age of quarrel

NL: Tijdperk van strijd

NL: age of quarrel

FR: l'âge de la discorde, des conflits, de la
querelle

FR: age of discord / conflict / quarrel

RU: всепривлекающий

RU: all-attractive

BU: който привлича всички, всепривличащ

BU: attracting to all, all-attractive

CR: sveprivlačan

CR: all-attractive

CZ: přitahuje každého

CZ: He attracts everyone

PL: wszechatrakcyjny

PL: all-attractive

DE: allanziehend

DE: all-attractive

NL: al-aantrekkelijk

NL: all-attractive

FR: infiniment fascinant / attrayant

FR: infinitely fascinating / attractive

RU: Слава

RU: Glory

BU: Слава; Вечна слава

BU: Glory to; Eternal glory

CR: sva slava

CR: all glory (to)

CZ: sláva

CZ: glory

PL: wszelka chwała, chwała (komuś)

PL: all glory, glory to

DE: gepriesen sei; alle Ehre sei

DE: May... be praised; all respect to

NL: Alle eer aan

NL: All honour to

FR: gloire à, toute gloire à, loué soit

FR: glory to, all glories to, may… be praised

RU: вездесущий, всепроникающий,
пронизывающий Собой все сущее,
(Господь) пребывающий повсюду

RU: all-pervading, all-pervasive, (the Lord) pervading
everything, existing everywhere

BU: вездесъщ, всепроникващ

BU: present everywhere, existing everywhere, allpervading, spread throughout

CR: sveprožimajući

CR: all-pervading

CZ: všeprostupující, prostupuje vše

CZ: all-pervading, He pervades everything

PL: wszechprzenikający, przenika wszystko

PL: all-pervading, pervades everything

DE: alldurchdringend; allgegenwärtig, überall
gegenwärtig

DE: all-pervading; omnipresent; present everywhere

NL: alomtegenwoordig; aldoordringend

NL: omnipresent; all-pervasive (Brahman only)

FR: omniprésent, omnipénétrant

FR: omnipresent, all-pervasive

RU: (Господь) остается в стороне от; (Господь)
никогда не соприкасается с

RU: (the Lord remains) aside, aloof; (the Lord) never
comes in contact with

BU: стоя настрана, оставам (съм) безучастен;
(съм) отвъд, над

BU: (to be / to remain) apart, at a distance, above,
beyond; detached, indifferent

CR: ostajući odvojen; Gospodin je odvojen

CR: (to remain) aloof, separated; (the Lord) is aloof,
separated

CZ: stranou, mimo

CZ: apart, beyond

PL: pozostaje z dala; obojętny

PL: remains aloof; indifferent

DE: unberührt (bleiben / sein); (der Herr) steht
über

DE: (to be / remain) untouched; (the Lord) is above

NL: afzijdig, los van, buiten staan

NL: (to) not take part in; (to be) aloof; (to) stand aside

FR: à distance, isolé, loin de, au-delà,
indépendant de, détaché de, distant, à l’écart
de
animalistic

FR: at a distance, isolated, far, above, independent,
detached, distant, set aside

RU: животный

RU: animalistic

BU: примитивен, скотски, животински

BU: primitive, beastly, animal-like

CR: primitivan, životinjski

CR: primitive, animal-like
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argument

arrangement
(higher, Krsna's)

ascending process

assembled
(assembly)

CZ: zvírecí, (společnost) zvířat

CZ: animalistic, (society) of animals

PL: zwierzęcy, niczym zwierzęta

PL: animalistic, like animals

DE: auf der Stufe von Tieren, tierisch, animalisch,
triebhaft

DE: on the level of animals, animalistic, slaved by
one´s instincts

NL: dierlijk, beestachtig

NL: animalistic, beastly

RU: аргументы, сомнения, утверждение,
возражениe, довод

RU: arguments, doubts, assertions, statement, point,
reasoning

BU: полемика, диспут, спор, възражение,
противопоставяне, опониране; теза; довод

BU: polemics, dispute, debate (discussion), objection;
opposing; thesis; argument (reason)

CR: obrazloženje, tvrdnja, argument, rasprava

CR: explanation, assertion, argument, debate
(discussion)

CZ: námitka, spor, argument

CZ: plea, dispute, argument

PL: argument, dowód, dowodzenie; dyskusja,
debata; teza; kwestia sporna

PL: argument; dispute; point; a matter of
argument

DE: Streit, Auseinandersetzung; Einwand;
Behauptung; Argument; These; Disput

DE: quarrel, argument (discussion); objection;
assertion; argument; thesis; dispute

NL: argument

NL: argument

FR: argument, débat

FR: argument, debate

RU: по воле (провидения, Кришны) как того
хочет Кришна; по промыслу Кришны;
Кришна устроил так, что...

RU: by Krsna's (higher) will, as Krsna wants to, by
Krsna's plan, Krsna has arranged everything in
such a way...

BU: устроено от Кришна (от съдбата, от провидението); по волята / замисъла /
промисъла на Кришна / на съдбата / на
провидението

BU: by Krsna's will / plan; arranged or made possible
by Krsna / by destiny

CR: po Krsninom uređenju, prema Krsninom
planu, po višem uređenju

CR: by Krsna's arrangement; according to Krsna's
plan, by higher arrangement

CZ: plán, uspořádání, aranžmá

CZ: plan, set up, arrangement

PL: ułożenie (Bóg wszystko tak ułożył); plan;
(boskie) zrządzenie

PL: arrangement; plan; decree of (Divinity, Krsna,
Providence)

DE: Anordnung; Ordnung; (höhere) Fügung,
Schicksal; Vorkehrungen, Vorbereitungen

DE: arrangement; order; providence; precautions,
preparations

NL: regeling, schikking

NL: arrangement

FR: arrangement, mesures, dispositions, entente,
plan, organisation, préparatif

FR: arrangement, measure, disposition, agreement,
organization, preparations, plan

RU: восходящий метод познания; индуктивный
метод; индукция

RU: ascending method of cognition, inductive
method, induction

BU: възходящ метод на познание

BU: ascending method of cognition

CR: uzlazni proces

CR: ascending process

CZ: vzestupný process

CZ: upward, advancing process

PL: proces wstępujący, wstępująca metoda
poznania

PL: ascending process, ascending method of
knowledge / cognition

DE: aufsteigender Erkenntnisvorgang

DE: ascending process of realization

NL: opklimmende methode

NL: ascending method

RU: которые собрались

RU: assembled, gathered

BU: събрани (but in "assembled Vaisnavas" –
всички), присъстващи; множество;
събрание; форум

BU: assembled (but in "assembled Vaisnavas" – "all
the Vaisnavas"), got together (gathered),
present; multitude of people; assembly; forum

CR: skup

CR: gathering

CZ: shromáždění (adj.)

CZ: assembled

PL: zbierać się; zebrani; zbiegowisko

PL: (to) assemble, (to) get together; gathering; crowd
DE: present; assembled; got together (gathered)

DE: anwesend; versammelt;
zusammengekommen

NL: present; gathered, assembled

NL: aanwezig; kwamen bijeen

FR: gathered
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FR: (devotees) réunis
(to) atone

atonement

attachment

auspicious

austerities

RU: искупить

RU: (to) atone

BU: изкупвам вина, изкупвам грехове

BU: (to) atone for one's sins, (to) redeem one's fault;
(to) make up for, (to) atone

CR: iskupiti se, okajati grijehe

CR: (to) redeem oneself, (to) atone for sins

CZ: odčinit

CZ: (to) atone

PL: pokutować za coś, odpokutować coś

PL: (to) atone for something

DE: büßen, sühnen; wiedergutmachen

DE: (to) atone; (to) make up for

NL: boete doen

NL: (to) atone

RU: искупление, покаяние

RU: atonement, repentance

BU: изкупление

BU: redemption, atonement

CR: iskupljenje

CR: redemption, salvation, atonement

CZ: odčinění

CZ: atonement

PL: pokutowanie, pokuta

PL: atonement, expiation

DE: Buße; Sühne

DE: atonement

NL: boetedoening

NL: atonement

RU: привязанность; (иногда:) слабость

RU: attachment; (rare:) affinity

BU: привързаност; обич; слабост

BU: attachment; affection; affinity

CR: privrženost (prema Krsni), vjernost,
predanost; vezanost (za osjetilno uživanje)

CR: attachment / faithfulness (to Krsna), fidelity,
devotion; attachment (to sense gratification)

CZ: připoutanost

CZ: tieness, boundness, attachment

PL: przywiązanie, uczucie

PL: attachment, affection

DE: etwas verhaftet sein; Bindung; an etwas
hängen; übermäßige Zuneigung

DE: most times translation in verbal constr.:(to be)
attached; attachment; (to) dote on something;
excessive affection

NL: gehechtheid

NL: attachment

FR: attachement, affection, attrait, amour, fidélité,
intérêt, inclination, tendance, disposition

FR: attachment, affection, attraction, love, faith,
interest, inclined, tendency, disposition

RU: благоприятный, всеблагой,
благословенный, благотворный
благодатный, приносящий благо

RU: auspicious, all-auspicious, blessed, beneficial,
wholesome, which brings about auspiciousness

BU: благотворен, благодатен, благословен,
носещ благо (благодат, успех, благополучие, щастие късмет), вещаещ (предвещаващ) успех, благороден, щастлив, благосклонен, добър, всеблаг, всемилостив,
милосърден, благоразположен, благожелателен; целителен, изцеляващ, целебен;
животворен, животворящ, живителен;
религиозeн, осветен, свещен (for place);
светъл, празничен (for day, event)

BU: beneficial, blessed, fortunate, propitious,
promissing success or good fortune; gentle,
benign, noble; life-giving, invigorating; sanctified,
consecrated, holy (for place); bright, glorious,
great (for day, event)

CR: povoljan, blagotvoran, koji donosi uspjeh,
dobar, milosrdan, dobronamjeran, posvećen

CR: auspicious, beneficial, which brings success,
good, charitable, well-intentioned, consecrated

CZ: příznivý, blahodárný

CZ: favorable, bliss-giving, beneficial

PL: pomyślny; dobrze wróżący

PL: auspicious; it omens well

DE: glückbringend; glückverheißend

DE: auspicious

NL: gunstig; heilzaam; zegenrijk

NL: favorable; beneficial; salutary

FR: favorable, de bon augure, heureux, approprié,
bienfaisant

FR: favorable, of good omen, appropriate, lucky,
beneficial

RU: аскезы, аскетизм, умерщвление плоти

RU: austerities, asceticism, mortification of the flesh

BU: аскетизъм, доброволни (самоналожени)
лишения

BU: asceticism, voluntary austerities (deprivation);
ascetic practices

CR: strogosti, odricanje

CR: austerities, renunciation

CZ: askeze (s)

CZ: asceticism
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authoritative

authority

automatically

back to home, back
to Godhead

PL: asceza, wyrzeczenie

PL: asceticism, austerities

DE: Entsagung, Askese; ein karges / asketisches
Leben führen

DE: austerities, asceticism; to lead an austere / a
frugal life

NL: ascese

NL: asceticism

FR: austérité, pénitence, mortification, rigueur;
ascèse; (severe type of) rudes austérités,
discipline sévère

FR: austerities, penance, mortification, rigor;
asceticism; severe discipline

RU: признанный, авторитетный, достоверный,
надежный, заслуживающий доверия;
освященный (вeковым опытом, традицией)

RU: acknowledged, recognized, authoritative, reliable, trustworthy; sanctified (by time, tradition)

BU: признат, авторитетен, осветен (от вековен
опит, от традициите, от времето),
заслужаващ доверие; автентичен

BU: acknowledged, recognized, authoritative,
authentic, reliable, trustworthy; sanctified (by
time, by tradition)

CR: autoritativan, mjerodavan, autentičan, priznat

CR: authoritative, competent, authentic,
acknowledged (recognized)

CZ: autoritativní

CZ: authoritative

PL: autorytatywny, miarodajny, uznany

PL: authoritative, conclusive, recognized

DE: maßgeblich, maßgebend, autoritativ

DE: standard (adj.),authoritative

NL: gezaghebbend

NL: authoritative

FR: faisant autorité, autorisé, de source sûre,
péremptoire, incontestable

FR: having the weight of authority, authorized, from
safe origin, peremptory, incontestable

RU: авторитет, власть, влияние, значение;
(иногда:) знаток, сведущий человек;
компетентный человек

RU: authority, power, influence, importance; (rare:)
expert, well-versed, competent man

BU: власт, пълномощие, право; познавач,
сведущ, знаещ човек, компетентен човек;
човек, който заслужава (ползва се с)
доверие

BU: power, authority, right; expert, specialist,
competent man, one who is trustworthy

CR: autoritet

CR: authority

CZ: autorita

CZ: authority

PL: autorytet; władza, moc rozkazywania

PL: authority; rule, ruling power

DE: Autorität

DE: authority

NL: autoriteit; gezag

NL: authority

FR: volonté, maître, autorité

FR: will, master, authority

RU: сразу же, само собой, не прилагая к этому
особых усилий, без труда, невольно, стихийно, естественным образом; обязательно

RU: immediately, naturally, without any (special)
endeavour, without difficulty, unintentionally,
spontaneously; without fail

BU: от само себе си; без нарочни (особени,
никакви) усилия; веднага, спонтанно, по
естествен начин, непринудено

BU: on its own accord; without separate endeavour;
spontaneously, naturally, immediately

CR: samo po sebi, automatski, bez ulaganja
posebnog napora, spontano, na prirodan
način, bez ikakvih napora

CR: on its own accord, automatically, without
investing some extra effort, spontaneously, in a
natural way, without any effort

CZ: přirozeně, automaticky

CZ: naturally, automatically

PL: automatyczny-nie, samorzutnie

PL: automatically, on its own accord

DE: ohne gesonderte Bemühung, wie von selbst

DE: without separate endeavor, as by itself

NL: vanzelf

NL: automatically

FR: naturellement, sans détour, aussitôt,
machinalement, spontanément

FR: naturally, without detour, immediately,
mechanically, spontaneously,

RU: вернуться домой, к Богу

RU: back home, to Godhead

BU: обратно вкъщи, при Бога

BU: back home, to God

CR: (vratiti se) kući, Bogu

CR: (to go back) home, to God

CZ: (zpátky) domu, zpátky k Bohu

CZ: (back to) home, back to God

PL: z powrotem do domu, do Boga

PL: back home, to God

DE: zurück nach Hause, zu Gott

DE: back home, to God
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(to) become one
with the Lord

bodily conception of
life

bodily designations

bodily identification

bogus

NL: terug naar huis, terug naar God

NL: back home, back to God

FR: retour à Dieu, en sa demeure originelle /
première

FR: back to God, to one's original / first home

RU: слиться с бытием Господа, стать единым с
Господом

RU: (to) merge into the existence of the Lord, (to)
become one with the Lord

BU: сливам се с (битието на) Бога, ставам
равен на Бога

BU: (to) merge into (the existence of) the Lord, (to)
become equal to the Lord

CR: sjediniti se s Gospodinom; postati ravan
Gospodinu; stopiti se s Gospodinom

CR: (to) unite, merge with the Lord; (to) become
equal to the Lord; (to) become one with the Lord

CZ: splynout s Pánem; být s Pánem totožný

CZ: (to) merge with the Lord; (to be) identical with the
Lord

PL: dorównać Panu; stać się jednym z Panem;
stopić się z Panem

PL: (to) equal the Lord; (to) become one with the
Lord; (to) fuse together with the Lord

DE: mit dem Herrn eins werden, in die Existenz
des Herrn eingehen

DE: (to) become one with the Lord, (to) merge into
the existence of the Lord

NL: één worden met de Heer

NL: (to) become one with the Lord

RU: телесные представления о жизни,
телесная концепция жизни, жизнь на
телесном уровне, отождествление себя с
телом, материальные представления о
жизни

RU: bodily outlook on life, bodily conception of life,
life on the bodily platform, identification with the
body, material concept of life

BU: телесна житейска концепция (схващания,
представи); телесна концепция
(схващания, представи) за света;
материалистичен светоглед;
отъждествяване с материалното тяло

BU: bodily conception of life, materialistic outlook,
identifying oneself with the body

CR: tjelesno shvaćanje života

CR: bodily conception of life

CZ: tělesné pojetí života

CZ: bodily conception of life

PL: cielesna koncepcja życia, utożsamianie się z
ciałem

PL: bodily conception of life, identifying oneself with
the body

DE: körperliche Lebensauffassung

DE: bodily conception of life

NL: lichamelijke levensopvatting

NL: bodily conception of life

FR: conception erronée de la vie, existence basée
sur l'identification au corps, identification du
moi au corps

FR: false conception of life, existence based pn
bodily conception, identification of the self with
the body

RU: обозначения (определения), связанные с
телом; отождествление себя с телом

RU: designations related to the body, identification
with the body

BU: обозначения, свързани с тялото

BU: designations related to the body

CR: tjelesna imenovanja

CR: bodily nominations (designations)

CZ: tělesná označení

CZ: bodily denotations

PL: cielesne określenia

PL: bodily designations

DE: Bezeichnungen des Körpers; körperliche
Bezeichnungen / Identifikationen

DE: designations of the body; bodily designations /
identifications

NL: lichamelijke aanduidingen

NL: bodily indications / designations

RU: принимать тело за свое "я"

RU: (to) accept the body for oneself

BU: отъждествяване с тялото

BU: identification with the body

CR: poistovjećivanje s tijelom

CR: identifying with the body

CZ: ztotožnování se s tělem

CZ: identification of one´s self with the body

PL: utożsamianie się z ciałem

PL: identifying oneself with the body

DE: Identifikation mit dem Körper

DE: identification with the body

NL: verenzelviging met het lichaam

NL: identification with the body

FR: indentification (du moi) au corps

FR: identifying (the self) with the body

RU: лже-, фиктивный, горе-, псевдо-, шарлатан;
шарлатанство, фарс, ложь; самозванец,
выскочка, проходимец; мнимый,
поддельный, фальшивый, неавторитетный

RU: false, fictitious, so-called, pseudo-, charlatan;
charlatanry, farce, lie; imposter, upstart, crook;
imaginary, sham, spurious, unauthorized
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bona fide

Brahman effulgence

brahminical

broad-minded

cause

BU: лъже-, псевдо-, фиктивен; шарлатански,
измамнически, мошенически; самозванец;
фарс

BU: pseudo, false, fictitious; of a cheater or impostor
or charlatan, quackish; imposter or pretender;
farce

CR: lažan, tobožnji, pseudo, šarlatanski

CR: false, pretended, pseudo-, quackish

CZ: falešný, nepravý, pseudo

CZ: false, sham, pseudo-

PL: oszust; zmyślony; nieprawdziwy, fałszywy

PL: cheater; imaginary; unreal, false

DE: falsch, unecht, Schein-, betrügerisch

DE: false, bogus, pretender, deceitful

NL: vals, nep

NL: false, bogus

FR: faux, prétendu, soi-disant, falsifié, douteux,
supposé, mensonger, inventé, imaginaire

FR: false, pretentious, so-called, doubtful, untrue,
deceitful, inventive, imaginary

RU: истинный, подлинный, настоящий,
авторитетный, традиционный;
полномочный (представитель)

RU: true, genuine, real, authoritative, traditional;
empowered (for representative)

BU: истински, утвърден, автентичен, авторитетен; упълномощен (for representative)

BU: genuine, true, authorized, authentic,
authoritative, recognized; empowered (for
representative)

CR: vjerodostojan, autentičan, opunomoćen, pravi,
istinski, utvrđen

CR: credible, believable, authentic, genuine, authorized, right, proper; sincere, candid, established

CZ: pravý, autorizovaný

CZ: true, authorized

PL: autoryzowany; autentyczny; prawdziwy

PL: authorized; genuine; real, true

DE: echt; unverfälscht

DE: genuine; true

NL: bonafide, authentiek, echt

NL: bona fide, authentic, genuine

FR: authentique, autorisé, véritable, pur, honnête,
franc, sérieux, de bonne foi, sincère, officiel,
admis, légal, qualifié, parfait

FR: authentic, authorized, true, pure, honest, franc,
serious, good will, sincere, formal, admitted,
legal, qualified, perfect

RU: сияние Брахмана

RU: effulgence of Brahman

BU: сияние Брахман

BU: effulgence Brahman

CR: sjaj Brahmana

CR: effulgence of Brahman

CZ: yáře Brahmanu

CZ: glare of Brahman

PL: blask Brahmana

PL: Brahman's effulgence

DE: Brahman-Ausstrahlung

DE: Brahman effulgence

NL: Brahman-gloed

NL: Brahman glow / glare

RU: брахманический

RU: brahminical

BU: брамински

BU: brahminical

CR: brahmanski

CR: brahminical

CZ: bráhmanský

CZ: brahminical

PL: bramiński

PL: brahminical

DE: brahmanisch

DE: brahminical

NL: brahmaans

NL: brahmincal

RU: благородный, с широким кругозором,
свободомыслящий, терпимый (к чужим
мнениям)

RU: noble, with broad outlook, free-thinking, tolerant
(to someone else’s opinion)

BU: благороден; с широки възгледи, с широк
кръгозор; толерантен, либерален,
свободомислещ, прогресивен

BU: magnanimous; broad-minded, with a broad
outlook; liberal, tolerant, progressive, freethinking

CR: širokogrudan, liberalan; slobodouman; široka
pogleda na svijet, snošljiv

CR: broad-minded; liberal; free-minded; having broad
outlook; tolerant, indulgent

CZ: velkomzslný, velkodušný, velkorysý

CZ: great-minded, great-souled, magnanimous,
liberal

PL: o szerokich poglądach, o szerokich
horyzontach; tolerancyjny

PL: broad-minded; tolerant

DE: liberal; großzügig; großmütig

DE: liberal; broad-minded; magnanimous

NL: ruimdenkend

NL: broad- / open-minded, liberal

RU: причина

RU: cause
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- efficient

- immediate

- material

- original

- remote

- root

BU: причина

BU: cause

CR: uzrok

CR: cause

CZ: příčina

CZ: cause

PL: przyczyna

PL: cause

DE: Ursache; Ursprung; Urheber

DE: cause; origin; originator

NL: oorzaak

NL: cause

RU: действенная причина

RU: efficient (active) cause

BU: действена причина

BU: activating (efficient, working) cause

CR: pokretački uzrok

CR: promoting cause

CZ: bezprostřední příčina

CZ: cause without any medium

PL: przyczyna działająca (fil.); przyczyna
sprawcza (fil.)

PL: efficient cause; causative cause

DE: wirkende Ursache

DE: active / effective cause

NL: werkzame oorzaak

NL: active / effective cause

RU: непосредственная причина

RU: immediate (direct) cause

BU: пряка, непосредствена причина

BU: direct, immediate cause

CR: neposredni uzrok

CR: immediate (direct) cause

CZ: bezprostřední příčina

CZ: cause without any medium

PL: przyczyna bezpośrednia (fil.)

PL: direct cause

DE: unmittelbare / direkte Ursache

DE: direct cause

NL: onmiddellijke oorzaak

NL: immediate cause

RU: вещественная причина

RU: substantial cause

BU: веществена причина

BU: physical (material, substantial) cause

CR: materijalni uzrok

CR: material cause

CZ: hmotná příčina

CZ: material cause

PL: przyczyna materialna

PL: material cause

DE: materielle Ursache; materielles Motiv

DE: material cause; material motive

NL: materiële oorzaak

NL: material cause

RU: изначальная / первичная причина;
первопричина

RU: original / primary cause; initial cause

BU: първопричина, изначална причина

BU: original cause, prime cause, initial cause

CR: prvobitni uzrok

CR: original cause

CZ: puvodní příčina

CZ: original cause

PL: przyczyna pierwotna; przyczyna pierwsza (fil.)

PL: original cause; first (prime) cause

DE: ursprüngliche Ursache, Urgrund; Urheber

DE: original cause; originator

NL: oorspronkelijke oorzaak

NL: original cause

RU: глубинная причина

RU: deep (remote) cause

BU: невидима, скрита, дълбока причина

BU: invisible, hidden, deep cause

CR: udaljeni uzrok, nevidljiv, skriven

CR: distant (remote) cause, invisible, hidden

CZ: vzdálená příčina

CZ: distant cause

PL: przyczyna pośrednia (fil.); p. dalsza (fil.)

PL: indirect cause; remote cause

DE: indirekte / mittelbare Ursache

DE: indirect cause

NL: uiteindelijke oorzaak; achterliggende oorzaak

NL: ultimate cause; hindlying cause

RU: коренная / глубинная / основная /
изначальная причина

RU: root / deep / prime / fundamental cause

BU: основна / коренна / дълбока причина

BU: fundamental / root cause

CR: osnovni uzrok

CR: fundamental cause

CZ: základní příčina

CZ: basic cause

PL: pierwotna przyczyna; prawdziwa pzyczyna;
podstawowa przyczyna

PL: original cause; true cause; primordial (basic)
cause
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cause of all causes

causeless mercy

ceremony

(to) chant

(to) chant the glories

charity

DE: (fundamentale) Ursache, Wurzel

DE: (fundamental) cause, root

NL: grondoorzaak

NL: fundamental cause

RU: причина всех причин

RU: cause of all causes

BU: причина на всички причини

BU: cause of all causes

CR: uzrok svih uzroka

CR: cause of all causes

CZ: příčina všech příčin

CZ: cause of all causes

PL: przyczyna wszystkich przyczyn

PL: cause of all causes

DE: Ursache aller Ursachen

DE: cause of all causes

NL: oorzaak van alle oorzaken

NL: cause of all causes

FR: à l'origine de toutes les causes, la Cause
première, la Cause originelle, la Cause de
toutes les causes

FR: the origin of all causes, the first cause, the
original cause, the cause of all causes

RU: беспричинная / незаслуженная милость

RU: causeless / undeserved mercy

BU: безпричинна / незаслужена милост

BU: causeless / undeserved mercy

CR: bezuzročna / nezaslužena milost

CR: causeless / undeserved mercy

CZ: bezpříčinná milost

CZ: causeless mercy

PL: bezprzyczynowa łaska

PL: causeless mercy

DE: grundlose Barmherzigkeit / Gnade

DE: causeless mercy

NL: grondeloze genade

NL: causeless mercy

RU: обряд, ритуал, формальность, церемония

RU: rite, ritual, formality, ceremony

BU: ритуал, обред, церемония

BU: ceremony, ritual, rite, observance

CR: obred; svečanost; ceremonija

CR: rite, ritual; festivity, celebration; ceremony

CZ: obřad

CZ: ceremony

PL: obrzęd, ceremonia

PL: rite, ceremony

DE: Zeremonie, Feier(lichkeit), Ritual

DE: ceremony, celebration, ritual

NL: ceremonie

NL: ceremony

FR: cérémonie

FR: ceremony

RU: повторять, петь, пересказывать; читать
(молитвы)

RU: (to) chant, (to) sing, (to) repeat; (to) recite
(prayers)

BU: мантрувам; възпявам, възславям;
повтарям

BU: a newly coined word (to recite mantras); (to)
chant, (to) recite, (to) glorify; (to) repeat; (to) sing

CR: izgovoriti, pjevati

CR: (to) utter, (to) sing

CZ: přednášet, recitovat, zpívat (svaté jméno)

CZ: (to) recite, (to) sing (the holy name)

PL: intonować, śpiewać, powtarzać

PL: (to) chant, (to) sing, (to) repeat

DE: chanten, lobpreisen, besingen; rezitieren

DE: new Germanized word, (to) praise, (to) sing; (to)
recite

NL: chanten (japa); zingen (kirtana); reciteren,
aanroepen, verkondigen; uitspreken,
uitroepen, schreeuwen

NL: new Hollandized word; (to) sing; (to) recite, (to)
address, (to) proclaim; (to) express, (to) exclaim,
(to) shout

FR: chanter, réciter, glorifier, vibrer

FR: (to) sing, (to) recite, (to) glorify, (to) vibrate

RU: прославлять, воздавать хвалу, петь
дифирамбы, восхвалять, воспевать;
славословить

RU: (to) glorify, (to) praise, (to) extol, (to) eulogize,
(to) celebrate; (to) hymn

BU: възпявам, възвеличавам, славя

BU: (to) glorify, (to) extol, (to) sing the praise of

CR: pjevanje slava, slavljenje, slaviti

CR: (to) sing the glories, praise (glorification), (to)
praise

CZ: opěvovat slávu

CZ: (to) extoll / eulogize the glory

PL: wychwalać / wysławiać (kogoś)

PL: (to) chant someone’s praises

DE: den Ruhm / die Herrlichkeit besingen /
preisen; jemanden rühmen / (lob)preisen

DE: (to) sing / praise the fame / glory; (to) praise
someone

NL: verheerlijken, bezingen (van heerlijkheden)

NL: (to) glorify, (to) sing (the glories)

RU: милостыня, жертва, благотворительность,
благотворительная деятельность,

RU: charity, offering, philanthropy, charitable activity,
donation
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пожертвованиe

(in the) clutches

conclusive

(to) concoct

conditioned life

conditioned soul

BU: благотворителност, подаяния, дарения,
милостиня

BU: charity, alms-giving, donations

CR: milostinja

CR: charity, alms

CZ: dobročinnost

CZ: 'good-doing'

PL: dobroczynność; jałmużna; instytucja
dobroczynna (charytatywna)

PL: charity; alms; charity (organization)

DE: Spende(n); Wohltätigkeit; (er spendete – oft
als Verb übersetzen)

DE: donation(s); charity; (he donated – often to be
translated as verbal constr.)

NL: liefdadigheid, schenkingen doen

NL: charity, (to) donate

FR: charité

FR: charity

RU: оковы, тиски, власть, в когтях

RU: fetters (bondage), grip, the clutches of, in the
power of

BU: плен, пленничество; окови; капан; във
властта на

BU: captivity; clutches, chains; in the grasp of; under
the control of

CR: okovi

CR: shackles

CZ: zajetí, moc, spáry

CZ: captivity, power, claws

DE: im festen Griff, in der Gewalt, in den Klauen,
(in den) Fängen (von)

DE: in the strong grasp, under the control of, in the
clutches

NL: in de greep van

NL: in the grasp of

RU: логически стройный, законченный, oбоснованный, убедительный, доказательный,
решающий, окончательный

RU: logical, complete, well-grounded, convincing,
conclusive, decisive, definitive

BU: логически строен, завършен; логически
обоснован, издържан; убедителен; красноречив; окончателен (for "conclusive truth")

BU: logical, complete; well-founded, well-sustained,
convincing; final (for “conclusive truth”)

CR: bitan, zaključni, uvjerljiv, konačan, zasnovan
na logici

CR: essential, conclusive, convincing, final, based on
logic

PL: rozstrzygający, decydujący; ostateczny

PL: conclusive, decisive; final

DE: überzeugend; endgültig; schlüssig, logisch

DE: convincing; final; conclusive, logical

NL: afdoend, beslissend

NL: conclusive, decisive

FR: concluant, absolu, incontestable, véridique

FR: conclusive, absolute, incontestable, truthful

RU: измышлять, выдумывать, фантазировать,
строить гипотезы

RU: (to) fabricate, (to) concoct (make up), (to) dream
up, (to) make a hypothesis

BU: съчинявам, скалъпвам, измислям; впускам
се в предположения, догадки, хипотези

BU: (to) make up, (to) concoct, (to) invent, (to) guess,
(to) conjecture, (to) speculate

CR: izmišljati

CR: (to) concoct, (to) devise

DE: etwas erfinden, sich etwas ausdenken

DE: (to) invent something, (to) think up something

NL: verzinnen

NL: (to) invent, (to) devise, (to) concoct

RU: обусловленная жизнь (существование)

RU: conditioned life (existence)

BU: обусловен живот, обусловено
съществуване

BU: conditioned life, conditioned existence

CR: uvjetovani život

CR: conditioned life

CZ: podmíněný život

CZ: conditioned life

PL: uwarunkowane życie

PL: conditioned life

DE: bedingtes Leben, bedingtes Dasein

DE: conditioned life, conditioned existence

NL: gecondtioneerd bestaan

NL: conditioned existence

RU: обусловленная душа

RU: conditioned soul

BU: обусловена душа

BU: conditioned soul

CR: uvjetovana duša

CR: conditioned soul

CZ: podmíněná duše

CZ: conditioned soul

PL: dusza uwarunkowana

PL: conditioned soul

DE: bedingte Seele

DE: conditioned soul

NL: geconditioneerde ziel

NL: conditioned soul
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confidential

congregational
chanting

constitutional
position

contaminated

contamination

RU: облеченный доверием представитель,
приближенный, сокровенное, заветное
желание

RU: invested with trust (for representative), close,
confidential; secret, cherished (for desire)

BU: съкровен, поверителен; доверен (for
"servant"), приближен

BU: secret, confidential, trustworthy (for servant),
close

CR: povjerljiv, prisan

CR: confidential

CZ: důvěrný

CZ: intimate

PL: (o wiadomości itp.) poufna, intymna; (o
człowieku) zaufany

PL: confidential, intimate

DE: vertraulich; vertraut

DE: confidential; intimate

NL: vertrouwelijk

NL: confidential

FR: confidentiel, intime, secret, personnel, caché,
ésotérique

FR: confidential, intimate, secret, personal, hidden,
esoteric

RU: совместное пение

RU: joint singing

BU: общо / всеобщо / съвместно възпяване

BU: joint chanting / singing / praising / glorifying

CR: skupno pjevanje

CR: collective singing

CZ: společné opěvování (Pánovy slávy), společné
zpívání (svatých jmen)

CZ: collective extolling (of the Lord's glory), collective
singing (of the holy names)

PL: zbiorowe intonowanie; intonować / śpiewać
wspólnie

PL: congregational chanting / singing; (to) chant /
sing together

DE: gemeinsames Singen / Chanten / Lobpreisen

DE: joint singing / chanting / praising

NL: gezamelijk zingen

NL: congregational singing

FR: chant public des saints noms de Dieu, chant
en groupe, chant collectif et public

FR: public singing of the holy names, chanting in
groups, collective and public chanting

RU: изначальное, естественное, вечное
положение (природа); истинное,
естественное предназначениe

RU: original, natural, eternal position (nature); real,
true, natural destination

BU: присъщо (естествено, изначално) положение (роля, функция, предназначение,
призвание)

BU: innate (natural / original) position (role / function /
destination / vocation)

CR: prirodni položaj

CR: natural position

CZ: původní, přirozené postaveni

CZ: original natural position

PL: oryginalna pozycja, naturalna pozycja,
wrodzona pozycja

PL: original position, natural position, innate position

DE: (dem) Wesen (nach)

DE: (according to the) nature

NL: wezenlijke positie; natuurlijke positie

NL: constitutional position; natural position

FR: la nature / position intrinsèque / propre / à
l'origine / naturel / éternel

FR: intrinsic / proper / original / natural / eternal
nature / position

RU: оскверненный, отравленный, зараженный,
загрязненный

RU: contaminated, poisoned, infected, polluted

BU: замърсен, осквернен, покварен

BU: contaminated, polluted, desecrated, corrupted

CR: okaljan, zagađen

CR: impure, polluted

CZ: znečištěný

CZ: polluted

PL: zanieczyszczony, skalany

PL: polluted, contaminated

DE: verunreinigt, unrein

DE: polluted, impure

NL: onrein, besmet, onzuiver

NL: unclean, contaminated, impure

FR: contaminé, corrompu, sali, influencé, malsain,
impur, pollué

FR: contaminated, corrupted, dirty, influenced,
unhealthy, impure, polluted

RU: осквернение, (материальная) скверна,
отравление, заражение, загрязнение

RU: contamination, (material) filth, poisoning,
pollution

BU: замърсявания

BU: impurities, contaminations

CR: okaljanost, zagađenost

CR: impurity, pollution

CZ: znečištění

CZ: pollution

DE: Verunreinigung, Unreinheit

DE: pollution, impurity

NL: verontreiniging, besmetting

NL: pollution, contamination, impurity
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(to) control

(to) be under the
control

controller

cosmic
manifestation

(to) counteract

FR: contamination, impureté, contagion, corruption

FR: contamination, impurity, contagion, corruption

RU: повелевать, обуздывать, управлять,
распоряжаться, регулировать, властвовать,
овладеть, сдерживать

RU: (to) rule over, (to) control, (to) govern, (to be) in
command, (to) regulate, (to) seize, (to) restrain

BU: разпореждам се, властвам; управлявам,
господствам, командвам; подчинявам,
овладявам, сдържам, усмирявам,
обуздавам, потискам

BU: (to) control, (to) rule, (to) command, (to) be in
power; (to) subdue, (to) overpower, (to)
overcome, (to) master, (to) restrain, (to) keep in
control, (to) hold back, (to) suppress

CR: vladati, ovladati, upravljati, gospodariti

CR: (to) lord it over, (to) control; (to) master; (to)
govern, (to) rule

CZ: ovládat, dohlížet na

CZ: (to) control, (to) supervise

PL: panować, władać (nad czymś), kontrolować
(coś); mieć władzę (nad kimś, czymś);
zarządzać (czymś)

PL: (to) have under control, (to) rule, (to) reign; (to)
control somebody / something

DE: beherrschen

DE: (to) control, (to) rule

NL: beheersen; meester zijn; besturen

NL: (to) control; (to) rule, (to) run, (to) manage

FR: gouverner, diriger, dominer, maîtriser,
superviser, commander

FR: (to) govern, (to) direct, (to) dominate, (to) master,
(to) supervise, (to) command

RU: (находиться) во власти, под влиянием

RU: (to) be in the power of, under the influence

BU: подчинен съм, подвластен съм,
управляван съм, във властта съм на,
служа на

BU: (to) be subordinate to, (to) be under someone’s
power or influence, (to) serve someone

CR: biti pod upravom, nadzorom, vlašću

CR: (to) be under the control, supervision, authority

CZ: být ovládaný, být pod kontrolou

CZ: (to) be ruled, (to be under) the control

DE: unter der Herschaft stehen; in jemandes
Gewalt sein

DE: (to) be under the control, (to be) under
someone´s power

NL: bestuurd worden door, in de macht zijn van

NL: (to) be controlled by, (to) be under the control of

FR: tomber sous le joug de

FR: fall under the yoke

RU: повелитель, властелин, владыка, властный
человек

RU: sovereign, lord, ruler, master, masterful man

BU: повелител, властелин, господар, владетел

BU: ruler, master, overlord, sovereign

CR: upravitelj, gospodar, vladar

CR: governor; master, proprietor; ruler, sovereign

CZ: ten, kdo ovládá, vládce

CZ: one who controls, ruler

PL: władca, pan

PL: ruler, lord

DE: Herrscher

DE: controller (ruler)

NL: bestuurder

NL: ruler, controller

FR: maître, celui qui dirige, supervise, celui de qui
dépend

FR: master, one who directs, supervisor, from whom
one depends

RU: материальный космос, мироздание, космическое проявление, проявленный мир

RU: material cosmos, the universe, cosmic
manifestation, manifested world

BU: проявен космос, материален космос;
мироздание, космическо проявление

BU: manifested cosmos, material cosmos; the
universe, cosmic manifestation

CR: kozmičko očitovanje, kozmička manifestacija

CR: cosmic manifestation

CZ: vesmírný projev

CZ: cosmic manifestation

PL: przejawienie kosmiczne, kosmos, stworzenie

PL: cosmic manifestation, cosmos, creation

DE: Kosmos, kosmische Welt / Schöpfung,
kosmische Manifestation

DE: cosmos, cosmic world / creation, cosmic
maifestation

NL: kosmische openbaring

NL: cosmic manifestation

RU: противостоять, совладать, справиться,
выстоять (под ударами)

RU: (to) resist, (to) withstand, (to) cope with, (to) hold
out against

BU: превъзмогвам, преодолявам, обезсилвам,
неутрализирам

BU: (to) overcome, (to) surmount, (to) nullify, (to)
neutralize

CR: poništiti posljedice, suprotstaviti se, ukloniti

CR: (to) annual consequences, (to) counteract, (to)
remove (eliminate)

CZ: neutralizovat, postavit se, odstranit

CZ: (to) neutralize, (to) defy, (to) remove
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covered

cowherd boy

cowherd girl

cowherd man

cowherd woman

creation

DE: entgegenwirken, aufheben, hemmen

DE: (to) counteract, (to) cancel, (to) check

NL: tegengaan, neutraliseren

NL: (to) counteract, (to) neutralize

FR: neutraliser, contrecarrer, modifier

FR: (to) neutralize, (to) counteract, (to) modify

RU: покрытый, завуалированный, окутанный,
затуманенный, скрытый

RU: covered, veiled, shrouded, obscured, hidden

BU: покрит, обвит, затулен, застлан, засенчен,
закрит, обгърнат, забулен, замрежен,
завоалиран, загърнат, запречен, завит,
увит

BU: covered, veiled, hidden, obscured, shaded,
wrapped, dim, hazy

CR: prekriven

CR: covered

CZ: pokrytý, zahalený

CZ: covered, veiled

DE: bedeckt, verdeckt, verhüllt, verschleiert

DE: covered, veiled

NL: bedekt, versluierd

NL: covered, veiled

RU: (мальчик)-пастушок

RU: cowherd boy

BU: пастирче

BU: herd boy

CR: dječak pastir

CR: herd boy

CZ: pasáček

CZ: little herder

PL: pastuszek

PL: cowherd

DE: Kuhhirtenjunge, Hirtenjunge

DE: cowherd boy, herd boy

NL: koeherdersjongen

NL: cowherd boy

FR: gopa

FR: gopa

RU: (девушкa)-пастушкa

RU: cowherd girl

BU: пастирка

BU: herdswoman

CR: pastirica

CR: herdswoman

CZ: pasačka, gopi

CZ: little herdswoman, gopi

PL: młoda pasterka

PL: young (she) cowherd

DE: Kuhhirtenmädchen, Hirtenmädchen

DE: cowherd girl, herd girl

NL: koeherdersmeisje

NL: cowherd girl

FR: gopi, fermière

FR: gopi, (she) farmer

RU: пастух

RU: cowherd man

BU: пастир

BU: herdsman

CR: pastir

CR: herdsman

CZ: pastevec

CZ: shepherd (-man)

PL: pasterz

PL: herdsman

DE: Kuhhirte

DE: cowherd

NL: koeherder

NL: cowherd

FR: gardien de troupeaux

FR: guard of herd

RU: пастушкa

RU: cowherd woman / girl

BU: пастирка

BU: herdswoman

CR: pastirica

CR: herdswoman

CZ: (starší) gopi, pasačka

CZ: (older) gopi, herdswoman

PL: pasterka

PL: herdswoman

DE: Kuhhirtin

DE: cowherd woman

NL: koeherderin

NL: cowherd woman

RU: мироздание, мир, вселенная; творение,
созидание, произведение (искусства)

RU: creation, world, universe; work (of art)

BU: творение; сътворение

BU: creation; process of creation

CR: kreacija, tvorevina, stvaranje, svijet

CR: creation, product, creation, world

CZ: stvoření (act, result); tvoření (process)

CZ: creation, generation; manufacturing

PL: stworzenie

PL: creation

DE: Schöpfung

DE: creation
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cult (of bhakti)

(to) cultivate

culture of knowledge

defect(s)

deity

NL: schepping

NL: creation

RU: культ, философия, учение (бхакти)

RU: cult, philosophy, message (of bhakti)

BU: път (на бхакти), практика (на бхакти)

BU: path (of bhakti), practice (of bhakti)

CR: kult bhakti

CR: cult of bhakti

CZ: cesta, poselství

CZ: way, message

PL: ścieżka bhakti, ścieżka oddania

PL: path of bhakti, path of devotion

DE: (Bhakti-)Kult, Religion, Bewegung (Sri
Caitanyas)

DE: cult (of bhakti), religion, movement (of Lord
Caitanya)

NL: cultus

NL: cult

FR: la bhakti, le culte de la bhakti

FR: cult (of bhakti)

RU: развивать, взращивать, углублять,
совершенствовать, практиковать

RU: (to) develop, (to) bring up, (to) cultivate, (to)
extend, (to) perfect, (to) practice

BU: възпитавам, развивам; култивирам,
усъвършенствам; практикувам; отглеждам,
отхранвам; насърчавам, поощрявам

BU: (to) bring up, (to) develop; (to) cultivate, (to)
perfect; (to) practice; (to) grow; (to) encourage,
(to) stimulate

CR: njegovati, usavršavati, primjenjivati, razvijati

CR: (to) cultivate, (to) improve, (to) adapt, (to) apply
to; (to) develop

CZ: pěstovat, vzdělávat, vychovávat

CZ: (to) grow, (to) cultivate, (to) educate, (to) raise

PL: uprawiać (ogród); kultywować (wiedzę);
praktykować, chronić

PL: (to) cultivate (garden); (to) cultivate (knowledge);
(to) practice, (to) protect

DE: anleiten, ausbilden; entwickeln; behüten;
(Wissen) erwerben / aneignen; pflegen

DE: (to) bring up / train; (to) develop; (to) protect; (to)
acquire / gain (knowledge); (to) care for

NL: cultiveren, ontwikkelen

NL: (to) cultivate, (to) develop

RU: философский поиск, философское
познание мира

RU: philosophical search, philosophical cognition of
the world

BU: философско познание на света;
усъвършенстване на познанието

BU: philosophical cognition of the world; cultivation of
knowledge

CR: stjecanje znanja, njegovanje znanja

CR: acquisition of knowledge, cultivation of
knowledge

CZ: rozvoj poznání, kultivace poznání

CZ: development of knowledge, cultivation of
knowledge

PL: proces poznania; kultywowanie wiedzy; rozwój
wiedzy

PL: process of knowledge; cultivation of knowledge;
development of knowledge

DE: Wissensaneignung, Wissenserwerb

DE: acquisition of knowledge

NL: kennis opdoen

NL: (to) acquire knowledge

RU: недостаток, порок, изъян, несовершенство

RU: shortage, defect, flaw, imperfection

BU: недостатъци, несъвършенства

BU: defects, shortcomings, imperfections

CR: nedostaci

CR: shortcomings, defects

CZ: nedostatky

CZ: shortcomings, imperfections

PL: skaza, brak, wada, defekt

PL: defect, spot, lack, shortcoming

DE: Mängel, Unvollkommenheiten, Schwächen,
Unzulänglichkeiten

DE: faults, imperfections, weaknesses, shortcomings

NL: tekortkomingen

NL: shortcomings

FR: imperfection, défaut, manque, déficience

FR: imperfection, deficiency, flaw, defect

RU: божество

RU: deity

BU: божество, полубог

BU: deity, demigod

CR: božanstvo

CR: deity

CZ: božstvo

CZ: deity

PL: bóstwo

PL: deity

DE: Gottheit, Halbgott

DE: deity, demigod

NL: godheid

NL: deity

FR: murti

FR: murti
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Deity

demigod

demon

demoniac

descending process

designation(s)

RU: Божество, мурти

RU: Deity, murti

BU: Божество, мурти

BU: Deity, murti

CR: Božanstvo

CR: Deity

CZ: Božstvo

CZ: Deity

PL: Bóstwo

PL: Deity

DE: Bildgestalt (im Tempel)

DE: image-form (in the temple)

NL: Beeldgedaante / Godsgedaante; vererenswaardige gedaante (van God) in de tempel

NL: image-form / God’s-form; worshipable form (of
God) in the temple

FR: Divinité

FR: Divinities

RU: полубог

RU: demigod

BU: полубог

BU: demigod

CR: polubog

CR: demigod

CZ: polobůh

CZ: halfgod, semigod

PL: półbóg

PL: demigod

DE: Halbgott

DE: halfgod

NL: halfgod

NL: halfgod

FR: deva, divinité

FR: deva, divinity

RU: демон

RU: demon

BU: демон

BU: demon

CR: demon

CR: demon

CZ: démon

CZ: demon

PL: demon

PL: demon

DE: Dämon

DE: demon

NL: demon

NL: demon

FR: asura, monstre, être démoniaque, démon

FR: asura, monster, demoniac being, demon

RU: демонический, безбожный

RU: demoniac, godless

BU: демоничен

BU: demoniac

CR: demonski

CR: demoniac

CZ: démonský

CZ: demoniac

PL: demoniczny, piekielny

PL: demoniac, hellish

DE: dämonisch, höllisch

DE: demoniac, hellish

NL: demonisch

NL: demoniac

FR: démoniaque, maléfique

FR: demoniac,evil

RU: нисходящий метод познания, дедуктивный
метод, дедукция

RU: descending method of cognition, deductive
method, deduction

BU: низходящ процес на познание

BU: descending process of cognition

CR: silazni proces

CR: descending process

CZ: sestupný proces

CZ: downward process

PL: proces zstępujący, zstępująca metoda
poznania

PL: descending process, descending method of
knowledge

DE: (her)absteigender Vorgang der Erkenntnis

DE: descending process of realization

NL: neerdalende methode

NL: descending method

RU: определения, роли, титулы, ярлыки,
обозначения

RU: definitions, roles, titles, labels, designations

BU: обозначения

BU: designations

CR: imenovanja

CR: nominations (designations)

CZ: označení

CZ: denotations

PL: określenie, nazwa

PL: designation, name

DE: Namen, (trügerische) Bezeichnungen,
Designation, Identifikationen;
Bestimmung(sort)

DE: names, (illusory) designations, latin foreign term,
identification; designations (in the sense of place
/ goal)
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NL: aanduidingen

NL: indications, designations

FR: désignations, distinctions

FR: designations, distinctions

RU: желанный, заманчивый, подходящий

RU: desirable, alluring, suitable

BU: желателен, желан, положителен; скъп,
ценен

BU: desired, desirable, positive; dear, valuable

CR: poželjan

CR: desirable

CZ: vytoužený, kýžený, žádoucí

CZ: longed-for, welcome, desirable

PL: upragniony; drogocenny, drogi; pożądany

PL: longed-for; precious; desirable

DE: erwünscht, wünschenswert, willkommen

DE: desirable, welcome

NL: wenselijk, verlangd

NL: desirable

RU: древо желаний

RU: desire tree

BU: дърво на желанията

BU: tree of desires

CR: drvo želja

CR: tree of desires

CZ: strom přání

CZ: tree of desires

PL: drzewo spełniające pragnienia

PL: wish-fullfiling tree

DE: Wunschbaum

DE: desire tree

NL: wensboom

NL: desire tree

FR: arbre-à-souhaits

FR: desire tree

RU: отказаться от привязанности, отрешиться,
отречься, оставить

RU: (to) give up an attachment, (to) renounce, (to)
detach

BU: откъсвам се, отчуждавам се, безразличен
съм, безучастен съм, равнодушен съм,
индиферентен съм

BU: (to) break away, (to) become estranged, (to be)
indifferent / impartial / nonchalant

CR: odvojiti se, odbaciti vezanost, odreći se
vezanosti

CR: (to) separate, (to) get rid of attachment, (to)
renounce attachment

CZ: odpoutat se

CZ: (to) untie oneself

PL: pozbyć się / uwolnić się od (przywiązania);
odwiązać się

PL: (to) get rid of something / somebody (e.g.
attachment); (to) detach, (to) become untied

DE: sich lossagen, sich lösen von, sich loslösen;
einer Sache entsagen

DE: (to) break with, (to) free oneself, (to) break away;
(to) renounce something

NL: onthechten, terugtrekken, loslaten

NL: (to) detach, (to) retire from

RU: отрешенность, беспристрастность,
непривязанность

RU: renunciation, impartiality, detachment

BU: липса на (отсъствие на, свобода от)
привързаност, откъснатост, отчужденост,
равнодушие, безразличие, безучастие,
индиферентност

BU: lack of (absence or freedom of) attachment,
detachment, alienation, indifference, unconcern

CR: nevezanost, odbojnost, odvojenost, odricanje,
ravnodušnost, indiferentnost

CR: non-attachment, aversion, disengagement,
renunciation, equanimity, indifference

CZ: odpoutanost

CZ: detachment

PL: wolność od przywiązania, brak przywiązania;
obojętność

PL: freedom from attachment, lack of attachment;
indifference

DE: Loslösung, Gleichgültigkeit; Abstand, Distanz

DE: detachment, indifference; distance (in the sense
of inner distance)

NL: onthechting

NL: detachment

(to) develop

RU: пробуждать / развивать в себе желание

RU: (to) awaken / (to) develop desire

- desire

BU: пробужда се / събужда се / заражда се /
възниква / появява се желание

BU: (to) awaken / (to) arouse / (to) provoke / (to)
manifest / (to) arise desire

CR: razviti želju

CR: (to) develop desire

CZ: vyvinout touhu

CZ: (to) develop desire

PL: rozbudzić / rozwinąć pragnienie

PL: (to) awaken / (to) develop desire

DE: Wunsch entwickeln / erwecken / wachrufen

DE: (to) develop / (to)awaken / (to) evoke desire

NL: verlangen opwekken / ontwikkelen

NL: (to) evoke / develop desire

desirable

desire tree

(to) detach

detachment
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- qualities

- taste for
something

deviation (without
deviation)

devotee

devotion

devotional process

RU: развивать / вырабатывать качества

RU: (to) develop / (to) cultivate qualities

BU: придобивам / култивирам / развивам
качества

BU: (to) acquire / (to) cultivate / (to) develop qualities

CR: razviti osobine / odlike

CR: (to) develop characteristics, qualities

CZ: vyvinout vlastnosti

CZ: (to) develop characteristics / timber / qualities

DE: Eigenschaften vervollkommen / entwickeln;
werden (tugendhaft)

DE: (to) perfect / (to) develop qualities; (to) become
virtuous

NL: kwaliteiten ontwikkelen

NL: (to) develop qualities

RU: развивать в себе вкус к чему-либо

RU: (to) develop / cultivate / awaken a taste for
something

BU: придобивам, развивам желание / стремеж
към нещо

BU: (to) acquire / develop a desire or aspiration for
something

CR: razviti ukus

CR: (to) develop a taste for something

CZ: získat chut'pro

CZ: (to) gain a taste for something

DE: Gefallen (Geschmack) an etwas finden

DE: (to) find pleasure (taste) in something

NL: smaak krijgen voor

NL: (to) get a taste for something

RU: отклонение, отход (не отклоняться, не
сворачивать)

RU: deviation, departure from (without deviation,
without deflection)

BU: отклонение (неотклонно, непоколебимо,
неотстъпно, решително)

BU: deviation (unswervingly, unyieldingly, firmly,
determinedly)

CR: odstupanje (ne odstupajući)

CR: aberration (without aberration)

CZ: odchýlení (bez odchýlení, neochvějně)

CZ: diversion, deviation (without diverting,
unflinchingly

PL: zboczenie (z czegoś); niezachwiany

PL: deviation (from something); unshaken,
unflinching

DE: Abweichung (ohne abzuweichen)

DE: deviation (without deviating)

NL: afdwaling (zonder af te dwalen)

NL: deviation (without deviating)

RU: преданный

RU: devotee

BU: преданоотдаден

BU: devoted and surrendered (a newly coined word)

CR: bhakta

CR: bhakta

CZ: oddaný

CZ: devoted (one)

PL: bhakta; wielbiciel

PL: bhakta; devotee, worshiper

DE: Gottgeweihter; Geweihter (Krsnas)

DE: one who is consecrated to God (Krsna)

NL: toegewijde

NL: devotee

FR: bhakta, fidèle

FR: bhakta, one who is faithful

RU: преданность

RU: devotion

BU: преданост, вярност

BU: devotion, loyalty, faithfulness

CR: predanost

CR: devotion

CZ: oddanost

CZ: devotion, allegiance, loyalty

PL: oddanie, uczucie

PL: devotion, affection

DE: Hingabe, Liebe

DE: devotion, love

NL: toewijding

NL: devotion

FR: piété, dévotion

FR: piety, devotion

RU: практика преданного служения, метод
преданного служения

RU: practice of devotional service, method of
devotional service

BU: процес на предано служене

BU: process of devotional service

CR: proces predanog služenja

CR: process of devotional serving

CZ: proces oddané služby

CZ: process of devotional service

PL: służba oddania

PL: service of devotion

DE: Vorgang des hingebungsvollen Dienens

DE: process of devotional serving

NL: methode van toegewijde dienst

NL: method of devotional service
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devotional scriptures

devotional service

disciple

disciplic succession

divine

division(s) of society

RU: священные писания

RU: holy scriptures

BU: писания свързани с (за) преданото
служене, вайшнавски писания

BU: scriptures connected with (about) devotional
service, Vaisnava scriptures

CR: spisi o predanosti

CR: written documents about devotion

CZ: písma popisující oddanou službu; písma
(pojednávající) o oddané službě

CZ: scriptures describing devotional service,
scriptures (dealing with) about devotional service

PL: pisma opisujące służbę oddania

PL: scriptures describing service of devotion

DE: Bhakti-Schriften

DE: bhakti scriptures

NL: devotionele geschriften

NL: devotional scriptures

RU: преданное служение

RU: devotional service

BU: предано служене

BU: devotional service

CR: predano služenje

CR: devotional service

CZ: oddaná služba

CZ: devotional service

PL: służba oddania

PL: service of devotion

DE: hingebungsvoller Dienst, hingebungsvolles
Dienen

DE: devotional service, devotional serving

NL: toegewijde dienst

NL: devotional service

RU: ученик

RU: disciple

BU: ученик

BU: disciple

CR: učenik

CR: disciple

CZ: žák

CZ: disciple

PL: uczeń

PL: disciple

DE: Schüler

DE: disciple

NL: discipel

NL: disciple

RU: цепь ученической преемственности

RU: chain (line) of disciplic succession

BU: ученическа последователност, линия /
система на ученическа последователност;
традиция; школа

BU: disciplic succession, line or system of disciplic
succession; tradition; school of thought

CR: učeničko naslijeđe

CR: disciplic succession

CZ: učednická posloupnost

CZ: succession of apprentices

PL: sukcesja uczniów

PL: succession of disciples

DE: Schülernachfolge

DE: succession of disciples

NL: opeenvolging van discipelen

NL: succession of disciples

FR: succession disciplique, lignées de maîtres

FR: disciplic succession, line of masters

RU: божественный

RU: divine

BU: божествен

BU: divine

CR: božanski

CR: divine

CZ: božský

CZ: divine

PL: boski

PL: divine

DE: göttlich

DE: divine

NL: goddelijk

NL: divine

RU: деление общества (на); сословия

RU: social divisions, social structure

BU: обществено разслоение; обществени
групи, обществени класи

BU: social differentiation; social groups, social
classes

CR: staleži društva, podjela društva na staleže

CR: classes of society, division of society in classes

CZ: rozdělení společnosti

CZ: division(s) of society, dividing of society

PL: podział społeczeństwa

PL: division of society

DE: Gesellschaftsschicht(en), Einteilung(en) der
Gesellschaft

DE: classes / sections of society, divisions of society

NL: onderverdeling van de maatschappij;
maatschappelijke geleding

NL: (sub) division of society; section of society
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dormant love

dualities

ecstasy

ecstatic

eightfold yoga

emanation

RU: дремлющая, непробудившаяся, скрытая
любовь

RU: dormant / unawaken / hidden love

BU: скрита / спяща / непробудена / неизявена
любов

BU: hidden / dormant / latent / unawakened /
unmanifested love

CR: uspavana / skrivena ljubav

CR: dormant / hidden love

CZ: spící / latentní láska

CZ: sleeping / latent love

PL: uśpiona miłość, drzemiąca (w kimś) miłość

PL: sleeping love; dormant (in someone) love

DE: verborgene / schlummernde Liebe

DE: hidden / slumbering love

NL: sluimerende liefde

NL: dormant / slumbering love

RU: противоположности, двойственность

RU: opposites, dualities

BU: противоположности, контрасти, полюси,
двойствености

BU: opposites, contrasts, antipodes, dualities

CR: dvostranosti (of happiness and distress);
dvojnosti ( of knowledge and knower);
suprotnosti

CR: dualities; contrasts

CZ: duality, dvojnosti

CZ: dualities

PL: dualizm, przeciwieństwa

PL: dualism, antitypes

DE: Dualität, Polaritäten, Gegensätze

DE: duality, polarities, contrasts

NL: dualiteiten

NL: dualities

RU: экстаз

RU: ecstasy

BU: екстаз, възторг, въодушевление

BU: ecstasy, exaltation, enthusiasm

CR: zanos

CR: ecstasy

CZ: extáze, vytržení

CZ: ecstasy, transport, exaltation

PL: ekstaza, uniesienie

PL: ecstasy, rapture, fieriness

DE: Ekstase, Begeisterung

DE: ecstacy, excitement / enthusiasm

NL: extase, vervoering

NL: ecstasy

RU: экстатический

RU: ecstatic

BU: възторжен, въодушевен, екстатичен

BU: excited, overjoyed, elated, ecstatic

CR: u zanosu, preplavljen zanosom

CR: in ecstasy, flooded with ecstasy

CZ: extatický

CZ: ecstatic

PL: w uniesieniu, pełna uniesień (np. miłość);
ekstatyczny

PL: in ecstasy, full of rapture (e.g. love), ecstatic

DE: überschwenglich, begeistert, ekstatisch

DE: effusive, enthusiastic, ecstatic

NL: extatisch, vol vervoering

NL: ecstatic

FR: extatique, qui procure l'extase, d'extase

FR: ecstatic, which gives ecstasy, of ecstasy

RU: восьмиступенчатая йога, восемь ступеней
практики йоги, мистическая йога

RU: eightfold yoga, eight stages of yoga practice,
mystic yoga

BU: осемстепенна йога

BU: yoga of eight steps / stages

CR: osmerostruki sustav yoge

CR: eightfold system of yoga

CZ: osmistupňová yoga

CZ: eight-grade yoga

PL: ścieżka ośmiostopniowej jogi

PL: path of eight-steps yoga

DE: achtstufiger Yoga-Pfad

DE: eight step yoga path

NL: achtvoudige yoga-systeem

NL: eightfold yoga system

FR: yoga en huit phases

FR: yoga in eight phases

RU: эманация

RU: emanation

BU: еманация

BU: emanation

CR: emanacija

CR: emanation

CZ: emanace

CZ: emanation

PL: emanacja

PL: emanation

DE: Emanation, (is an emanation of:) geht von ...
aus

DE: emanation, emanates from ...

NL: uitstraling; voortbrenging

NL: emanation (in the sense of creation); emanation
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(in the sense of effulgence)
empowered
(incarnation)

(to) endeavor

(to) engage in

enjoyer

entanglement

RU: облеченное властью, могущественное
воплощение

RU: endowed with power, powerful incarnation

BU: упълномощена инкарнация, инкарнация
надарена с могъщество

BU: empowered incarnation, incarnation invested
with power

CR: ovlašten; opunomoćena (inkarnacija)

CR: authorized; empowered (incarnation)

CZ: zmocněná (inkarnace), zplnomocněný

CZ: empowered (incarnation), plenipotentiary

PL: upełnomocniona (inkarnacja)

PL: empowered (incarnation)

DE: ermächtigt

DE: empowered

NL: gemachtigd, geautoriseerd

NL: empowered, authorized

RU: прилагать усилия, добиваться, стремиться

RU: (to) make efforts, (to) aspire for, (to) strive for

BU: полагам усилия, старая се, стремя се

BU: (to) make efforts, (to) try to achieve something,
(to) aspire / strive for something

CR: pokušati; truditi se, nastojati

CR: (to) attempt, (to) try; (to) endeavor

DE: Bemühung, Anstrengung; Versuch,
Bestreben; sich bemühen, anstrengen; nach
etwas streben

DE: effort, exertion; try, attempt; (to) try hard, (to)
make an effort; (to) try for something

NL: poging, inspanning; pogen, inspannen

NL: attempt, effort; (to) attempt, (to) endeavor

FR: tenter de, tâcher de

FR: (to) try, (to) attempt

RU: заниматься; посвятить себя (преданному
служению), вовлекаться (в греховную
деятельность)

RU: (to) engage in, (to) devote oneself (to dev. ser.),
(to be) involved (in sinful activity)

BU: посвещавам се на, занимавам се с

BU: (to) become involved, (to) commit oneself to, be
occupied with

CR: ne postoji u našem jeziku; prevodi se
direktnom radnjom

CR: cannot be translated in our language; we have to
use direct action (to be engaged in worship = to
worship)

CZ: zaměstnat se, věnovat se, zabývat se

CZ: (to) occupy oneself, (to) pursue

PL: podjąć (coś), Poświęcić się (czemuś);
wykorzystać (coś, np. pieniądze)

PL: (to) undertake, (to) take up; (to) dedicate oneself
to something; (to) use something

DE: sich betätigen in, sich beschäftigen in;
(hingebungsvollen Dienst) ausführen

DE: (to) engage in, (to) occupy oneself with; (to)
execute (devotional service)

NL: zich bezighouden met; opgaan in, zich wijden
aan; zich inlaten met; iemand betrekken in

NL: (to) engage in; (to) absorb in, (to) dedicate / devote to; (to) indulge in; (to) involve (someone) in

FR: adopter, suivre, au service de, prendre part à,
se dédier à

FR: (to) adopt, (to) follow, at the service of, (to) take
part, (to) dedicate oneself

RU: наслаждающийся

RU: enjoyer

BU: който се наслаждава; хедонист,
сластолюбец, любител на светски наслади

BU: one who enjoys; hedonist, pleasure-seeker,
sensualist

CR: uživatelj

CR: enjoyer

CZ: poživatel, příjemce výsledků (oběti)

CZ: enjoyer, recipient of results (of sacrifice)

PL: podmiot radości, odbiorca przyjemności

PL: subject of joy, recipient of pleasure

DE: Genießer

DE: enjoyer

NL: genieter

NL: enjoyer

FR: bénéficiaire du plaisir, bénéficiaire légitime

FR: beneficiary of pleasure, legitimate beneficiary

RU: сети, путы, рабство, оковы, кандалы, цепи,
лабиринт, ловушка, болото, трясина,
запутанность, затруднительное положение

RU: net, fetters, bondage, shackles, chains, labyrinth,
trap, mire, quag, entanglement, difficult situation

BU: мрежи, робство, окови, вериги, пранги,
капан, блато, тресавище, лабиринт,
CR: zapletenost, zatočeništvo, okovi, ropstvo,
labirint

BU: net, bondage, shackles, chains, snare, mire,
labyrinth
CR: complicated, entangled state; captivity; shackles,
chains; slavery; labyrinth
CZ: entanglement

CZ: zapletení

PL: entanglement, snares

PL: uwikłanie, sidła

DE: entanglement

DE: Verstrickung
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(to be) established
in the self

executive head

expansion

experienced

expert

NL: verstrikking

NL: entanglement

FR: contrainte, trouble, labyrinthe

FR: restraint, trouble, labyrinth

RU: утвердиться в себе

RU: (to be) established in the self

BU: концентриран, съсредоточен върху
истинската си същност

BU: (to be) concentrated on one's real self

CR: utemeljen u jastvu, usredotočen na jastvo

CR: (to be) established in the self, (to be)
concentrated on the self

CZ: setrvávající ve vlastním já, spočivající sám v
sobě

CZ: remaining in one's I, (to be) situated in one's self

PL: utwierdzony w jaźni; poznaj swą jaźń

PL: (to be) fixed in the self; (to) recognize your self
(for:being established in the self)

DE: im Selbst ruhend, im Selbst verankert

DE: resting in the self, (to be) anchored in the self

NL: in het zelf gevestigd / verankerd zijn

NL: being established / anchored in the self

FR: être en communion / union avec l'Absolu / le
Suprême / le Seigneur

FR: (to be) in communion / union with the Absolute /
Supreme / Lord

RU: глава государства, правительства,
исполнительной власти

RU: head of the state, governmental head, head of
executive power

BU: държавен глава, глава на изпълнителната
власт, оглавяващ изпълнителната власт,
държавен ръководител, министърпредседател, премиер, президент

BU: head of the state, head of executive power, state
leader, prime minister, president

CR: vođa, izvršni organ, vladar, ministar,
predsjednik, premijer

CR: leader; executive organ; ruler, sovereign;
minister; president, chairman; prime minister

CZ: hlava státu, vůdce

CZ: head of the state, leader

PL: przywódca, władca, głowa państwa

PL: leader, ruler, head of a state

DE: Regierungsoberhaupt, Staatsoberhaupt

DE: head of the government, head of the state

NL: uitvoerend hoofd, leider

NL: executive head, leader

RU: экспансия, расширение, протяжение;
просторы (в смысле "места"); продолжение
(сын продолжение отца)

RU: expansion, broadening, extent; space; extension
(the son is an extension of the father)

BU: еманация

BU: emanation

CR: ekspanzija

CR: expansion

CZ: expanze

CZ: expansion

PL: (pełna) ekspansja; rozprzestrzenianie

PL: (plenary) expansion; expansion, diffusion

DE: Erweiterung

DE: expansion

NL: expansie

NL: expansion

FR: émanation, manifestation

FR: emanation, manifestation

RU: искушенный, умудренный опытом,
многоопытный, зрелый, бывалый

RU: well-versed, grown wise with experience, highly
experienced, mature, worldly-wise

BU: опитен, зрял, мъдър, богат с опит и
мъдрост, преживял

BU: experienced, mature, wise, lived through

CR: iskusan; mudar; zreo

CR: expirienced; wise, sage; mature

CZ: zkušený

CZ: experienced

PL: doświadczyć, doświadczony

PL: (to) experience, experienced

DE: erfahren, bewandert, befähigt

DE: experienced, well-versed, qualified

NL: ervaren

NL: experienced

FR: avoir de l’expérience

FR: having experience

RU: компетентный, сведущий, многоопытный,
знающий, опытный, умелый, искушенный

RU: competent, expert, highly experienced, learned,
expert, skilful, well-versed

BU: компетентен, сведущ човек, опитен, вещ,
знаещ, ерудиран

BU: competent, knowing, proficient, skilled,
accomplished, learned

CR: koji odlično poznaje; poznavatelj, stručnjak;
stručan, vješt, iskusan

CR: one who knows (something) excellently; expert;
specialist, expert; professional, expert; skilled;
skilled

CZ: zkušený (adj.), odborník (n.)

CZ: expert
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false

false conception

false ego

family members

favorable

PL: doświadczony; doskonały (np. sługa);
doskonale obeznany

PL: experienced; perfect (e.g. servant); perfectly
conversant with something

DE: bewandert, befähigt, gebildet

DE: well-versed, qualified, educated

NL: deskundig, bedreven

NL: expert, skilled

FR: expert, expérimenté, capable, habile, qualifié,
connaisseur

FR: capable, skillful, qualified, knower, experienced,
expert

RU: призрачный, обманчивый, иллюзорный,
мнимый, несуществующий (о мире);
поддельный

RU: false, wrong, illusory, perverted, misrepresented
conceptions (ideas)

BU: 1. призрачен, лъжовен, измамен,
измамлив, привиден, мним, нереален,
недействителен, въображаем,
несъществуващ, илюзорен, миражен,
химерен; 2. превратен, изкривен, извратен;
3. неистински, неверен, погрешен, неточен,
неправилен, лъжлив

BU: 1. shadowy, unreal, deceptive, illusive, fictitious,
imaginary, fallacious, nonexistent, illusory,
chimerical; 2. wrong, distorted, perverted; 3.
untrue, incorrect, wrong, inaccurate, improper,
deceitful

CR: lažan, neumjestan, nestvaran, prividan,
neprirodan, iluzoran, netočan, nepravilan,
neistinit

CR: false; improper; unreal, imaginary; seeming;
unnatural; illusory; incorrect; irregular; false

CZ: falešný

CZ: false

PL: fałszywy, błędny; obłudny

PL: false; false-hearted, hypocritical

DE: trügerisch, falsch, unecht; heuchlerisch

DE: illusory, wrong, false; hypocritical

NL: vals, onwerkelijk

NL: false, unreal

FR: apparent, illusoire

FR: apparent, illusory

RU: ложные / превратные / ошибочные /
извращенные / искаженные представления

RU: false / wrong / mistaken / perverted /
misrepresented conceptions / ideas

BU: измамна / илюзорна / превратна / невярна /
погрешна / неточна / неправилна /
нереална представа

BU: false / illusory / distorted / untrue / wrong / unreal
conception

CR: pogrešno shvaćanje

CR: wrong understanding

CZ: falešné pojetí

CZ: false conception

DE: Fehlvorstellung, falsche Auffassung

DE: wrong idea, false concepiton

NL: misvatting

NL: misconception

RU: ложное эго

RU: false ego

BU: лъжливо его

BU: false ego

CR: lažni ego

CR: false ego

CZ: falešné ego

CZ: false ego

PL: fałszywe ego, błędne pojmowanie swej
tożsamości

PL: false ego, mistaken understanding of one's
identity

DE: falsches Ego

DE: false ego

NL: vals ego

NL: false ego

RU: члены семьи

RU: family members

BU: семейство, близки, домочадие

BU: family, close relatives, household

CR: članovi obitelji, obitelj

CR: members of family, family

CZ: rodina, členové rodiny

CZ: family, family members

PL: rodzina, członkowie rodziny

PL: family, family members

DE: Familienmitglieder, (Familien-) Angehörige,
Verwandte

DE: family members, relatives

NL: gezinsleden, verwanten

NL: family members, relatives

RU: благоприятный, благосклонный,
способствующий, доброжелательный,
благотворный, располагающий,
предрасположенный

RU: propitious, benevolent, favorable, well-wishing,
beneficial, prepossessing, predisposed

BU: благотворен, благоприятен; способстващ,
стимулиращ, подпомагащ; доброжелателен, благосклонен, благоразположен;

BU: beneficial, encouraging; helpful, stimulating; wellwishing, benevolent, well-disposed; suitable,
profitable, useful; positive
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изгоден, удобен; положителен

feature(s)

(to) fix (the mind)

fixed (in devotional
service)

flickering

CR: povoljan, dobronamjeran, blagonaklon

CR: favorable, well-meaning, benignant

CZ: příznivý, příhodný

CZ: favorable, opportune

DE: wohlgesinnt, positiv; günstig

DE: well-disposed, positive; favorable

NL: gunstig, welgezind

NL: favorable, well-disposed

RU: аспект, проявление, ипостась, фаза, лик,
особенность, свойство, характерная черта,
признак

RU: aspect, manifestation, in the role of someone,
phase, face, peculiarity, characteristics,
characteristic feature, sign

BU: аспект; черта (страна) на характера,
отличителен (характерен) белег, свойство,
признак, особеност; лице, облик, черти,
физиономия

BU: aspect; characteristic, distinguishing feature,
quality, trait, attribute, peculiarity, face,
countenance, appearance

CR: vid, osobni oblik, aspekt, izgled, lice, oblik,
svojstvo

CR: aspect; personal form; aspect; appearance; face;
shape, form; characteristic, trait

CZ: rys (y)

CZ: feature(s), traits

PL: cecha, aspekt, postać

PL: feature(s), aspect, form

DE: (Körper-)Merkmale; Eigenschaften; Aspekte

DE: (bodily) characteristics; qualities; aspects

NL: kenmerk (en), karakteristiek(en)

NL: feature(s), characteristic(s)

FR: caractéristique, marque, signe, distinctif,
particulier

FR: characteristic, mark, sign, distinct, particular

RU: сосредоточивать (ум); направлять (ум)

RU: (to) concentrate / (to) direct (the mind)

BU: съсредоточавам се върху, устремявам /
насочвам мислите си към

BU: (to) concentrate / (to) direct one's thought to

CR: usredotočiti um (na nešto), misliti o

CR: (to) concentrate the mind (on something), to
think of

CZ: upřít, soustředit (mysl)

CZ: (to) fasten, (to) concentrate

PL: skupić umysł (na czymś), skoncentrować się,
zaabsorbować

PL: (to) focus the mind on something, (to) concentrate, (to) absorb

DE: (den Geist auf etwas) richten, (sich)
verankern, (sich) versenken, (sich) vertiefen

DE: (to) focus (the mind on something), (to) anchor,
(to) immerse, to absorb (oneself)

NL: de geest fixeren op

NL: (to) fix the mind upon

RU: укрепиться в преданном служении

RU: (to) be steady in devotional service

BU: устойчив, постоянен, укрепнал, твърд,
неотклонен

BU: steady, dedicated, reliable, unshaken,
persevering

CR: postojano predano služiti, razviti odlučnost u
predanom služenju, odlučno se posvetiti
predanom služenju, nepokolebljivo predano
služiti

CR: (to) steadily serve with devotion, (to) develop
determination in devotional service, (to)
resolutely devote oneself to devotional service,
steady devotional service

CZ: neochvějný, upevněný (v oddané službě)

CZ: unshakable, stiffened (in devotional service)

PL: stały; niewzrusznony; wytrwały

PL: steady; unyielding; persistent

DE: beständig, stetig, verankert, ohne
Abweichung, ohne abzuweichen

DE: enduring, steady, anchored, without deviation,
without deviating

NL: in toegewijde dienst verankerd zijn

NL: (to be) anchored in devotional service

RU: непрочный, беспокойный, обманчивый,
шаткий, зыбкий, непостоянный,
призрачный, мерцающий, эфемерный

RU: not durable, uneasy, delusive, precarious,
unsteady, changeable, phantasmal, flickering,
ephemeral

BU: неустойчив, неспокоен, непостоянен,
нестабилен, променлив, колеблив,
несигурен; съмнителен, спорен; мъждукащ,
блещукащ, трептящ; призрачен, ефимерен,
измамен, лъжовен

BU: unsteady, restless, impermanent, unstable,
changing, uncertain, precarious; doubtful,
disputable; glittering, glistening, twinkling;
shadowy, ephemeral, illusive, false

CR: treperav, privremen, nespokojan, nepostojan,
nestabilan, promjenjiv, kolebljiv, nesiguran

CR: flickering; temporary; restless, agitated;
inconstant; unstable; changeable; hesitating;
unsafe, insecure

CZ: pomíjivý, prchavý

CZ: passing; temporary, fleeting

PL: chwiejny; niespokojny

PL: irresolute, wavering, ill at ease

DE: flatterhaft, schwankend, unbeständig,

DE: capricious, unsteady, inconsistent, changeable
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wechselhaft

(to) follow in the
footsteps

fool number one

foolishly

form

formless

NL: onbestendig, flikkerend

NL: unsteady, flickering

FR: fragile, tremblotant, hésitant, faible, instable

FR: fragile, trembling, hesitating, week, not stable

RU: идти по стопам, следовать примеру

RU: (to) follow in the footsteps, (to) follow the
example

BU: следвам примера на, вървя по стъпките на

BU: (to) follow the example of, (to) walk in the
footsteps of

CR: slijediti stope, iči nečijim stopama, slijediti
primjer

CR: (to) follow the footsteps, (to) tread (follow) in
someone’s steps, (to) follow the example

CZ: následovat ve stopách, kráčet ve stopách

CZ: (to) follow the footsteps, (to) march in the
footsteps

DE: jemandem nachfolgen, jemandes Beispiel
folgen, nacheifern

DE: (to) follow someone, (to) follow the example of
someone, (to) emulate

NL: in de voetsporen treden; het voetspoor volgen

NL: (to) follow in the footsteps; (to) follow someones
tracks

FR: marcher sur les traces, marcher derrière, se
montrer fidèle, suivre les traces

FR: (to) walk in the footsteps, (to) walk behind, (to
be) faithful, (to) follow the step

RU: безнадежный (последний) глупец

RU: hopeless fool

BU: пръв глупак, истински, непоправим,
безнадежден глупак

BU: first fool, real, incorrigible, hopeless fool

CR: najveća budala, beznadežna budala

CR: the biggest fool; hopeless fool

CZ: prvotřídní hlupák

CZ: a first-class fool

PL: największy głupiec itp.

PL: supreme / greatest fool etc.

DE: der größte / ein großer Narr / Tor, ein
ausgemachter Dumkopf, ein Dummkopf
ersten Ranges

DE: the greatest / a great fool, an utter fool, a firstrate fool

NL: de grootste / een uitgesproken dwaas

NL: the greatest fool

FR: pur insensé, insensé de premier ordre,
insane, stupide, fou

FR: pure nonsense, nonsense of the first order,
insane, stupid, fool number one

RU: по глупости, по невежеству, по ошибке

RU: because of foolishness, because of ignorance,
by mistake

BU: глупаво, безразсъдно, неразумно,
необмислено, сляпо

BU: imprudently, blindly, rashly, thoughtlessly, hastily

CR: budalasto, nepromišljeno

CR: foolishly, imprudently

CZ: pošetile, hloupě

CZ: sillily, foolishly

PL: głupio, niemądrze, nierozumnie, naiwnie,
niedorzecznie

PL: foolishly, unreasonably, naively, absurdly

DE: in seiner Dummheit; töricht, leichtfertig; (we
should not foolishly think:) Wir sollten nicht so
dumm sein und denken...

DE: in his foolishness; stupid, thoughtless; we should
not be so foolish and think

NL: dwaas, belachelijk

NL: foolish, ridiculous (otherwise very contextsensitive)

RU: форма, образ, облик, тело; вид,
разновидность

RU: form, shape, appearance, body; spicies, variety

BU: образ, облик, фигура; изображение

BU: image, form, figure; appearance

CR: oblik

CR: form

CZ: podoba, tělo

CZ: form, appearance, body

PL: postać, forma; ciało; wygląd

PL: form, body, appearence

DE: Gestalt; Form

DE: shape, figure; form

NL: gedaante; vorm

NL: shape, figure; form

RU: аморфный; бесформенный; лишенный
формы

RU: amorphous; formless, shapeless; without a form

BU: аморфен, лишен от форма

BU: amorphous, devoid of form

CR: bezobličan, bez oblika

CR: formless, without form

CZ: beztvarý

CZ: without a shape
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forms of the Lord

Founder-Acarya

free from fear

fruitive work

fruitive worker

PL: bezpostaciowy, pozbawiony postaci

PL: formless, devoid of form

DE: formlos; keine Gestalt / Form habend

DE: formless, not having form

NL: gedaanteloos; vormloos

NL: shapeless; formless

FR: qui n'a pas de forme

FR: which has no form

RU: формы Господа, Господь в Своих
различных формах

RU: forms of the Lord, the Lord in His various forms

BU: превъплъщения на Бога, изображения на
Бога

BU: forms of the Lord, images of the Lord

CR: Gospodinov oblik, oblici Gospodina

CR: the Lord's form, forms of the Lord

CZ: podoby Pána, Pánovy podoby

CZ: forms (of the ) Lord, Lord's forms

PL: postaci(e) Pana

PL: forms (of the) Lord

DE: Formen des Herrn

DE: forms of the Lord

NL: gedaanten van de Heer

NL: forms of the Lord

RU: ачарья-основатель

RU: Founder-acarya

BU: ачария основател

BU: Founder-acarya

CR:osnivač-acarya

CR: Founder-Acarya

CZ: zakladatel-áčárja

CZ: Founder-Acarya

PL: założyciel-acarya

PL: Founder-Acarya

DE: Gründer-Acarya

DE: Founder-Acarya

NL: Stichter-acarya

NL: Founder-acarya

RU: лишенный страха, бесстрашный

RU: devoid of fear, fearless

BU: безстрашен, свободен от страхове

BU: fearless, free from fear

CR: oslobođen straha, neustrašiv, koji se ne boji

CR: free from fear, fearless, not afraid

CZ: prostý strachu, zbavený strachu, nebojácný,
nebál se

CZ: free from fear, rid of fear, fearless, dauntless, (he
was) not afraid

PL: wolny od strachu; bez strachu; nieustraszony

PL: free from fear, fearlessly, fearless

DE: frei / befreit von Angst, ohne Angst, furchtlos

DE: free / freed from fear; without anxiety, fearless

NL: vrij van angst, onbevreesd

NL: free from fear, fearless

RU: трудиться ради плодов

RU: (to) work reckoning on material benefit

BU: плодоносна дейност, користни занимания

BU: fruit-bearing activity, self-interested pursuits

CR: plodonosno djelovanje

CR: fruit-bearing activity

CZ: plodonosná práce, práce pro plody

CZ: fruit-bearing work, (to) work for fruits

PL: praca dla zysku, działanie karmiczne;
działanie i jego następstwa

PL: (to) work for gain, karmic activity; activity and it's
consequences

DE: gewinnorientierte Arbeit / Tätigkeit

DE: gain-oriented work / activity

NL: baatzuchtig werk

NL: gain-interested work

RU: карми; тот, кто хочет наслаждаться
плодами своего труда

RU: karmi; one who wants to enjoy the fruits of one's
work

BU: вършител на плодоносни дейности; материалист; който се стреми към плодовете /
иска да се наслаждава на плодовете

BU: performer of fruitive acts; materialist; one who is
after the fruits / who wants to enjoy the fruits

CR: onaj tko teži za rezultatima svog rada

CR: one who is after the results of his work

CZ: ploduchtivý pracovník

CZ: ‘fruit-eager’ worker

PL: pracujący dla rezultatu, pracujący dla
materialnego zysku, karmi

PL: someone working for result, someone working for
material gain, karmi

DE: gewinnorientierter Mensch, karmi

DE: gain-oriented person, karmi

NL: 1. baatzuchtig werker; 2. degenen die
baatzuchtig te werk gaan; 3. degenen die op
de vruchten van hun werk uit zijn

NL: 1. gain-intrested worker; 2. those who work with
an interest for gain; 3. those who are after the
fruits of their work

FR: être attaché aux fruits de ses actes, agissant
pour son seul profit, centré sur lui-même,
agissant pour le profit

FR: someone who is attached to the fruits of his
activities / acting for his own profit only / selfcentered / acting for the profit
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(to have) full
knowledge of

glories of the Lord

God conscious

God realization

goddess of fortune

goodness

gross body

RU: обладать полным знанием (о величии
Господа)

RU: (to have) full knowledge (of greatness of the
Lord)

BU: имам съвършено / пълно знание за;
познавам съвършено

BU: (to have) full / perfect knowledge of, know
something perfectly

CR: potpuno poznavati, savršeno znati

CR: (to) completely know, (to) know perfectly

CZ: dokonale znát, mít úplné poznání o

CZ: (to) know perfectly, (to) have complete
knowledge of

DE: vollkommenes Wissen / vollständige Kenntnis
(haben), (sich) vollkommen einer Sache
bewußt (sein)

DE: (to have) perfect knowledge, complete
knowledge, (to be) perfectly conscious about
something

NL: door en door kennen

NL: (to) know thoroughly

BU: величие / слава Господа

BU: glory / fame of the Lord

CR: Gospodinove slave

CR: the Lord's glories

CZ: sláva Pána, Pánova sláva

CZ: glory of the Lord, the Lord's glory

PL: chwała Pana

PL: glory of the Lord

DE: Herrlichkeit / Ruhm des Herrn

DE: glory / fame of the Lord

NL: heerlijkheden van de Heer

NL: glories of the Lord

RU: находиться в сознании Бога, обладать
сознанием Бога, человек, сознающий Бога

RU: (to be) in God consciousness, (to) have God
consciousness, God conscious person

BU: притежаващ съзнание за Бога, осъзнат за
Бога, осъзнал Бога

BU: having consciousness of God, conscious of God,
God-realized

CR: svjestan Boga

CR: conscious of God

CZ: vědomý si Boha

CZ: concious of God

PL: świadomy Boga

PL: God conscious

DE: gottesbewußt

DE: God conscious

NL: Godsbewust

NL: God conscious

RU: постижение / поиски / осознание / познание
Бога

RU: understanding / search / realization / cognition of
God

BU: осъзнаване / проумяване / постигане на
Бога

BU: realizing / understanding / attaining God

CR: spoznaja Boga

CR: realization of God

CZ: realizace Boha, poznání Boha

CZ: realization of God, knowing God

PL: poznanie Boga

PL: knowledge of God, understanding God

DE: Gotteserkenntnis

DE: God realization

NL: Godsrealisatie

NL: God realization

RU: богиня процветания (удачи)

RU: goddess of fortune

BU: богиня на щастието

BU: goddess of felicity

CR: božica sreće

CR: goddess of fortune

CZ: bohyně štěstí

CZ: goddess of fortune / happiness

PL: bogini szczęścia, b. pomyślności

PL: goddess of fortune

DE: Glücksgöttin

DE: goddess of fortune

NL: godin van het geluk

NL: goddess of fortune / happiness

RU: гуна благости

RU: guna of goodness

BU: добро

BU: good

CR: vrlina, guna vrline

CR: virtue, (guna) of virtue

CZ: dobro

CZ: the good, goodness

PL: dobroć, guna dobroci

PL: goodness, mode (guna) of goodness

DE: Tugend

DE: virtue

NL: goedheid

NL: goodness

RU: физическое / грубое тело

RU: physical / gross body

BU: грубо материално тяло

BU: gross material body

CR: fizičko tijelo, grubo materijalno tijelo

CR: physical body, gross material body
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gross senses

gross fool

gross ignorance

gross materialist

hankering and
lamentation

hearing and chanting about the Lord

CZ: hrubohmotné tělo

CZ: gross material body

PL: fizyczne materialne ciało, fizyczne ciało

PL: physical material body, physical body

DE: grobstofflicher Körper

DE: gross material body

NL: grofstoffelijk lichaam

NL: gross material body

FR: corps physique

FR: physical body

RU: материальные / грубые чувства

RU: material / gross senses

BU: материални, физически сетива; сетива на
грубото материално тяло

BU: material, physical senses; senses of the gross
material body

CR: osjetila, materijalna osjetila

CR: senses, material senses

CZ: smysly hrubohmotného těla

CZ: senses of the gross-material body

PL: fizyczne zmysły, zmysły

PL: physical senses, senses

DE: grobstoffliche Sinne

DE: gross physical senses

NL: grofstoffelijke zintuigen

NL: gross material senses

RU: безнадежный глупец

RU: hopeless fool

BU: кръгъл, пълен, безнадежден глупак

BU: utter, complete, hopeless fool

CR: budala, beznadežna budala

CR: fool, hopeless fool

CZ: naprostý hlupák

CZ: complete fool

NL: enorme dwaas

NL: enormous fool

RU: дремучее / элементарное / глубокое /
вопиющее / откровенное невежество

RU: dense / elementary / deep / crying / frank
ignorance

BU: дълбоко невежество, пълно невежество

BU: deep ignorance, total ignorance

CR: duboko neznanje, potpuno neznanje

CR: deep ignorance, total ignorance

CZ: naprostá nevědomost

CZ: complete ignorance

PL: głęboka ciemnota / ignorancja, zupełna
ignorancja

PL: deep ignorance / total ignorance

DE: völlige / grobe / tiefe Unwissenheit

DE: complete / gross / deep ignorance

NL: grove / diepe onwetendheid

NL: gross / deep ignorance

RU: вульгарный / закоренелый / примитивный /
злостный материалист

RU: vulgar / inveterate / primitive / malicious
materialist

BU: примитивен / заклет / закоравял /
непоправим / вулгарен материалист

BU: primitive / sworn / confirmed / incorrigible / vulgar
materialist

CR: okorjeli materijalist, zakleti materijalist

CR: obdurate materialist, sworn materialist

CZ: naprostý, zapřisáhlý, zatvrzelý materialista

CZ: complete, avowed, confirmed materialist

PL: prymitywny materialista, kompletny
materialista

PL: primitive materialist, definite materialist

DE: ausgemachter / entschiedener Materialist

DE: utter / definite materialist

RU: желания и скорбь

RU: desires and lamentation

BU: желания и скърби; жадувам и скърбя

BU: desires and lamentations; (to) crave and lament

CR: žudnja i jadikovanje

CR: hankering and lamentation

CZ: dychtění a bědování, toužení a nářek

CZ: craving for and lamenting, longing and lament

PL: pragnienie i rozpacz, tęsknota i lament

PL: hankering and despair, longing and lamentation

DE: Verlangen und Klagen

DE: hankering and lamentation

NL: verlangen en weeklagen

NL: hankering and lamentation

RU: слушать и пересказывать повествования о
Господе

RU: to hear and repeat narrations about the Lord

BU: слушам за Бога и Го възпявам

BU: to hear about the Lord and to glorify Him

CR: slušati o Gospodinu i slaviti Ga

CR: to hear about the Lord and to glorify Him

CZ: naslouchání o Pánu a Jeho opěvování

CZ: hearing about the Lord and His extolling

PL: słuchanie o Panu i mówienie o Nim /
wysławianie Go

PL: hearing about the Lord and speaking about Him /
gloryfying Him

DE: über den Herrn hören und sprechen; über den
Herrn hören und Ihn lobpreisen

DE: to hear and speak about the Lord; to hear about
the Lord and to glorify Him
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heavenly planets

His Divine Grace

NL: horen over en verheerlijken van de Heer

NL: to hear about and to glorify the Lord

RU: райские / небесные планеты

RU: heavenly / celestial planets

BU: райски планети

BU: heavenly planets

CR: rajski planeti

CR: heavenly planets

CZ: nebeské planety

CZ: heavenly planets

PL: planety niebiańskie, rajskie planety

PL: heavenly planets

DE: himmlische Planeten

DE: heavenly planets

NL: hemelse planeten

NL: heavenly planets

RU: Его Божественная Милость

RU: His Divine Grace

BU: Негова Божествена Милост

BU: His Divine Grace

CR: Sri Srimad

CR: Sri Srimad

CZ: Jeho Božská Milost

CZ: His Divine Mercy

PL: Sri Srimad

PL: Sri Srimad

DE: Sri Srimad; His Divine Grace; Seine Göttliche
Gnade

DE: Sri Srimad; English expression; His Divine Grace
NL: Sri Srimad; His Divine Grace

NL: Sri Srimad; Zijne Goddelijke Genade
histories

householder

human being

human form of life

RU: исторические повествования, истории,
рассказы, повествования

RU: historical narrations, histories, stories, narrations

BU: исторически епоси, исторически хроники,
летописи

BU: historical narrations, chronicles

CR: povijesna djela

CR: historical works (stories)

CZ: historické příběhy

CZ: historical stories

PL: opowieści (historyczne), kroniki historyczne

PL: (historical) stories, cronicles

DE: Geschichten, Beschreibungen; geschichtliche
Aufzeichnungen, Geschichtsschreibung

DE: stories, descriptions; historical records, written
history

NL: geschiedenis(sen), verhalen

NL: history(-ies), stories

RU: домохозяин, семейный человек

RU: householder, family man

BU: семеен (човек)

BU: family man

CR: glava obitelji, domaćin, grhastha, obiteljski
čovjek

CR: head of a family, householder, grhastha, family
man

CZ: hospodář, grhastha

CZ: household-man

PL: grhastha, głowa rodziny, gospodarz

PL: grhastha, head of a family, hausholder / farmer

DE: Haushälter

DE: householder

NL: gezinshoofd

NL: head of the family

FR: grhastha, chef de famille

FR: grhastha, head of the family

RU: человек

RU: man, human being

BU: човек

BU: man, human

CR: ljudsko biće, čovjek

CR: human being, man

CZ: lidská bytost, člověk, lidé

CZ: human being, man, humans, people

PL: człowiek, istota ludzka

PL: man, human being

DE: Mensch

DE: human

NL: mens

NL: human

RU: человеческая форма жизни, человеческая
жизнь

RU: human form of life, human life

BU: човешка форма на живот, на
съществуване; човешки живот

BU: human form of life / of existence; human life

CR: ljudski oblik života

CR: human form of life

CZ: lidská podoba

CZ: human form

PL: ludzka forma życia

PL: human form of life

DE: menschliche Lebensform

DE: human form of life

NL: menselijke levensvorm

NL: human form of life
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human life

human society

identity

illicit sex

illusion

illusioned

RU: человеческая жизнь, жизнь человека

RU: human life, life of a man

BU: човешки живот

BU: human life

CR: ljudski oblik života, ljudski život

CR: human form of life, human life

CZ: lidský život

CZ: human life

PL: życie, życie ludzkie, życie człowieka

PL: life, human life, man's life

DE: menschliches Leben

DE: human life

NL: mensenleven, menselijk leven

NL: human life

RU: человеческое общество

RU: human society

BU: общество, човечество, обществото на
хората

BU: society, mankind, society of men

CR: ljudsko društvo, društvo, čovječanstvo

CR: human society, society, mankind

CZ: lidská společnost, společnost

CZ: human society, society

PL: społeczeństwo, ludzie, rodzaj ludzki

PL: society, people, human race

DE: menschliche Gesellschaft

DE: human society

NL: (menselijke) samenleving

NL: (human) society

RU: сущность, природа, тождество,
самосознание, индивидуальность

RU: essence, nature, identity, self-consciousness,
individuality

BU: същност, самосъзнание; природа;
самоличност

BU: personality, self-awareness; nature; self-identity

CR: osobnost, identitet, priroda, postojanje,
jedinstvo

CR: personality, identity, nature, existence, unity

CZ: totožnost

CZ: identity

PL: tożsamość, jedność

PL: identity, sameness

DE: Identität; Gleichheit (I want to know your
identity:) Ich möchte wissen, wer du bist.

DE: identity; sameness; I want to know who you are.

NL: identiteit, persoonlijkheid

NL: identity, personality

RU: незаконные (недозволеные) сексуальные
(половые) отношения

RU: illegal (illicit) sexual intercourses

BU: незаконен, непозволен, против
религиозните норми, против религиозните
принципи, извънбрачен секс (полов живот,
полови връзки, полови отношения)

BU: illicit, forbidden, against the religious codes /
principles, extra-marital sex (sex life, sexual
affairs, sexual relationships)

CR: nezakoniti seks, nedozvoljeni seks

CR: illegal sex, unallowed sex

CZ: nedovolený sex, nedovolený pohlavní styk

CZ: non-allowed sex, non-allowed sexual intercourse

PL: nielegalny seks, nielegalne życie / związki
seksualne

PL: illegal sex, illegal sex life / illegal sexual
relationships

DE: unzulässige Geschlechtzsbeziehung(en)

DE: inadmissible sexual relationship(s)

NL: ongeoorloofde seks

NL: illicit sex

FR: vie sexuelle illicite

FR: illicit sexual life

RU: иллюзия, заблуждение, мираж, обман
чувств, затмение разума, помутнение ума

RU: illusion, delusion, mirage, false conception,
dimness of the mind

BU: илюзия, заблуда

BU: illusion, delusion

CR: iluzija, zabluda

CR: illusion, delusion

CZ: iluze, klam

CZ: illusion, delusion

PL: złudzenie, iluzja, urojenie

PL: illusion

DE: Illusion, Täuschung; falsche Vorstellung,
Einbildung

DE: illusion, deception, false conception, imagination

NL: illusie, begoocheling

NL: illusion, delusion

RU: введенный в заблуждение, пребывающий в
иллюзии, находящийся под покровом
иллюзии

RU: bewildered, illusioned, covered by illusion

BU: заблуден, изпаднал в заблуда, под
влияние на илюзията

BU: deluded, bewildered, under illusion, influenced by
illusion

CR: obmanut, zbunjen

CR: deluded, bewildered
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illusory

illusory energy

(to) imitate

imitation

impersonal

CZ: oklamaný, pod vlivem iluze

CZ: deceived, (one) under the influence of illusion

PL: poddany złudzeniu; tkwiący w złudzeniu,
oszukany

PL: submitted to illusion; staying in illusion, deluded

DE: getäuscht, verwirrt; Täuschungen / falschen
Vorstellungen unterliegend

DE: deluded, bewildered; subjected to illusions / false
conceptions

NL: begoocheld

NL: deluded

RU: иллюзорный, призрачный, обманчивый,
эфемерный, мнимый, воображаемый,
нереальный

RU: illusory, phantasmal, delusive, ephemeral, sham,
imaginary, unreal

BU: илюзорен, измамен, въображаем, мним,
недействителен, нереален, иреален,
измислен, несъществуващ, призрачен,
имагинерен, миражен, химерен

BU: illusory, deceptive, imaginary, false, unreal,
untrue, fictitious, nonexistent, shadowy,
chimerical

CR: nestvaran, iluzoran, izmišljen, nepostojeći,
varav, prividan

CR: illusory, illusory, invented, non-existent, illusory,
apparent

CZ: iluzorní, matoucí

CZ: illusory, confusing

PL: złudny, łudzący, iluzoryczny

PL: illusory, illusive

DE: illusorisch, trügerisch; unwirklich, irreal

DE: illusory, deceptive; unreal

NL: begoochelend; onwerkelijk

NL: deluding; unreal

RU: иллюзорная энергия

RU: illusory energy

BU: илюзорна енергия

BU: illusory energy

CR: iluzorna energija

CR: illusory energy

CZ: iluzorní energie

CZ: illusory energy

PL: złudna energia, iluzoryczna energia, energia
złudzenia

PL: illusory energy, energy of illusion

DE: illusionierende Energie

DE: the energy which bewilders one / puts one under
illusion

NL: begoochelende energie

NL: deluding energy

RU: подражать, имитировать, повторять
(поступки), маскироваться под, копировать,
притворяться, уподобляться

RU: (to) imitate, mimic, repeat (activities), (to) put on
a mask, copy, pretend, become similar to

BU: подражавам

BU: (to) imitate

CR: oponašati

CR: (to) imitate

CZ: napodobovat

CZ: (to) imitate, mimic

NL: nabootsen, imiteren

NL: (to) imitate

FR: imiter

FR: (to) imitate

RU: подражание, пародия, имитация

RU: imitation, parody, mimicking

BU: подражание, пародия, карикатура, евтина
имитация

BU: imitation, parody, caricature, cheap imitation

CR: oponašanje, imitacija; kao; biti nalik na

CR: imitation, imitation; as, like; to look like

CZ: napodobenina

CZ: imitation

DE: Nachahmung; oft als Verb übersetzen
(imitation God:) jemand, der Gott nachahmt /
vorgibt, Gott zu sein

DE: imitation, often to be translated as verb; someone who imitates God, who pretends to be God

NL: imitatie, namaak

NL: imitation, copy

RU: безличный, обезличенный; бездушное,
формальное (отношение)

RU: impersonal, depersonalized; cold-hearted, formal
(for attitude)

BU: безличностен, безличен

BU: impersonal

CR: neosobni, impersonalan

CR: impersonal

CZ: neosobní

CZ: non-personal

PL: bezosobowy

PL: impersonal

DE: unpersönlich

DE: impersonal

NL: impersonalistisch; onpersoonlijk

NL: impersonalistic; impersonal
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impersonalist

inauspicious

incarnation

incompatible

inconceivable

RU: имперсоналист

RU: impersonalist

BU: имперсоналист

BU: impersonalist

CR: impersonalist

CR: impersonalist

CZ: impersonalista, zastánce neosobní filozofie

CZ: impersonlalist, advocate of non-personal
philosophy

PL: impersonalista

PL: impersonalist

DE: Unpersönlichkeitsanhänger, -philosoph;
Anhänger der Unpersönlichkeitslehre

DE: follower / philosopher of impersonalism; follower
of the teachings of impersonalism

NL: impersonalist

NL: impersonalist (newly created word)

FR: impersonnaliste, qui ne croit pas en la forme
personnelle de Dieu

FR: impersonalist, those who do not beleive in the
personal form of God

RU: зловещий, неудачный, губительный,
приносящий несчастье, угрожающий,
предвещающий беду, оскверняющий,
тлетворный, злополучный, злосчастный,
грязный, непристойный, порочный,
неблагоприятный

RU: ominous, unfortunate, ruinous, which brings
about misfortune, menacing, boding ill,
contaminative, pernicious, ill-starred, ill-fated,
dirty, obscene, vicious, inauspicious

BU: предвещаващ (вещаещ) зло (беда),
злокобен, зловещ, прокобен, мрачен,
нещастен, злополучен, носещ нещастие,
гибелен, пагубен; неподходящ, злощастен,
зловреден, злонамерен, непристоен,
порочен

BU: ominous, of bad omen, threatening, menacing,
hostile, ill-boding, gloomy, sinister, bleak,
unlucky, of ill fortune, disastrous, fatal;
unsuitable, unfortunate, malign, malicious, illmeaning, disgraceful, vicious

CR: nepovoljan, zlokoban, mračan, nesretan,
poguban

CR: unfavorable, ill-fated, dark, unfortunate,
dangerous

CZ: nepříznivý

CZ: unfavorable

PL: niepomyślny, złowróżbny

PL: inauspicious

DE: unheilvoll; ungünstig

DE: malign; unfavorable

NL: ongunstig; heiloos

NL: unfavorable; malign

FR: de mauvais augure

FR: of bad omen

RU: воплощение; (иногда:) олицетворение

RU: incarnation; (rare:) personification

BU: инкарнация, въплъщение

BU: incarnation, embodiment

CR: inkarnacija

CR: incarnation

CZ: inkarnace

CZ: incarnation

PL: inkarnacja, wcielenie, personifikacja

PL: incarnation, embodiment, personification

DE: Inkarnation, Verkörperung

DE: incarnation, embodiment

NL: incarnatie

NL: incarnation

FR: apparition, avènement

FR: advent, appearance

RU: взаимоисключающий, несовместимый

RU: mutually exclusive, incompatible

BU: несъвместим, взаимноизключващ се,
антагонистичен, противоречив

BU: incongruous with, mutually excluding,
antagonistic, contrary / contradictory

CR: nespojiv, koji nije ravnopravan, nedoličan

CR: incompatible with, which is not equal with,
unbecoming

CZ: neslučitelný, nejde dohromady

CZ: not able to combine, doesn't go together

PL: niezgodny, nie do pogodzenia, sprzeczny

PL: incompatible

DE: unvereinbar, widersprüchlich, nicht
zusammenpassend; widernatürlich;
unglücklich, mißlich

DE: incompatible, contradictory, not fitting together;
unnatural; unfortunate, awkward

NL: onverenigbaar

NL: incompatible

RU: непостижимый, неисповедимый,
невообразимый; (иногда:) загадка

RU: incomprehensible, inscrutable, unimaginable;
(rare) mystery

BU: необясним, неразбираем, неразгадаем,
неведом, непрозрим, удивителен,
необхватен, необозрим, безкраен,
безмерен, безграничен, безпределен,
неизмерим, необгледен, непостижим,
безподобен

BU: inexplicable, incomprehensible, unfathomable,
impenetrable, incredible, boundless, vast,
endless, immeasurable, unlimited, infinite,
unattainable, matchless
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influenced (by the
modes)

ingredient(s)

(to) instruct

instruction(s)

intelligent

CR: nepojmljiv, neobjašnjiv, neshvatljiv,
zadivljujući, neograničen, neizmjeran,
nedostižan

CR: inconceivable, inexplicable, incomprehensible,
wonderful, unlimited, infinite, matchless

CZ: nepochopitelný

CZ: incomprehensible

PL: niepojęty

PL: inconceivable

DE: unbegreiflich, unvorstellbar

DE: incomprehensible, unimaginable

NL: onbegrijpelijk, onvoorstelbaar

NL: inconceivable, unimaginable

FR: inconcevable, impénétrable

FR: impenetrable, inconceivable

RU: попасть под влияние (гун) находиться во
власти, в плену

RU: being under the influence (of the modes), in the
power of, being in captivity

BU: под влиянието / въздействието (на гуните);
в плен (на гуните); във властта (на гуните)

BU: under the influence (of the gunas), captured (by
the gunas); under the power (of the gunas)

CR: pod utjecajem (guna)

CR: under the influence of (the gunas)

CZ: ovlivněný (kvalitami), pod vlivem (kvalit)

CZ: influenced (by the modes), under the influence

PL: pod wpływem (czegoś)

PL: under the influence of something

DE: beeinflußt, unter dem Einfluß stehend

DE: influenced by, (standing) under the influence

NL: beinvloed door

NL: influenced by

RU: компоненты, составные части

RU: components, constituent parts

BU: компоненти, съставни части, елементи

BU: components, constituent parts, elements

CR: sastojci, elementi

CR: ingredients, elements

CZ: složky (těla), vše potřebné (pro obřad)

CZ: components (of the body), all required (for
ceremony)

DE: Bestandteile, Elemente, Komponenten

DE: constituents, elements, components

NL: bestanddelen

NL: elements, ingredients, components

RU: учить, поучать, наставлять, давать
указания, велеть

RU: (to) teach, (to) preach, (to)admonish, (to)
instruct, (to) tell

BU: уча, напътствам, наставлявам, поучавам,
съветвам, ръководя

BU: (to) teach, (to) train, (to) instruct, (to) direct, (to)
advice, (to) lead

CR: poučiti

CR: (to) instruct, (to) teach

CZ: poučit, učit, dát pokyn(y)

CZ: (to) instruct, (to) teach, (to) give instruction(s)

PL: nauczać (czegoś); pouczać / yć,
poinformować (kogoś)

PL: (to) instruct in something; (to) instruct someone,
(to) teach

DE: unterweisen, unterrichten; anweisen,
Anweisung geben

DE: (to) instruct, teach; (to) give instructions

NL: onderwijzen, onderrichten

NL: (to) instruct, (to) teach

FR: instruire, enseigner, prodiguer un
enseignement

FR: (to) instruct, (to) teach, (to) give teaching

RU: указания, повеления, наставления,
увещания

RU: directions, commands, instructions, exortations

BU: наставления, поучения, указания

BU: precepts, teachings, directions

CR: upute, naredbe, pouke

CR: instructions, orders, teachings

CZ: učení, pokyny, rady

CZ: teaching, instruction(s), advices

PL: nauka; wskazówka, polecenie

PL: lesson; instruction(s)

DE: Anweisungen, Unterweisungen, Lehren

DE: orders, instruction(s), teachings

NL: aanwijzingen; instructies

NL: directions; instructions

FR: volonté, instruction, enseignement

FR: will, instructions, teachings,

RU: разумный, здравомыслящий,
проницательный, умный

RU: intelligent, sensible, perspicacious, judicious

BU: разумен, умен, мъдър, здравомислещ,
интелигентен

BU: insightful, clever, wise, sensible, intelligent

CR: razborit, razuman, mudar, inteligentan

CR: sensible, reasonable, wise, intelligent

PL: rozumny, inteligentny, mądry

PL: intelligent, wise

DE: intelligent, verständig

DE: intelligent, sensible
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intoxicant

intoxication

irreligion

irreligious

(word) jugglery

Krsna conscious

NL: intelligent

NL: intelligent

RU: опьяняющий, перебродивший,
отравляющий

RU: intoxicating, fermented, poisonous

BU: алкохол и опиати; упойващи и опияняващи
средства

BU: alcohol and other intoxicating agents;
stupefacients

CR: opojno sredstvo

CR: intoxicating substance

CZ: omamná látka

CZ: stupefying substance, stuff

PL: środek odurzający; alkohol; narkotyk

PL: stupefacient; alcohol; drug

DE: Rauschmittel, Droge

DE: intoxicant, drug

NL: drug

NL: drug

RU: одурманивающее средство, опьянение,
упоение

RU: intoxicating substance, intoxication, narcosis

BU: приемане на алкохол и опиати

BU: taking in alcohol and opiates

CR: uzimanje opojnih sredstava

CR: taking intoxicating substances

CZ: požívání omamných látek

CZ: taking dizzying substances

PL: odurzanie się; upijanie się; branie narkotyków

PL: dizzying oneself; getting drunk; taking drugs

DE: Berauschung

DE: intoxication

NL: intoxicatie

NL: intoxication

RU: безбожие, атеизм

RU: godlessness, atheism

BU: безбожие, атеизъм

BU: godlessness, atheism

CR: bezbožnost

CR: godlessness

CZ: bezbožnost

CZ: impiety

PL: bezbożność, ateizm

PL: impiety, atheism

DE: Irreligiosität, Gottlosigkeit

DE: irreligiosity, godlessness

NL: irreligiositeit, goddeloosheid

NL: irreligiosity, godlessness

RU: безбожный, атеистический, неверующий

RU: godless, atheistic, unbelieving (or non-believer)

BU: безбожен, атеистичен, безверен

BU: godless, atheist, infidel (unbelieving)

CR: bezbožan

CR: irreligious, godless

CZ: bezbožný

CZ: impious

PL: bezbożny, niewierzący

PL: irreligious, unbelieving

DE: irreligiös, gottlos

DE: irreligious, godless

NL: irreligieus, goddeloos, ongelovig

NL: irreligious, godless, faithless

RU: игра слов, словесные увертки, казуистика,
схоластика, жонглирование словами,
многословные рассуждения

RU: play upon words, verbal wiles, casuistry,
scholasticism, word jugglery, loquacity

BU: словесна еквилибристика, словесно
увъртане, игра на думи, празнословие,
софистика, схоластика, риторика,
риторически упражнения, казуистика;
мъгляви, неясни, многословни
разсъждения (доказателства)

BU: word acrobatics, twisting of words, play on
words, verbosity, sophistry, scholasticism,
rhetorics, rhetoric exercises, casuistry; hazy,
vague, loquacious reasoning (arguments)

CR: igra riječima

CR: playing with words

CZ: hraní se slovy, žonglování se slovy, slovní
kejkle

CZ: playing with words, juggling with words, (word)
jugglery

PL: żonglerka słowna, gra słów, przekręcać słowa

PL: (word) jugglery, play on words, to twist words

DE: Wortspielerei, Wortverdrehung

DE: word play, word twisting

NL: woordgegoochel

NL: word jugglery

RU: (человек) сознающий Кришну

RU: Krsna conscious (person

BU: постигнал Кришна-съзнание; осъзнал
Кришна; съзнаващ Кришна

BU: one who has attained Krsna consciousness; who
has realized Krsna; who is conscious of Krsna

CR: svjestan Krsne

CR: conscious of Krsna

CZ: vědomý si Krsny

CZ: conscious of Krsna
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Krsna
consciousness

(the) last word

leader

learned

learned scholar(s)

less intelligent

PL: świadomy Krsny

PL: conscious of Krsna

DE: Krsna-bewußt

DE: Krsna conscious

NL: Krsna-bewust

NL: Krsna conscious

FR: conscient de Krsna

FR: conscious of Krsna

RU: сознание Кришны

RU: Krsna consciousness

BU: Кришна-съзнание

BU: Krsna consciousness

CR: svjesnost Krsne

CR: consciousness of Krsna

CZ: vědomí Krsny

CZ: consciousness of Krsna

PL: świadomość Krsny

PL: consciousness of Krsna

DE: Krsna-Bewußtsein

DE: Krsna consciousness

NL: Krsna-bewustzijn

NL: Krsna consciousness

RU: высшее проявление; последнее слово,
достижение (науки); вершина, высшая
ступень, высшая цель

RU: supreme manifestation; last word, achievements
(of science); summit; highest level, goal

BU: най-висшето проявление, израз,
въплъщение (на нещо)

BU: the highest manifestation, expression, or
embodiment of something

CR: posljednja riječ, vrhunac

CR: the last word, summit

DE: der höchste Aspekt

DE: the supreme feature

NL: het laatste woord; toppunt; ultiem, uiteindelijk

NL: the last word; summit; ultimate, final, eventual
(context dependent)

RU: руководитель, вождь, правитель, глава,
лидер, предводитель, вожак

RU: leader, ruler, head

BU: предводител, водител, водач, вожд, глава,
ръководител

BU: chief, head, leader, guide

CR: vođa

CR: leader

CZ: vůdce

CZ: leader

PL: przywódca, lider, głowa państwa

PL: leader, head of state

DE: Anführer, Führer, Oberhaupt; (political leader:)
führender Politiker

DE: leader, head; leading politician

NL: leider

NL: leader

FR: chefs politiques, chefs, à la tête de, maître,
meneur, responsables

FR: political chiefs, chiefs, head, master, leader,
responsible persons

RU: образованный, ученый (мудрец),
обладающий знанием

RU: educated, learned (sage), possessing of
knowledge

BU: просветен, образован, мъдър

BU: enlightened, educated, wise

CR: učen

CR: learned

CZ: učený

CZ: learned

PL: uczony; wykształcony

PL: learned; well-educated

DE: gelehrt, bewandert

DE: learned, well-versed

NL: geleerd, wijs

NL: learned, wijs

FR: censé, érudit, savant, instruit

FR: learned, erudite, knowledgeable, scholarly

RU: знаток писаний (Вед), ученый муж,
просвещенный, премудрый

RU: knower of the scriptures (Vedas), learned
scholar, enlightened, wise

BU: познавач на Ведите / на писанията, учен
човек, просветен човек

BU: authority of the scriptures / Vedas, erudite,
enlightened person, scholar

CR: učenjak

CR: scholars

CZ: učenci

CZ: scholars

PL: uczony

PL: scholar

DE: Gelehrte

DE: scholars

NL: geleerden

NL: scholars

FR: sage érudit, sage doté d'un haut savoir

FR: erudite sage, sage possesing a high knowledge

RU: скудоумный, примитивный, недалекий,
ограниченный, неразумный, темный,

RU: feeble-minded, primitive, dull, narrow-minded,
brainless, illiterate, unintelligent, benighted,
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невежественный; с неразвитым
интеллектом

liberated

liberation

life air

life and soul

(in the) line (of)

ignorant; man with undeveloped intelligence

BU: ограничен, лишен от разум, невеж,
нискоинтелигентен

BU: narrow-minded, devoid of intelligence, ignorant,
unintelligent

CR: manje inteligentan, koji nisu veoma razboriti

CR: less intelligent, not very intelligent

CZ: méně inteligentní

CZ: less intelligent

PL: niezbyt / mało inteligentny; mniej inteligentny

PL: not very intelligent; less intelligent

DE: unverständig, unintelligent; (less int. persons:)
Menschen, denen es an Intelligenz mangelt;
Menschen mit geringer Intelligenz

DE: unreasonable, unintelligent; persons lacking
intelligence; persons with little intelligence

NL: minder intelligent

NL: less intelligent

FR: d'intelligence partielle / réduite / limitée /
pauvre / affaiblie

FR: of partial / reduced / limited / poor / weak
intelligence

RU: освобожденный

RU: liberated

BU: постигнал освобождение, освободен

BU: one who has attained liberation, liberated

CR: oslobođen

CR: freed, liberated

CZ: osvobozený

CZ: liberated

DE: befreit

DE: liberated

NL: bevrijd, verlost

NL: liberated, freed from

RU: освобождение, избавление, свобода

RU: liberation, deliverance, freedom

BU: освобождение

BU: liberation

CR: oslobođenje

CR: liberation

CZ: osvobození, vysvobození

CZ: liberation

DE: Befreiung

DE: liberation

NL: bevrijding, verlossing

NL: liberation

RU: жизненный воздух

RU: life air

BU: жизнен дъх

BU: life breath

CR: životni zrak

CR: life air

CZ: životní vzduch

CZ: life air

PL: powietrze życia

PL: life air

DE: Lebenshauch, Lebensatem

DE: life breath

NL: levenslucht

NL: life air

RU: жизнь и душа

RU: life and soul

BU: смисъл на живота / на съществуването, поскъп от живота

BU: meaning of life / existence; more dear than life

CR: duša, centar pažnje

CR: soul, center of attention

CZ: být vším

CZ: to be all in all

PL: życie i duszę; całym sercem; szczery,
niekłamany, płynący z głębi serca

PL: life and soul; with whole heart; deep-felt, wholehearted

DE: ein und alles

DE: one and all

NL: hart en ziel

NL: heart and soul

RU: в цепи (ученической преемтвенности)

RU: (in the) chain (of disciplic succession)

BU: принадлежащ към, част от, последовател
на, от школата на

BU: belonging to, part of, follower of, of the school of

CR: u; (devotees) u učeničkom naslijeđu

CR: in; (devotees) in disciplic succession

CZ: následující, v souladu, v posloupnosti

CZ: following, in harmony, in the succession of

PL: pochodzący (skądś); należący (do czegoś)

PL: originating from somewhere; belonging to
something

DE: in der Schülernachfolge; (in the line of
Brahma:) von Brahma ausgehend; (in the line
of devotion:) dem Pfad der Hingabe folgend

DE: in the disciplic succession; coming from Brahma;
following the path of devotion

NL: (in de) opeenvolging (van)

NL: (in the) succession (of)
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living entity

Lord

lowborn

lower species

lust

lusty

RU: живое существо

RU: living entity

BU: живо същество; живо създание

BU: living entity; living being

CR: živo biće

CR: living being

CZ: živá bytost

CZ: living being

PL: żywa istota

PL: living entity

DE: Lebewesen

DE: living being

NL: levend wezen

NL: living being

RU: Господь

RU: Lord

BU: Бог

BU: God (not used for the demigods)

CR: Gospodin; ne koristi se ispred imena
polubogova

CR: Lord; it is not used in front of the names of
demigods

CZ: Pán

CZ: Lord

PL: Pan

PL: Lord

DE: der Herr; Sri

DE: the Lord; Sri (skipped in front off demigods’
names)

NL: Heer

NL: Lord (the capital denotes God)

FR: Sri

FR: Sri

RU: низкорожденный, человек незнатного
происхождения, плебей, простолюдин,
чернь

RU: lowborn, plebeian, commoner, mob

BU: човек с низш произход, прост човек, човек
от простолюдието

BU: of low birth, ordinary, of the lower classes

CR: roditi se u obitelji niska roda

CR: to be born in the family of low birth

CZ: nízkého původu

CZ: of low origin / birth

PL: nisko urodzony, niskiego pochodzenia

PL: lowborn

DE: von niedriger Geburt / Herkunft

DE: of low birth / origin

NL: laaggeboren

NL: lowborn

RU: низкоорганизованные живые существа,
низшие формы жизни

RU: lowly organized living entities, lower forms of life

BU: низши видове; нискоорганизирани
биологични видове (форми на живот)

BU: lower species; low organized biological species
(forms of life)

CR: niže vrste života

CR: lower species of life

CZ: nižší životní druhy, nižší formy života

CZ: lower life species, lower forms of life

DE: niedrigere Lebensformen

DE: lower species

NL: lagere levensvormen

NL: lower species

RU: вожделение, похоть, физическое влечение,
страсть

RU: lust, carnality, sensual attraction, passion

BU: похот, сласт, сладострастие; страст,
жажда, силно желание

BU: lust, sensuality, voluptuousness; passion, greed,
strong desire

CR: požuda

CR: lust

CZ: chtíč

CZ: lust, greediness

PL: żądza, pożądanie, chciwość

PL: lust. (sexual appetite), hankering for something,
greed (e.g. for power),

DE: Lust, Wollust

DE: lust

NL: begeerte, (wel)lust

NL: desire, lust

FR: désir charnel, sensualité

FR: carnal desire, sensuality

RU: похотливый, сладострастный,
сластолюбивый

RU: lustful, lewd, voluptuous

BU: похотлив, сладострастен, сластолюбив

BU: lustful, sensual, voluptuous

CR: pohotan, požudan

CR: lustful, lascivious

CZ: chtivý, plný chtíče

CZ: lustful, greedy; full of lust

PL: pożądliwy, owładnięty pożądaniem

PL: lusty

DE: lustvoll

DE: lustful
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(to) maintain

maintainer

(to) manifest

manifestation

manifested

NL: begerig, (wel)lustig

NL: desirous, lusty

RU: содержать, кормить, заботиться (о семье);
поддерживать, сохранять (мироздание)

RU: (to) support, feed, (to) take care (of the family);
(to) maintain (the universe)

BU: поддържам съществуването на, издържам,
храня, изхранвам, грижа се за

BU: (to) subsist, (to) maintain, (to) feed, (to) provide
for, (to) support, (to) take care of

CR: održavati, izdržavati, brinuti se o, smatrati,
misliti, dokazivati, zadržati, tvrditi

CR: (to) maintain, (to) sustain, (to) take care of, (to)
consider, (to) think, (to) try to prove, (to) keep
back, (to) affirm

CZ: udržovat (status quo), zaopatřovat, živit
(rodinu)

CZ: (to) maintain, (to) provide for, (to) sustain; (to)
feed (the family)

PL: utrzymywać (porządek); zachowywać
(milczenie); dbać (o coś); utrzymywać /
twierdzić

PL: (to) maintain (neatness); (to) keep (silence); (to)
care for something; (to) say, claim

DE: behaupten, erhalten, ernähren

DE: (to) claim, (to) sustain, (to) feed

NL: onderhouden, handhaven

NL: (to) maintain

FR: préserver, soutenir, protéger

FR: (to) preserve, (to) sustain, (to) protect

RU: хранитель, Вседержитель, кормилец,
попечитель, опора, опекун, покровитель

RU: maintainer, Supreme Master, bread-winner,
trustee, support, guardian, protector

BU: Вседържител, хранител, покровител

BU: Sustainer, caretaker, provider

CR: održavatelj, koji održava

CR: maintainer, one who maintains

CZ: udržovatel (vesmíru); ten, kdo zaopatřuje
(rodinu); živitel

CZ: maintainer. (of the universe); one who provides
for (family); bread-winner

PL: ten, który utrzymuje (świat); żywiciel

PL: one who maintains (the universe); bread-winner

DE: Erhalter, Versorger; Verfechter

DE: maintainer, provider; advocate

NL: handhaver, onderhouder

NL: maintainer

FR: (Visnu) le Soutien

FR: the Sustainer

RU: проявлять(-ся), являть

RU: (to) manifest, (to) show

BU: проявявам (се), появявам се, въплъщавам
се; разкривам

BU: (to) manifest, (to) appear, (to) become
embodied; (to) reveal

CR: očitovati se, pojavljivati se, razotkrivati se,
izražavati se, pokazati se

CR: (to) manifest oneself, (to) appear, (to) reveal
oneself, (to) express oneself, (to) show oneself

CZ: projevit, projevovat

CZ: (to) manifest, (to) display

PL: przejawiać, manifestować, pokazywać;
objawiać (uczucia); pojawiać się (o
zjawiskach); zjawiać się; stwarzać

PL: (to) manifest, show; (to) manifest ifself (e.g.
feelings); (to) occur (about phenomena); (to)
make one's appearance; (to) create

DE: in Erscheinung treten lassen; erscheinen
(lassen), manifestieren; zeigen; hervorbringen

DE: (to) make something appear / evident; (to) let
appear; manifest; (to) show; (to) create

NL: openbaren

NL: (to) reveal, (to) manifest

RU: проявление, мироздание, творение,
материальный космос, проявленный мир

RU: manifestation, the universe, creation, cosmic
manifestation, manifested world

BU: проявление; проява, израз, изява,
въплъщение

BU: manifestation; display, expression,
demonstration, embodiment

CR: očitovanje, pojava, izraz

CR: manifestation, expression

CZ: projev

CZ: manifestation

PL: przejawienie, manifestacja; ekspansja
(dla:plenary manifestation); kosmos

PL: manifestation; expansion (for:plenary
manifestation); cosmos

DE: Erscheinung, Manifestation, Entfaltung

DE: appearance, manifestation, display

NL: openbaring

NL: revelation, manifestation

FR: (cosmic) la création matérielle

FR: the material creation

RU: проявленный

RU: manifested

BU: проявен, осезаем, разкрит

BU: displayed, tangible, revealed

CR: očitovan, razotkriven, koji se pojavljuje

CR: manifested, revealed, what is manifesting

CZ: projevený

CZ: manifested

PL: przejawiony; widoczny

PL: manifested; visible
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material difference

DE: in Erscheinung getreten, wahrnehmbar; (to be
manifested:) ausgehen, geschaffen werden,
hervorgebracht werden

DE: having come into appearance, perceivable; to
come from, to be created

NL: geopenbaard

NL: revealed, manifested

RU: принципиальная / существенная разница

RU: fundamental / essential difference

BU: принципна разлика / съществена разлика

BU: essential / fundamental difference

CR: značajna, stvarna, bitna razlika

CR: significant / real / essential difference

CZ: hmotný rozdíl; rozdíl

CZ: material difference; difference

DE: (wirklicher) Unterschied; (there is no material
difference:) letztlich gibt es keinen
Unterschied

DE: (real) difference; ultimately, there is no difference

NL: materieel verschil; essentieel / werkelijk
verschil; fundamenteel verschil
material
manifestation

NL: material difference; essential / real difference;
fundamental difference

RU: материальное проявление, материальный
космос

RU: material manifestation, material cosmos

BU: материално проявление, материален свят,
материален космос, проявен космос,
космическо мироздание, материално
мироздание, материално творение

BU: material manifestation, material world, material
cosmos, manifested cosmos, cosmic universe,
material universe, material creation

CR: očitovati ili pojaviti se u materijalnom svijetu,
materijalno očitovanje; materijalni svemir;
materijalni svijet; pojavni svemir

CR: to appear or manifest in the material world;
material manifestation; material universe;
material world; manifested cosmos

CZ: hmotný projev

CZ: material manifeatation

PL: przejawiona materia, świat przejawionej
materii, świat materialny, stworzenie
materialne

PL: manifested matter, world / creation of manifested
matter, material world, material creation

DE: materielle Schöpfung, materielle Welt,
materielle Manifestation

DE: material creation, material world, material
manifestation
NL: material manifestation

NL: materiële openbaring
measurement

mellow

mental

RU: измерение, размеры, диапазон

RU: measurement, dimensions, range

BU: размер, размери; обхват, диапазон;
измерение

BU: measurements, size; scope, range; dimension

CR: veličina, razmjer; ovisno o kontekstu

CR: size, measurement; according to the context

CZ: rozměr(y), míra (capacity); měření (process)

CZ: size(s), measurement, matching

DE: Größe, Ausmaß; Zeitrechnung; Maßeinheit;
das Erfassen, das Messen

DE: size, extend; calculation of time; unit of measure;
survey, measure

NL: afmeting, maat

NL: measurement, measure

RU: вкус, раса, сок, нектар, спелость, сладость

RU: taste, rasa, juice, nectar, ripeness, sweetness

BU: настроение, трансцедентален вкус

BU: mood, transcendental taste

CR: transcendentalni ukus, transcendentalna draž

CR: transcendental taste, transcendental charm
(allurement)

CZ: nálada, chut', rasa

CZ: mood, taste

PL: transcendentalny nektar / smak

PL: transcendental nectar / taste

DE: transzendentaler Wohlgeschmack; erfüllende
Beziehung

DE: transcendental taste; satisfying relationship

NL: 1. (transcendentale) gemoedsstemming; 2.
(transcendentale) smaak

NL: 1. (transcendental) state of mind; 2.
(transcendental) taste

FR: émotion, douceur, saveur, état d'âme,
échange

FR: emotion, softness, taste, state of soul, exchange

RU: умственный, мысленный, психический

RU: of the mind, mental, psychical

BU: умствен; умозрителен; психически

BU: mental; speculative; psychical

CR: na razini uma

CR: on the level of mind

CZ: mentální

CZ: mental

PL: umysłowy

PL: mental

DE: geistig, gedanklich, mental

DE: mental, ... of thought
NL: mental
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NL: mentaal
mental concoction

mental platform

mental
speculation(s)

mental speculator

mentality

mercy

RU: измышления, умозрительные построения,
порождения неугомонного ума

RU: concoctions, speculations, creations of the
restless mind

BU: измислици, празни / безполезни хипотези,
предположения, догадки; творения на ума

BU: concoctions, vain / useless hypotheses or
suggestions, conjectures; creations of the mind

CR: spekulacija, tlapnja uma, maštarija,
izmišljotina, tvorevina uma

CR: speculation, illusion of the mind, revery,
concoction, creation of the mind

CZ: mentální výmysl, výplody mysli

CZ: mental fabrication, figments of the mind

PL: wymysł

PL: concoction

DE: Einbildung, Hirngespinst, Erfindung

DE: imagination, fanciful idea, fiction

NL: verzinsel

NL: concoction

RU: уровень ума

RU: level of the mind

BU: равнище на ума

BU: level of the mind

CR: razina uma

CR: level of the mind

CZ: mentální úroveň, úroveň mysli

CZ: mental level, level of the mind

PL: płaszczyzna / poziom umysłu

PL: plane / level of the mind

DE: mentale Ebene; Geist

DE: mental level; mind

NL: mentale niveau; mentale vlak

NL: mental level; mental plane

RU: умозрительнoе философствование,
философские спекуляции, мудрствование,
умствование

RU: speculative philosophy, philosophical
speculations, philosophizing, reasoning

BU: умозрителни, празни разсъждения,
умозрителни построения; теоретизиране;
спекулативно, умозрително, празно
философстване; философски търсения

BU: speculative, empty reasoning, speculative
concepts; theorizing; speculative, mental, dry
philosophizing; philosophical search

CR: spekulacija

CR: speculation

CZ: mentální spekulace

CZ: mental speculation(s)

PL: spekulatywne dociekanie, spekulacja

PL: speculative inquiry, speculation

DE: mentale Spekulation

DE: mental speculation(s)

NL: speculatie(s)

NL: speculation(s)

RU: спекулятивный философ, теоретик

RU: speculative philosopher, theorist

BU: който се отдава на умозрителни
разсъждения

BU: one who indulges in mental speculation

CR: spekulant, spekulativni mislilac, teoretičar

CR: speculator, speculative thinker, theorist

CZ: mentální spekulant

CZ: mental speculator

DE: spekulativer Denker

DE: speculative thinker

NL: iemand die speculeert

NL: someone who speculates

RU: образ мыслей, психология, склад ума;
(иногда:) мировоззрение, состояние ума

RU: way of thinking, psychology, turn of mind; (rare)
attitude, mental state

BU: психология, начин на мислене, характер,
склонности; (понякога) психическо /
душевно състояние, мироглед, светоглед

BU: psychology, way of thinking, character,
propensities; (rare) psychical / mental state,
world outlook

CR: karakter, sklonost, mentalitet, priroda, stav

CR: character, inclination, mentality, temper, attitude

CZ: mentalita, smýšlení

CZ: mentality, sentiment, opinion

PL: mentalność, sposób myślenia; nastawienie

PL: mentality; attitude

DE: Mentalität; Wesen, Natur, Charakter;
Gesinnung, Denkart

DE: mentality; nature, character; cast of mind, way of
thinking

NL: mentaliteit, denkwijze

NL: mentality, way of thinking

RU: милость, милосердие, сострадание;
(иногда:) услуга, благодеяние

RU: mercy, clemency, compassion; (rare) service,
good deed

BU: милост, благоволение, благосклонност,
благоразположение; благодеяние

BU: mercy, benevolence, favour, graciousness;
benefaction

CR: milost

CR: mercy, grace
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(by the) mercy (of)

merge

millennium

mind

misconception

miscreant

CZ: milost

CZ: mercy, grace, favor

PL: łaska, miłosierdzie

PL: mercy

DE: Gnade, Barmherzigkeit

DE: grace, mercy

NL: genade, mededogen

NL: mercy, compassion

FR: miséricorde, grâce

FR: mercy, grace

RU: с позволения, с благословения, по милости

RU: with the sanction of, with the blessings of, by the
mercy of

BU: с благословията на, по милостта на, по
благоволението на, с позволението на,

BU: with the blessings of, by the mercy of, by the
grace of, with the sanction of

CR: milošću

CR: (by the) mercy (of)

CZ: milostí

CZ: (by the) mercy (of)

DE: durch die Gnade / Barmherzigkeit + Gen.

DE: by the mercy of

NL: door de genade van, door het mededogen van

NL: by the mercy of, by the compassion of

RU: сливаться, соединяться, погружаться

RU: (to) merge, unite, immerse

BU: сливам се, потъвам, разтварям се;
сраствам се, съединявам се, обезличавам
се

BU: (to) amalgamate, (to become) immersed in, (to)
dissolve; (to) coalesce, unite, depersonalize

CR: stopiti se

CR: (to) become one, merge

CZ: splynout s

CZ: (to) merge with

PL: łączyć / zlewać się (z czymś)

PL: (to) merge into something

DE: eingehen, verschmelzen

DE: (to) enter into, (to) merge

NL: opgaan

NL: (to) merge into

FR: se fondre dans, s'unifier à, se dissoudre dans,
ne faire qu'un avec

FR: (to) merge, (to) unite with, (to) dissolve oneself
in, (to) be one with

RU: эпоха

RU: epoch

BU: милениум, епоха

BU: millennium, epoch

CR: milenij

CR: millennium

CZ: věk

CZ: age

DE: Zeitalter, Weltalter, yuga

DE: age, "world-age", yuga

NL: tijdperk

NL: period, age

RU: ум

RU: mind

BU: ум

BU: mind

CR: um

CR: mind

CZ: mysl

CZ: mind

PL: umysł

PL: mind

DE: Geist, Verstand

DE: mind, intellect

NL: geest

NL: mind

RU: заблуждение, неверное предстaвление,
недоразумение

RU: misconception, wrong understanding,
misunderstanding

BU: погрешно мнение / схващане / представа;
заблуда

BU: wrong opinion / conception / idea; delusion

CR: pogrešno mišljenje

CR: wrong opinion

CZ: mylné pochopení, mylná představa, mylné
pojetí

CZ: wrong understanding, mistaken imagination,
mistaken conception

PL: błędne zrozumienie; nieporozumienie,
pomyłka

PL: misconception; misunderstanding, error

DE: Fehlvorstellung, falsche Auffassung, falsches
Verständnis

DE: false idea, misconception, false understanding

NL: misvatting, verkeerde opvatting

NL: misconception, wrong conception

FR: conception erronnée

FR: wrong conception

RU: негодяй, злодей, грешник, демон

RU: rascal, villain, sinner, demon

BU: грешник, негодник, злодей

BU: sinner, rascal, villain
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misunderstanding

modes of material
nature

moral instruction(s)

motive

motivated

CR: zao; nitkov

CR: bad, wicked; scoundrel

CZ: ničema

CZ: scoundrel

PL: niegodziwiec, łotr itp.; niegodziwy

PL: miscreant, etc.; miscreant (adj.)

DE: Schurke; gottloser Mensch; gottlos, ungläubig; ruchlos, gewissenlos, schäbig, unredlich

DE: rascal; godless person; godless, unbelieving;
dastardly, unscrupulous, stingy, dishonest

NL: onverlaat; ongelovige

NL: rascal, etc.; non-believer

RU: разногласие, недоразумение

RU: difference of opinion, misunderstanding

BU: неправилно (погрешно) схващане,
разбиране, представа; разногласие,
недоразумение

BU: improper (wrong) conception, understanding,
idea; difference of opinion, disagreement

CR: pogrešno shvaćanje, dvojba, nedoumica,
pogrešan zaključak

CR: wrong understanding, doubt, dilemma, wrong
conclusion

CZ: nepochopení, nedorozumění

CZ: non-understanding, misunderstanding

DE: falsches Verständnis, Irrtum, Fehlschluß,
Verkennung, Verwechslung, Trugschluß

DE: wrong understanding, fallacy, wrong conclusion,
misjudgement, confusion

NL: misverstand, misvatting

NL: misunderstanding

RU: гуны (качества) материальной природы

RU: gunas (qualities) of material nature

BU: гуни на материалната природа

BU: gunas of material nature

CR: gune materijalne prirode

CR: gunas of material nature

CZ: kvality hmotné přírody, guny

CZ: qualities of mat. nature, gunas

PL: guny natury materialnej

PL: gunas of material nature

DE: Erscheinungsweisen der materiellen Natur

DE: modes of appearance of the material nature

NL: hoedanigheden van de materiële natuur

NL: elemental, functional qualities / specific
characteristics of the material nature

FR: influences matérielles, gunas, attributs de la
matiére

FR: material influences, gunas, attributes of matter

RU: нравоучения

RU: moral admonition

BU: морални / нравствени наставления /
поучения; нравоучения

BU: moral instrucrtions / teachings; moral admonition

CR: moralne pouke

CR: moral instruction(s)

CZ: morální pokyny

CZ: moral instruction(s)

PL: zasada moralna, moralność

PL: moral principle, morality

DE: moralische Lehren / Unterweisungen /
Grundsätze

DE: moral teachings / instructions / principles

NL: morele aanwijzingen

NL: moral instructions

RU: мотив, побуждение, корысть, меркантильные интересы, повод, движущая сила,
главная мысль

RU: motive, intention, self-interest, ground, motive
force, main point

BU: корист, подбуда, мотив; користни цели /
интереси

BU: self-interest, motive, incentive; mercenary goals /
interest

CR: pobuda, povod, poticaj, razlog, interes

CR: motive, occasion, impetus, reason, interest

CZ: pohnutka

CZ: motive, incentive

PL: pobudka, bodziec, motyw

PL: motive

DE: (selbstisches) Motiv, Beweggrund, Absicht;
Hintergedanken; Wunsch

DE: (selfish) motive, reason, intention; ideas in the
back of one´s mind; desire

NL: motief, beweegreden

NL: motive

RU: побуждаемый, движимый, (иногда:)
меркантильный

RU: motivated, prompted, (rare:) mercantile

BU: подтикван от, подбуждан от, преследващ,
движен от корист

BU: stimulated by, motivated by, self-seeking, from
self-interested motives

CR: motiviran, potaknut, s pobudom

CR: motivated, stimulated, with a motive

CZ: motivovaný

CZ: motivated

DE: motiviert, eigennützig, selbstisch, egoistisch

DE: motivated, self-interested, selfish, egoistic

NL: gemotiveerd, aangezet

NL: motivated
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mundane

mundaner

a mystic

mystic opulence(s)

mystic potency

mystic power(s)

RU: мирской, светский, земной, материальный,
бренный, тленный

RU: mundane, secular, earthly, material, perishable,
transitory

BU: светски, материалистичен

BU: worldly, materialistic

CR: svjetovan

CR: mundane

CZ: světský

CZ: worldly

PL: materialny; doczesny, ziemski (o rozkoszach
itd.); światowy

PL: material; mundane (pleasure etc.); worldly

DE: weltlich, irdisch

DE: worldly, earthly

NL: werelds

NL: mundane, worldly

FR: matériel, terrestre

FR: material, earthly

RU: человек мирского склада, материалист

RU: person with mundane mentality, materialist

BU: светски човек, материалист

BU: worldly man, materialist

CR: svjetovna osoba, materijalist

CR: wordly person, materialist

CZ: světský člověk

CZ: worldly man

PL: materialista; światowy człowiek

PL: materialist; worldly man

DE: weltlich gesinnter Mensch, weltlicher Mensch,
Materialist

DE: worldly-minded person, worldly person,
materialist

NL: wereldsgezind mens

NL: worldly person

RU: мистик; (иногда:) волшебник, чародей,
колдун

RU: a mystic, (rare) magician, sorcerer, wizard

BU: мистик

BU: a mystic

CR: mistik

CR: a mystic

CZ: mystik (n); mystický, záhadný (adj)

CZ: a mystic; mystical, mysterious

DE: Mystiker, mystischer yogi

DE: a mystic, mystic yogi

NL: een mysticus

NL: a mystic

FR: spiritualiste, yogi, mystique

FR: spiritualist, yogi, mystic

RU: мистические силы

RU: mystic power(s)

BU: мистични съвършенства, сили,
способности

BU: mystic perfections, powers, abilities

CR: mistične moći

CR: mystic powers

CZ: mystické dokonalosti

CZ: mystic perfections

PL: mistyczne moce / zdolności

PL: mystic powers / abilities

DE: mystische Vollkommenheiten, mystische
Kräfte

DE: mystic perfections, mystic powers

NL: mystieke volheden

NL: mystical opulences

RU: мистическое могущество

RU: mystic potency, power

BU: мистично могъщество, мистична сила

BU: mystic potency, mystic power

CR: mistična moć

CR: mystic power, potency

CZ: mystická moc, síla

CZ: mystic power

PL: moc / siła mistyczna

PL: mystic potency

DE: mystische Macht / Kraft

DE: mystic potency

NL: mystiek vermogen

NL: mystic potency

RU: мистические силы (совершенства,
способности, достижения), мистическое
могущество

RU: mystic strength (perfections, abilities,
achievements), mystic power

BU: мистични сили

BU: mystic powers

CR: mistična moć

CR: mystic power, potency

CZ: mystická moc, mystické síly

CZ: mystic power(s)

PL: moc mistyczna

PL: mystic power(s)

DE: mystische Kräfte

DE: mystic powers

NL: mystiek vermogen, mystieke kracht

NL: mystic potency, mystic power
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myth

natural disaster(s)

nescience

(to be the) nondoer

obeisances

oblation

occupational duty

RU: миф, химера

RU: myth, chimera

BU: мит, измислица, химера

BU: myth, fable, chimera

CR: mit

CR: myth

CZ: mýtus

CZ: myth

PL: mit; wyobrażenie; mistyfikacja; iluzja

PL: myth; notion; mystification; illusion

DE: Mythos, Märchen

DE: myth, fairy tale

NL: mythe, fabel, verzinsel

NL: myth, fable, concoction

RU: природные катаклизмы

RU: natural cataclysms

BU: природни бедствия

BU: natural calamities

CR: prirodne nepogode

CR: natural disaster(s)

CZ: přírodní pohromy

CZ: natural disaster(s)

PL: klęska żywiołowa; zaburzenia w przyrodzie

PL: natural calamity; disturbances in the nature

DE: Naturkatastrophen; Störungen in der Natur

DE: natural catastrophies, disturbances in the nature

NL: natuurrampen

NL: natural disasters

RU: тьма, неведение

RU: darkness, ignorance

BU: невежество, неведение, незнание

BU: ignorance, nescience

CR: neznanje

CR: ignorance

CZ: nevědomost

CZ: nescience, ignorance

PL: niewiedza, ciemnota, ignorancja

PL: nescience, ignorance

DE: Unwissenheit

DE: ignorance

NL: onwetendheid

NL: ignorance

RU: пребывать в бездействии (в пассивном,
бездеятельном состоянии)

RU: (to be) inactive (in inert, inactive state)

BU: бездеен, пасивен; не действам, не
извършвам

BU: inactive, passive; (to) not act, perform

CR: koji ne djeluje, ne čini, pasivan

CR: one who does not act, who does not perform,
passive

CZ: nebýt konatel, být nečinný

CZ: (to) not be the doer, (to be) inactive

DE: der Nichthandelnde

DE: the nondoer

NL: de niet-handelende

NL: the nondoer

RU: поклоны

RU: obeisances

BU: поклони, почит

BU: obeisances, respect

CR: odati poštovanje, pokloniti se

CR: to pay respect, to pay obeisances

CZ: poklony

CZ: bows

PL: oddawać cześć; pokłon

PL: to pay / make obeisances, to render homage;
bow

DE: Ehrerbietung

DE: obeisance

NL: eerbetuigingen

NL: obeisances

RU: жертвенный дар, подношение

RU: sacrificial offering, offering

BU: жертвен дар

BU: sacrificial offering

CR: ponuda

CR: offering

CZ: obětina

CZ: oblation

PL: oblacja, ofiara

PL: oblation, sacrifice

DE: (Opfer-)Gabe, Opferung

DE: (sacrificial) offering

NL: offerande, offergave

NL: oblation, offering

RU: предписанные обязанности, обязанности
по роду занятий, обязанности, занятия

RU: prescribed duties, duties in line of business,
duties, occupation

BU: (отреден) дълг; предписани / отредени
задължения; професионални занимания,
занятие, професия

BU: (assigned) duty; prescribed / assigned
obligations; professional activities, vocation,
profession

CR: propisana dužnost, zanimanje, profesija

CR: prescribed duty, occupation, profession
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offender

offense

offensive

offering(s)

(to) offer arati

CZ: (předepsaná) povinnost

CZ: (prescribed) duty

PL: zawód; zalecany / przydzielony obowiązek;
praca

PL: occupation; prescribed duty; work / job

DE: (berufliche) Pflicht, Beschäftigung,
standesgemäße Pflicht

DE: (professional) duty, occupation, duty according to
one´s position

NL: beroepsplicht; voorgeschreven plicht

NL: occupational duty; prescribed duty

FR: devoir religieux

FR: religious duty

RU: хулитель, оскорбитель, богохульник,
обидчик

RU: one who abuses, insulter, blasphemer, offender

BU: хулител, богохулник; оскърбител

BU: detractor, blasphemer; abuser

CR: koji nanosi uvredu, koji počini uvredu, hulnik,
bogohulnik, vrijeđalac

CR: one who is causing, making offense; one who
makes offense, blasphemer, offender

CZ: ten, kdo se dopouští přestupků; provinilec;
hříšník

CZ: one who commits offenses; guilty (man); sinner

PL: bluźnierca; przestępca, złoczyńca; grzesznik

PL: blasphemer; transgressor; sinner

DE: Frevler; jmd., der Vergehen begeht / der sich
vergeht gegen

DE: blasphemer; someone who commits offenses

NL: overtreder

NL: offender, transgressor

RU: оскорбление, кощунство, нарушение,
преступление, проступок, грех, обида

RU: insult, blasphemy, violation, offense, fault, sin,
injury

BU: обида, оскърбление; прегрешение

BU: insult, blasphemy; trasngression

CR: uvreda

CR: offense, insult

CZ: přestupek

CZ: offense

PL: zniewaga, obraza; przestępstwo, wykroczenie

PL: offense; crime

DE: Vergehen

DE: offense

NL: overtreding, belediging

NL: offense, insult

FR: outrage, offense, insulte

FR: offense, slander, insult

RU: оскорбительный, обидный, греховный

RU: offensive, slighting, sinful

BU: оскърбителен, хулителен, злостен; груб,
бoгохулен, скверен, светотатски, обиден

BU: blasphemous, offensive, carping; rude, vile,
sacrilegious, insulting

CR: uvredljiv

CR: offensive

CZ: urážlivé, plné přestupků

CZ: insulting, full of offenses

PL: obraźliwy, grzeszny

PL: offensive, sinful

DE: beleidigend, frevlerisch

DE: insulting, blasphemous

NL: beledigend

NL: insulting

FR: blessant, outrageant

FR: hurting, slandering

RU: подношение, жертва, жертвоприношение

RU: offering(s), sacrifice

BU: жертвен дар, жертва, жертвоприношение

BU: sacrificial gift, sacrifice

CR: ponuda, žrtva

CR: offering, sacrifice

CZ: obět' (n.); obětování (process)

CZ: offering(s); sacrifice, sacrificing

PL: ofiarowanie; okazywać (szacunek); ofiara;
składanie (pokłonów)

PL: offertory; to show (respects); sacrifice; to bow to
someone

DE: Opferung(en)

DE: offering(s)

NL: offergave, offerande, gift

NL: offering, oblation, gift

RU: проводить арaти

RU: (to) perform arati

BU: правя арати, извършвам арати в чест на

BU: (to) do arati, (to) perform arati for

CR: nuditi arati; vršiti arati, izvoditi arati

CR: (to) offer arati; (to) perform arati

CZ: obětovat arati

CZ: (to) sacrifice arati

PL: ofiarować arati, robić arati

PL: (to) offer arati, (to) make arati

DE: eine Arati darbringen

DE: (to) offer arati

NL: arati aanbieden

NL: (to) offer arati
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(to) offer oblations

(to) offer respects

(to) offer sacrifice

(to be) one with

(to) become one
with

one without a
second

RU: приносить в жертву огню

RU: (to) offer oblations to the fire

BU: предлагам жертвени дарове / зърно /
пречистено масло / храна

BU: (to) offer sacrificial gifts / grains / clarified butter /
food

CR: prinositi žrtve

CR: (to) offer sacrifices

CZ: obětovat, vkládat obětiny

CZ: (to) sacrifice, (to) put oblations in

PL: składać / złożyć ofiarę

PL: (to) sacrifice

DE: Gaben opfern / darbringen

DE: (to) offer gifts

NL: offeranden opdragen

NL: (to) offer oblations

RU: выражать почтение

RU: (to) offer respects

BU: почитам, уважавам, давам израз на
почитта си, отдавам почит / почитания /
поклони

BU: (to) honor, (to) respect, (to) express one's
respect, (to) offer honor / respects / obeisances

CR: odati poštovanje, štovati, uvažavati

CR: (to) pay respect, (to) respect, (to) think highly of

CZ: vzdát úctu, vzdávat úctu

CZ: (to) pay respect

PL: okazywać szacunek

PL: (to) show respects

DE: Respekt / Achtung erweisen

DE: (to) show respect / regard

NL: respect betuigen

NL: (to) offer respect

RU: приносить жертвы, проводить
жертвопрношение

RU: (to) make a sacrifice, (to) perform sacrifice

BU: извършвам жертвоприношение

BU: (to) perform sacrifice

CR: izvoditi žrtvovanje, žrtvovati

CR: (to) execute, (to) perform sacrifice, (to) sacrifice

CZ: obětovat

CZ: (to) sacrifice

PL: złożyć / składać ofiarę

PL: (to) sacrifice

DE: ein Opfer durchführen, opfern

DE: (to) perform a sacrifice, (to) offer

NL: offeranden aanbieden, offeren

NL: (to) offer oblations, (to) sacrifice

RU: тождествен

RU: identical with

BU: равен на, тъждествен с, идентичен с;
единен, в единство с

BU: (to be) equal to / identical with; united, unified,
integrated

CR: jednak, ravan, identičan, istovjetan, težiti
sjedinjenju, sjediniti se

CR: equal, identical, the very same, desire uniting,
unite

CZ: být totožný s, splynout s

CZ: (to be) identical with, (to) merge with

PL: 1. takie samo, identyczne; 2. stać się (np.
Bogiem); 3. zjednoczyć się (z kimś, czymś); 4.
(być) tożsamym z

PL: 1. identical; 2. (to) become (God) / (to) become
one with (God); 3. (to) unite with someone /
something; 4. (to be) identical with

DE: eins (sein) mit

DE: (to be) one with

NL: één zijn met

NL: (to be) one with

FR: participer de la même nature que

FR: (to be) of the same nature

RU: стать единым с, слиться с

RU: (to) become one with, (to) merge into

BU: ставам равен на, сливам се с

BU: (to) become equal to, (to) merge with

CR: postati ravan, sjediniti se (s Brahmanom)

CR: (to) become equal, (to) merge (with Brahman)

CZ: splynout s

CZ: merge with

PL: zjednoczyć się z / stać się (np. Bogiem)

PL: (to) unite with / (to) become (e.g. God)

DE: eins werden mit

DE: (to) become one with

NL: één worden met

NL: (to) become one with

RU: один и только один; не знающий себе
равных

RU: one and only one, one without an equal

BU: единствен и неповторим; нямащ равен на
себе си

BU: one and unique; unmatched, unequaled

CR: koji nema premca, kome nitko nije ravan;
jedinstven i neponovljiv

CR: one who has no equal; unique and unrepeatable

CZ: nemá sobě rovného, jeden jediný

CZ: without equal, one only

PL: jeden bez wtórego

PL: one without a second

DE: einer ohnegleichen; einer, dem niemand

DE: one without equal; one who is not equaled by
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gleichkommt

oneness

(simultaneous)
oneness and
difference

(simultaneously) one
and different

opulences

opulent

anyone

NL: die zijn gelijke niet kent

NL: who doesn't know his equal

FR: d'essence unique

FR: unique essence

RU: тождество

RU: sameness

BU: тъждество, единство, идентичност;
неделимост

BU: sameness, unity, identicalness, indivisibility

CR: jedinstvo, identičnost, istovjetnost, potpuna
istovjetnost, sjedinjavanje

CR: union, oneness; identity, sameness, complete
identity, uniting

CZ: jednota, totožnost

CZ: unity, oneness / identity

PL: jedność, identyczność

PL: oneness

DE: Einheit; das Einssein

DE: unity; oneness

NL: eenheid

NL: oneness

FR: union intime, unité

FR: intimate union, unity

RU: (одновременное) единство и различие

RU: (simultaneous) oneness and difference

BU: (едновременно) тъждество и различие

BU: (simultaneous) sameness and difference

CR: istodobna istovjetnost i različitost

CR: simultaneous sameness and difference

CZ: současná totožnost a odlišnost

CZ: simultaneous identity and difference

PL: jednoczesna tożsamość i odmienność,
równoczesna jedność i odmienność

PL: simultaneous identity / sameness and difference

DE: (gleichzeitige) Einheit und Verschiedenheit,
gleichzeitiges Eins- und Verschiedensein

DE: (simultaneous) oneness and difference

NL: (gelijktijdige) eenheid en verscheidenheid

NL: (simultaneous) oneness and difference

RU: (одновременно) тождественный и
отличный

RU: (simultaneously) identical and different

BU: едновременно тъждествен / еднакъв и
различен

BU: simultaneously identical / same and different

CR: istodobno istovjetan i različit

CR: simultaneously identical and different

CZ: současně totožný a lišící se, totožný a
současně se liší

CZ: simultaneously identical and different, (is)
identical and simultaneously differs from

PL: jednocześnie tożsamy i odmienny / różny,
tożsamy i zarazem odmienny

PL: simultaneously same and different, identical and
simultaneously different

DE: (zugleich) eins und verschieden

DE: (simultaneously) one and different

NL: (gelijktijdig) één (met) en verschillend (van)

NL: (simultaneously) one (with) and different (from)

FR: en même temps différent et non-différent, à la
fois identique et distinct

FR: at the same time different and non-different, at
the same time identical and distinct

RU: великолепие, изобилие, богатство,
достояния, благa

RU: splendor, abundance, riches, possessions,
boons

BU: съвършенства, достояния, богатства;
великолепие, изобилие, разкош

BU: perfections, assets, riches; splendor, abundance,
luxury

CR: obilje, izobilje, bogatstvo, raskoš,
dragocjenosti

CR: abundance, wealth; abundance; riches; luxury;
preciousnesses

CZ: vznešené vlastnosti, bohatství

CZ: exalted qualities, wealth

DE: Herrlichkeiten

DE: glories, majesty

NL: rijkdommen, weelde; volheden

NL: richness, opulence; fullness

FR: perfection, opulence, grandeur, gloire

FR: perfection, greatness, glories, opulences

RU: изобильный, обладатель всех достояний (о
Господе)

RU: plentiful, holder of all riches (for the Lord)

BU: богат, изобилен; обилен, разточителен,
щедър; разкошен, пищен, цветист; буен;
неизтощим

BU: rich, abundant; lavish, exuberant, generous;
luxurious, profuse, florid, lush; inexhaustible

CR: u obilju, bogat

CR: in abundance, rich

CZ: bohatý, oplývající vznešenými vlastnostmi

CZ: rich, abound in exalted qualities

DE: reich, wohlhabend, üppig; herrlich,
majestätisch

DE: rich, affluent, luxuriant; splendid, majestic
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order of life

original

original source

paraphernalia

NL: overdadig, rijk; weelderig

NL: abundant, rich; luxurious

FR: riche, respectable, opulent, abondant

FR: rich, respectable, opulent, abundance

RU: уклад жизни

RU: order of life

BU: начин на живот; духовен сан; степен в
духовното развитие

BU: way of life; religious order or rank; stage in
spiritual development

CR: red (spiritual), stalež (social)

CR: holy order, class (of society)

CZ: řád (social), stav (spiritual)

CZ: order, state

PL: okres / etap / stadium życia; aśram

PL: period / stage in life; asram

DE: Lebensstufe

DE: stage of life

NL: 1. geestelijke levensorde; 2. sociale klasse

NL: 1. spiritual order of life; 2. social class

FR: stades de l'existence

FR: stages of existence

RU: первозданный, предвечный,
первоначальный, исходный, первичный,
изначальный, подлинный

RU: primordial, primeval, primary, initial, original,
genuine

BU: предвечен, изначален, изконен

BU: original, primeval, eternal

CR: izvoran, prvobitan

CR: original, primeval

CZ: původní

CZ: original

PL: oryginalny, pierwotny, autentyczny

PL: original, primeval, authentical

DE: ursprünglich

DE: original

NL: oorspronkelijk

NL: original

RU: подлинный / достоверный источник

RU: original / genuine source

BU: първоизточник, изначален източник

BU: prime source, original source

CR: prvobitni izvor

CR: original source

CZ: původní zdroj

CZ: original source

PL: początek, źródło

PL: beginning, source

DE: ursprüngliche Quelle, Urquell(e)

DE: original source, fountainhead

NL: oorspronkelijke bron

NL: original source

RU: личные вещи, атрибуты, предметы
(культа), утварь, убранство, обстановка

RU: personal things, attributes, (cult) items, utensils,
appointments, furniture

BU: атрибути; принадлежности; предмети

BU: attributes; articles; belongings, requisits

CR: parafernalija, sve što je potrebno, predmeti,
stvari, pratnja

CR: paraphernalia, everything needed, objects,
things, escort

CZ: příslušenství, (své) věci

CZ: paraphernalia, (his own) things

PL: akcesoria, przedmioty; atrybuty; umiejętności
(np. mistyczne)

PL: articles; attributes; skills (for:yogic paraphernalia)

DE: Paraphernalien

NL: accessories

DE: paraphernalia

NL: toebehoren
part(s) and parcel(s)

pastime(s)

RU: неотъемлемые частицы

RU: integral parts

BU: неразделни части / частици

BU: integral parts / particles

CR: sastavni djelić

CR: integral tiny part

CZ: nedílné části

CZ: inseparable, integral parts

PL: cząstka, integralna cząstka

PL: part, integral part

DE: Wesensteile

DE: entity parts

NL: integrerend deeltje

NL: integrated part

FR: fragment de Krsna distinct de Lui, partie
intégrante de

FR: fragment of Krsna distinct from Him, integral part
of

RU: игры, развлечения, забавы

RU: pastimes, amusement, recreation

BU: забавления

BU: pastimes

CR: zabava

CR: pastime

CZ: zábavy

CZ: pastime(s)

PL: zabawa, rozrywka

PL: pastime(s)

DE: Spiele

DE: pastimes
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(to) pay obeisances

penance(s)

people in general

phantasmagoria

phenomenal world

philanthropist

NL: spel (en vermaak)

NL: play (and pleasure / amusement)

FR: divertissement, amusement

FR: pastimes, entertainment, amusement

RU: выражать почтение, в почтении склоняться

RU: (to) offer respect, (to) bow down in respect

BU: покланям се

BU: (to) bow down to

CR: odati poštovanje

CR: (to) pay obeisance

CZ: poklonit se, vzdát poklony, skládat poklony,
klanět se

CZ: (to) bow down, pay obeisances, venerate

PL: pokłonić się (komuś), oddawać pokłony;
oddawać cześć

PL: (to) bow down to smb.; (to) pay obeisances /
render homage

DE: Ehrerbietung erweisen / darbringen

DE: (to) offer obeisance

NL: eerbetuigingen brengen

NL: (to) pay obeisances

RU: аскезы

RU: penances

BU: самоналожено / доброволно наказание /
лишение / мъчение

BU: self-inflicted / voluntary punishment / deprivation
/ torture

CR: pokora, odricanje

CR: penance, renunciation

CZ: askeze

CZ: asceticism

PL: pokuta, asceza

PL: penance(s), asceticism

DE: Bußen, Entsagungen, Askese

DE: penances, austerities, asceticism

NL: boetedoeningen

NL: penances

FR: pénitence, mortification

FR: penitence, mortification

RU: обыкновенные (простые) люди
большинство людей; как правило, люди...

RU: ordinary people, most people; usually people...

BU: хората, обикновените хора, простите хора

BU: the people, ordinary men, general populace

CR: ljudi

CR: people

CZ: lidé

CZ: people

PL: ogół; ogół ludności; ludzie

PL: the general public, society; the total population;
people

DE: Masse der Menschen, die meisten Menschen,
Gesellschaft

DE: mass of the people, most people, society

NL: mensen in het algemeen, de massa

NL: people in general, the mass

RU: призрак, мираж, фантасмагория; небылица

RU: spectre, mirage, phantasmagoria; cock-and-bull
story

BU: мираж, видение, измама; фантазия,
халюцинация

BU: mirage, vision, illusion; fantasy, hallucination

CR: priviđenje, nestvarno, opsjena, fantazija,
fantazmagorija

CR: hallucination, nonreality, illusion, fantasy,
phantasmagoria

PL: fantasmagoria; urojenie, iluzja

PL: phantasmagoria; illusion

DE: Trugbild, Blendwerk, Illusion

DE: hallucination, deception, illusion

NL: luchtspiegeling

NL: mirage

RU: проявленный мир; мир, воспринимаемый
чувствами

RU: manifested, phenomenal world

BU: проявен свят / възприеман със / достъпен
за сетивата / феноменален свят

BU: manifested / perceivable world, world that is
accessible to the senses, phenomenal world

CR: pojavni svijet

CR: phenomenal world

CZ: fenomenální svět, svět jevů

CZ: phenomenal world, world of phenomena

PL: zjawiskowy świat

PL: phenomenal world

DE: Erscheinungswelt

DE: phenomenal world

NL: waarneembare wereld

NL: perceivable world

RU: гуманный человек, филантроп,
благодетель

RU: humane person, philanthropist, benefactor

BU: хуманист, човеколюбец, филантроп,
благотворител, благодетел

BU: humanitarian, altruist, philamthropist, well-wisher,
benefactor

CR: humanist, filantrop, dobročinitelj,

CR: humanist, philanthropist, benefactor, philantropist
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CZ: people-lover

CZ: lidumil

PL: philanthropist

PL: dobroczyńca, filantrop

DE: philanthropist, humanitarian, benefactor

DE: Philanthrop, Menschenfreund, Wohltäter

NL: philanthropist

NL: filantroop
pious activities

planmaker

platform (material,
spiritual, on the
platform of bhakti)

pleasure potency

plenary portion

potency

RU: благочестивая деятельность (поступки),
деятельность на благо других

RU: pious activity (deeds), activities for the wellbeing of others

BU: благочестиви дейности; добри дела

BU: pious activities; good deeds

CR: pobožne djelatnosti

CR: pious activities

CZ: zbožné činnosti

CZ: pious activities

DE: fromme Handlungen / Taten

DE: pious deeds / actions

NL: vrome handelingen

NL: pious activities

RU: мечтатель, фантазер, прожектер

RU: day-dreamer, visionary, schemer

BU: мечтател, фантазьор, утопист, който гради
планове

BU: dreamer, fantast, utopian, one who builds plans

CR: kovač planova, koji pravi planove

CR: “plansmith”, one who makes plans

CZ: ten, kdo plánuje; plánovač

CZ: one who makes plans; planmaker

DE: Pläneschmied, Planer

DE: "plansmith," planer

NL: iemand die plannen maakt

NL: someone who makes plans

RU: уровень (материальный, духовный); на
уровне бхакти

RU: level (material, spiritual); on the level of bhakti

BU: равнище, ниво, степен

BU: level, plane, stage

CR: stupanj, razina, utemeljen na razini bhakti

CR: degree, level; founded, established on the level
of bhakti

CZ: úroveň (hmotná, duchovní, na úrovni bhakti)

CZ: plane, level (material, spiritual, on the level of
bhakti)

PL: płaszczyzna, poziom; sfera

PL: plane, level; sphere

DE: Ebene

DE: level

NL: niveau, platform

NL: level, platform

FR: niveau, stade, étape

FR: level, state, step

RU: энергия наслаждения

RU: pleasure energy

BU: енергия на удоволствието

BU: energy of pleasure

CR: energija zadovoljstva

CR: pleasure energy

CZ: energie blaženosti

CZ: energy of bliss

PL: energia przyjemności

PL: pleasure energy

DE: Freudenenergie

DE: pleasure energy

NL: vreugdevermogen

NL: pleasure potency

FR: énergie de félicité

FR: energy of bliss

RU: полная экспансия

RU: plenary expansion

BU: пълна / цялостна еманация; еманация
притежаваща цялата енергия (сила,
могъщество) на Бога

BU: complete / full emanation; emanation endowed
with all the potency / strength / power of the Lord

CR: potpuno opunomoćena ekspanzija, potpuna
ekspanzija, djelimična ekspanzija (za Naddušu)

CR: completely empowered expansion, complete
expansion, partial expansion ( for the Supersoul)

CZ: úplná část

CZ: complete part

PL: pełna ekspansja / część

PL: plenary expansion / part

DE: vollständige Erweiterung

DE: complete expansion

NL: volkomen expansie

NL: complete expansion

RU: энергия, способность, могущество, сила

RU: energy, ability, power, strength

BU: енергия, сила

BU: energy, power

CR: moć, energija, sila

CR: potency, energy, power
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(to) practice (yoga)

prescribed duties

presiding deity

principle(s)

CZ: energie, moc, sila

CZ: energy, power

PL: moc, energia, siła

PL: potency, energy, power

DE: Macht, Kraft, Energie

DE: power, potency, energy

NL: vermogen

NL: potency, capacity, power

RU: заниматься йогой, практиковать йогу

RU: (to be) engaged in yoga practice, (to) practice
yoga

BU: занимавам се с йога, практикувам йога

BU: (to be) engaged in yoga, (to) practice yoga

CR: primjenjivati (yogu), baviti se yogom

CR: (to) practice (yoga), (to be) engaged

CZ: provozovat yogu, praktikovat yogu

CZ: (to) pursue yoga, (to) practice yoga

PL: uprawiać jogę

PL: (to) practice yoga

DE: sich (im yoga) üben; yoga ausführen /
nachgehen / praktizieren

DE: (to) exercize yoga, (to) perform, persue, practice
(yoga)

NL: yoga beoefenen

NL: (to) practice yoga

RU: предписанные обязанности (долг),
обязанности

RU: prescribed duties; occupation

BU: отредени / предписани задължения / дълг

BU: allotted, prescribed duties

CR: propisane dužnosti

CR: prescribed duties

CZ: předepsané povinnosti

CZ: prescribed duties

PL: przepisane obowiązki

PL: prescribed duties

DE: vorgeschriebene Pflichten

DE: prescribed duties

NL: voorgeschreven plichten

NL: prescribed duties

RU: управляющее / господствующее /
правящее божество

RU: ruling / predominating deity

BU: управляващо / господстващо божество;
божество на

BU: ruling / predominating deity; deity of

CR: vladajuće / upravljajuće božanstvo, božanstvo

CR: ruling deity, deity of

CZ: vládnoucí božstvo (čeho), božstvo vládnoucí
(čemu)

CZ: ruling deity (of something), deity ruling (over
something)

PL: bóstwo (czegoś); bóstwo władające (czymś)

PL: deity (of something); deity controlling something

DE: Gottheit + Gen.; Gottheit, die etwas
beherrscht; (der Erde:) Erdgöttin

DE: deity of; deity who is controlling something; (of
teh earth:) earth-goddess

NL: heersende godheid

NL: prevailing / ruling deity

RU: принципы

RU: principles

BU: устои, правила, закони, начала, норми,
заповеди

BU: foundations, rules, codes, rudiments, norms,
commandments

CR: načelo, početak, temelj, izvor, osnova, počelo,
podrijetlo, podloga

CR: principle, beginning, basis, source, foundation,
element, origin, base

CZ: zásady, principy

CZ: principle

PL: zasada, reguła, norma, siła napędowa

PL: principle, driving force

DE: Grundsatz, Prinzip, Regel; Grundlage; Norm;
treibende Kraft; Element

DE: principle, rule; basis; norm; driving force; element

NL: principes, grondbeginselen; belangrijkste,
voornaamste

NL: principle's; most important, principal
FR: teaching

FR: enseignements
- Vedic

RU: ведические принципы

RU: Vedic principles

BU: ведически правила / принципи / норми;
принципи на Ведите

BU: Vedic rules / principles / norms; principles of the
Vedas

CR: vedska načela

CR: Vedic principles

CZ: védské z.

CZ: Vedic principles

PL: zasada wedyjska; wskazówka Wed

PL: Vedic, instruction of the Vedas

DE: vedische Grundsätze / Normen / Prinzipien

DE: Vedic principles / norms

NL: vedische principes

NL: Vedic principles
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- moral

- of life

- religious

problem(s)

process

process of chanting

RU: моральные устои (нормы)

RU: moral principles (standard)

BU: нравствени / морални принципи, норми,
устои

BU: moral principles, norms, foundations

CR: ćudoredna načela

CR: moral principles

CZ: morální z.

CZ: moral principles

PL: zasady moralności

PL: principles of morality

DE: moralische Grundsätze / Prinzipien / Normen

DE: moral principles / norms

NL: morele principes

NL: moral principles

RU: следовать каким-л. принципам в своей
жизни

RU: (to follow) some principles in one's life

BU: принципи на живота; принципи
регламентиращи живота на

BU: principles of life; guiding principles in the life of

CR: načela života

CR: principles of life

CZ: životní z.

CZ: principles of life

PL: zasady życia ludzkiego; prawda życiowa;
czynność

PL: principles of human life; life's truth; activity

DE: Lebensgrundsätze / -prinzipien;
Lebenswahrheiten

DE: principles of life; truths of life

NL: levensnormen en -waarden

NL: norms and values of life

RU: устои религии, религиозные заповеди

RU: principles of religion, religious commandments

BU: устои на религията, религиозни принципи /
заповеди

BU: foundations of religion, religious principles /
commandments

CR: religijska načela

CR: religious principles

CZ: náboženské z.

CZ: religious

PL: zasady religii, religia, przykazania

PL: principles of religion, religion; commandments

DE: religiöse Prinzipien / Grundsätze; religiöse
Vorschriften

DE: religious principles; religious regulations

NL: religieuze principes

NL: religious principles

RU: беды, невзгоды, затруднения, трудности,
проблемы; вопросы, задачи

RU: troubles, adversities, difficulties, impediments,
issues, problems

BU: беди, трудности, страдания, мъки,
несполуки, нещастия

BU: troubles, difficulties, sufferings, miseries,
misfortunes, adversities

CR: problemi; bijede, teškoće; napori; stradanja,
muke, nesreća

CR: problems; wants, needs; difficulties; efforts;
sufferings; pains, difficulties; misfortune

CZ: potíže, problémy

CZ: difficulties, problems

PL: problem, kłopot; zagadnienie, kwestia

PL: problems

DE: Probleme; Schwierigkeiten

DE: problem(s); difficulties

NL: problemen

NL: problems

FR: souci

FR: worry

RU: образ (действий), метод, путь, стадия,
способ

RU: line (of action), method, path, stage, way

BU: начин на действие, метод, път, процес;
ход; (понякога:) наука,

BU: mode of action, method, path, process;
development, progress, course; (rare:) science

CR: proces, put, razvoj, postupak, način
djelovanja, metoda

CR: process, path, development, procedure, manner
of acting, method

CZ: postup, proces, metoda

CZ: procedure, method

PL: proces, postęp, rozwój; metoda, sposób;
procedura

PL: process, development; method; procedure

DE: Vorgang, Methode; Pfad; (by a gradual
process:) allmählich

DE: process, method; path; gradually

NL: methode, proces

NL: method, process

FR: voie d'action, processus, méthode, pratique

FR: way of acting, process, method, practice,

RU: метод / процесс повторения

RU: method / process of chanting

BU: процес / метод на възпяване

BU: process / method of singing (glorifying)
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process of hearing

(to make) progress

(animalistic)
propensities

CR: pjevanje, slijediti proces pjevanja

CR: singing, to follow the process of singing

CZ: (proces) zpívání (svatých jmen)

CZ: (process of) singing (of the holy names)

PL: intonowanie

PL: chanting

DE: Methode des Chantens, das Chanten

DE: method of chanting, chanting

NL: (chanting)

NL: see:(to) chant

RU: метод / процесс слушания

RU: method / process of hearing

BU: процес / метод на слушане

BU: process / method of hearing

CR: slušanje

CR: hearing

CZ: (proces) naslouchání

CZ: (process of) hearing

PL: słuchanie

PL: hearing

DE: Methode des Hörens, das Hören

DE: method of hearing, hearing

NL: luisteren

NL: listening

RU: делать успехи, совершенствоваться,
развиваться, прогрессировать,
продвигаться по пути

RU: (to) be successful, (to) make progress, (to)
perfect, (to) develop, (to) proceed along the path

BU: усъвършенствам се, развивам се,
напредвам, раста

BU: (to) perfect oneself, (to) advance, (to) develop,
(to) grow

CR: napredovati, razvijati, usavršavati

CR: (to) progress, (to) develop, (to) perfect

CZ: dělat pokrok(y), kráčet, pokročit, (duchovně)
růst

CZ: (to) make progress, (to) march, (to) advance, (to)
grow up (spiritually)

PL: (robić) postęp, wznosić się

PL: (to) make progress, to go up

DE: fortschreiten, Fortschritte machen

DE: (to) progress, (to) make progress

NL: vooruitgang maken, vooruit gaan (in)

NL: (to) make progress, progressing in

RU: (животные) инстинкты / наклонности

RU: (animal) instincts / inclinations

BU: (животински) инстинкти / наклонности

BU: (animal) instincts / inclinations

CR: (životinjski) nagoni / instinkti / porivi / sklonosti

CR: animal instincts / instincts / impulses / tendencies
CZ: (animal) tendencies

CZ: (zvířecí) sklony

PL: like an animal, animal impulses

PL: niczym zwierzę, zwierzęce instynkty

DE: animalistic inclinations, animalistic impulses;
inclinations according to the physical urges

DE: tierische Neigungen, tierische Triebe;
triebhafte Neigungen

NL: (animalistic) tendencies

NL: (dierlijke) neigingen
(loving) propensity
(tendency)

(to) purify with water

purport

RU: потребность (любить)

RU: necessity (of love)

BU: потребност да обичаме

BU: need to love

CR: potreba da volimo

CR: need to love

CZ: sklon milovat

CZ: tendency to love

PL: skłonność / tendencja (do kochania)

PL: propensity to (love)

DE: Neigung zu lieben; Liebe

DE: tendency to love; love

NL: neiging tot liefhebben

NL: tendency / inclination to love

FR: tendance

FR: tendency

RU: окропить водой

RU: (to) besprinkle with water

BU: освещавам с вода

BU: (to) sanctify with water

CR: posvetiti vodom

CR: (to) consecrate with water

CZ: očistit vodou

CZ: (to) purify by water

DE: durch die Berührung mit Wasser reinigen

DE: (to) cleanse by touch with water

NL: met water zuiveren / louteren

NL: (to) purify with water

RU: комментарий

RU: purport, comment

BU: коментар; смисъл, подтекст

BU: commentary; meaning, implication

CR: smisao

CR: meaning, sense, purport

CZ: výklad, význam

CZ: explanation, purport, meaning

PL: objaśnienie, znaczenie

PL: explanation, purport
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qualification(s)

qualitative

qualities of
(material) nature

rascal

realization

DE: Bedeutung; Erläuterung, Erklärung; (the
purport is:) das bedeutet

DE: meaning; purport, explanation; this means

NL: betekenis(verklaring)

NL: meaning, purport

FR: comprenons ici que, message, l'enseignement
à tirer; teneur et portée

FR: we understand here, message, the teaching we
can draw; purport

RU: добродетели, качества, достоинства,
квалификация

RU: virtue, qualities, merit, qualifications

BU: добродетели, достойнства, качества,
способности

BU: good qualities, merits, qualitues, abilities

CR: sposobnosti

CR: abilities

CZ: schopnosti, předpoklady, způsobilost

CZ: abilities, prerequisities, competency

PL: kwalifikacja; cechy; wymaganie, wymóg;
zaleta, uzdolnienie

PL: qualification; feature, attribute; requirement; good
point, talent

DE: Qualifikation, Befähigung; (to have the
necessary qualifications:) den Anforderungen
entsprechen

DE: qualification(s), competence; to meet the
requirements

NL: kwalificaties

NL: qualifications

FR: qualité requise, aptitude, talent, qualification

FR: aptitude, talent, required quality, qualification(s)

RU: атрибутивный

RU: attributive

BU: качествен, атрибутивен, свойствен;
съществен, принципен

BU: qualitative, attributive, characteristic; intrinsic,
essential

CR: kvalitativan

CR: qualitative

PL: jakościowy

PL: qualitative

DE: den Eigenschaften nach, qualitativ

DE: according to the qualities, qualitative

NL: kwalitatief

NL: qualitative

RU: качества материальной природы

RU: qualities of material nature

BU: качества на материалната природа

BU: qualities of material nature

CR: gune materijalne prirode

CR: gunas of material nature

CZ: kvality hmotné přírody

CZ: qualities of material nature

PL: guny natury materialnej

PL: gunas of material nature

DE: Eigenschaften / Erscheinungsweisen der
materiellen Natur

DE: qualities / modes of the material nature

NL: kwaliteiten / hoedanigheden van de materiële
natuur

NL: qualities / modes of the material nature

RU: негодяй, мошенник, отъявленный негодяй,
плут, шарлатан, проходимец, обманщик,
злоумышленник

RU: scoundrel, swindler, pilferer, old fox, villain,
rascal, inveterate rogue, knave, quack, crook,
deceiver, malefactor

BU: негодник, мошеник, мерзавец, подлец,
вагабонтин

BU: good-for-nothing, cheater, scoundrel, wretch,
rascal

CZ: darebák, ničema

CZ: rascal, scoundrel

PL: nikczemnik, łotr, drań, niegodziwiec

PL: blackguard, rascal, scoundrel, rotter

DE: Schurke, Halunke

DE: rascal, rogue

NL: schurk

NL: rascal

FR: hypocrite, imposteur, ignoble, sans scrupules

FR: hypocrite, impostor, ignoble / unscrupulous
(person)

RU: постижение, понимание, осознание

RU: comprehension, understanding, realization

BU: осъзнаване, проумяване, схващане,
постигане; прозрение

BU: becoming aware / conscious of, understanding,
comprehending, attaining; enlightenment

CR: spoznaja, shvaćanje, razumijevanje,
dostignuće; prozreti

CR: cognition, comprehension, understanding,
achievement; to look through

CZ: realizace, poznání

CZ: realization, knowledge

PL: 1. realizacja (np. projektu); 2. poznanie
(zdobycie wiedzy); 3. oznanie (wiedza); 4.
doświadczenie (czegoś); 5. uprzytomnienie
sobie (faktu); 6. świadomość (czegoś)

PL: 1. realization (of project); 2. Knowing / learning;
3. knowledge, cognizance 4. learning by
experience; 5. to wake up to something; 6.
awareness of something
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regulated

regulative principles

religion

religionist

religiosity

religious

DE: Erkenntnis

DE: realization

NL: realisatie

NL: realization

FR: accomplissement spirituel

FR: spiritual accomplishment

RU: регламентированный, упорядоченный

RU: regulated

BU: регламентиран, редовен; по правила

BU: regulated, regular; according to rules

CR: u skladu s propisima, regulirano

CR: according to the regulations, regulated

CZ: usměrněný

CZ: regulated

PL: uporządkowany; uregulowany

PL: regulated

DE: nach Regeln / Vorschriften, geregelt

DE: according to rules / regulations, regulated

NL: gereguleerd

NL: regulated

FR: strict, pratiqué selon les règles prescrites

FR: strict, done according to the prescribed rules

RU: регулирующие принципы

RU: regulative principles

BU: регулиращи принципи

BU: regulative principles

CR: propisana načela

CR: prescribed principles

CZ: usměrňující zásady

CZ: regulating principles

PL: zasady

PL: principles

DE: Grundregeln, Prinzipien

DE: basic rules, principles

NL: regulerende principes

NL: regulative principles

RU: религия

RU: religion

BU: религия

BU: religion

CR: religija

CR: religion

CZ: náboženství

CZ: religion

DE: Religion

DE: religion

NL: religie / godsdienst, geloof; vorm van religie /
godsdienst

NL: religion, faith; form of religion

RU: поборник религии, верующий, религиозный
деятель

RU: standard-bearer of religion, believer, religionist

BU: религиозен, вярващ, набожен човек, теист

BU: religious person, believer, pious person, theist

CR: religiozan čovjek, pobožan čovjek, vjernik

CR: religious man, pious person, believer

CZ: ten, kdo se hlásí k náboženství, věřící,
náboženský představitel, vůdce

CZ: one who owns a religion, believer, religious
representative, leader

PL: człowiek wierzący; przywódca religijny

PL: believer; religious leader

DE: religiöser Schriftgelehrter; Frömmler; Priester;
Anhänger einer Religion

DE: religious scribe, pietist; priest; follower of a
religion

NL: religionist

NL: religionist

FR: adepte de la religion

FR: adept of religion

RU: религиозность, набожность, (в
отрицательном смысле) ханжество

RU: religiosity, piety; sanctimony (in negative sense)

BU: религиозност, благочестие, набожност; (в
отрицателен смисъл) лицемерие,
неискреност, фарисейство

BU: religiosity, piety; hypocrisy, insincerity,
pharisaism

CR: religioznost, pobožnost

CR: religiosity, piety

CZ: zbožnost, náboženství

CZ: piety, religion

PL: religijność, pobożność

PL: religiosity, piety

DE: Religiosität

DE: religiosity

NL: religiositeit / godsvruchtigheid; vroomheid

NL: religiosity; piety

FR: piété matérielle

FR: material piety

RU: религиозный, праведный, набожный

RU: religious, pious, devout

BU: религиозен, набожен, богобоязлив,
благочестив

BU: religious, pious

CR: religiozan, pobožan

CR: religious, pious

CZ: zbožný, vyznávající náboženství

CZ: pious, confessor of religion
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religious system

(to) renounce

renounced order of
life

renunciant

renunciation

PL: pobożny, religijny

PL: pious, religious

DE: religiös

DE: religious

NL: religieus / godsdienstig / gelovig; vroom

NL: religious; pious

RU: религиозная система

RU: religious system

BU: религия, религиозна система, религиозни
вярвания

BU: religion, religious system, religious beliefs

CR: sustav religije, religijski sustav, religijsko
učenje

CR: system of religion, religious system, religious
teaching

CZ: náboženský systém

CZ: religious system

PL: religia

PL: religion

DE: Religion; Glaubenslehre

DE: religious system; doctrine

NL: vorm van religie / godsdienst

NL: form of religion

RU: отречься, отказаться, избавиться от
привязанности

RU: (to) renounce, detach, get rid of attachment

BU: отказвам се, отричам се, напускам,
изоставям, оттеглям се, отхвърлям

BU: (to) give up, renounce, abandon, leave off, retire

CR: odreći se

CR: (to) renounce

CZ: odříci si, zříci se, odřeknout

CZ: (to) renounce, (to) give up

PL: wyrzec / zrzec się (czegoś); porzucać (coś);
odsunąć się od ludzi / świata

PL: (to) renounce, (to) give up; (to) retire from the
people / world

DE: entsagen

DE: (to) renounce

NL: verzaken

NL: (to) renounce

RU: жизнь в отречении

RU: life in renunciation

BU: обет за отречение от света; живот в
отречение, монашеско отречение; сан на
отречението

BU: vow of renunciation of the world; life in
renunciation, monastic renunciation; order of
renunciation

CR: red odricanja

CR: order of renunciation

CZ: život v odříkání, stav odříkání

CZ: life in renunciation, order of renunciation

PL: etap wędrownego ascety; życie ascety;
sannyasa

PL: stage of traveling ascetic; life of ascetic;

DE: Lebensstufe der Entsagung

DE: life-order of renunciation

NL: verzakende levensorde

NL: renounced order of life

RU: тот, кто ведет жизнь в отречении; нищий
странник

RU: one who lives in renunciation, mendicant

BU: отшелник; човек отрекъл се от света

BU: hermit; one who has renounced the world

CR: osoba u redu odricanja, sannyasi, pustinjak

CR: person in order of renunciation, sannyasi, hermit

CZ: ten, kdo si odříká; ten, kdo žije v odříkání

CZ: one who renounces, one who lives in
renunciation

PL: asceta; ten, kto wyrzekł się świata

PL: ascetic; one who has retired from the world

DE: sannyasi, Asket, Mönch im Lebensstand der
Entsagung

DE: sannyasi, ascetic, monk in the renounced order
of life

NL: verzaker

NL: renunciant

FR: renonçant, sannyasi

FR: renunciant, sannyasi

RU: отречение, отрешенность, отсутствие
привязанности

RU: renunciation, estrangement, freedom from
attachment

BU: отричане / оттегляне от света

BU: renunciation / withdrawal from the world

CR: odricanje, nevezanost, odvojenost

CR: renunciation, freedom from constraint,
disengagement

CZ: odříkání

CZ: renunciation

PL: asceza; wyrzeczenie, wyrzekanie się,
zrezygnowanie (z czegoś)

PL: asceticism; renunciation of something

DE: Entsagung

DE: renunciation

NL: verzaking

NL: renunciation
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repetition (of birth
and death)

reputation

reservoir

retired life

revealed scriptures

ritual

RU: круговорот рождений и смертей,
заколдованный круг рождений и смертей

RU: the continuous circle of birth and death, vicious
circle of birth and death

BU: кръговрат / цикъл на раждането и смъртта /
на прераждането

BU: circle / cycle of birth and death / reincarnation

CR: uzastopno rađanje i umiranje

CR: consecutively taking birth and dying

CZ: opakované rození a umírání, koloběh zrození
a smrti

CZ: taking birth and dying repeatedly, cycle of birth
and death

PL: nieustanne narodziny i śmierć; powtarzające
się n. i ś.; koło / cykl narodzin i śmierci

PL: incessant birth and death; perpetual birth and
death; circle / cycle of birth and death

DE: Wiederholung von Geburt und Tod,
wiederholte Geburten und Tode

DE: repetition of birth and death, repeated births and
deaths

NL: herhaling van geboorte en dood

NL: repetition of birth and death

RU: слава, доброе имя, репутация, заслуги

RU: glory, good name, reputation, merits

BU: име, слава, репутация

BU: name, fame, reputation

CR: ugled, slava, ime

CR: reputation, fame, name

CZ: pověst

CZ: reputation

PL: (dobre, złe) imię / sława, reputacja, opinia

PL: (good, ill) name, reputation, repute

DE: Ansehen, guter Ruf / Name

DE: respect, good name

NL: naam, reputatie, faam

NL: name, reputation, fame

RU: средоточие, вместилище, сосуд, кладезь,
источник, запас, сокровищница,
неиссякаемый источник

RU: focus, receptacle, vessel, fount, source, supply,
depository, inexhaustible source

BU: средоточие, вместилище, извор, източник,
съкровищница

BU: center, storehouse, source, fountainhead,
treasure-house

CR: riznica, izvor

CR: treasury, source

CZ: studnice, zdroj, pramen

CZ: well (poetically), source, spring

PL: źródło

PL: source

DE: Quelle; (reservoir of all pleasure:) birgt alle
Freude in Sich

DE: source; contains all pleasure

NL: reservoir, bron

NL: reservoir, source

FR: réservoir, fontaine, océan, siège

FR: reservoir, fountain, ocean, seat

RU: отход от мирских дел

RU: retirement from mundane life

BU: оттегляне от светския живот, от светските
дейности

BU: withdrawal from worldly life / worldly activities

CR: vanaprastha, red povlačenja, povlačenje iz
svjetovnog života

CR: vanaprastha, order of retirement, retirement from
mundane life

CZ: život v ústraní

CZ: life in seclusion

DE: vanaprastha; (Leben der) Zurückgezogenheit

DE: vanaprastha; (life of) seclusion

NL: teruggetrokken leven

NL: retired life

RU: богооткровенные писания, священные
писания

RU: revealed scriptures, sacred scriptures

BU: свещени писания

BU: sacred scriptures

CR: razotkriveni spisi, sveti spisi

CR: revealed written documents, sacred written
documents

CZ: zjevená písma

CZ: revealed scriptures

PL: pisma objawione

PL: revealed scriptures

DE: offenbarte Schriften

DE: revealed scriptures

NL: geopenbaarde geschriften

NL: revealed scriptures

RU: обряд, ритуал

RU: rite, ritual

BU: обред, ритуал

BU: rite, ritual

CR: obred

CR: rite, ritual

CZ: obřad

CZ: ceremony

PL: obrządek, rytuał; rytualny, obrzędowy,
obrządkowy, przepisany rytuałem

PL: (n.:) ritual; (adj.:) ritual
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ritualistic
ceremony(ies)

rules and
regulations

sacred

DE: Ritual, Ritus, Zeremonie

DE: ritual, rite, ceremony

NL: ritueel

NL: ritual

RU: обряды и ритуалы, ритуальные обряды

RU: rites and rituals, ritualistic ceremonies

BU: обредни церемонии, религиозни
церемонии, ритуални обреди, формална
обредност

BU: ritualistic ceremonies, religious ceremonies,
ritualistic observances, official ritualism

CR: obredi

CR: rites

CZ: obřady

CZ: ceremonies

PL: obrzęd rytualny, obrzęd ofiarny; ofiara

PL: ritual ceremony, sacrificial ceremony; sacrifice

DE: (vedische) Zeremonien, Rituale

DE: (Vedic) ceremonies, rituals

NL: rituelen

NL: rituals

RU: правила, правила и ограничения
(предписания), заповеди и законы,
заповеди

RU: rules, rules and limitations (regulations), precepts
and laws, commandments

BU: правила

BU: rules

CR: propisi, pravila i ograničenja, zapovijedi

CR: regulations, rules and restrictions, orders

CZ: pravidla (a usměrnění)

CZ: rules (and regulations)

PL: zasady

PL: principles, rules

DE: Vorschriften / Maßregeln

DE: regulations

NL: regels (en bepalingen)

NL: rules (and regulations)

FR: règles prescrites, règles et principes

FR: prescribed rules, rules and principles

RU: ритуальный, сакральный, священный,
святой, нерушимый, неприкосновенный,
духовный

RU: ritualistic, sacral, spiritual, sacred, holy, inviolable
BU: holy, sanctified, ritualistic, sacred

BU: свещен, сакрален, ритуален,
неприкосновен

CR: sacred

CR: svet

CZ: sacred

CZ: posvátný

DE: sacred, sanctified; religious family

DE: heilig, geheiligt; (sacred family:) religiöse
Familie

NL: sacred, holy

NL: heilig
sacrificial arena

salvation

(to) satisfy

RU: жертвенная арена, арена
жертвоприношения, жертвенный помост

RU: sacrificial arena, arena of sacrifice, sacrificial
dais

BU: жертвена арена, арена на
жертвоприношение

BU: sacrificial arena, arena of sacrifice

CR: žrtvena arena

CR: sacrificial arena

CZ: obětní aréna

CZ: sacrificial arena

PL: miejsce ofiarne, scena ofiarna

PL: sacrificial place, sacrificial arena

DE: Opferstätte

DE: sacrificial place

NL: offerplaats

NL: sacrificial place

RU: спасение, освобождение

RU: salvation, liberation

BU: освобождение

BU: liberation

CR: oslobođenje, spasenje

CR: liberation, salvation

CZ: osvobození, vysvobození

CZ: liberation

PL: zbawienie, wyzwolenie

PL: salvation, liberation

DE: Erlösung, Befreiung

DE: salvation, liberation

NL: verlossing

NL: salvation, liberation

RU: исполнить (желание), удовлетворить,
умилостивить, угодить, ублаготворить,
задобрить, утолить

RU: (to) fulfill (a wish), satisfy, propitiate, please,
gratify, soothe

BU: изпълнявам желанието, старая се да
доставя удоволствие / да зарадвам / да
заслужа разположението на; удовлетворявам, задоволявам; угаждам; умилости-

BU: (to) fulfill the desire of, (to) try to give satisfaction
/ (to) please / (to) gain the favor of; (to) gratify,
content; (to) propitiate, have somebody's favor /
disposition, predispose
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вявам, спечелвам благосклонността
(благоразположението), предразполагам

scholar

sect

scripture

(the) self

self-control

CR: ispunjavati želju, udovoljiti, zadovoljiti, ugoditi,
umilostiviti

CR: (to) fulfill the desire, satisfy, gratify, please,
propitiate

PL: zadowolić (kogoś); zaspokoić (głód); spełnić
(prośbę); odpowiadać (warunkom)

PL: (to) satisfy (somebody / hunger / somebody’s
request / conditions)

DE: zufriedenstellen, erfreuen

DE: (to) satisfy, (to) please

NL: tevreden stellen, voldoening schenken

NL: (to) content, (to) satisfy

FR: donner satisfaction, satisfaire, plaire

FR: (to) give satisfaction, (to) please, (to) satisfy

RU: знаток Вед, философ

RU: knower of the Vedas, philosopher

BU: познавач на Ведите; (понякога:) мъдрец,
философ

BU: authority of the Vedas; (rare:) sage, philosopher

CR: učenjak, poznavalac Veda, filozof, mudrac

CR: scholar, one who knows the Vedas, philosopher,
wise man

CZ: učenec

CZ: scholar

PL: uczony, erudyta

PL: scholar, erudite

DE: Gelehrter; (vedischer) Schriftgelehrter

DE: scholar; (Vedic) scribe

NL: geleerde

NL: scholar

FR: intellectuel, érudit, philosophe

FR: intelectual, erudit, philosopher

RU: школа, секта

RU: school, sect

BU: школа

BU: school

CR: škola; sljedba, sekta

CR: school; sect

CZ: sekta

CZ: sect (not "Vaisnava sect")

PL: sekta; religia, wyznanie; szkoła

PL: sect; religion, belief; school

DE: (religiöse) Strömumg / Richtung, (Religions-)
Gemeinschaft, Tradition, Glauben

DE: (religious) movement / trend, (religious)
community, tradition, belief

NL: sekte

NL: sect

FR: école, mouvement religieuse, doctrine

FR: school, religious movement, doctrine

RU: священное писание

RU: scripture

BU: писание

BU: scripture

CR: spis

CR: written document

CZ: písmo

CZ: scripture

PL: pismo objawione, pismo święte

PL: scripture

DE: Schrift

DE: scripture

NL: geschrift

NL: scripture

RU: душа, сущность, "я", личность

RU: (the) soul, identity, "I", person

BU: “аз”, душа

BU: “I”, soul

CR: jastvo

CR: (the) self

CZ: vlastní já

CZ: one's own “I”

PL: ja, jaźń, dusza

PL: “I”, self, soul

DE: das Selbst

DE: (the) self

NL: zelf

NL: (the) self

RU: самообладание, присутствие духа,
невозмутимость, уравновешенность

RU: self-possession, presence of mind, coolness,
steadiness

BU: самоконтрол, уравновесеност,
невъзмутимост, самообладание

BU: self-control, equilibrium, equanimity, presence of
mind, self-possession

CR: samoovladanost, uravnoteženost

CR: self-control, equilibrium

CZ: sebevláda, sebeovládání

CZ: self- control, (n.:)controlling oneself

PL: panowanie nad sobą, opanowanie, samokontrola, umiejętność panowania nad sobą

PL: self-control, self-possession, coolness

DE: Selbstbeherrschung

DE: self-control

NL: zelfbeheersing

NL: self-control
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self-controlled

self-effulgent

self-evident

self-interest

self-realization

self-realized

RU: уравновешенный, невозмутимый
спокойный,

RU: steady, imperturbable, calm

BU: който може / умее да се владее; който
владее сетивата си; спокоен, невъзмутим,
несмутен, уравновесен

BU: one who can control himself; one who has
command over his senses; peaceful, composed,
equipoised

CR: ovladan, koji može vladati sobom

CR: self-controlled, one who can control himself

CZ: ovládnutý, ovládající se

CZ: self-controlled, (adj.:) controlling oneself

DE: selbstbeherrscht

DE: self-controlled

NL: beheerst; zichzelf meester

NL: controlled; self-controlled

FR: maître de soi

FR: master of the self

RU: светозарный, лучезарный, светящийся

RU: radiant, resplendent

BU: светозарен, лъчезарен, сияен, лъчист

BU: radiant, resplendent, dazzling, luminous

CR: samoobasjan

CR: self-effulgent

CZ: vydávající vlastní záři

CZ: emanating one's own glare

PL: promieniujący własnym blaskiem

PL: self-effulgent

DE: selbstleuchtend

DE: self-shining

NL: zelfverlicht

NL: self-effulgent

RU: самоочевидный

RU: self-evident

BU: аксиоматичен, който не се нуждае от
доказване, очевиден сам по себе си

BU: axiomatic, which does not need to be proven,
manifestly true

CR: očit, kojemu nisu potrebni dokazi, očit sam po
sebi

CR: obvious, who does not require evidences,
obvious itself

CZ: (samo)zřejmý

CZ: obvious, evident

PL: oczywisty, jasny, nie potrzebuje potwierdzenia

PL: obvious, clear, not in need of proof

DE: keines Nachweises bedürfen; offensichtlich,
klar (ersichtlich)

DE: not in need of proof; obvious, clear (apparent)

NL: vanzelfsprekend

NL: self-evident, obvious

RU: интересы, корысть, корыстные
соображения, эгоизм

RU: interests, self-interest, mercenary-mindness,
selfishness

BU: личен интерес; егоизъм

BU: personal interest; egoism

CR: samointeres, osobni interes, pravi interes,
vlastito dobro

CR: self-interest, one's own interest, real interest,
one's own good

CZ: vlastní zájem

CZ: one's own interest

PL: korzyść własna, interesowność

PL: self-interest, selfishness

DE: Selbstinteresse; selbstische Interessen

DE: self-interest; selfish interests

NL: eigenbelang

NL: self-interest

RU: самопознание, познание (постижение)
своего "я" (истинной / духовной природы)

RU: self-realization, understanding (realiztion) of
one's (true / spiritual nature)

BU: себепознание; осъзнаване на духовната си
природа / същност

BU: self-knowledge; awareness of one's spiritual
nature / identity

CR: samospoznaja, spoznaja vlastite duhovne
prirode

CR: self-realization, realization of one's own spiritual
nature

CZ: seberealizace

CZ: self-realization

PL: samopoznanie, poznanie swego ja / swej
jaźni, samorealizacja

PL: self-knowledge, knowledge of one's self, selfrealization

DE: Selbsterkenntnis, Selbstverwirklichung

DE: self-realization

NL: zelfrealisatie

NL: self-realization

RU: те, кто осознал свою истинную / духовную
природу

RU: one who has realized one's true / spiritual nature

BU: постигнал себепознание, осъзнал
духовната си природа / същност

BU: who has attained self-realization, who has
realized his own spiritual nature / identity

CR: samospoznat, koji je spoznao vlastitu
duhovnu prirodu

CR: self-realized, one who has realized his own
spiritual nature

CZ: seberealizovaný

CZ: self-realized
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self-satisfied

self-sufficient

sense(s)

- working

- knowledge
acquiring

sense enjoyment

PL: samozrealizowany

PL: self-realized

DE: selbstverwirklicht

DE: self-realized

NL: zelfgerealiseerd

NL: self-realized

FR: être qui a réalisé le soi

FR: one who has realized the self

RU: самоудовлетворенный; тот, кто черпает
удовольствие в самом себе

RU: self-satisfied; one who takes pleasure in himself

BU: черпещ удовлетворение вътре в себе си;
който намира удовлетворение вътре в себе
си; удовлетворен сам по себе си;
удовлетворен вътре в себе си

BU: one who draws pleasure from within; who finds
satisfaction within himself; satisfied in oneself

CR: koji nalazi zadovoljstvo u sebi

CR: one who finds satisfaction in himself

CZ: spokojený sám v sobě

CZ: satisfied alone in himself

PL: zadowolony sam w sobie

PL: satisfied within himself

DE: im Selbst zufrieden

DE: satisfied within the self

NL: zelfvoldaan

NL: self-satisfied

RU: самодостаточный, независимый,
самостоятельный

RU: self-sufficient, independent, self-dependent

BU: самостоятелен, независим; цялостен сам
по себе си

BU: independent, self-dependent; complete by
oneself

CR: samodovoljan, samodostatan; neovisan

CR: self-sufficient; independent

CZ: soběstačný

CZ: self-sufficient

PL: samowystarczalny; niezależny / samodzielny

PL: self-sufficient, self-dependent

DE: im Selbst zufrieden

DE: satisfied within the self

NL: zelfvoorziend; onafhankelijk

NL: self-sufficient; independent

RU: чувства

RU: senses

BU: сетива

BU: senses

CR: osjetila

CR: senses

CZ: smysl (s), smysly (p)

CZ: sense(s)

PL: zmysł; l.mn. rozum, rozsądek

PL: sense; (pl.:) reason

DE: Sinn(e)

DE: sense(s)

NL: zintuig; zin

NL: sense (organ); sense (function)

RU: органы действия

RU: working organs

BU: деятелни сетива

BU: acting senses

CR: aktivna osjetila, osjetila za djelovanje

CR: active senses, senses for action

CZ: činné smysly

CZ: active senses

PL: zmysły działania

PL: senses of action

DE: Arbeitssinne

DE: working senses

NL: handelende zintuigen

NL: acting senses

RU: познающие органы

RU: knowledge-acquiring organs

BU: сетива за придобиване на информация /
знание

BU: senses for acquiring information / knowledge

CR: osjetila za stjecanje znanja

CR: knowledge-acquiring senses

CZ: poznávací smysly

CZ: perceptional senses

PL: zmysły zdobywania wiedzy; zmysły poznania

PL: knowledge-acquiring senses, senses of learning

DE: wissenserwerbende Sinne

DE: knowledge-acquiring senses

NL: kennisverwervende zintuigen

NL: knowledge-acquiring senses

RU: чувственные наслаждения

RU: sense enjoyment

BU: плътски наслади / удоволствия

BU: sensual enjoyment / pleasure

CR: osjetilno uživanje

CR: sensorial pleasure

CZ: požitek smyslů, smyslový požitek

CZ: enjoyment of the senses, sense enjoyment

PL: zadowalanie zmysłów; przyjemności
zmysłowe

PL: satisfying one's senses; sensorial pleasures
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sense gratification

separate

DE: Sinnengenuß

DE: sense enjoyment

NL: zingenot

NL: sense enjoyment

RU: чувственное удовлетворение,
удовлетворение чувств

RU: sense gratification, gratification of the senses

BU: сетивно наслаждение, сетивни
удоволстивя, сетивни наслади,
удовлетворяване / задоволяване /
засищане на сетивата

BU: sense enjoyment, sense pleasures / delights,
gratifying / satisfying / satiating the senses

CR: zadovoljavanje osjetila

CR: satisfying the senses

CZ: uspokojování smyslů, smyslový požitek

CZ: sense gratification, sense enjoyment

PL: zob.:sense enjoyment

PL: see:sense enjoyment

DE: Sinnengenuß / -freude, Befriedigung der
Sinne

DE: sense pleasure / enjoyment, gratification of the
senses

NL: zinsbevrediging

NL: sense satisfaction / gratification

FR: plaisir des sens, satisfaction des sens, plaisir
matériel

FR: pleasure of the senses, satisfaction of the
senses, material pleasure

RU: самостоятельный, обособленный,
отделенный

RU: independent, isolated, separate

BU: самостоятелен, обособен, отделен

BU: independent, autonomous, separated

CR: odvojen; poseban; odijeljen; odjelit, zaseban;
pojedinačan

CR: separated; special; set apart; separate; individual

CZ: oddělený, nezávislí (pánové)

PL: separate, distinct; individual

PL: oddzielny, odrębny, osobny; indywidualny

DE: separated, independent; individual

DE: getrennt, unabhängig; individuell

NL: separate

CZ: separate, independent (lords)

NL: gescheiden
separate endeavor
(without separate
endeavor)

separatist

sex desire

sex life

RU: особые усилия (без особых усилий)

RU: special endeavor (without special endeavor)

BU: без нарочни / без допълнителни / без
особени / без отделни усилия

BU: (without) intentional / additional / special /
separate / efforts

CR: bez posebna truda

CR: without any special (separate) effort

CZ: zvláštní, vedlejší, nezávislé úsilí

CZ: extra, side, independent endeavour

DE: (ohne) gesonderte Bemühung

DE: (without a) separate endeavor

NL: (zonder) individuele poging

NL: (without an) individual attempt

RU: индивидуалист, сепаратист

RU: individualist, separatist

BU: индивидуалист, егоцентрик; отцепник

BU: individualist, egocentric, dissenter

CR: separatist, individualist, sebična osoba, egoist,
egocentrik

CR: separatist, individualist, selfish person, egoist,
self-centered person

CZ: separatista

CZ: separatist

PL: separatysta, egocentryk

PL: separatist, egocentric

DE: Separatist

DE: separatist

NL: separatist

NL: separatist

RU: половое желание, желание плоти

RU: sexual desire, voluptuous desire

BU: сладострастно желание, желание на
плътта, еротично желание, чувствен
инстинкт; полово желание

BU: lustful desire, desire of the flesh, erotic desire,
sensual instinct, sexual desire

CR: seksualna želja, spolna želja; spolni nagon

CR: sexual desire, sexual instinct

CZ: pohlavní touha

CZ: sexual desire

PL: pożądanie, żądza

PL: lust

DE: Geschlechtslust, geschlechtliches Verlangen

DE: sexual desire (lust), sexual longing

NL: seksueel verlangen

NL: sexual desire / hankering

RU: половая (сексуальная) жизнь

RU: sexual (sex) life

BU: полови връзки / отношения / живот / акт

BU: sexual affair / intimacy / relationships / life /
intercourse

CR: seks; seksualni život, spolni život; spolni

CR: sex; sexual life; sexual intercourses
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odnosi

show

show-bottle

simple living

simple living, high
thinking

sinful

sinful life

CZ: sex, pohlavní styk

CZ: sex, sexual intercourse

PL: życie seksualne, seks, stosunek seksualny

PL: sex life, sex, sexual intercourse

DE: Geschlechtsverkehr, Geschlechtsbeziehung(en); geschlechtliches Verlangen;
Geschlechtsgenuß

DE: sexual intercourse, sexual relationship(s); (in the
context:) sex desire, sexual enjoyment

NL: seksleven

NL: sex life

RU: видимость, пародия

RU: outward appearance, parody

BU: пародия, карикатура, имитация;
демонстрация

BU: parody, caricature, imitation; display

CR: predstava, oponašanje

CR: performance, imitation

CZ: (divadelní) představení

CZ: (theatre) show, performance

DE: zeigen, zur Schau stellen, Zurschaustellung;
sich aufspielen

DE: (to) show, (to) make a show of, (to) display

NL: vertoning, show, voorstelling

NL: show

RU: показной, напускной, фальшивый

RU: ostentatious, feigned, spurious

BU: мошенически, лъжлив, престорен,
измамен, шарлатански; показен

BU: quack, false,of an imposter, cheating;
ostentatious, for show

CR: pseudo

CR: pseudo

CZ: předvádějící laciné efekty, triky, pseudo

CZ: displaying cheap effects, tricks, pseudo

PL: na pokaz; fałszywy; marionetkowy; pseudo

PL: for show; false, pretended; puppet (ruler);
pseudo

DE: Pseudo-, falschherzig, zum Schein

DE: pseudo, false, for show

NL: namaak, nep, pseudo-

NL: imitation, fake, pseudo

FR: de pacotille, ostentoire

FR: with no value, ostentatious

RU: неприхотливость, житейское опрощение

RU: unpretentiousness, (to) adopt the "simple life"

BU: скромен живот

BU: modest / simple life

CR: jednostavan život, skroman život

CR: simple life, modest life

CZ: jednoduchý život

CZ: simple life

PL: proste życie

PL: simple / modest living / life

DE: einfach / anspruchslos leben; einfaches /
anspruchsloses Leben; (a devotee is simple)
er ist / lebt einfach

DE: simple / modest living / life; he is / lives simple

NL: eenvoudig leven

NL: simple living

RU: жить просто – мыслить возвышенно

RU: (to) live simple and to think high

BU: скромен живот, висши идеали

BU: modest / simple life, high ideals

CR: skroman život, duboko razmišljanje

CR: modest life, deep thinking

CZ: jednoduché žití, hluboké myšlení

CZ: simple living, deep thinking

PL: proste życie, wzniosłe myślenie

PL: simple living, elevated thinking

DE: anspruchslos leben, anspruchsvoll denken

DE: modest living, elevated thinking

NL: eenvoudig leven, verheven denken

NL: simple living, elevated thinking

RU: греховный, грешный

RU: sinful

BU: греховен, грешен, пропаднал, порочен

BU: sinful, guilty, corrupt, vicious

CR: grešan

CR: sinful

CZ: hříšný

CZ: sinful

DE: sündhaft, sündig; lasterhaft; schändlich

DE: sinful; wicked; shameful

NL: zondig

NL: sinful

FR: coupable, souillé de fautes, pécheur

FR: guilty, polluted by sin, sinful

RU: греховная жизнь

RU: sinful life

BU: греховен / грешен живот

BU: sinful life

CR: grešan život

CR: sinful life

CZ: hříšný život

CZ: sinful life
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sinful reactions

sitting posture

situated in the self

situated in
knowledge

shelter

(to take) shelter of

PL: życie w grzechu

PL: life in sin

DE: sündhaftes / lasterhaftes Leben

DE: sinful / wicked life

NL: zondig leven / bestaan

NL: sinful life / existence

RU: последствия греховной деятельности

RU: reactions of sinful activities

BU: последици на греховете

BU: reactions to sins

CR: posljedice grijeha

CR: reactions of sin

CZ: reakce za hříšné činnosti, hříšné reakce

CZ: reactions to sinful activities, sinful reactions

PL: następstwa grzechów, reakcje za grzechy

PL: consequences of sins, reactions to sins

DE: Auswirkungen von Sünden, Reaktionen auf
sündige Handlungen

DE: consequences of sins, reactions to sinful
activities

NL: reacties op ... zonden

NL: reactions to ... sins

RU: медитативная поза

RU: meditative posture

BU: медитативна поза

BU: meditative posture

CR: položaj sjedenja, sjedeći položaj, meditativna
poza

CR: position of sitting, sitting position, meditative
posture

CZ: sed

CZ: way of sitting

DE: Sitzstellung

DE: sitting posture

NL: zithouding

NL: sitting posture

RU: осознать свою истинную сущность

RU: (to) realize one's real self

BU: осъзнал природата си / истинската си
същност, постигнал истинския си “аз”,
постигнал себепознание

BU: who has realized his nature / real self, who has
attained his real “I”, who has attained selfrealization

CR: koji je spoznao svoje pravo jastvo,
samospoznat

CR: who has realized his real self, self-realized

CZ: setrvávající ve vlastním já, spočívající sám v
sobě

CZ: remaining in one's “I”, rooted alone in oneself

DE: im Selbst verankert

DE: anchored in the self

NL: in het zelf verankerd zijn

NL: anchored in the self

RU: обрести знание, действовать на основе
знания

RU: (to) gain knowledge, (to) act on the platform of
knowledge

BU: постигнал / притежаващ знание

BU: possessing knowldege; one who has acquired
knowledge

CR: imati znanje, znati, posjedovati znanje

CR: (to) have knowledge, (to) know, (to) own
knowledge

CZ: obdařený poznáním, vlastní poznání

CZ: endowed with knowledge, owning knowledge

PL: mający wiedzę, (ktoś kto) posiadł wiedzę

PL: endowed with knowledge, one who acquired
knowledge

DE: im Wissen gefestigt

DE: fixed in knowledge

NL: in kennis verankerd zijn

NL: anchored in knowledge

RU: прибежище, приют, пристанище, защита,
покровительство

RU: refuge, shelter, haven, protection, patronage

BU: убежище, подслон, покровителство,
закрила, защита, приют

BU: shelter, refuge, haven, protection, patronage,
asylum

CR: utočište

CR: refuge, shelter

CZ: útočiště, bezpečí

CZ: refuge, safety

DE: Zuflucht

DE: shelter

NL: toevlucht

NL: shelter

FR: refuge, abri

FR: refuge, cover

RU: принять покровительство, обратиться за
помощью, найти прибежище, укрыться (под
сенью)

RU: (to) take protection, (to) approach for help, (to)
find refuge, (to) take shelter under the protection
of

BU: да потърся / да приема убежище / подслон;
да приема покровителството на, да се
обърна за помощ към, да помоля за

BU: (to) seek or accept refuge / shelter; (to) accept
protection from, (to) approach somebody for
help, (to) ask for protection / defence
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закрила / за защита

so-called

social order(s) /
divisions (varna)

social division

society girl

somehow or other

CR: uzeti utočište, prihvatiti utočište

CR: (to) take shelter of, (to) accept shelter

CZ: přijmout útočiště u; uchýlit se k

CZ: (to) accept refuge of; (to) resort to

PL: przyjąć schronienie (u kogoś); po / szukać
schronienia (w kimś, czegoś); schronić się (w
czymś)

PL: (to) take shelter of somebody; (to) seek shelter in
something / somebody; (to) find shelter

DE: Zuflucht suchen

DE: (to) seek shelter

NL: bescherming zoeken bij; toevlucht nemen tot;
toevlucht zoeken aan; toevlucht zoeken bij

NL: (to) seek protection by; (to) take shelter of; (to)
take shelter at; (to) take shelter by

FR: prendre refuge, se placer sous la protection
de

FR: (to) put oneself under the protection, (to) take
refuge

RU: так называемый, сомнительный, псевдо,
самозванный, шарлатан

RU: so-called, dubious, pseudo-, self-styled,
charlatan

BU: псевдо-, лъже-, съмнителен, самозван;
шарлатанин, мошеник; тъй наречен

BU: pseudo-, false, suspicious, self-proclaimed;
impostor, cheater; so-called

CR: takozvani, lažni, tobožnji, pseudo

CR: so-called, false, pretended, pseudo-

CZ: takzvaný

CZ: so-called

PL: tzw., tak zwany

PL: so-called

DE: sogenannt

DE: so-called

NL: zogenaamd

NL: so-called

FR: soi-disant, faux

FR: so-called, false

RU: общественное устройство / сословия
(варны)

RU: social order / divisions (varnas)

BU: обществени съсловия / класи / групи

BU: social classes / groups

CR: staleži u društvu

CR: classes in society

CZ: společenské řády, třídy

CZ: social order(s) / divisions, classes

PL: warstwa / stan społeczny

PL: order / strata of society

DE: Gesellschaftsschichten; gesellschaftliche
Stände

DE: social strata; social statuses

NL: sociale klasse

NL: social class

RU: разделение общества

RU: social division

BU: обществено разслоение; обществена
класа, слой

BU: social differentiation; social class, stratum

CR: društveni red (stalež), podjela društva

CR: social division, division of society

CZ: rozdělení společnosti

CZ: division, dividing of society

DE: Gesellschaftsschicht

DE: social stratum

NL: sociale klasse

NL: social class

RU: женщина легкого поведения, проститутка,
куртизанка

RU: woman of easy virtue, prostitute, courtesan

BU: (райска) куртизанка

BU: (heavenly) courtesan

CR: kurtizana

CR: courtesan

CZ: kurtizána

CZ: courtesan

PL: dziewczyna do towarzystwa, prostytutka

PL: girl for company, prostitute

DE: Kurtisane

DE: courtesan

NL: courtisane

NL: courtesan

RU: как бы то ни было, так или иначе

RU: however it may be (be it as it may), somehow or
other

BU: по някакъв начин, под някаква форма, по
някаква причина

BU: in some way, in some form, by some reason

CR: na neki način

CR: in some way

CZ: tak či onak, nějak, nějakým způsobem

CZ: this or the other way, somehow, in some way

PL: w jakiś sposób; jakoś; tak czy inaczej, w ten
czy inny sposób, w każdym razie

PL: somehow or other; somehow; one way or
another, this way or otherwise, in any case

DE: irgendwie, auf irgendeine Weise

DE: in some way
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sophisticated

sound vibration

species of life

(to) speculate

speculation

NL: hoe dan ook, op een of andere manier

NL: somehow or other, in one way or another

FR: pour une raison ou pour une autre

FR: for one reason or another

RU: изощренный, запутанный, утонченный,
искушенный

RU: refind, intricate, exquisite, experienced

BU: прекалено сложен, усложнен, заплетен;
прекалено изтънчен; луксозен;
комплициран, интелектуален

BU: complex or complicated, intricate; refined;
luxurious; complicated, intellectual

CR: uglađen

CR: refined, well-mannered

PL: (styl) wyszukany, wyrafinowany, wymyślny;
(człowiek) doświadczony

PL: sophisticated, exqusite, fanciful; (man)
experienced

DE: kompliziert; intellektuell; raffiniert,
ausgeklügelt, hochgestochen

DE: complicated; intellectual; sophisticated,
ingenious, highbrow

NL: verfijnd, geraffineerd

NL: sophisticated, refined

RU: звук

RU: sound

BU: звук

BU: sound

CR: zvuk

CR: sound

CZ: zvuková vibrace, zvuk

CZ: sound vibration, sound

PL: dźwięk

PL: sound

DE: Klang, Klangschwingung

DE: sound, sound vibration

NL: geluidstrilling

NL: sound vibration

FR: résonnance

FR: resonance

RU: формы жизни, биологические виды

RU: forms of life, biological species

BU: видове живот, биологични видове, форми
на живот

BU: species of life, biological species, forms of life

CR: vrste života

CR: species of life

CZ: životní druh, druh života

CZ: life species, species of life

DE: Lebensformen, Arten

DE: life-forms, species

NL: levensvormen

NL: life-forms

FR: formes vivantes, entités vivantes, variété
d'êtres

FR: living entities, variety of beings

RU: фантазировать, мудрствовать, выдумывать

RU: (to) dream up, (to) philosophize, (to) concoct

BU: разсъждавам, размишлявам; впускам се в /
отдавам се на разсъждения,
предположения, догадки; теоретизирам,
строя хипотези, философствам; мъдрувам,
измислям си, фантазирам

BU: (to) think, (to) ponder; (to) engage or indulge in
reasoning, guesswork, conjectures; (to) theorize,
philosophize, (to) create hypotheses; (to)
subtilize, (to) concoct, (to) fancy

CR: spekulirati, rasuđivati, razmišljati, izmišljati,
mudrovati

CR: (to) speculate; (to) discriminate, (to) reason out;
(to) consider, (to) devise, (to) philosophize

CZ: spekulovat

CZ: (to) speculate

PL: rozmyślać (o / nad czymś), rozważać (coś);
spekulować

PL: (to) speculate / ponder about something, (to)
speculate

DE: spekulieren; versuchen, etwas durch
Überlegung zu verstehen; (to speculate on
something:) über etwas Vermutungen
anstellen

DE: (to) speculate; (to) try to understand something
by thinking; (to) make conjectures about
something

NL: speculeren

NL: (to) speculate

FR: spéculer, imaginer; émettre des hypothèses

FR: (to) speculate, imagine; (to) make hypothesis

RU: фантазии, досужие домыслы, гипотезы,
философские рассуждения, философский
поиск истины, выдумка, предположение

RU: dreams, conjecture, hypothesis, philosophical
discussion, philosophical search for the truth,
concoction, supposition

BU: умозрителни разсъждения / размишления;
измислици, (необосновани)
предположения, теоретически построения;
философски разсъждения, философски
търсения; хипотези, догадки

BU: mental reasoning / thinking; concoction,
(unreasonable) guesswork, theoretical concepts;
philosophical reasoning / quest; hypothesis,
conjecture

CR: spekulacija

CR: speculation
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speculator

spell

sphere (of activity)

spirit (brahminical
spirit)

spirit and matter

CZ: spekulace

CZ: speculation

PL: spekulatywne dociekanie, spekulatywne
rozumowanie; rozmyślanie; domysł

PL: speculative inquiry, speculative reasoning;
reflection; conjecture

DE: Spekulation; bloße Annahme / Vermutung /
Mutmaßung

DE: speculation; mere conjecture

NL: speculatie

NL: speculation

FR: élucubration, théorie, recherche

FR: fancy, theory, search

RU: теоретик

RU: theorist

BU: умозрителен философ; теоретик,
фантазьор

BU: speculative philosopher; theorist, dreamer

CR: spekulant

CR: speculator

CZ: spekulant

CZ: speculator

PL: spekulant

PL: speculator

DE: (spekulativer) Denker

DE: (speculative) thinker

NL: iemand die speculeert

NL: someone who speculates

FR: penseur, philosophe, élucubrateur

FR: thinker, philosopher, speculator

RU: дурман, волшебство, чары, колдовские
силы

RU: drug, enchantment, sorcery, magical powers

BU: непреодолимо / (силно) влияние

BU: irresistible / (strong) influence

CR: opsjena, utjecaj, zaslijepiti, začarati

CR: illusion, influence, (to) delude, (to) enchant

CZ: kouzlo

CZ: magic, charm

PL: urok, siła przyciągania; pod urokiem,
oczarowany

PL: charm, spell; under a spell

DE: Bann, Zauber; (to be under the spell:) gebannt
sein von

DE: spell, magic; (to be) spellbound by

NL: betovering

NL: spell

FR: envoûtement, charme

FR: charm, bewitchment

RU: поприще

RU: field

BU: поприще, поле, сфера, област, арена кръг,
обсег, обхват (на дейности)

BU: field, sphere, domain, arena, range, scope,
purview (of activities)

CR: polje, sfera, arena, poprište, oblast, krug,

CR: field, sphere, arena, scene of action, region,
circle

CZ: pole činnosti, oblast působnosti

CZ: field of activity, region of activity

PL: dziedzina

PL: sphere (of activity)

DE: (Tätigkeits-)Bereich / Gebiet

DE: field, area (of activity)

NL: sfeer, gebied, bereik

NL: sphere, area, proximity

FR: domaine, champ d'action, sphères de
l'existence

FR: domain, field of activity, sphere of existence

RU: темперамент, характер, склад ума, дух,
кровь (в жилах)

RU: temperament, character, frame of mind, spirit; it
runs in one's blood

BU: дух, нрав, характер, темперамент, натура,
природа

BU: spirit, mentality, character, temper, nature

CR: karakter, priroda, duh, narav, ćud

CR: character, nature, spirit, nature, tendency

CZ: duch (bráhmanský duch)

CZ: spirit (brahminical spirit) [we try to avoid it,
sounds same as ghost]

DE: Einstellung, Haltung, Mentalität

DE: attitude, mentality

NL: geest, mentaliteit, instelling;
(gemoeds)stemming

NL: spirit, mentality, attitude; mood, atmosphere

FR: dans une optique similaire, dans le même
ordre d'idées, du même esprit, du même
genre, de même nature, le même angle

FR: in a similar optique, in the order of idea, of the
same nature, of the same angle, of the same
type

RU: дух и материя

RU: spirit and matter

BU: дух и материя

BU: spirit and matter

CR: duh i materija

CR: spirit and matter
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spirit soul

spiritual life

spiritual master

spiritual order
(asrama)

spiritual progress

spiritual sky

CZ: duchovní a hmotné, duchovní a hmotná
podstata

CZ: spiritual and material, spiritual and material
substance

PL: duch i materia, duchowy i materialny

PL: spirit and matter, spiritual and material

DE: spirituelle und materielle Natur; Materie und
spirituelle Energie

DE: spiritual and material nature; matter and spiritual
energy

RU: душа

RU: soul

BU: душа

BU: soul

CR: duhovna duša

CR: spiritual soul

CZ: duše

CZ: soul

PL: dusza

PL: spirit soul

DE: spirituelle Seele

DE: spirit soul

NL: (geestelijke) ziel

NL: (spirit) soul

RU: духовная жизнь

RU: spiritual life

BU: духовен живот

BU: spiritual life

CR: duhovni život

CR: spiritual life

CZ: duchovní život

CZ: spiritual life

PL: życie duchowe

PL: spiritual life

DE: spirituelles Leben

DE: spiritual life

NL: geestelijk leven

NL: spiritual life

RU: духовный учитель (наставник)

RU: spiritual master (teacher)

BU: духовен учител

BU: spiritual master

CR: duhovni učitelj

CR: spiritual master

CZ: duchovní mistr, duchovní učitel

CZ: spiritual master, spiritual teacher

PL: mistrz / nauczyciel duchowy

PL: spiritual master, spiritual teacher

DE: spiritueller Meister

DE: spiritual master

NL: geestelijk leraar

NL: spiritual teacher

FR: maître spirituel, guru, guide spirituel

FR: spiritual master, guru, spiritual guide

RU: уклад духовной жизни

RU: order of spiritual life (asrama)

BU: степен в духовния живот, духовен сан

BU: stage in spiritual life, spiritual rank (order)

CR: duhovni red

CR: spiritual order

CZ: duchovní stav

CZ: spiritual state, order

PL: okres / etap / stadium życia; okres w życiu
duchowym

PL: stage of life; stage in spiritual life

DE: spirituelle Lebensstufe

DE: spiritual stage of life

NL: geestelijke levensorde

NL: spiritual order of life

RU: прогресс в духовной жизни

RU: progress in spiritual life

BU: духовен напредък / възход / развитие /
просперитет / растеж / усъвършенстване

BU: spiritual advancement / uplifting / development /
prosperity / growth / perfection

CR: napredak u duhovnom životu

CR: progress in spiritual life

CZ: duchovní pokrok

CZ: spiritual advance(ment)

PL: rozwój duchowy; postęp w życiu duchowym

PL: spiritual development / upgrowth; progress in
spiritual life

DE: spiritueller Fortschritt

DE: spiritual progress

NL: geestelijke vooruitgang

NL: spiritual progress

RU: духовное небо / царство

RU: spiritual sky / kingdom

BU: духовно небе / свят / царство

BU: spirirtual sky / world / kingdom

CR: duhovno nebo

CR: spiritual sky

CZ: duchovní nebe

CZ: spiritual sky

PL: świat duchowy, niebo duchowe

PL: spritual world, spiritual sky

DE: spiritueller Himmel, spirituelle Welt

DE: spiritual sky, spiritual world
NL: spiritual space / world
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NL: geestelijke ruimte / wereld
spontaneous

spotless Purana

stage

standard (n.)

standard (adj.)

RU: спонтанный, естественный,
непроизвольный, инстинктивный,
неосознанный, неудержимый, по велению
сердца

RU: spontaneous, natural, involuntary, instinctive,
undeliberate, irrepressible, follow the dictates of
one's heart

BU: естествен, спонтанен, интуитивен,
неудържим, стихиен, инстинктивен,
неосъзнат, неволен, по повелята на
сърцето, доброволен, непринуден,
непосредствен

BU: natural, spontaneous, intuitive, unrestrained,
sporadic, instinctive, unconscious, uncompelled,
ordained by the heart, voluntary, free-hearted

CR: prirodan, spontan, intuitivan, nehotičan,
naravan, neusiljen

CR: natural, spontaneous, intuitive, spontaneous,
natural, spontaneous

CZ: spontánní

CZ: spontaneous

PL: spontaniczny, dobrowolny; mechaniczny,
odruchowy

PL: spontaneous, gratuitous; mechanical, instinctive

DE: spontan

DE: spontaneous

NL: spontaan

NL: spontaneous

RU: безупречная Пурана

RU: faultless Purana

BU: съвършена Пурана

BU: perfect Purana

CR: neokaljana Purana

CR: spotless Purana

CZ: bezeskvrnná Purana

CZ: spotless Purana

DE: makelloses Purana

DE: spotless Purana

NL: vlekkeloze Purana

NL: spotless Purana

RU: фаза, ступень, стадия, этап, период

RU: phase, level, stage, period

BU: фаза, етап, период, стадий, степен

BU: phase, stage, period, level, degree

CR: stanje; faza, etapa, stadij; period

CR: condition, stage, period

CZ: stupeň, stádium, úroveň

CZ: grade, stage, level

DE: Stufe, Ebene

DE: stage, level

NL: fase

NL: phase

RU: идеал(ы), эталон, образец, норма, уровень

RU: ideal, model, standard, norm, level

BU: идеал, пример, шаблон, еталон, образец,
критерий; равнище, условия

BU: ideal, example, pattern, paragon, model,
criterion; level, conditions

CR: standard, odličje, razina, primjer

CR: standard, eminence, level, example

CZ: úroveň, standard

CZ: level, standard.

PL: wzorzec, norma; standard, poziom; stopa
(życiowa); jakość, wartość

PL: norm; standard; level; standard (of living); quality

DE: Standard, Norm, Maßstab; Niveau, Ebene

DE: standard, norm, criterion; level

NL: standaard, norm, maatstaf

NL: standard, norm, criterion

FR: critère, norme, condition, règle

FR: criteria, norm, condition, rule

RU: классический, стереотипный, шаблонный,
избитый, общепринятый, общепризнанный,
ортодоксальный, авторитетный, надежный,
установленный

RU: classical, stereotype, banal, hackneyed,
generally accepted, well-known, orthodox,
authoritative, trustworthy, established

BU: общоприет, признат, общопризнат,
традиционен, класически, официален,
ортодоксален, установен, еталонен,
утвърден, стереотипен, шаблонен,
рутинен, авторитетен, надежден,
универсален

BU: commonly accepted, conventional, generally
acknowledged, traditional, classical, official,
orthodox, established, approved, stereotyped,
commonplace, routine, authoritative, reliable,
universal

CR: mjerodavan, klasičan, tradicionalan, priznat,
služben, utvrđen, autoritativan

CR: competent, classical, traditional, acknowledged,
official, fortified, authoritative

CZ: běžný, uznávaný, předepsaný

CZ: usual, accepted, prescribed

PL: wzorcowy, standardowy, znormalizowany,
typowy, normalny

PL: standardized, typical, conventional, normal

DE: maßgeblich, allgemeingültig

DE: authoritative, universal
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standard of life

(to be) steady

(on the) strength of

study (comparative
study, preliminary
study)

(one's) subordinates

subtle body

NL: standaard-, (algemeen) gangbare

NL: standard, (widely) usual

RU: уровень жизни, положение, образ жизни

RU: standard of living, status, way of life

BU: начин на живот, условия на живот,
равнище на живот

BU: way of life, living conditions, level of living

CR: standard života

CR: standard of life

CZ: životní úroveň

CZ: life's level

PL: poziom życia; warunki życiowe

PL: standard of living; living circumstances

DE: Lebensstandard; Daseinsstufe

DE: standard of life; level of existence

NL: levensstandaard

NL: standard of life

RU: (проявлять) стойкость, твердость,
непоколебимость

RU: (to display) stableness, firmness, steadfastness

BU: укрепвам, ставам непоколебим, устойчив,
постоянен

BU: (to) be steadfast, unwavering, stable,
perseverant

CR: postojan, nepokolebljiv

CR: steady, steadfast

CZ: stálý

CZ: stable

PL: stały, ustabilizowany; solidny, pewny,
niezawodny, sumienny; wytrwały

PL: steady, stabilized; reliable, certain, sure,
scrupulous, persistent

DE: beständig sein, standhaft, ausdauernd, stetig

DE: (to be) steady, steadfast, enduring

NL: bestendig zijn; standvastig zijn

NL: (to be) steady; (to be) constant

RU: на основании

RU: on the basis of

BU: на основание на, по силата на, разчитайки
/ уповавайки се на

BU: on the basis of, on the strength of, relying on

CR: na temelju

CR: on the basis of

CZ: na základì, kvùli, pro

CZ: on the basis of, because of, for

PL: w oparciu o, opieraj¹c siê (na czymœ); na
mocy

PL: basing oneself on something; on the strength of
something

DE: im Vertrauen auf; auf der Kraft beruhend /
gründend; aufgrund, auf der Basis /
Grundlage

DE: with trust to something; based on the strength;
based, on the basis of

NL: krachtens, op kosten van, vertrouwend op

NL: on the strength of, at the cost of, relying on

RU: обзор, анализ

RU: overview analysis

BU: обзор, анализ; изследване

BU: overview, analysis; research (work)

CR: komparativna analiza, usporedna analiza,
uspoređivanje

CR: comparative analysis, parallel analysis,
comparing

CZ: studium (srovnávací / předběžné studium)

CZ: study (comparative study / study)

PL: studia

PL: study

DE: Untersuchung / Studium

DE: investigation, study

NL: studie

NL: study

RU: подопечные, подчиненные, подданые

RU: (one's) wards, subordinates, subjects

BU: подопечни, подчинени

BU: dependants, subordinates

CR: podređeni, podčinjeni

CR: (one's) subordinates

CZ: podřízení, v nižším postavení

CZ: (one's) subordinates, in lower position

DE: die Untergebenen

DE: (one's) subordinates

NL: ondergeschikten

NL: (one’s) subordinates

RU: тонкое тело

RU: subtle body

BU: фино материално тяло

BU: fine (subtle) material body

CR: suptilno tijelo

CR: subtle body

CZ: jemnohmotné tělo

CZ: subtle-material body

PL: ciało subtelne, subtelne ciało materialne

PL: subtle body, subtle-material body

DE: feinstofflicher Körper

DE: subtle-material body

NL: fijnstoffelijk lichaam

NL: finr-material body
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sum and substance

sum total

(one's) superior(s)

Supersoul

supplementary
scriptures

supreme

Supreme

RU: смысл, сущность, суть

RU: sense, essence, main point

BU: същноcт, същина, смисъл

BU: essence, substance, meaning

CR: bit

CR: essence

CZ: podstata

CZ: substance

PL: istota (sprawy), sedno (rzeczy)

PL: essence / substance (of the matter)

DE: Kern, Essenz; das Wesentliche, wesentlicher
Inhalt / Gehalt; Hauptthema

DE: the heart, essence; the essential point / subject
matter; main topic

NL: essentie, geheel

NL: essence, (the) whole

FR: la somme et l'essence

FR: the sum and essence

RU: совокупность, конгломерат, агрегатное
состояние, субстрат

RU: totality, conglomeration, the aggragate,
substance

BU: съвкупност, целокупност, конгломерат

BU: totality, completeness, aggregate

CR: cjelokupnost, bit

CR: totality, essence

CZ: souhrn

CZ: total

PL: suma, wynik ogólny, suma globalna

PL: sum, total

DE: Gesamtheit, Gesamt- ; Essenz

DE: the whole; essence

NL: totaal

NL: total

FR: le résumé, le principal, l'essence

FR: the resume, the principal (main), the essence

RU: старшие; те, кто занимает более высокое
положение

RU: (one's) superiors, those who occupy a higher
position

BU: висшестоящи, по-издигнати, по-старши

BU: senior, more elevated, higherranking

CR: starije osobe, pretpostavljeni, nadređeni

CR: elders, one's superiors, seniors

CZ: nadřízení, ve vyšším postavení

CZ: (one's) superiors, in higher position

PL: człowiek wyższy rangą, przełożony,
zwierzchnik

PL: superior

DE: Respektsperson, Höhergestellter

DE: person commanding respect, a higher-ranking
(person)

NL: meerdere

NL: superior

RU: Сверхдуша

RU: Supersoul

BU: Свръхдуша

BU: Supersoul

CR: Nad-duša

CR: Oversoul

CZ: Nadduše

CZ: Oversoul, Abovesoul

PL: Naddusza

PL: Oversoul

DE: Überseele

DE: Oversoul

NL: Superziel

NL: Supersoul

RU: дополнительный, дополнения (к Ведам)

RU: supplementary, addendum (to the Vedas)

BU: писания допълващи Ведите

BU: additional scriptures to the Vedas

CR: dopunski spisi

CR: supplementary written documents

CZ: doplňková písma, dodatky Ved

CZ: additional scriptures, additions to the Vedas

PL: pisma uzupełniające, pisma dodatkowe

PL: supplementary scriptures, additional scriptures

DE: ergänzende Schriften

DE: supplementary scriptures

NL: aanvullende geschriften

NL: supplementary scriptures

RU: высший, верховный

RU: highest, supreme

BU: върховен, най-висш

BU: supreme, highest

CR: vrhovni

CR: supreme

PL: najwyższy, doskonały, ostateczny

PL: supreme, perfect, ultimate

DE: höchster

DE: highest

NL: allerhoogst, hoogst, best, allerbest

NL: supreme, highest, best, very best

RU: Всевышний

RU: Supreme

BU: Върховен

BU: Supreme

CR: Svevišnji

CR: Topsupreme
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Supreme Lord

Supreme
Personality of
Godhead

(to) surrender

surrendered soul

sweet words

CZ: Nejvyšší, Svrchovaný

CZ: Highest, Sovereign

PL: Najwyższy

PL: Supreme

DE: der Höchste

DE: the Highest

NL: Allerhoogste

NL: Supreme

RU: Верховный Господь; Вседержитель

RU: Supreme Lord, Supreme Master

BU: Върховен Бог

BU: Supreme God

CR: Svevišnji Gospodin

CR: Topsupreme Lord

CZ: Nejvyšší Pán, Svrchovaný Pán

CZ: Highest Lord, Sovereign Lord

PL: Najwyższy Pan

PL: Supreme Lord

DE: der Höchste Herr

DE: the Highest Lord

NL: Allerhoogste Heer

NL: Supreme Lord

RU: Верховная Личность Бога

RU: Supreme Personality of God

BU: Върховна Божествена Личност

BU: Supreme Divine Person

CR: Svevišnja Božanska Osoba

CR: Supreme Divine Person

CZ: Nejvyšší Osobnost Božství, Nejvyšší
(Svrchovaný) Pán, Osobnost Božství

CZ: Highest Personality of Divinity, Highest
(Sovereign) Lord, Personality of Divinity

PL: Bóg, Najwyższa Osoba; Najwyższa Boska
Osoba; Najwyższy Pan

PL: God, the Supreme Person; Supreme Divine
Person; Supreme Lord

DE: Höchste Persönlichkeit Gottes

DE: Supreme Personality of God

NL: Allerhoogste Persoonlijkheid Gods

NL: Supreme Personality of God

RU: предаться, вручить себя, довериться,
вверить себя, беспрекословно выполнять
все приказания, смириться с чем-либо

RU: (to) surrender, entrust oneself, confide in, trust
in, implicit obedience, resign oneself

BU: отдавам се, подчинявам се, покорявам се,
доверявам се, оставям се в ръцете на,
поверявам се на, оставям се на грижите /
на милостта / на волята на

BU; (to) submit oneself, obey, give in, place one's
trust in, be in the hands of, entrust oneself to the
care of, be at the mercy of, submit oneself to
someone's will

CR: predati se, biti odan, pokoravati se, podrediti
se

CR: (to) surrender, be faithful, obey, submit to
somebody

CZ: odevzdat se

CZ: (to) surrender, give oneself

PL: podporządkować / oddać się (czemuś)

PL: (to) surrender

DE: sich hingeben

DE: (to) surrender oneself

NL: zich overgeven

NL: (to) surender oneself

FR: s'abandonner, se remettre entre les mains de

FR: (to) abandon oneself, put oneself in the hands of

RU: предавшаяся душа

RU: surrendered soul

BU: отдала се душа, отдадена душа,
безрезервно предан

BU: surrendered soul, fully surrendered

CR: predana duša

CR: surrendered soul

CZ: odevzdaná duše

CZ: surrendered soul

PL: dusza podporządkowana (Panu); poddający
się (wrogowi)

PL: soul surrendered (to the Lord); one who
surrenders (to the enemy)

DE: eine hingegebene / ergebene Seele

DE: surrendered soul

NL: overgegeven ziel

NL: surrendered soul

RU: ласковые, добрые, приятные слова;
приветливые, нежные, ласкающие слух
речи; сладкозвучные речи

RU: endearing, kind, pleasing words; affable,
affectionate, sweet speech; mellifluent words

BU: сладки, сладкодумни, сладкогласни,
сладкозвучни, медени, приятни,
приветливи, нежни, ласкави, вежливи,
благозвучни, радващи слуха думи / слова

BU: sweet, fair-spoken, melodious, silvery, pleasant,
amiable, affectionate, tender, polite, sweetsounding, pleasing to the ear words / speech

CR: umilne riječi

CR: pleasant words

CZ: laskavá slova

CZ: kind words

PL: przyjemne słowa

PL: pleasant words

DE: süße / liebliche Worte, freundliche Worte

DE: sweet / pleasent words, kind words
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system (social,
Vedic)

systematically

(to) take to Krsna
consciousness

NL: zoete / vriendelijke woorden

NL: sweet / kind words

RU: обряд, традиция, устои, порядки

RU: custom, tradition, foundations, system (order)

BU: система, традиция, устои, порядки, обичай

BU: system, tradition, foundations, norms, custom

CR: sustav, tradicija, zakoni, pravila, načela,
obred, vedska kultura

CR: system, tradition, laws, rules, principles, rite /
ceremony, Vedic culture

CZ: systém (společenský, védský)

CZ: system (social, Vedic)

PL: ustrój społeczny, (wedyjski) proces
(zdobywania wiedzy), kultura wedyjska

PL: social system, (Vedic) process of acquiring
knowledge, Vedic culture

DE: System, Pfad, Methode, vedische Kultur,
manchmal nicht übersetzen (parampara
system)

DE: system (social, Vedic), path ("of mysticism"),
method, Vedic culture, sometimes not to be
translated

NL: systeem

NL: system

FR: institution, voie, méthode, code, loi, règle,
système

FR: institution, way, method, code, law, rule, system

RU: регулярно, систематически, в
упорядоченной форме

RU: regularly, systematically, putting in good order

BU: редовно, системно, методично,
целенасочено

BU: regularly, systematically, methodically,
purposefully

CR: sustavno, redovno

CR: systematically, regularly

PL: systematyczny, w sposób uporządkowany,
odpowiednio, stopniowo

PL: systematically, in orderly manner, suitably,
gradually

DE: systematisch, gezielt, planmäßig, konsequent,
methodisch

DE: systematically, purposive, planned, consequent,
methodical

NL: systematisch, consequent, stapsgewijs

NL: systematically, consequent, step by step

RU: принять сознание Кришны, встать на путь
созанания Кришны, развить в себе С.К.

RU: (to) take to / (to)embark on the path of / (to)
develop Krsna consciousness

BU: посвещавам се, отдавам се на, започвам
да се занимавам с Кришна-съзнание;
поемам пътя на Кришна-съзнание,
приемам (принципите на) Кришна-съзнание

BU: (to) dedicate onself to / (to) devote oneself to /
(to) begin to practice / (to) embark on the path of
/ (to) accept (the principles) of Krsna
consciousness

CR: slijediti načela svjesnosti Krsne, prihvatiti
svjesnost Krsne
CZ: přijmout proces vědomí Krsny

CR: (to) follow the principles of / (to) accept Krsna
consciousness

PL: rozpocząć / podjąć proces świadomości K.

CZ: (to) accept the process of the consciousness of
Krsna

DE: sich dem Krsna-Bewußtsein zuwenden, den
Vorgang des Krsna-Bewußtseins aufnehmen
NL: Krsna-bewust worden

PL: (to) begin process of / (to) take up the process of
Krsna consciousness
DE: to turn to Krsna consciousness, to take up the
method of Krsna consciousness
NL: becoming Krsna conscious

(is) technically
(called)

temporary
(perishable)

RU: на санскрите (называется); на языке шастр,
на языке священных писаний

RU: in Sanskrit (it is called), in the language of sastra,
in the language of scriptures

BU: на санскрит, на езика на писанията /
шастрите; (често не се превежда)

BU: in Sanskrit, in the language of the scriptures /
sastras; (often omitted)

CR: zvan, stručno zvan, naziva se

CR: called, expertly called, it's called,

CZ: odborně (se nazývá)

CZ: in an expert way (is called)

PL: zwany, zwany fachowo, nosi specjalistyczną
nazwę, w sanskrycie

PL: called, technically called, bears specialistic
name, in Sanskrit

DE: die Fachbezeichnung ist; wird bezeichnet als;
oft nicht übersetzen

DE: the technical term is; is called; often not to be
translated

NL: wordt technisch (gezien) ... genoemd (vaak
niet vertaald)

NL: is technically called ... (often not translated)

RU: тленный, бренный, эфемерный, смертный,
непрочный, недолговечный, мимолетный

RU: perishable, fleeting, ephemeral, mortal, not
durable, short-lived, transient

BU: тленен, ефимерен, смъртен, мимолетен,
временен, недълговечен, недълготраен,
кратковременен, краткотраен, нетраен,

BU: perishable, ephemeral, mortal, momentary,
transient, short-lived, unenduring, passing,
fleeting, evasive, transitory
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преходен, скоропреходен

threefold (miseries)

(since) time
immemorial

total material energy
(nature)

touchstone

(to) transcend

CR: privremen, trenutačan, smrtan, kratkotrajan,
prolazan

CR: temporary, momentary, mortal, short-lived,
perishable

CZ: dočasný (podléhající zkáze)

CZ: temporary (subjected to destruction)

DE: vergänglich, unbeständig

DE: transient, unstable

NL: tijdelijk, vergankelijk

NL: temporary, perishable

FR: transitoire, temporaire, de courte durée,
éphémère

FR: transitory, temporary, of a short laps, ephemeral

RU: тройственные (страдания)

RU: threefold (miseries)

BU: тристранни страдания; три вида страдания

BU: threefold miseries; three kinds of miseries

CR: trostruke bijede

CR: threefold (miseries)

CZ: trojí (utrpení)

CZ: three sorts of

PL: trzy, potrójny

PL: three, threefold (miseries)

DE: die drei / dreifachen Leiden

DE: the three miseries

NL: drie soorten leed

NL: three kinds of miseries

FR: venues de trois sources, issues de trois
origines, en trois phases

FR: from three roots, from three origins, in three
phases

RU: с незапамятных времен

RU: since time immemorial

BU: от незапомнени времена

BU: since time immemorial

CR: od pamtivijeka, od pradavnih vremena

CR: since time immemorial

CZ: od nepaměti

CZ: since “non-memory”

DE: seit unvordenklichen Zeiten

DE: since immemorial times

NL: sinds onheuglijke tijden

NL: since time immemorial

RU: совокупная материальная энергия

RU: aggregate material energy

BU: съвкупната материална енергия

BU: aggregate material energy

CR: cjelokupna materijalna energija

CR: total material energy

CZ: celková hmotná energie

CZ: total material energy (nature)

PL: cała energia materialna, całość energii m.

PL: entire material energy, totality of material energy

DE: Gesamtheit der materiellen Energie, die
gesamte materielle Energie

DE: the whole of material energy, the entire material
energy

NL: het geheel van de materiële natuur

NL: the total of the material nature

RU: философский камень

RU: philosophers' stone

BU: философски камък

BU: philosophers' stone

CR: kamen mudrosti, čarobni kamen

CR: philosophers' stone, magic stone

CZ: zázračný kámen, kámen mudrců

CZ: miraculous stone, “stone of the sages”
(philosophers' stone)

PL: kamień filozoficzny

PL: philosophical stone

DE: Stein der Weisen

DE: stone of the wise

NL: cintamani-steen

NL: cintamani-stone (used with a footnote)

FR: pierre philosophale, pierre "cintamani"

FR: philosophical stone, cintamani stone

RU: возвысится над, стать трансцендентным к
чему-л., выйти за пределы (рамки)

RU: (to) rise (above), (to become) transcendental to,
exceed the bounds

BU: издигам се над, преодолявам,
превъзмогвам

BU: (to) rise above, overcome, surpass

CR: nadilaziti granice, transcendirati, uzdići se
iznad

CR: (to) surpass the limits (borders), (to) transcend,
rise above

CZ: překonat, transcendovat

CZ: (to) overcome, (to) transcend

PL: przekraczać (granice rozumu ludzkiego itd.);
przewyższać

PL: (to) transcend; (to) surpass

DE: hinter sich lassen, überwinden,
transzendieren

DE: (to) leave behind oneself, surpass, transcend

NL: ontstjigen (aan)

NL: (to) transcend
FR: (to) go beyond
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FR: aller au-delà
transcendental (to)

(to) transform

transformation

transmigration

troubles

RU: трансцендентный, недоступный,
недосягаемый, возвышающийся над

RU: transcendental to, inaccessible, inattainable,
rised above

BU: отвъд, недостъпен, чужд, неподвластен,
недосегаем за; трансцедентален (към)

BU: beyond, inaccessible, alien, unaffected;
intangible; transcendental (to)

CR: transcendentalan (prema)

CR: transcendental (to)

CZ: transcendentální (vůči), překonává

CZ: transcendental (to), (he) overcomes

PL: ponad, usytuowany ponad; wznosić się
ponad; stać ponad; przewyższać, wyjść poza;
zachowywać (pozycję transcendentalną)

PL: above, situated above; to transcend; to overtop;
to surpass, to go beyond; to keep transcendental
position

DE: (is t. to:) steht über, ist unberührt von, befindet
sich in transzendentaler Stellung

DE: is, "stands" above, is not touched by, is situated
in transcendental position

NL: transcendentaal (aan)

NL: transcendental (to)

RU: претворить, преобразовать, изменить,
трансформировать

RU: (to) convert (into), reform, change, transform

BU: трансформирам, преобразувам,
превръщам, видоизменям; преобразявам;
претворявам

BU: (to) transform, (to) modify, (to) convert, (to) alter;
(to) transfigure; (to) re-create

CR: preobraziti, pretvoriti; poprimiti; mijenjati oblik;
transformirati, pretvarati, preobličiti

CR: (to) transform, assume, change the shape,
transform

CZ: přeměnit, změnit

CZ: (to) transform, change

PL: przekształcić / przekształcać, przeobrażać;
zmienić / zmieniać (coś na coś); przemienić

PL: (to) transform; (to) turn something into something
else; (to) alter

DE: umwandeln, verwandeln

DE: (to) transform

NL: van gedaante doen veranderen

NL: (to) change the shape

FR: changer, transformer

FR: (to) change, transform

RU: преобразование, превращение,
метаморфоза

RU: transformation, conversion, metamorphosis

BU: преображение, метаморфоза

BU: transformation, metamorphosis

CR: preobrazba

CR: transformation

CZ: přeměna, změna

CZ: transformation, change

PL: przekształcanie, przeobrażanie, przemiana

PL: transformation, change, modification

DE: (Um-)Wandlung

DE: transformation, (change)

NL: transformatie, verandering

NL: transformation, change

RU: переселение души

RU: transmigration of the soul

BU: преселване на душата, прераждане

BU: transmigration of the soul, reincarnation

CR: seljenje duše

CR: transmigration of the soul

CZ: převtělování

CZ: reincarnation

PL: wędrówka dusz

PL: transmigration of souls

DE: Wechsel, Überwechseln, Übergang; (of the
soul:) Seelenwanderung

DE: change, transition; journey of the soul

NL: zielsverhuizing

NL: transmigration

RU: тяготы, неприятности, хлопоты, невзгоды,
испытания, перипетии

RU: nuisances, annoyances, troubles, adversities,
tests, peripeteia

BU: трудности, затруднения, изпитания,
препятствия, пречки, перипетии,
неприятности, грижи, несгоди

BU: difficulties, trials, ordeals, obstacles,
obstructions, vicissitudes, botheration, worries,
adversities

CR: teškoće, prepreke, uznemirenosti, smetnje,
neugodnosti, nepogode

CR: difficulties, obstructions, perturbations,
disturbances, troubles, tempests

CZ: potíže, problémy

CZ: difficulties, problems

PL: kłopoty, tarapaty, zmartwienie; trud, fatyga

PL: troubles

DE: Schwierigkeiten, Mühen, Probleme

DE: difficulties, troubles, problems

NL: problemen, moeilijkheden

NL: problems, difficulties
FR: difficulties, problems, obstacles
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FR: difficultés, problèmes, obstacles
troublesome

unalloyed (devotee,
devotional service)

uncivilized

unconditional

understanding
(spiritual
understanding)

RU: трудоемкий

RU: labour-intensive

BU: труден, мъчителен, тежък, неприятен

BU: difficult, tormenting, painful, laborious,
unpleasant

CR: mukotrpan, težak, mučan, neugodan

CR: miserable, toilsome, difficult, unpleasant

CZ: působící potíže, obtížné, těžké

CZ: inflicting troubles, difficult

PL: kłopotliwy, nieznośny, przykry;
(przedsięwzięcie) ciężkie

PL: troublesome, annoying; troublesome (enterprise)

DE: schwierig, mühsam, beschwerlich; störend,
lästig

DE: difficult, arduous; annoying, burdensome

NL: vervelend, lastig

NL: troublesome, annoying

RU: чистый преданный / преданное служение

RU: pure devotee / devotional service

BU: чист

BU: pure

CR: besprijekoran, čisti; besprijekorno predano
služiti, čisto predano služenje

CR: irreproachable, pure; irreproachable devotional
service, pure devotional service

CZ: čistý, prostý znečištění, ryzí (čistý,
neposkvrněný oddaný; čistá oddaná služba)

CZ: pure, clean, free from contamination, unalloyed,
(pure, spotless devotee; pure devotional service)

PL: czysty, niezanieczyszczony

PL: pure, unalloyed

DE: rein, unverfälscht

DE: pure, unadulterated

NL: zuiver

NL: pure

FR: pur, inconditionnel, exclusivement dédié, sans
motif intéressé

FR: pure, unconditional, exclusively dedicated,
without self-interest

RU: варварский, некультурный

RU: barbarous, uncultured

BU: нецивилизован, варварски

BU: uncivilized, barbaric

CR: neciviliziran, nekulturan, neuljudan

CR: uncivilized, uncultured, impolite

CZ: necivilizovaný

CZ: non-civilized

PL: niecywilizowany, dziki, barbarzyński

PL: uncivilized, wild, barbarous

DE: unkultiviert

DE: uncultered

NL: onbeschaafd

NL: uncivilized

RU: бескорыстный, беззаветный,
безоговорочный

RU: unmotivated, selfless, unconditional

BU: безкористен

BU: selfless, unmotivated

CR: bezuvjetan

CR: unconditional

CZ: nepodmíněný

CZ: without conditions

PL: bezwarunkowy; szczery, otwarty

PL: unconditional; unreserved

DE: bedingungslos, vorbehaltlos, uneingeschränkt;
befreit (state)

DE: unconditional, unreserved; liberated (state)

NL: onvoorwaardelijk

NL: unconditional

RU: разум, сообразительность, (духовное
знание)

RU: intelligence, quick wits, (spiritual knowlege)

BU: духовно прозрение / разбиране / знание

BU: spiritual insight / understanding / knowledge

CR: razumijevanje (duhovno)

CR: understanding (spiritual)

CZ: porozumění, pochopení (duchovní p.)

CZ: understanding (spiritual understanding)

PL: zrozumienie, ujęcie

PL: understanding, sense

DE: (spirituelles) Verständnis / Wissen /
Erkenntnis

DE: (spiritual) understanding / knowledge / realization
NL: comprehension, understanding

NL: begrip, inzicht
undesirable

RU: нежелательный, губительный, вредный,
зловредный, ненужный, лишний

RU: undesirable, ruinous, harmful, noxious, needless,
unnecessary

BU: вреден, зловреден, отрицателен,
неблаготворен, неблагоприятен, нежелан

BU: harmful, injurious, negative, malevolent,
unfavorable, unwelcome (unwanted)

CR: nepoželjan, neugodan

CR: undesirable, unpleasant

CZ: nežádoucí

CZ: non-desired, undesirable
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undisturbed (dhira)

unfavorable

unfortunate

universal form

unmotivated

PL: niepożądany, niedogodny; nieprzyjemny;
człowiek niepożądany

PL: undesirable, inconvenient; unpleasant;
unwelcome man

DE: unerwünscht, lästig, hinderlich, hemmend,
störend, widrig, unliebsam

DE: unwanted, obstructive, impending, disturbing,
adverse, unpleasant

NL: onwenselijk

NL: undesirable

FR: non souhaité, indésirable

FR: unwanted, undesirable

RU: невозмутимый, уравновешенный,
спокойный, безмятежный, бесстрастный,
безучастный, равнодушный

RU: inperturbable, balanced, calm, tranquil,
passionless, indifferent (to)

BU: невъзмутим, уравновесен, спокоен,
умиротворен, който не може да бъде
изведен от равновесие; безстрастен,
безучастен, равнодушен

BU: unruffled, equipoised, calm, peaceful, one whose
equilibrium cannot be disturbed; indifferent,
unconcerned, nonchalant

CR: neuznemiren, nepomućen, miran, spokojan,
ravnodušan, staložen

CR: not disturbed, peaceful, still, tranquil, calm,
steady

CZ: nezneklidněný, klidný

CZ: not disturbed, peaceful

PL: nie zaniepokojony, spokojny

PL: undisturbed, unperturbed

DE: unberührt, gelassen; ungestört, ruhig,
ausgeglichen

DE: unmoved, calm; undisturbed, peaceful, balanced

NL: onverstoord

NL: undisturbed

FR: paisible, tranquille, serein

FR: peaceful, still, serene

RU: недоброжелательный, враждебный

RU: ill-disposed, inimical

BU: неблагоприятен, вреден, недоброжелателен, враждебен неблагосклонен;
неодобрителен, отрицателен

BU: unfavorable, harmful, hostile, antagonistic, illdisposed; opposing, negative

CR: nepovoljan, neugodan, nepoželjan

CR: unfavorable, unpleasant, undesirable

CZ: nepříznivý

CZ: unfavorable

PL: niepomyślny, niesprzyjający, nieżyczliwy,
nieprzychylny; ujemny

PL: unfavorable, unfriendly; prejudiced against
somebody / something; detrimental

DE: ungünstig

DE: unfavorable

NL: ongunstig

NL: unfavorable

RU: злополучный, незадачливый,
многострадальный, неудачник, горемыка,
невезучий

RU: ill-starred, luckless, long-suffering, a failer,
unfortunate creature, ill-fated

BU: злочест, злощастен, злополучен, клет,
несретен, беден, горък, достоен за
съжаление

BU: unlucky, unsuccessful, ill-fated, poor, wretched,
impoverished, unpromising, pitiable

CR: nesretan, bijedan, vrijedan žaljenja

CR: unfortunate, miserable

CZ: nešt'astný, nešt'astník

CZ: unhappy, unfortunate (man)

PL: nieszczęśliwy, pechowy; niepomyślny,
niefortunny, godny pożałowania; (wypadek)
przykry

PL: distressed, unfortunate; unlucky, regrettable;
unfortunate (accident)

DE: unglückselig

DE: unfortunate

NL: onfortuinlijk

NL: unfortunate

RU: вселенская форма

RU: universal form

BU: вселенска форма

BU: universal form

CR: kozmički oblik

CR: cosmic form

CZ: vesmírná podoba

CZ: cosmic form

PL: postać kosmiczna

PL: cosmic form

DE: kosmische Gestalt

DE: cosmic form

NL: universele gedaante

NL: universal form

RU: беззаветный, бескорыстный

RU: selfless, unconditional

BU: безкористен, всеотдаен

BU: selfless, dedicated

CR: nemotiviran, koji nije motiviran

CR: unmotivated, who is not motivated

CZ: bez pohnutek, nemotivovaný

CZ: without motivations, unmotivated
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unqualified

unregulated

unwanted

unwanted population

upstart

PL: niczym nie motywowany

PL: without motives

DE: ohne Hintergedanken; ohne selbstische
Absicht

DE: without thoughts in the back of one´s mind;
without selfish motive

NL: ongemotiveerd

NL: unmotivated

RU: недостойный

RU: unworthy

BU: недостоен, неподготвен, незаслужаващ,
неспособен, некомпетентен

BU: unworthy, unprepared, undeserving, incapable,
incompetent

CR: nekvalificiran, nedostojan, nezaslužan,
nesposoban

CR: unqualified, unworthy, unmeritorious,
incompetent

CZ: nezpůsobilý, nekvalifikovaný; (dev. service)
bezpodmínečná

CZ: incompetent, unqualified; (dev. service)
unconditional

PL: nie posiadający kwalifikacji, niewykwalifikowany, niekompetentny (do zrobienia czegoś)

PL: unqualified, incompetent

DE: unqualifiziert, ungeeignet; (dev. service:)
bedingungslos; (u. sons of brahmanas:)
unwürdige Söhne

DE: unqualified, (dev. service:) unconditional;
unworthy (sons)

NL: ongekwalificeerd; ongemotiveerd; niet door
materiële kwaliteiten beïvloed

NL: unqualified; unmotivated; not influenced by
material qualities

FR: mauvaise, non-qualifié, n'ayant pas qualité
pour

FR: bad, unqualified, having no quality for

RU: распоясавшийся, разнузданный;
неупорядоченный, беспорядочный

RU: licentious, unbridled; slovenly, untidy

BU: нередовен

BU: unregulated

CR: neuređen, nesređen, bezakonje; prema
kontekstu

CR: unordered, unsettled, anarchy; according to the
context

CZ: neusměrněný, bez jakýchkoliv usměrnění

CZ: non-regulated, without any regulations

NL: ongereguleerd

NL: unregulated

RU: губительный, пагубный, вредный;
самоубийственный, предосудительный,
никчемный

RU: baneful, fatal, harmful; suicidal, blamable,
useless

BU: вреден, зловреден, отхвърлен, отрицателен, неблаготворен, неблагоприятен;
губителен, пагубен, самоубийствен,
осъдителен; ненужен, излишен; нежелан

BU: undesirable, harmful, rejected, negative,
unfavorable, unbeneficial; disastrous, suicidal,
condemnable; unnecessary, superfluous;
undesired

CR: nepotreban, nepoželjan, neugodan, poguban

CR: not needed, unwanted, unpleasant, dangerous

CZ: nežádoucí, nechtěný

CZ: non-desired, unwanted

PL: niepotrzebny; zbyteczny, zbędny;
niepożądany

PL: unnecessary; needless, superfluous; unwanted

DE: siehe undesirable

DE: see undesirable

NL: ongewenst

NL: unwanted

FR: malsain, indésirable

FR: unsain, undesirable

RU: нечестивцы, отбросы общества, изгои

RU: impious persons, dregs of society, social outcast

BU: отхвърлени деца, отхвърлени от
обществото; недостойно поколение,
порочно, пропаднало поколение

BU: rejected children, social dropouts; worthless
population; vicious, reprobated generation

CR: nepoželjno stanovništvo, neželjena djeca

CR: unwanted population, unwanted children

CZ: nežádoucí obyvatelstvo

CZ: non-desired population

PL: niepożądana populacja; niechciane dzieci

PL: unwanted population; undesirable children

DE: störende Elemente in der Gesellschaft,
gesellschaftsschädigende Elemente

DE: disturbing elements in the society, societydamaging elements

NL: ongewenste bevolking

NL: unwanted population

RU: самонадеянный человек, негодяй,
выскочка, самозванец

RU: presuming man, rascal, upstart, imposter

BU: самонадеян, самоуверен, нахакан човек,
самозванец

BU: self-confident, self-assured, presumptuous, selfproclaimed, impostor

CR: skorojević, samouvjeren

CR: upstart, self-confident, parvenu
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Vedic evidence

(according to the)
Vedic version

via medium

void

voidism

CZ: povýšenec, (adj.:) namyšlený, arogantní

CZ: haughty man, (adj.:) puffed up, arrogant

PL: łajdak; parweniusz

PL: scoundrel; parvenu, climber

DE: Emporkömmling; (nondevotee u.:) aufgeblasener Nichtgottgeweihter; selbstgefällig,
anmaßend, hochmütig, selbstherrlich

DE: upstart; (a) puffed-up (nondevotee); complacent,
presumptious, arrogant, high-handed

NL: omhooggevallen figuur; parvenu

NL: someone who fell upwards; upstart, parvenu

FR: parvenu, arriviste

FR: parvenu, upstart

RU: в Ведах сказано, согласно Ведам, Веды
утверждают

RU: as it is said in the Vedas, according to the
Vedas, as stated in the Vedas

BU: (опирайки се на) свидетелствата на
Ведите; (според) твърденията на Ведите;
Ведите

BU: (on the strength of the) evidence of the Vedas,
(according to the) statements of the Vedas; the
Vedas

CR: prema svjedočanstvu Veda

CR: according to the evidence of the Vedas

CZ: svědectví Ved

CZ: testimony of the Vedas

PL: świadectwo pism wedyjskich; cytat / przykład
z pism wed.; wiedza wedyjska

PL: evidence of the Vedic scriptures; quote /
example from Vedic scriptures; Vedic knowledge

DE: vedische Autorität, Autorität der Veden; belegt
mit Aussagen der vedischen Schriften; Beleg /
Nachweis aus den vedischen Schriften

DE: Vedic authority, authority of the Vedas;
substantiated by statements of the Vedic
scripture; proof / evidence from the Vedic script.

NL: bewijs van vedische kant

NL: evidence from the Vedic point of view

BU: според Ведите

BU: according to the Vedas

CR: prema vedskim spisima

CR: according to the Vedic written documents

CZ: (podle) Ved, Vedy uvádějí

CZ: (acc. to the) Vedas, the Vedas mention

PL: w zgodzie z Wedami, jak mówią Wedy

PL: in accordance with the Vedas

DE: nach Aussage der Veden

DE: according to the statement of the Vedas

NL: volgens de vedische versie

NL: according (to) the Vedic version

RU: посредством, через, с помощью;
связующее звено

RU: by means of something, through somebody, with
the help (of); linking point

BU: посредник, свързващо звено

BU: agent, connecting link, mediator

CR: medij, posrednik, via medium

CR: medium, mediator, via medium

CZ: prostředník; díky, skrze

CZ: intermediary; owning to, through

PL: medium; za pośrednictwem

PL: medium; through the mediation

DE: (transparentes) Medium; Vermittlung; über;
Vermittler; Bindeglied; (via medium energy:)
dazwischenliegend, in der Mitte

DE: (transparent) medium; mediation; through;
mediator; connecting link; (energy:) in between,
in the middle

NL: via-medium

NL: via-medium

FR: pur intermédiaire

FR: pure intermediary

RU: пустота

RU: void

BU: пустота

BU: voidness

CR: praznina, ništavilo

CR: void, nothingness

CZ: prázdnota, prázdný (adj)

CZ: emptiness, empty (adj)

PL: pusty, wolny (od czegoś), pozbawiony
(czegoś); próżnia, pustka

PL: (adj.:) void, void / free of something; (n.:) void

DE: leer; die Leere

DE: empty; the emptiness

NL: leegte

NL: void

FR: néant

FR: nothingness

RU: философия пустоты, буддизм

RU: the philosophy of voidness, buddhism

BU: философия на пустотата

BU: philosophy of voidness

CR: voidizam, filozofija ništavila, filozofija praznine

CR: voidism, philosophy of nothingness, philosophy
of void

CZ: voidismus

CZ: voidism

PL: filozofia pustki (fil.); pustka

PL: philosophy of void; void

DE: Leere, das Nichts; Dogma von der Leere

DE: emptiness, the nothing; dogma of the void
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voidist

(to be) well versed in

well-wisher

well-wishing

without anxieties

(to) work hard

NL: leegteleer

NL: voidism

RU: последедователь философии пустоты,
буддист

RU: follower of the philosophy of voidness, buddhist

BU: последовател на философията на
пустотата, будист

BU: follower of the philosophy of voidness, buddhist

CR: nihilist, sljedbenik filozofije praznine, budist

CR: nihilist, follower of void philosophy, buddhist

CZ: voidista

CZ: voidist

PL: zwolennik filozofii pustki, buddysta

PL: adherent of philosophy of void, buddhist

DE: Anhänger des Dogmas von der Leere;
Philosoph, der die Ansicht der Leere vertritt

DE: follower of the dogma of the void; philosopher,
who adheres to the view of the void

NL: aanhanger van de leegteleer

NL: follower of voidism

RU: быть сведущим, хорошо разбираться,
досконально знать что-либо

RU: (to be) well-versed in / expert in, (to have) full
knowledge of something

BU: знам, познавам добре, запознат съм

BU: (to) know, (to) be well-acquainted, (to) be
conversant

CR: dobro poznavati

CR: (to) know well

CZ: obeznámený s, dobře znát

CZ: one acquainted with, (to) know well

PL: dobrze obeznany / zaznajomiony; dobrze się
znać / orientować, znać doskonale

PL: well acquinted, conversant, (to) know something
well; (to be) well informed

DE: sich gut auskennen mit

DE: (to) know well

NL: goed op de hoogte zijn van, door en door
kennen

NL: knowing very well, knowing thoroughly

RU: доброжелатель, благожелатель,
благодетель

RU: well-wisher, well-disposed person, benefactor

BU: доброжелател

BU: well-wisher

CR: dobronamjernik

CR: well-meaning

CZ: dobrodinec, příznivec

CZ: well-doer, well-wisher

PL: człowiek życzliwie usposobiony (do kogoś)

PL: someone’s well-wisher

DE: wohlmeindender (Mensch)

DE: well-wishing (person)

NL: welgezinde

NL: (one who is) well-diposed

FR: bienfaiteur, ami sincère, compagnon
bienveillant

FR: benefactor, sincere friend, well-wishing
compagnon, well-wisher

RU: желающий блага (добра), благосклонный,
милостивый

RU: well-wishing, favourable, merciful

BU: добронамерен, благонамерен, искрен

BU: well-intentioned, well-meaning, sincere

CR: dobronamjeran

CR: well-meaning, well-intentious

CZ: který nám přeje, dobrý (přítel)

CZ: who wishes to us, good (friend)

PL: życzliwy

PL: well-wishing

DE: wohlmeinend

DE: well-meaning

NL: welgezind

NL: well-diposed

RU: безмятежный, беззаботный

RU: serene, carefree

BU: без грижи / без тревоги, спокоен,
безметежен, ведър

BU: without troubles / worries, peaceful, placid,
serene

CR: bez tjeskoba, spokojan, tih, miran

CR: without anxieties, tranquil, still, peaceful

CZ: beze strachu, bez úzkosti

CZ: without fear, without anxiety

PL: wolny od trosk, bez trosk

PL: free from anxieties, without anxieties

DE: ohne Angst

DE: without anxieties

NL: zonder zorgen

NL: without anxieties

RU: трудиться не разгибая спины, не покладая
рук, в поте лица, надрываться (на работе),
до седьмного пота, до полного
изнеможения

RU: (to) work without relaxation, without let-up, by the
sweat of one's brow, (to) sweat one's guts out,
(to) work like a horse, (to) overtax one's strength

BU: работя без да изправя гръб, работя без да

BU: (to) work tooth and nail, (to) work nonstop, (to)
overstrain oneself, (to) work till one's last gasp,
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подвия крак, работя пряко сили, работя до
изнемога, работя непрекъснато / ден и нощ

(to) work all the time / day and night
CR: (to) work hard

CR: teško raditi

CZ: (to) work painstakingly, heavily

CZ: usilovně, těžce pracovat

DE: (to) work hard

DE: hart / schwer arbeiten

NL: (to) work hard

NL: hard werken

FR: (to) work hard / much

FR: travailler dur / beaucoup
(to) worship

worshipable

RU: поклоняться, почитать, молиться на,
преклоняться, благоговеть

RU: (to) worship, (to) rever, (to) adore, (to) idolize,
(to) venerate

BU: почитам, прекланям се, покланям се;
обожавам, боготворя, благоговея;
отслужвам богослужение в чест на

BU: (to) worship, (to) revere, (to) bow down to; (to)
adore, (to) admire, (to) cherish; (to) offer worship
to

CR: obožavati

CR: (to) worship

CZ: uctívat

CZ: (to) worship, honour

PL: wielbić, czcić, oddawać cześć boską

PL: (to) worship, adore

DE: verehren

DE: (to) worship

NL: vereren

NL: (to) worship

FR: offrir son adoration, rendre un culte, honorer

FR: (to) offer adoration / cult, (to) honor

RU: почитаемый, боготворимый, почтенный;
(иногда:) всесильный, всемогущий;
обожествление, преклонение перед чемлибо

RU: worshipable, worshipful, respectable; (rare) allpowerful, all-mighty; idolization, admiration (for)

BU: достоен за почит / преклонение, обект на
почит / преклонение; почитаем, възлюбен,
почитан, боготворен

BU: worthy of respect / veneration (worship), object of
respect / veneration; honorable, dearly, admired

CR: obožavan, vrijedan obožavanja, koji zavređuje
obožavanje, dostojan obožavanja

CR: worshipable, worthy of worship, one who
deserves worship, worthy of worship
CZ: see:worshipable Deity

CZ: see:worshipable Deity

PL: deserving worship, adored, venerable, worshiped

PL: godzien czci, wysławiany, czcigodny, czczony,
uwielbiony

DE: worthy of worship

DE: verehrenswert, -würdig
NL: vererenswaardig

NL: worthy of worship
FR: worthy of adoration

FR: digne d'adoration
worshipable Deity

worshipable deity

worshiper

RU: Божество, которому поклоняются, объект
поклонения

RU: worshipable Deity, object of worship

BU: Божество обект на обожaние / преклонение

BU: Deity object of worship / reverance

CR: obožavano Božanstvo

CR: adored Deity

CZ: uctívané Božstvo; Božstvo hodné uctívání

CZ: worshiped Deity; Deity worthy of worship

PL: uwielbiane / czczone Bóstwo, Bóstwo czczone
(przez)

PL: adored Deity, Deity admired by

DE: verehrte Bildgestalt; die Gestalt Gottes, die er
verehrt

DE: worshiped image-form; the form of God, which
he worships

NL: onderwerp van verering; vererenswaardige
Godheid

NL: subject of worship; worshipable Deity

RU: божество, которому поклоняются

RU: worshipable deity

BU: божество обект на поклонение

BU: deity object of worship

CR: obožavano božanstvo

CR: adored deity

CZ: see:worshipable Deity

CZ: see: worshipable Deity

DE: verehrenswerte / verehrte Gottheit;

DE: worshipable / worshiped deity

NL: onderwerp van verering; vererenswaardige
godheid

NL: subject of worship; worshipable deity

RU: почитатель, приверженец

RU: admirer, adherent

BU: почитател, поклонник

BU: admirer, follower, adherent

CR: obožavatelj

CR: worshiper
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worshipful (Lord)

(mundane)
wranglers

CZ: ten, kdo uctívá, uctívatel

CZ: one who worships, worshiper

PL: czciciel / ka, wielbiciel / ka

PL: worshiper

DE: Verehrer

DE: worshiper

NL: vereerder

NL: worshiper

RU: почитаемый / любимый / обожаемый /
дорогой Господь

RU: worshipful / beloved / adorable / dearest Lord

BU: благословен / обожаем / почитан Бог

BU: blessed / admired / revered God

CR: obožavani Gospodin

CR: adored Lord

CZ: úctyhodný, ctihodný

CZ: respectable, venerable

PL: uwielbiany Pan

PL: adored Lord

DE: verehrenswürdiger (Herr)

DE: worshipful (Lord)

NL: vererenswaardig

NL: worshipful

RU: (мирские) спорщики, крикуны, болтуны,
пустословы

RU: (mundane) squabblers, babblers, chatters,
talkers

BU: любител на празни дискусии / на празни
спорове; празнодумец, глашатай

BU: lover of verbosity / useless argument /
discussions; idle talker, public crier

CR: polemičar, prepirač, ljubitelj ispraznih rasprava
CZ: debatér, tlachal

CR: polemist, quarreller, one who likes vain, idle
discussions

PL: awanturnik

CZ: debater, balderdasher

DE: Besserwisser, Rechthaber, Wortklauber

PL: wrangler, roisterer
DE: know-all, hairsplitter

